Maricopa County Community College District
Governing Board Agenda
October 27, 2020
vision
mission

A Community of Colleges—Colleges for the Community—working collectively and responsibly to meet the life-long
learning needs of our diverse students and communities.
The Maricopa Community Colleges provide access to higher education for diverse students and communities. We focus
on learning through: University Transfer Education, General Education, Developmental Education, Workforce
Development, Student Development Services, Continuing Education, Community Education, Civic Responsibility, and
Global Engagement.

As a consequence of the COVID 19 Pandemic, the Board’s October 27th Work Session and Regular Board
Meeting will be conducted entirely remotely via WebEx Events.
In order for the general public to attend the Work Session and Regular Board Meeting, either:
• Follow this link | Enter your name and email address | Choose Join by browser
Please proceed to follow the onscreen instructions to continue to view the event.
• If you do not wish to see the presented materials during the meeting, you may choose to join solely by
audio conference. Dial +1-408-418-9388 | Enter meeting access 146 201 1141 # #
WORK SESSION
4:30 P.M.
WebEx Event
CALL TO ORDER
1. Faculty Administration Collaboration Team (FACT) 2021 - 2022 Faculty Agreement Final Draft
ADJOURN
REGULAR MEETING
6:30 P.M.
WebEx Event
CALL TO ORDER
GENERAL
1. Call to Order
2. Substitutions (0)
3. Faculty Executive Council Report—Ms. Patrice Nango
• No Report
4. Adjunct Faculty Association Report by - Dr. Teri Traaen
• History, Formation & Current Membership of AFA
5. Interim Employee Senate Report by - Ms. Ana Chandler & Ms. Shannon Monge
• Key Points
6. Student Life Reports (VIDEO)
• Glendale Community College: Ms. Connie Greenwell & GCC Student Senate President Abel Haddis
The Maricopa County Community College District endeavors to make all public meetings accessible to persons with disabilities or individuals with Limited English Proficiency. To ensure the provision of appropriate or
reasonable accommodations, please submit your request within 24 hours of the posting of the agenda. A copy of all agenda materials will be available on the Wednesday preceding the scheduled meeting. Without
advance notice we are unable to guarantee the accommodations of choice. For a literal translation of this agenda, the web tool Google Translate is located on the bottom of the menu bar to the left on the Governing
Board web page located at https://administration.maricopa.edu/governing-board/agenda. For more information, please contact the Board Assistant at (480) 731-8889.
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7. Student Life Reports
• No report
8. Emeritus, Awards, and Recognition (10)
9. Chancellor Report - Dr. Steven Gonzales
• Women’s Mentor Group Program
• Addressing Executive-Level Vacancies

CITIZENS INTERIM

This is an opportunity for members of the public to address the Governing Board. In compliance with the Open Meeting Law, the Governing Board
will neither discuss nor act on issues raised during this portion of the agenda. When necessary, issues will be taken under advisement and placed on
subsequent agenda. Presenting concerns to the Board and the free expression of ideas should be communicated with Decorum and respect. Uncivil or
disorderly conduct is not permitted. The use of derisive or insulting language or the direction of remarks that defame, attack, or harass an individual
may serve as cause for the Board’s President to direct that the speaker immediately concludes his or her remarks.

CONSIDERATION OF CONSENT AGENDA

All items with an asterisk are consent matters unless they are removed from the Consent Agenda at this time. Any item may be removed from
the agenda by the Chancellor as a matter of administrative prerogative, or by the Governing Board upon motion duly made, seconded, and
approved. Consent Agenda items will be approved by one motion and there will be no specific discussion of these items. Items removed from the
Consent Agenda will be approved during the consideration of the Non-Consent Agenda.

ACTION
10. CHANCELLOR/BOARD/LEGAL
*10.1 Approve Ratification of Termination Decision for Diana Little
*10.2 Approve Update to Mesa Community College Mission Statement
*10.3 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Cheryl Berg
*10.4 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Debra Campbell
*10.5 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Loman Clark
*10.6 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Linda Collins
*10.7 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Hazel Davis
*10.8 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Carol Dichtenberg
*10.9 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Robert Galloway
*10.10 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Tina Rangel
*10.11 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Linda Speranza
*10.12 Approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Ruth Yandell
*10.13 Approve Award to Multiple Vendors of Contracts for Legal Services: Period of July 1, 2020 – June
30, 2025, pursuant to RFP 3458-6
11. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
*11.1 Approve New Grant Award from U.S. Department of Education: Title V Developing HispanicServing Institutions (DHSI) Grant to Mesa Community College. REVISED 10.27.2020
*11.2 Approve New Grant Award from U.S. Department of Education, Developing Hispanic Serving
Institutions Program – Title V to Phoenix College for - Closing Achievement Gaps Through
Holistic Support, Work-Based Experiences, and Equity-Minded Practices.
*11.3 Approve New Grant Award from U.S. Department Logistics Agency, Office of Small Business
Programs to Maricopa Community Colleges for Arizona Small Business Development Center –
Arizona Procurement Technical Assistance Center.
*11.4 Approve Curriculum
12. BUSINESS SERVICES
*12.1 Approve 59th Avenue Land Swap between Rexco LLC and Maricopa Community Colleges for
future Satellite Campus of South Mountain Community College
*12.2 Approve Conceptual Approval for Remodeling the Fourth Floor at Mesa Community College
Downtown Center
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Approve Job Order Contracting Purchase Order for Gym Locker Area Plumbing Upgrade and
Remodel at Mesa Community College
*12.4 Approve Construction Award for Student Center Roof Replacement at Scottsdale Community
College
*12.5 Approve Expenditure to Purchase AntiVirus Software using Arizona State Contract ADSP017149774
*12.6 Approve Five Year Contract Extension with Radio Research Consortium Inc. (KJZZ and KBAQ)
13. HUMAN RESOURCES
*13.1 Compensation Philosophy
FIRST READ & INFORMATION ITEMS
14. HUMAN RESOURCES
14.1 Employment & Separations (August 22 – September 18, 2020)

MONITORING REPORTS
15. BUSINESS SERVICES
15.1 Review Budget Analysis Report Fund 1: General Unrestricted Fund for the three months ending
September 30, 2020
COMMUNITY LINKAGE
16. Governing Board Reports
• Current Event Summaries
ESTABLISHMENT OF NEXT MEETING DATES, TIMES, AND LOCATIONS
17. November 24, 2020, 6:30 p.m., Regular Board Meeting – The Governing Board of MCCCD will be
assessing on a monthly basis the status of “in person” meetings.
ADJOURN

FACULTY ADMINISTRATION
COLLABORATION TEAM (FACT)
2021-2022 Faculty Agreement
Final Draft
Governing Board Work Session
Tuesday, October 27, 2020
Chandler-Gilbert | Estrella Mountain | GateWay | Glendale | Mesa | Paradise Valley | Phoenix | Rio Salado | Scottsdale | South Mountain

FACT MEMBERS
ADJUNCT FACULTY

RESIDENTIAL FACULTY

ADMINISTRATORS

Patricia Gail Haase

Eddie Genna

Terry Leyba-Ruiz

Patrick Roddy

Ramona Goth

Clyne Namuo

Teri Traaen

Stacy Smith

Greg Peterson
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SESSION OBJECTIVES
• Review of Faculty Agreement Timeline &
Process
• Overview of Article Formatting
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PART 1: FACT OVERVIEW & TIMELINE
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Timeline
▪ January 2019: Governing Board Resolution formed FACT
▪ February-June 2019: FACT v1 created Faculty Agreement Framework bridging
Residential Faculty Policies (RFP) and Adjunct Faculty Handbook
▪ June-July 2019: FACT restructured to meet legal requirements
▪ August 2019-February 2020: FACT v2 reworked 19 of 27 Articles in the new
Faculty Agreement, looped out for review, and presented to Governing Board
as progress updates
▪ February-September 2020: Extension granted to finish remaining 8 Articles
▪ September 2020: Final loop out of remaining 8 Articles for review,
information sessions were held
▪ October 2020: FACT finalized all 27 Articles in new Faculty Agreement and
submits document with the Chancellor, Governing Board has first reading
▪ November 2020: Governing Board holds vote to adopt Faculty Agreement to
begin July 1, 2021
5
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Constituency Feedback
Per the September 2019 Board Resolution, the Board directed
the Chancellor and FACT to ensure that the recommendations
made to the Governing Board were made after consultation with
faculty, faculty senates, administration, and appropriate District
councils.

Constituency Feedback: Administration
Articles were looped out to the Senior Councils (Presidents, Vice
Presidents), Provost, Chief Operating Officer, Chief HR Officer,
and Office of General Counsel, and feedback was collected and
incorporated into the final document.
6
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Constituency Feedback: Residential Faculty

• Drafts were sent out in a shared Google document. All faculty

were encouraged to insert comments into the documents.
• FACT faculty representatives attended Faculty
Executive Council meetings to answer questions about the
shared documents. All faculty were encouraged to take their
questions and concerns to their representatives to be
addressed in this forum.
• First drafts were read and synthesized by FACT faculty
representatives who brought questions, concerns, and
recommendations to the FACT team for discussion. Revisions
were made as appropriate.
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Constituency Feedback: Adjunct Faculty
• Created Google forms for each loop out that could collect
written feedback and survey results.
• Gail and Patrick emailed the forms to the Maricopa-wide
adjunct list serve.
• Individual Adjunct Faculty Association (AFA) campus
representatives emailed the forms to their campus adjuncts.
• Patrick, as President of the AFA, provided regular updates to
AFA Board and solicited their feedback.
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Constituency Feedback
Articles
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

LOOP OUT 1: (October 2019)

LOOP OUT 2: (November 2019)

LOOP OUT 3: (January 2020)

LOOP OUT 4: (September 2020)
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PART 2: ARTICLE FORMATTING
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ARTICLE FORMATTING
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ARTICLE FORMATTING
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Additional Support
• Questions about the formatting or source of content, or
clarifications of definitions, formulas, or other details in the
articles can be sent to FACT@maricopa.edu. These questions
will be shared with the entire FACT and responses will be sent
within two business days.
• FACT can also be available to attend a future work session to
answer questions after the Governing Board has had time to
review the document.
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Questions?
Thank you!
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maricopa.edu

The Maricopa County Community College District (MCCCD) is an EEO/AA institution and an equal opportunity employer of protected veterans and individuals with
disabilities. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, or national
origin. A lack of English language skills will not be a barrier to admission and participation in the career and technical education programs of the District.
The Maricopa County Community College District does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability or age in its programs or activities. For Title
IX/504 concerns, call the following number to reach the appointed coordinator: (480) 731-8499. For additional information, as well as a listing of all coordinators within the
Maricopa College system, visit www.maricopa.edu/non-discrimination.
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ARTICLE 1 DEFINITIONS

This Article includes language from RFP
1.2.

A
Appointive Status
Appointive status may be attained by a Residential Faculty
member at the beginning of his/her sixth consecutive year
calculated from the start date of the first probationary
period. (Hereinafter called “Appointive Residential
Faculty.”)

Previously listed under “Residential Faculty”
definition.

B
Board

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

The term Board refers to the Governing Board of the
Maricopa County Community College District.

C
College Faculty Staffing Advisory Committee
The College Faculty Staffing Advisory Committee will
consult with Department/Division Chairs and other
appropriate personnel in order to make recommendations
on the staffing of Residential Faculty positions. This
committee consists of the appropriate instructional
administrator and at least four (4) Residential Faculty
appointed by the Faculty Senate President. The
instructional administrator will be a nonvoting member of
this committee.

New language. Reflects existing practice as
some Colleges and provides consistency in
the process.

Relevant data related to the college will be provided to the
committee by the appropriate college personnel as
requested by the College Faculty Staffing Advisory
Committee. Relevant data includes, but is not limited to,
the Residential/Adjunct Faculty ratio by discipline, the
FTTE/FTSE ratio by discipline, FTSE by discipline,
headcount by discipline, and the number of budgeted
Residential Faculty lines at the college. The committee’s
recommendations will be delivered to the College
President.
College Plan
The College Plan is a document developed by each
college’s Residential Faculty, in collaboration with its
Adjunct Faculty and Administration, and approved by the
College President. It describes the selection, evaluation,
duties, and responsibilities of the Department/Division
4

Reflects new requirement to ensure
collaboration occurs with Residential
Faculty, Adjunct Faculty and Administration
in development of College Plan.

Chair and the duties and responsibilities of other Faculty
roles, including the occupational program director.
Colleges with both divisions and departments will also
describe the allocation of reassigned time and Chair pay.
The College Plan may also contain other provisions as
agreed upon. In no case may the College Plan conflict with
the provisions of the Faculty Agreement.

Includes other leadership roles Faculty
adopt within a department/division.

Clarifies hierarchy of the Faculty Agreement
in relation to the College Plan.

Common Pages Committee
The Common Pages Committee is a Chancellor-approved
District committee consisting of an official representative
of each employee group.
Reflects updates to Article 20.

Complainant
See Article 20 for definition.

D
Day
Unless otherwise stated, the term “day(s)” in the Faculty
Agreement means calendar day(s).
Department/Division Chair
A Department/Division Chair is a Residential Faculty
member with administrative functions. Rio Salado
College’s
faculty
model
does
not
include
Department/Division Chairs and so is exempt from this
definition.
District
The term District refers to the Maricopa County
Community College District.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

F
Facilitator
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.
Faculty, Adjunct
Adjunct Faculty are Faculty members employed in an
instructional or service capacity on a part-time, term-toterm, non-appointive basis.
Faculty, All
References to All Faculty include Residential Faculty and
Adjunct Faculty as defined herein.
5

Reflects inclusion of Adjunct Faculty in the
Faculty Agreement.

Faculty, Instructional

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Instructional Faculty’s designated responsibility is to
serve as an instructor for a specific section of a course, or
a number of different courses, offered within the District.
Faculty, Residential
Residential Faculty are Faculty members who hold
probationary or appointive status.
Faculty, Service

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Service Faculty’s designated responsibility is to serve as a
Counselor or Librarian, or to serve in an educational
development role per the terms of a Special Services
Assignment or a Request for Personal Services.
Faculty Administration Collaboration Team (FACT)
The Faculty Administration Collaboration Team includes
an equal number of representatives from Residential
Faculty, Adjunct Faculty, and the Administration.

Reflects updates to Article 25.

Faculty Agreement
The Faculty Agreement is an agreement reached among
the Residential Faculty, Adjunct Faculty, and
Administration, as presented to the Chancellor for
approval by the Maricopa Community Colleges
Governing Board.

Reflects transition from RFP to the Faculty
Agreement as directed by the Governing
Board.

Faculty Agreement Review Process
The Faculty Agreement Review Process exists for the
purpose of interpretation and recommendation for change
in the Faculty Agreement. (See Article 25.)
Faculty Senate Presidents
The Faculty Senate Presidents are elected representatives
of the Residential Faculty of each college.
Faculty Service Areas (FSA)
A Faculty Service Area is the area or areas in which
Faculty perform their duties. For Residential Faculty, the
primary FSA is the FSA in which the majority of the
Residential Faculty member’s instructional load is taught
over the most recently completed academic year. For
Service Faculty, the primary FSA is the service area in
which the faculty member has worked the majority of
hours over the most recently completed academic year.
A secondary Faculty Service Area is any non-primary
FSA in which a Residential Faculty meets the minimum
6

Reflects updates to Article 25.

hiring qualifications for the FSA. If an FSA has different
requirements for Appointive Faculty than for Probationary
Faculty, the Residential Faculty member must meet the
minimum qualifications consistent with the member’s
appointive or probationary status.

G
Governance, Faculty
Faculty are charged with determining the processes for
implementing shared governance within the Faculty ranks.
Residential Faculty have primary responsibility for such
fundamental areas as curriculum, subject matter and
methods of instruction, research, Faculty status, and those
aspects of integrated student support which relate to the
educational process. Adjunct Faculty are encouraged to
participate where the opportunity arises.

Replaced “aspects of Student Life” to be
more wholistic in the role of Faculty.
Inclusion of Adjunct Faculty in the Faculty
Agreement.

Governance, Shared
See Article 2 for definition.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Grievance
A
Grievance
is
an
alleged
misapplication,
misinterpretation, or violation of a specific provision(s) of
the Faculty Agreement or Administrative Regulations that
adversely affects the grievant. Initiation of a Grievance is
the procedure by which a grievant may challenge a
decision rendered by a supervisor. Matters not specifically
covered by the Faculty Agreement or Administrative
Regulations should be addressed through the Resolution
of Controversy process.
The outcomes of the following items are not grieve-able:
•

21.5.2. Residential Faculty Member Dismissal Probationary and Appointive

•

Article 16 Retain and Retrain Policy

•

10.2.7. Increment and/or Salary Increase
Withholding for Individual Faculty Members

•

Article 13 Professional Growth

•

Article 17 PARC Decision

•

Title IX

•

EEO

Reflects updates in federal, state, and/or
local regulations.
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Grievance File
See Article 20 for definition.
Reflects updates to Article 20.

Grievant
See Article 20 for definition.

I
In Residence
Inherent in the role of Residential Faculty are the
following: engagement with students; service on college
committees and participation in shared governance;
support and engagement of Faculty colleagues; awareness
and understanding of the college culture; and availability
to respond and participate in essential college issues. In
order to meet the professional obligations and
expectations of Residential Faculty, a consistent,
equitable, and reasonable availability of time spent at the
college “in residence” is necessary. Residential Faculty
who do not fulfill their professional responsibilities as
described in 5.1. or who do not meet “in residence”
requirements will be required to take the appropriate leave
time or may be found to be in violation of a District policy.
Individual Development Plan (IDP)
The Individual Development Plan is an annual
professional growth process through which Probationary
Faculty document their instructional expertise,
professional development, and service to the
department/division, college, and district. The Peer
Assistance and Review Committee (PARC) evaluates the
IDP, and the IDP serves as the basis for recommendations
related to probationary contract renewal and appointive
status.
Instructional Councils
Instructional Councils are discipline/service area Faculty
committees formed to improve communications and
coordination among and between Faculty working in
common instructional/service areas. Membership in the
Instructional Councils will be appointed by the
Department/Division Chair at each college with the
consent of the majority of the Residential Faculty in the
appropriate discipline. The appointee will be qualified in
the appropriate discipline. The Department/Division
Chairs will report the appointments to their college’s
Faculty Senate President. Policies governing Instructional
8

Reflects updates to Article 21.

Councils are found in the current “Instructional Council
Guidelines.” Matters involving Instructional Councils are
subject to Resolution of Controversy. (See 20.3.)
Interest-Based Problem Solving (IBPS)
A process of Problem Solving used by the ongoing Faculty
Agreement development process that focuses on working
together collaboratively to find solutions to issues.

Replaced “Interest-Based Negotiation”
term.

Investigation
See Article 21 for definition.

Reflects updates to Article 21.

J
Just Cause
Reflects updates to Article 21.

See Article 21 for definition.

L
Load
An instructional load hour equivalent is a unit of measure
used for the purposes of calculating required time for
instruction, service, and accountability. One lecture hour
(50 minutes based on Carnegie unit) equals 1.00
instructional clock hour equivalent. Instructional contact
may be provided by either Instructional or Service
Faculty. Faculty who are reassigned to non-instructional
duties will be accountable to perform such duties for at
least two clock hours per week for each load hour of
reassignment.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

M
Mediator
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.
Meetings for Problem-Solving
See Article 20 for definition.

Reflects updates to Article 6.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
MOUs are district-wide agreements between the leadership
of the Adjunct Faculty, the Faculty Association, and the
Chancellor/Provost. MOUs are by nature reactive to
external requirements and allow MCCCD to address issues

9

[Removed] Meet and Confer Process and
Meet and Confer Team as these were
replaced by FACT.

that require timely response that cannot otherwise be
addressed within the regular FACT process time frame.
FACT is informed of MOUs before their adoption but does
not review them. MOUs can only exist for a time period up to
one year and must be considered in the next FACT cycle if
there is interest in continuing longer than the one-year
period.

O
Occupational Program Director (OPD)
The role and responsibilities of the Occupational Program
Director shall be defined in the College Plan. Rio Salado
College’s faculty model does not include Occupational
Program Directors and so is exempt from this definition.

P
Peer Assistance and Review Committee (PARC)

[Removed] have responsibilities which

may include any or all of the following:
responsibility for occupational program
including organization, administration,
periodic review, continuing development,
and general quality/effectiveness. The
primary focus of this position rests with
the specific program management rather
than issues of general institutional
management. Allows for flexibility in
responsibilities based on the College
Plan.

The Peer Assistance and Review Committee consists of
the appropriate instructional administrator and at least four
(4) trained, Appointive Residential Faculty appointed by
the Faculty Senate President in collaboration with the
appropriate college Vice President. PARC will evaluate
all Probationary Residential Faculty Individual
Development Plans and make recommendations to the
College President related to the renewal of the
probationary appointment, and when appropriate, the
granting of appointive status.
President, Adjunct Faculty Association
The Adjunct Faculty Association President serves as the
chair of the board and chief executive of the Adjunct
Faculty Association and carries out the duties of the office
as designated by the Adjunct Faculty Association Board.
President, Faculty Association

Reflects inclusion of Adjunct Faculty in the
Faculty Agreement.

Reflects compliance with state regulations.

The Faculty Association President is the elected
representative of all Residential Faculty.
Probationary Status
Probationary status is assigned to all Residential Faculty
members who have not attained Appointive status.
(Hereinafter called “Probationary Residential Faculty.”)
In order to earn credit toward appointive status, a
Probationary Residential Faculty must meet the following
three conditions:

10

Previously listed under “Residential
Faculty” definition.

1. Undergo evaluation each calendar/academic year
according to the procedures in Article 17.
2. Accumulate unpaid absences for less than 20% of
his/her accountability days per semester.
3. Meet all conditions established in Article 17.
If these aforementioned conditions are not met, the
probationary period may be extended an additional
semester for each deficient semester.
Program, Day
The Day Program delineates the 196 consecutive days
between mid-August and mid- May of which 170 of those
days shall be days of accountability. and shall be Monday
through Friday starting at 6:00 a.m. and ending at 3:55
p.m., except for a section(s) of a course(s) starting prior to
3:55 p.m., or for section(s) of a course(s) that are part of
an established day curriculum and must be offered after
3:55 p.m.
Program, Evening
The Evening Program delineates the 196 consecutive days
between mid-August and mid-May, of which 170 of those
days shall be days of accountability. and shall be Monday
through Friday and shall encompass programs taught
and/or supervised beyond those hours defined by the Day
Program.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Program, Summer Program
The Summer Program delineates the time between the day
after the last day of spring accountability and the day
before the first day of fall accountability.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP,
reflects compliance with state regulations.

R
Reassigned Time
Residential Faculty may be reassigned from teaching
duties to fulfill other important roles within the college
and district when such reassignment serves a public
purpose for the district’s benefit and the district’s
payments are reasonable in light of the benefits it receives.
Representation
See Article 20 for definition.
Residential Faculty Professional Growth Appeals
Committee
11

Reflects updates to Article 20.

The Faculty Professional Growth Policy Review Committee
serves as the Faculty Professional Growth Appeals
Committee. Appeal decisions will require a 2/3 majority vote
of the committee. The basis for an appeal shall be to review
potential salary placement error. During an appeal, errors
found both in favor of and against the appellant shall be
corrected.
Residential Faculty Professional Growth Committee
The Residential Faculty Professional Growth Committee is a
Chancellor-approved District committee consisting of the
Provost, the Vice President of Academic Affairs or designee,
and two (2) Residential Faculty representatives from each
college. The Residential Faculty representatives will be
appointed by the Faculty Senate Presidents from each
college. The Faculty Association President, or designee, will
serve ex officio and be a nonvoting member.
Residential/Adjunct Faculty Ratio
The residential/adjunct ratio is defined as follows:

Where total load hours is the sum of Residential and Adjunct
Faculty instructional load hours for the Fall and Spring
semesters for the prior academic year (excluding Rio
Salado). For this computation, residential overload hours and
OYO/OSO instructional load hours are counted as residential
load hours.
Resolution of Controversy (RoC)
A RoC process will be available for All Faculty to resolve
workplace conflicts that are not grievances. This process may
be used to resolve issues such as, but not limited to, poor
communication, differing values, differing interests, scarce
resources, adverse employment conditions, and personality
clashes. Initiation of a RoC process is the procedure by which
a complainant may challenge a decision rendered by a
supervisor that is not grievable.
Retaliation

Reflects updates to Article 20.

Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.

S
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Scope of Grievance or Resolution of Controversy
See Article 20 for definition.

Seniority
Seniority shall be based on continuing Residential
Faculty employment and shall date from the time of first
paid service as a Residential Faculty member (i.e.,
“tenure-track date” captured in HCM).

Clarification as to where “tenure-track date”
is captured.

Supervisor
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.

T
Timelines

Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.

V
Variance
Variances are a subset of MOUs that can apply at both
the college, multi-college, or district-level. Variances are
driven by internal interest in innovation and allow for
piloting different approaches as ideas emerge. FACT
approves variances, which can happen outside of the
annual FACT process time frame, and variances can be
approved for longer than the one-year period limit of
MOUs.

Reflects updates to Article 6.

W
Works Made for Hire Doctrine
Normally, under copyright law, those who create a
copyrightable work own that work. That is, unless the
creator is an employee who creates a work as part of
their work responsibilities, in which case the work
typically belongs to the employer under the Works
Made for Hire Doctrine. MCCCD recognizes an
academic exception to the Works Made for Hire
Doctrine. Here are some practical clarifications and
examples of how academic exception works:
•

Faculty may create works that rely on the
ordinary use of college resources. Books;
articles; data sets; literary, creative, and artistic
works; and instructional materials (irrespective
13

Reflects updates to Article 4, providing
greater clarity of the rights of Faculty under
copyright law.

of teaching modality) are some examples of works
that Faculty may create that are covered by the
academic exception.
•

Faculty maintain all intellectual property rights for
these sorts of works. The most relevant of these
rights include any commercial activity; the right to
publish; and the right to disseminate under regular
copyright as well as Creative Commons or other
open licensing.

•

However, any work specifically commissioned or
sponsored by MCCCD requires a contract between
the faculty member(s) and MCCCD to be
negotiated in advance of the work being
developed. Work commissioned or sponsored by
MCCCD has a different set of rules than those
explained in the bullets above.

Written Decisions
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.
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ARTICLE 00 ARTICLE
FORMATTING
00.1. Text Formatting
00.1.1. Text in Black

The Sidebar reflects comments and
changes from the 2017-2018 Residential
Faculty Policies (RFP). Each Article
begins by identifying any language from
the RFP that is included in that specific
Article.
00.1.1

Text in black reflects language that existed in the
2017-2018 Residential Faculty Policies. This is not
new language, though minor edits may have been
made. For example, titles have been updated
(“Chief Human Resources Officer” instead of
“Vice Chancellor of Human Resources”) and
grammatical errors have been corrected.

RFP 00.1: [no changes] This means,
excluding minor edits, the text in black
reflects the exact language as it exists in this
specific section of the 2017-2018 RFP
RFP 001. [deleted] The text that is italicized
in this comment exists in this specific section
of the RFP but was not included in the new
Faculty Agreement.

001.2. Text in Red
Text in red reflects new language that did not exist
in the 2017-2018 RFP. This includes substantive
changes to previous language. Language from the
existing Adjunct Faculty Handbook is also
included in red even though it isn’t new language
in order to differentiate this content from the RFP
language.

001.2.

New language that doesn’t exist in the RFP is also
included in red.

New language is captured in this comment
without a reference to a specific section of
the RFP because there isn’t a specific
section to reference.

RFP 00.2: [changes] This means the text in
red does not exist in the specific section of
the 2017-2018 RFP but is similar to the
existing language. This comment provides a
summary of the change.

Definitions of a concept referenced in the
text are sometimes also included in the
sidebar. The concept being defined is
bolded. Definitions are also included in
Article 1.

3

ARTICLE 1 DEFINITIONS

This Article includes language from RFP
1.2.

A
Appointive Status
Appointive status may be attained by a Residential Faculty
member at the beginning of his/her sixth consecutive year
calculated from the start date of the first probationary
period. (Hereinafter called “Appointive Residential
Faculty.”)

Previously listed under “Residential Faculty”
definition.

B
Board

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

The term Board refers to the Governing Board of the
Maricopa County Community College District.

C
College Faculty Staffing Advisory Committee
The College Faculty Staffing Advisory Committee will
consult with Department/Division Chairs and other
appropriate personnel in order to make recommendations
on the staffing of Residential Faculty positions. This
committee consists of the appropriate instructional
administrator and at least four (4) Residential Faculty
appointed by the Faculty Senate President. The
instructional administrator will be a nonvoting member of
this committee.

New language. Reflects existing practice as
some Colleges and provides consistency in
the process.

Relevant data related to the college will be provided to the
committee by the appropriate college personnel as
requested by the College Faculty Staffing Advisory
Committee. Relevant data includes, but is not limited to,
the Residential/Adjunct Faculty ratio by discipline, the
FTTE/FTSE ratio by discipline, FTSE by discipline,
headcount by discipline, and the number of budgeted
Residential Faculty lines at the college. The committee’s
recommendations will be delivered to the College
President.
College Plan
The College Plan is a document developed by each
college’s Residential Faculty, in collaboration with its
Adjunct Faculty and Administration, and approved by the
College President. It describes the selection, evaluation,
duties, and responsibilities of the Department/Division
4

Reflects new requirement to ensure
collaboration occurs with Residential
Faculty, Adjunct Faculty and Administration
in development of College Plan.

Chair and the duties and responsibilities of other Faculty
roles, including the occupational program director.
Colleges with both divisions and departments will also
describe the allocation of reassigned time and Chair pay.
The College Plan may also contain other provisions as
agreed upon. In no case may the College Plan conflict with
the provisions of the Faculty Agreement.

Includes other leadership roles Faculty
adopt within a department/division.

Clarifies hierarchy of the Faculty Agreement
in relation to the College Plan.

Common Pages Committee
The Common Pages Committee is a Chancellor-approved
District committee consisting of an official representative
of each employee group.
Reflects updates to Article 20.

Complainant
See Article 20 for definition.

D
Day
Unless otherwise stated, the term “day(s)” in the Faculty
Agreement means calendar day(s).
Department/Division Chair
A Department/Division Chair is a Residential Faculty
member with administrative functions. Rio Salado
College’s
faculty
model
does
not
include
Department/Division Chairs and so is exempt from this
definition.
District
The term District refers to the Maricopa County
Community College District.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

F
Facilitator
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.
Faculty, Adjunct
Adjunct Faculty are Faculty members employed in an
instructional or service capacity on a part-time, term-toterm, non-appointive basis.
Faculty, All
References to All Faculty include Residential Faculty and
Adjunct Faculty as defined herein.
5

Reflects inclusion of Adjunct Faculty in the
Faculty Agreement.

Faculty, Instructional

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Instructional Faculty’s designated responsibility is to
serve as an instructor for a specific section of a course, or
a number of different courses, offered within the District.
Faculty, Residential
Residential Faculty are Faculty members who hold
probationary or appointive status.
Faculty, Service

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Service Faculty’s designated responsibility is to serve as a
Counselor or Librarian, or to serve in an educational
development role per the terms of a Special Services
Assignment or a Request for Personal Services.
Faculty Administration Collaboration Team (FACT)
The Faculty Administration Collaboration Team includes
an equal number of representatives from Residential
Faculty, Adjunct Faculty, and the Administration.

Reflects updates to Article 25.

Faculty Agreement
The Faculty Agreement is an agreement reached among
the Residential Faculty, Adjunct Faculty, and
Administration, as presented to the Chancellor for
approval by the Maricopa Community Colleges
Governing Board.

Reflects transition from RFP to the Faculty
Agreement as directed by the Governing
Board.

Faculty Agreement Review Process
The Faculty Agreement Review Process exists for the
purpose of interpretation and recommendation for change
in the Faculty Agreement. (See Article 25.)
Faculty Senate Presidents
The Faculty Senate Presidents are elected representatives
of the Residential Faculty of each college.
Faculty Service Areas (FSA)
A Faculty Service Area is the area or areas in which
Faculty perform their duties. For Residential Faculty, the
primary FSA is the FSA in which the majority of the
Residential Faculty member’s instructional load is taught
over the most recently completed academic year. For
Service Faculty, the primary FSA is the service area in
which the faculty member has worked the majority of
hours over the most recently completed academic year.
A secondary Faculty Service Area is any non-primary
FSA in which a Residential Faculty meets the minimum
6

Reflects updates to Article 25.

hiring qualifications for the FSA. If an FSA has different
requirements for Appointive Faculty than for Probationary
Faculty, the Residential Faculty member must meet the
minimum qualifications consistent with the member’s
appointive or probationary status.

G
Governance, Faculty
Faculty are charged with determining the processes for
implementing shared governance within the Faculty ranks.
Residential Faculty have primary responsibility for such
fundamental areas as curriculum, subject matter and
methods of instruction, research, Faculty status, and those
aspects of integrated student support which relate to the
educational process. Adjunct Faculty are encouraged to
participate where the opportunity arises.

Replaced “aspects of Student Life” to be
more wholistic in the role of Faculty.
Inclusion of Adjunct Faculty in the Faculty
Agreement.

Governance, Shared
See Article 2 for definition.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Grievance
A
Grievance
is
an
alleged
misapplication,
misinterpretation, or violation of a specific provision(s) of
the Faculty Agreement or Administrative Regulations that
adversely affects the grievant. Initiation of a Grievance is
the procedure by which a grievant may challenge a
decision rendered by a supervisor. Matters not specifically
covered by the Faculty Agreement or Administrative
Regulations should be addressed through the Resolution
of Controversy process.
The outcomes of the following items are not grieve-able:
•

21.5.2. Residential Faculty Member Dismissal Probationary and Appointive

•

Article 16 Retain and Retrain Policy

•

10.2.7. Increment and/or Salary Increase
Withholding for Individual Faculty Members

•

Article 13 Professional Growth

•

Article 17 PARC Decision

•

Title IX

•

EEO

Reflects updates in federal, state, and/or
local regulations.
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Grievance File
See Article 20 for definition.
Reflects updates to Article 20.

Grievant
See Article 20 for definition.

I
In Residence
Inherent in the role of Residential Faculty are the
following: engagement with students; service on college
committees and participation in shared governance;
support and engagement of Faculty colleagues; awareness
and understanding of the college culture; and availability
to respond and participate in essential college issues. In
order to meet the professional obligations and
expectations of Residential Faculty, a consistent,
equitable, and reasonable availability of time spent at the
college “in residence” is necessary. Residential Faculty
who do not fulfill their professional responsibilities as
described in 5.1. or who do not meet “in residence”
requirements will be required to take the appropriate leave
time or may be found to be in violation of a District policy.
Individual Development Plan (IDP)
The Individual Development Plan is an annual
professional growth process through which Probationary
Faculty document their instructional expertise,
professional development, and service to the
department/division, college, and district. The Peer
Assistance and Review Committee (PARC) evaluates the
IDP, and the IDP serves as the basis for recommendations
related to probationary contract renewal and appointive
status.
Instructional Councils
Instructional Councils are discipline/service area Faculty
committees formed to improve communications and
coordination among and between Faculty working in
common instructional/service areas. Membership in the
Instructional Councils will be appointed by the
Department/Division Chair at each college with the
consent of the majority of the Residential Faculty in the
appropriate discipline. The appointee will be qualified in
the appropriate discipline. The Department/Division
Chairs will report the appointments to their college’s
Faculty Senate President. Policies governing Instructional
8

Reflects updates to Article 21.

Councils are found in the current “Instructional Council
Guidelines.” Matters involving Instructional Councils are
subject to Resolution of Controversy. (See 20.3.)
Interest-Based Problem Solving (IBPS)
A process of Problem Solving used by the ongoing Faculty
Agreement development process that focuses on working
together collaboratively to find solutions to issues.

Replaced “Interest-Based Negotiation”
term.

Investigation
See Article 21 for definition.

Reflects updates to Article 21.

J
Just Cause
Reflects updates to Article 21.

See Article 21 for definition.

L
Load
An instructional load hour equivalent is a unit of measure
used for the purposes of calculating required time for
instruction, service, and accountability. One lecture hour
(50 minutes based on Carnegie unit) equals 1.00
instructional clock hour equivalent. Instructional contact
may be provided by either Instructional or Service
Faculty. Faculty who are reassigned to non-instructional
duties will be accountable to perform such duties for at
least two clock hours per week for each load hour of
reassignment.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

M
Mediator
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.
Meetings for Problem-Solving
See Article 20 for definition.

Reflects updates to Article 6.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
MOUs are district-wide agreements between the leadership
of the Adjunct Faculty, the Faculty Association, and the
Chancellor/Provost. MOUs are by nature reactive to
external requirements and allow MCCCD to address issues

9

[Removed] Meet and Confer Process and
Meet and Confer Team as these were
replaced by FACT.

that require timely response that cannot otherwise be
addressed within the regular FACT process time frame.
FACT is informed of MOUs before their adoption but does
not review them. MOUs can only exist for a time period up to
one year and must be considered in the next FACT cycle if
there is interest in continuing longer than the one-year
period.

O
Occupational Program Director (OPD)
The role and responsibilities of the Occupational Program
Director shall be defined in the College Plan. Rio Salado
College’s faculty model does not include Occupational
Program Directors and so is exempt from this definition.

P
Peer Assistance and Review Committee (PARC)

[Removed] have responsibilities which

may include any or all of the following:
responsibility for occupational program
including organization, administration,
periodic review, continuing development,
and general quality/effectiveness. The
primary focus of this position rests with
the specific program management rather
than issues of general institutional
management. Allows for flexibility in
responsibilities based on the College
Plan.

The Peer Assistance and Review Committee consists of
the appropriate instructional administrator and at least four
(4) trained, Appointive Residential Faculty appointed by
the Faculty Senate President in collaboration with the
appropriate college Vice President. PARC will evaluate
all Probationary Residential Faculty Individual
Development Plans and make recommendations to the
College President related to the renewal of the
probationary appointment, and when appropriate, the
granting of appointive status.
President, Adjunct Faculty Association
The Adjunct Faculty Association President serves as the
chair of the board and chief executive of the Adjunct
Faculty Association and carries out the duties of the office
as designated by the Adjunct Faculty Association Board.
President, Faculty Association

Reflects inclusion of Adjunct Faculty in the
Faculty Agreement.

Reflects compliance with state regulations.

The Faculty Association President is the elected
representative of all Residential Faculty.
Probationary Status
Probationary status is assigned to all Residential Faculty
members who have not attained Appointive status.
(Hereinafter called “Probationary Residential Faculty.”)
In order to earn credit toward appointive status, a
Probationary Residential Faculty must meet the following
three conditions:

10

Previously listed under “Residential
Faculty” definition.

1. Undergo evaluation each calendar/academic year
according to the procedures in Article 17.
2. Accumulate unpaid absences for less than 20% of
his/her accountability days per semester.
3. Meet all conditions established in Article 17.
If these aforementioned conditions are not met, the
probationary period may be extended an additional
semester for each deficient semester.
Program, Day
The Day Program delineates the 196 consecutive days
between mid-August and mid- May of which 170 of those
days shall be days of accountability. and shall be Monday
through Friday starting at 6:00 a.m. and ending at 3:55
p.m., except for a section(s) of a course(s) starting prior to
3:55 p.m., or for section(s) of a course(s) that are part of
an established day curriculum and must be offered after
3:55 p.m.
Program, Evening
The Evening Program delineates the 196 consecutive days
between mid-August and mid-May, of which 170 of those
days shall be days of accountability. and shall be Monday
through Friday and shall encompass programs taught
and/or supervised beyond those hours defined by the Day
Program.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP.

Program, Summer Program
The Summer Program delineates the time between the day
after the last day of spring accountability and the day
before the first day of fall accountability.

Clarification of existing term in the RFP,
reflects compliance with state regulations.

R
Reassigned Time
Residential Faculty may be reassigned from teaching
duties to fulfill other important roles within the college
and district when such reassignment serves a public
purpose for the district’s benefit and the district’s
payments are reasonable in light of the benefits it receives.
Representation
See Article 20 for definition.
Residential Faculty Professional Growth Appeals
Committee
11

Reflects updates to Article 20.

The Faculty Professional Growth Policy Review Committee
serves as the Faculty Professional Growth Appeals
Committee. Appeal decisions will require a 2/3 majority vote
of the committee. The basis for an appeal shall be to review
potential salary placement error. During an appeal, errors
found both in favor of and against the appellant shall be
corrected.
Residential Faculty Professional Growth Committee
The Residential Faculty Professional Growth Committee is a
Chancellor-approved District committee consisting of the
Provost, the Vice President of Academic Affairs or designee,
and two (2) Residential Faculty representatives from each
college. The Residential Faculty representatives will be
appointed by the Faculty Senate Presidents from each
college. The Faculty Association President, or designee, will
serve ex officio and be a nonvoting member.
Residential/Adjunct Faculty Ratio
The residential/adjunct ratio is defined as follows:

Where total load hours is the sum of Residential and Adjunct
Faculty instructional load hours for the Fall and Spring
semesters for the prior academic year (excluding Rio
Salado). For this computation, residential overload hours and
OYO/OSO instructional load hours are counted as residential
load hours.
Resolution of Controversy (RoC)
A RoC process will be available for All Faculty to resolve
workplace conflicts that are not grievances. This process may
be used to resolve issues such as, but not limited to, poor
communication, differing values, differing interests, scarce
resources, adverse employment conditions, and personality
clashes. Initiation of a RoC process is the procedure by which
a complainant may challenge a decision rendered by a
supervisor that is not grievable.
Retaliation

Reflects updates to Article 20.

Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.

S
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Scope of Grievance or Resolution of Controversy
See Article 20 for definition.

Seniority
Seniority shall be based on continuing Residential
Faculty employment and shall date from the time of first
paid service as a Residential Faculty member (i.e.,
“tenure-track date” captured in HCM).

Clarification as to where “tenure-track date”
is captured.

Supervisor
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.

T
Timelines

Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.

V
Variance
Variances are a subset of MOUs that can apply at both
the college, multi-college, or district-level. Variances are
driven by internal interest in innovation and allow for
piloting different approaches as ideas emerge. FACT
approves variances, which can happen outside of the
annual FACT process time frame, and variances can be
approved for longer than the one-year period limit of
MOUs.

Reflects updates to Article 6.

W
Works Made for Hire Doctrine
Normally, under copyright law, those who create a
copyrightable work own that work. That is, unless the
creator is an employee who creates a work as part of
their work responsibilities, in which case the work
typically belongs to the employer under the Works
Made for Hire Doctrine. MCCCD recognizes an
academic exception to the Works Made for Hire
Doctrine. Here are some practical clarifications and
examples of how academic exception works:
•

Faculty may create works that rely on the
ordinary use of college resources. Books;
articles; data sets; literary, creative, and artistic
works; and instructional materials (irrespective
13

Reflects updates to Article 4, providing
greater clarity of the rights of Faculty under
copyright law.

of teaching modality) are some examples of works
that Faculty may create that are covered by the
academic exception.
•

Faculty maintain all intellectual property rights for
these sorts of works. The most relevant of these
rights include any commercial activity; the right to
publish; and the right to disseminate under regular
copyright as well as Creative Commons or other
open licensing.

•

However, any work specifically commissioned or
sponsored by MCCCD requires a contract between
the faculty member(s) and MCCCD to be
negotiated in advance of the work being
developed. Work commissioned or sponsored by
MCCCD has a different set of rules than those
explained in the bullets above.

Written Decisions
Reflects updates to Article 20.

See Article 20 for definition.
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ARTICLE 2 FACULTY ROLE IN
SHARED GOVERNANCE
Since 1966, higher education associations representing
faculty, administration, and governing boards have
endorsed shared governance as a staple of American
higher education (American Association of University
Professors, American Council on Education, and the
Association of Governing Boards, 1966).
“Shared governance is one of the basic tenets of higher
education, . . . and effective shared governance creates a
healthy campus environment that can more easily act on
needed change and emerging opportunity” (Association of
Governing Boards, Shared Governance: Changing with
the Times, 2017).
“Governance of a quality institution of higher education
will include a significant role for faculty, in particular with
regard to currency and sufficiency of the curriculum,
expectations for student performance, qualifications of the
instructional staff, and adequacy of resources for
instructional support.” (Higher Learning Commission)
At MCCCD, Shared Governance, while recognizing the
non-delegable statutory duties of the Governing Board,
nonetheless:
•

reflects collaboration among faculty, staff,
administrators, students, and the governing board;

•

recognizes and values the expertise and
responsibilities of faculty, staff, administrators,
and the governing board;

•

provides a venue and gives voice to common
concerns, as well as to issues unique to specific
groups;

•

depends on open communication and transparency
in planning and implementation;

•

invites all constituencies to participate as true
partners in problem solving; and

•

supports the shared vision of a community of
colleges – colleges for the community – working
collectively and responsibly to meet the life-long
learning needs of diverse students and
communities.
15

This Article includes language from RFP
1.2, 2.7, 2.8, 2.10, 2.12, and Appendix.

New language provides context for article.

2.1

2.1 Non-Delegable Board Duties
It is recognized that state and federal law vest the Board
with certain powers and duties that may not be delegated,
limited or abrogated by agreement with any party. If any
clause or provision in this document should be found to be
unenforceable or invalid, it shall not have an effect on any
other clause in this Policy Document. The FACT process
(re: resolving disagreements) shall be used to arrive at a
mutually satisfactory replacement for such provision.

2.2. Participation in Educational Policy
Making
Faculty are charged with determining the processes for
implementing Shared Governance within the faculty
ranks. Residential Faculty have primary responsibility for
such fundamental areas as curriculum, subject matter and
methods of instruction, research, Faculty status, and those
aspects of integrated student support which relate to the
educational process. Adjunct Faculty are encouraged to
participate where the opportunity arises.

Language recommended
General Counsel.

by

Office

of

2.2
RFP 1.2: [deleted] If a college chooses not to
participate in a governance system, the
College President may make necessary
committee appointments to carry out the
educational objectives of the College and
District. Should this occur, the College
President will be cognizant of the governance
standards at other colleges.
RFP 2.7: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

Effective means of two-way communication between
individual Adjunct and Residential Faculty members and
the administration shall exist for the promotion of
professional practices.
Policy and administrative
regulations affecting All Faculty shall be discussed, before
implementation, with All Faculty at the appropriate level.
Policy recommending committees that plan, propose, or
recommend any action that will influence decisions
regarding the educational program of the District shall be
a part of the administrative structure at each college and a
part of the District administrative structure. Such policy
recommending committees shall include representatives
of All Faculty.

2.3. Governing Board Meetings

2.3

The Faculty Association President and the Adjunct
Faculty Association President shall be accorded sufficient
time at all regular Governing Board meetings to present
Faculty views.

RFP 2.8: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

All Faculty, including the Faculty Association President,
and the Adjunct Faculty Association President, shall be
furnished notice of all regular and special meetings of the
Governing Board, stating date, time, and location. In
addition, agendas, minutes, budgetary information, and
16

study materials will be furnished to the Faculty
Association President and the Adjunct Faculty
Association President at the same time and in the same
form as those furnished the Governing Board.

2.4. Budget Formulation Participation
The Faculty Association, Adjunct Faculty Association,
and All Faculty shall receive reasonable notice of District
budget-formulation meetings. Representatives of the
Faculty Association and Adjunct Faculty Association
shall participate in the District budget development
process through their membership in the Chancellor’s
Financial Advisory Council (CFAC). Preliminary college
budgets will be developed with the participation of the
respective Faculty Senate Presidents and College Adjunct
Faculty Representatives or designees prior to their
college’s budget submission to CFAC. The Faculty Senate
President or designee and College Adjunct Faculty
Representative or designee may submit to the College
President recommendations on budget appropriations for
programs and priorities before the college budget is
finalized. Any subsequent changes will be brought to the
attention of the Faculty Senate Presidents and Adjunct
Faculty Association Representative before submission to
CFAC.

2.4
RFP 2.10: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

The Faculty Association President, Adjunct Faculty
Association President, Campus Adjunct Faculty
Representatives, and the Faculty Senate Presidents shall
have access, through their Faculty representatives on
CFAC, to all budget development materials made
available to FAC members. The Faculty Association
President and Adjunct Faculty Association President shall
be provided, upon request, any available supporting
materials related directly to issues brought before CFAC.
2.5

2.5. Faculty Work Assignments
The MCCCD assigns work to All Faculty for the direct
benefit of the District and its students. All Faculty
members serving in the governance roles designated
herein shall be compensated for the time spent preparing
for, and participating, in, college and district educational
policy making (per 2.2) and other activities beneficial to
achieving the District’s vision, mission, and values.
Representative activities include but are not limited to:
•

board meeting attendance (per 2.3.);
17

RFP 2.12: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

•

budget formulation (per 2.4.);

•

recruitment and selection committees (per. 5.6.);

•

providing a supportive network for new and
existing Residential and Adjunct Faculty that
promotes greater satisfaction and retention of All
Faculty;

•

providing an additional channel of communication
among and between All Faculty, the Governing
Board, the Chancellor, and the Chancellor’s
Executive Council;

•

identifying interests and concerns of the
Residential and Adjunct Faculty that may
otherwise
go
unrecognized,
providing
recommendations or strategies to address these
interests or concerns, and participating in the
Faculty Agreement Development process and
other processes as needed; and

•

collaborating with other employee groups, and
other MCCCD groups and committees, to develop
a climate that allows all students, Residential
Faculty, Adjunct Faculty, and employees to
succeed.

Work assignments will not be used to influence the
outcomes of elections or otherwise violate applicable law.
Workload hours will be as follows:

18

RFP 2.12: [changes] added legal note

2.5.1
RFP 2.12: [changes] inclusion from Adjunct
Faculty Handbook

2.5.1.1
RFP 2.12: [changes] inclusion from Adjunct
Faculty Handbook

19

2.5.2. Residential Faculty Professional
Growth Committee

2.5.2
RFP 2.12.2: [no changes]

The Residential Faculty Professional Growth
Committee shall consist of two (2) subcommittees.
Each subcommittee Chair shall be selected by the
Faculty Association Council of Presidents from
among the members of the Residential Faculty
Professional Growth Committee. Each Chair shall
receive 3.0 load hours per year. At the end of each
Academic year, each Chair will issue a written
report outlining accomplishments, problems, and
recommendations to the FPG Policy Review
Committee and the Provost.
Each of the Residential Faculty Professional
Growth Committee college representatives shall
be awarded reassigned time according to the
following scale:
RFP 2.12.3: [no changes]

Additional load reassignment may be granted by
the Chief Human Resources Officer to Residential
Faculty and the Faculty Association upon payment
of all replacement costs to be computed at the
overload rate given in 10.3.4.

20

ARTICLE 3 ACADEMIC
FREEDOM

This Article includes language from RFP
3.1.
3.1

3.1 Academic Freedom
A. All Faculty are entitled to instructional freedom in
discussing their subject with students, and they should
exercise their best effort to ensure topics are relevant to
their subject. Residential Faculty, in consultation with
Adjunct Faculty, will determine curriculum and relevant
subject matter for courses, recommend the appropriate
pedagogy, textbooks, and other materials relevant to
teaching their subject.
All Faculty shall maintain the right and responsibility to
determine grades and other evaluations of student
performance.
Outside of class, when Residential and Adjunct Faculty
express themselves as citizens or as public employees,
they shall be free from institutional censorship or
discipline. When acting as citizens, Residential and
Adjunct Faculty will exercise their best efforts to indicate
that they are not speaking for the institution and to conduct
themselves as scholars and representatives of higher
education. When acting as public employees, Residential
and Adjunct Faculty will be allowed to speak freely on all
matters of institutional governance, as is necessary to
support a robust system of shared governance.
All Faculty are entitled to freedom in research and in the
publication of the results consistent with the provisions of
Article 4 Intellectual Property Rights.
B. The Committee on Academic Freedom (CAF) is
charged with providing academic freedom education and
training, serving as a source of expertise for collegial
dispute resolution, and for promoting a culture conducive
to academic freedom and freedom of expression.
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RFP 3.1: [changes] inclusion of note of the
creation of the Committee on Academic
Freedom.

ARTICLE 4 INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY

This Article includes language from RFP
3.2.

MCCCD recognizes the academic exception of the Works
Made for Hire Doctrine for All Faculty whose work,
disseminated in print or electronically, is created
independently at the Residential and Adjunct Faculty
member’s own initiative with the ordinary use of
resources such as a library, office space and equipment,
and computer and network facilities.

4.1. Works Commissioned or Sponsored
by MCCCD
A work developed by Residential or Adjunct Faculty,
disseminated in print or electronically, that has been
commissioned or sponsored by MCCCD requires a signed
written contract prior to the development of the work.
MCCCD commissioned or sponsored works are defined
as works with specified outcomes, that include the
provision of compensation such as additional financial
payment or reassign time for the Residential or Adjunct
Faculty developing the work and may include the use of
substantial MCCCD resources.
The contract for commissioned or sponsored works will
include the following provisions:
•

MCCCD can perform, communicate, or otherwise
enjoy full use of commissioned or sponsored work
for internal instructional, educational and
administrative purposes without payment of
royalty, license fee or similar considerations.

•

The Residential or Adjunct Faculty member who
has developed the commissioned or sponsored
work and seeks financial gain must obtain prior
written approval from MCCCD for the use, sale,
or licensing of it.

•

Other provisions may be negotiated by the
Residental or Adjunct Faculty member and
MCCCD and added to the contract. These may
include the ability to edit and control the
presentation of the work, the ability to change and
update materials over time, the ability to create
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4.1
RFP 3.2: [changes] Inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty.

derivative or related works, and the sharing of
costs and revenues associated with the
commercialization of such work.

4.2. Use of Royalty-Bearing Works
Produced by Faculty

4.2
RFP 3.2.3: [no changes]

A Residential or Adjunct Faculty member shall not, in
connection with any class, suggest or require that a student
purchase instructional materials which the Residential or
Adjunct Faculty member has produced, and from the
purchase of which the Residential or Adjunct Faculty
member or the Residential or Adjunct Faculty member’s
designee is entitled to royalty or similar consideration,
unless the materials have been:
•

produced by a “recognized independent
publisher,” defined as a commercial entity in the
business of publishing books, periodicals, and
similar instructional materials, and which
performs
editorial,
printing,
distribution,
marketing, and other functions typically associated
with commercial publishing at the publisher’s
expense; and

•

previously approved for students’ purchase by the
Vice President of Academic Affairs at the college
where the Residential or Adjunct Faculty member
teaches the class.

4.3. Prohibition Against Residential or
Adjunct Faculty Compensation for
Unpublished Works
A Residential or Adjunct Faculty member shall not have
any financial interest in or receive compensation from the
sale of any unpublished instructional materials required or
suggested for a class that the Residential or Adjunct
Faculty member teaches.
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4.3
RFP 3.2.4: [no changes]

ARTICLE 5 PROFESSIONALISM
AND ENGAGEMENT
5.1 Professional Code of Ethics for All
Faculty
Professors, guided by a deep conviction of the worth and
dignity of the advancement of knowledge, recognize the
special responsibilities placed upon them. Their primary
responsibility to their subject is to seek and to state the
truth. To this end professors devote their energies to
continuously developing and improving their scholarly
competence. They accept the obligation to exercise critical
self-discipline and judgment in using, extending, and
transmitting knowledge. They practice intellectual
honesty. Although professors may follow subsidiary
interests, these interests must never seriously hamper or
compromise their freedom of inquiry.
As teachers, professors encourage and protect the free
pursuit of learning in their students. They hold before them
the best scholarly and ethical standards of their discipline.
Professors demonstrate respect for students as individuals
and adhere to their proper roles as intellectual guides and
counselors. Professors foster honest academic conduct and
ensure that their evaluations of students reflect each
student’s true merit. They respect the confidential nature
of the relationship between professor and student. They
avoid any exploitation, harassment, or discriminatory
treatment of students. They acknowledge significant
academic or scholarly assistance from them. They protect
their academic freedom.
As colleagues, professors have obligations that derive
from common membership in the community of scholars.
Professors do not discriminate against or harass
colleagues. They respect and defend the free inquiry of
associates, even when it leads to findings, practices and
conclusions that differ from their own. Professors
acknowledge academic debt and strive to be objective in
their professional judgment and supervision of colleagues.
Professors accept their share of faculty responsibilities for
the governance of their institution and for maintaining the
highest professional standards through a meaningful
culture of peer review.
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This Article includes language from RFP
2.11, 3.3, 3.13, 3.15, 5.1.1., 5.1.1.2, 5.4,
Appendix H.

5.1
RFP Appendix H: [no changes]

As members of an academic institution, professors seek
above all to be effective teachers and scholars. Although
professors observe the stated regulations of the institution,
provided the regulations do not contravene academic
freedom, they maintain their right to criticize respectfully
and seek revision. Professors give priority to their
paramount responsibilities within their institution when
determining the amount and character of work done
outside it. When considering the interruption or
termination of their service, professors recognize the
effect of their decision upon the program of the institution
and give due notice of their intentions.
As members of their community, professors maintain the
rights and obligations of other citizens. Professors
measure the urgency of these obligations in the light of
their responsibilities to their subject, to their students, to
their profession, and to their institution. When they speak
or act as private persons, they avoid creating the
impression of speaking or acting for their College. As
citizens engaged in a profession that depends upon
freedom for its health and integrity, professors have a
particular obligation to promote conditions of free inquiry
and to further public understanding of academic freedom.
Working in collaboration with staff and Administration,
Residential and Adjunct Faculty are the primary
connection between students and the knowledge, skills,
and habits of mind necessary for them to become
informed, employable, and successful citizens.

5.2. Residential Faculty
Accountability/Professional
Responsibilities

New language reflects Interest-Based
Problem Solving (IBPS) focus of relationship
between Residential Faculty, Adjunct
Faculty, and Administration.

5.2

As full-time exempt employees, Residential Faculty
support MCCCD’s central mission of teaching and
learning. It is inherent in the professional role of
Residential Faculty that additional hours, outside of
teaching, are necessary for the enrichment of the Colleges,
District, and external communities.
Instructional Residential Faculty members consistently
meet the accountability standard of thirty (30) hours of
professional responsibilities per week, including but not
limited to the following representative ways:
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RFP 5.4.1: [changes] New language
provides context for existing Residential
Faculty requirements.

•

meeting all classes as scheduled, including
comprehensive
course
preparation
and
assessment;

•

holding a minimum of five (5) scheduled student
support hours reflective of the Residential Faculty
member's teaching schedule, posting the time and
location of scheduled student support hours so that
they are publicly accessible to students;

•

being in residence as defined in Article 1;

•

participating in department, division, College,
and/or District activities, including conducting
course assesment and/or program development
and review as defined in Article 1 and other
assignments made pursuant to this section; and

•

participating in a combination of the areas that
meet the requirements of the Faculty Evaluation
Plan (FEP) or the Peer Assistance and Review
(PAR).

•

Service Residential Faculty members consistently
meet the accountability standard of thirty-five (35)
hours of professional responsibilities per week, in
the following representative ways:

Reflects practices existing under the RFP.

RFP 5.4.2: [no changes] Language
formatted to mirror that of instructional
residential faculty requirements.

o providing professional services to students
and/or Residential Faculty;
o being in residence as defined in Article 1;
o participating in department, division,
College, and/or District activities,
including conducting course assessment
and/or program development and review as
defined in Article 1 and other assignments
made pursuant to this section; and
o participating in a combination of the areas
that meet the requirements of the Faculty
Evaluation Plan (FEP) or the Peer
Assistance and Review (PAR)
Residential Faculty may be required to participate in
nonteaching events associated with professional
responsibilities by the Chancellor or designee. Reasonable
notification of such assignment will be through the Office
of the College President. Such activities include
participation in faculty curricular and educational
development meeting(s), in-service training program(s),
26

RFP 5.4.7: [no changes]

ceremonial exercises such as convocation and
commencement, academic advisement, and such other
activities as may reasonably be required for the full and
proper discharge of the Residential Faculty member’s
responsibilities.
All
Faculty
shall
meet
their
hours
of
accountability/professional responsibilities within the
parameters of the day program as defined in Article 1
unless initially hired under different circumstances or
amended by mutual consent to meet program or student
need.
The Residential Faculty assumes reasonable responsibility
for MCCCD/College facilities and equipment under their
supervision and control.

5.3. Faculty Assignments

5.3

It is customary for Instructional Residential Faculty to
teach 15.0 load hours of classes per semester as a part of
their 30 weekly hours of professional responsibilities.
When Residental Faculty accepts faculty-appropriate,
substantial, complex, non-teaching assignments to
advance the mission of the College at the request of the
Administration, the College President may reduce the
teaching load of the Residential Faculty to provide needed
time to achieve the assigned task. For each 1.0 load hour
reduction in teaching, the instructional Residential Faculty
member shall be accountable for two (2) hours of work per
week.

RFP 5.4.4: [changes] Includes language
that demonstrates existing practices are in
alignment with state regulations.

RFP 5.4.1: [no changes]

Such work shall be part of the hours of
accountability/professional responsibilities. Other paid
activities beyond the base contract will not be considered
part of the hours of accountability/professional
responsibilities.
Service Faculty fulfill thirty-five (35) hours of
professional responsibilities per week. Hours of
accountability for Service Faculty who teach classes will
be reduced at the rate of two hours and twenty minutes for
each teaching load hour. To meet the thirty-five (35) hours
per week of accountability/professional responsibilities,
Service Faculty members are required to meet scheduled
Department/Division
assignments
and
other
College/MCCCD-related activities as defined in Article 1.
When Service Faculty accept Faculty-appropriate,
substantial, complex, non-teaching assignments to
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RFP 5.4.2: [no changes]

RFP 5.4.4: [changes] Includes language
that demonstrates existing practices are in
alignment with state regulations.

advance the mission of the College at the request of the
administration, this work shall count towards their 35
hours
per
week
of
accountabilty/professional
responsibilities.

5.4. Teaching and Nonteaching
Assignments for Faculty

5.4

The Department/Division Chair and Residential or
Adjunct Faculty members, in consultation with the
appropriate
Administrator,
will
determine
teaching/service assignments with the final approval of the
College President. Residential Faculty members will be
permitted to teach/serve in the evening/weekend program
to make their load.

RFP 5.4.1: [changes] Inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

Within accountability/professional responsibilities, all
Residential Faculty members are required to share
equitably responsibilities of teaching/service and
nonteaching/non-service assignments.

Reinforces that all Residential Faculty
members are equals and should shoulder
their work collectively.

The assignment of Residential or Adjunct Faculty to
classes is based upon student need while recognizing
instructor preferences and expertise. Residential Faculty
have a right to 15.0 load hours per semester and are
assigned this load on a priority basis.

Reflects a commitment to student-driven
scheduling.

Overload classes for Residential Faculty (when assigned)
will be assigned after base load classes have been assigned
to Residential Faculty. If desired by the Residential
Faculty and approved by the Chair, or designee,
Residential Faculty may teach up to 25.0 load hours per
semester.

RFP C.3.1: [changes] Clarified that 15.0 load
hours must be assigned to all Residential
Faculty to ensure this right is met before any
overload assignments.

Adjunct Faculty may teach up to 9.0 load hours per
semester. If desired by the Adjunct Faculty and approved
by the Vice President of Academic Affairs, or designee,
Adjunct Faculty may teach up to 12.0 load hours per
semester
depending
upon
course
availability,
understanding there may be Arizona State Retirement
System contribution implications.

Inclusion from Adjunct Faculty Handbook.

Chairs, or designees, seek to minimize instructor changes
once assignments are made. The Chair shall inform the
Vice President of Academic Affairs, or designee, of any
Residential or Adjunct Faculty who are removed for a
class within two weeks of the class start date for reasons
other than class cancellation.

Reflects commitment to ensure reliability in
Faculty assignments and to minimize
schedule changes that may impact students.
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Any disputes between the Chair, or designee, and
Residential or Adjunct Faculty regarding class
assignments will be resolved by invoking the use of the
Resolution of Controversy Procedure: Level 1 and Level
2. Consistent with Level 2, the Vice President’s decision
is final.

Clarifies the process for both Residential
and Adjunct Faculty.

The College President, or designee, shall develop a list of
approved extracurricular assignments, with the advice and
recommendation of the Faculty Senate President.
Residential Faculty who maintain a work schedule outside
normal hours of accountability will collaborate with their
Department/Division Chair to create appropriate
scheduling accommodations, including accommodations
to ensure Residential and Adjunct Faculty members are
not routinely required to be physically present more than
five (5) days in any seven (7) day work week. If an
alternate work schedule is created, the appropriate
administrator will be notified.

RFP 5.45: [no changes]

5.5. Notification of Faculty and Exempt
Non-Faculty Posted Vacancies

RFP 2.11.1: [no changes]

RFP 5.48: [no changes]

5.5

The Faculty Association President and Adjunct Faculty
Association President shall receive printed or electronic
notice of Residential Faculty and exempt non-Faculty
(formerly MAT) personnel posted vacancies. Residential
Faculty shall be advised, via electronic mail of Residential
Faculty transfer opportunities by District Human
Resources.

5.6. Recruitment and Selection of All
Faculty

5.6

All new Residential and Adjunct Faculty must meet
MCCCD minimum requirements and any additional
standards as recommended by the relevant Instructional
Council, approved by the Chancellor, or designee, and on
file with the District Human Resources.

RFP 2.11.4: [no changes]

At the direction of appropriate college personnel and with
the concurrence and assistance of Human Resources,
individual Colleges will establish screening/selection
processes to fill Residential and Adjunct Faculty
vacancies. Their processes will include the active
participation of the appropriate members of the Faculty
and/or other appropriate directors of employment. For
Residential Faculty positions, college screening/interview
committees will forward a written, unranked list of at least

RFP 2.11.2: [no changes]
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two (2), preferably three (3) to five (5), candidates to the
College President for his/her consideration. At the written
request of the College President, the College
screening/interviewing committee will forward a written,
ranked list. (In the event the screening/interviewing
committee finds there are not at least two (2) qualified
candidates to forward to the College President, the
committee may ask the College President to consider
reopening or extending the search process.)
All Faculty who participate on screening/interviewing
committees will undergo training offered through the
District Human Resources Division prior to commencing
a screening/interviewing process. Training updates will be
provided by the District Human Resources Division as
needed.

5.7. Faculty Screening of Administrative
Personnel
Residential and Adjunct Faculty participation on
screening and interviewing committees shall be utilized in
the selection of new College and District administrative
personnel. The College Senate Faculty President will
recommend Residential Faculty to serve on screening and
interviewing committees for College administrative
personnel. The District Faculty Executive Council will
recommend Residential Faculty to serve on screening and
interviewing committees for District administrative
personnel. The Adjunct Faculty Association will
recommend Adjunct Faculty to serve on screening and
interview committees for both College and District
administrative personnel.

5.8. Exempt Employees Assigned to
Residential Faculty
An exempt employee who has not previously held
appointive status and is being assigned to Residential
Faculty must be certified in the discipline to which he/she
is assigned, must meet hiring requirements that are
currently in effect, and must serve the full probationary
period. If the person began his/her employment as a
Residential Faculty member prior to assignment as an
exempt employee, he/she would meet the current hiring
requirements if the assignment to Residential Faculty is in
the same Residential Faculty position that the exempt
employee previously held. The employee shall interview
30

RFP 2.11.2.1: [no changes]

5.7
RFP 2.11.3: [no changes]

5.8
RFP 2.11.5: [no changes]

with the Department/Division Chair in the discipline. The
Chair will forward a recommendation to the Vice
President of Academic Affairs. The assignment must be
approved by the College President, who will consult with
the appropriate Vice President and Department/Division
Chair, and the Faculty Senate President. The
Department/Division Chair will informally consult
members of that Department/Division. Such exempt
employee shall be given credit toward the probationary
period for any prior years with the District as a Residential
Faculty member.
The FACT will develop a mutually satisfactory process
for facilitating the transition of interested Residential
Faculty members to the Administration in the 2020-21
FACT cycle.
5.9

5.9. Personal Rights
MCCCD recognizes that the personal lives of Residential
and Adjunct Faculty members is not an appropriate
concern of the MCCCD, provided it does not affect the
Residential or Adjunct Faculty members’ effectiveness in
fulfilling professional obligation(s).

5.10. Membership in and
Representation by Professional
Organizations

RFP 3.3: [no changes]

5.10
RFP 3.13: [no changes]

Residential and Adjunct Faculty members have complete
freedom in selecting the professional organizations they
may join or refrain from joining.

5.11. Contract Year

5.11

The academic year for Residential Faculty shall consist of
196 consecutive days between mid-August and mid-May,
of which 170 shall be days of accountability and shall be
Monday through Friday. The contract year commences on
July 1st and continues through June 30th.
Exceptions to the above may be made, by mutual
agreement between the Faculty member and the College
President, so long as the Residential Faculty member work
load is equivalent to that required in other sections of this
policy manual. Such exceptions must also be approved by
the Chief Human Resources Officer, or designee.
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RFP 5.1.1: [no changes]

5.11.1. Prorated Extended Residential
Faculty Contracts

5.11.1
RFP 5.1.1.3: [no changes]

Contract criteria include:
A.

Mutually agreeable prorated Residential
Faculty contracts of a duration greater than
196 days may be approved by the College
President after consultation with the
Department/Division Chair of the involved
discipline/service area.

B.

The maximum length of a prorated
extended contract is ten (10) weeks. To
ensure consistency and equity in the
proration of extended contracts, the
provisions of 10.3.5 shall apply.

C.

Instructional Faculty are to meet thirty (30)
hours of professional responsibilities per
week and Service Faculty are to meet
thirty-five (35) hours of professional
responsibilities per week during prorated
extended contract periods.

D.

The College President may prohibit a
Residential Faculty member on an
extended contract
from accepting
additional MCCCD contracts during the
extended contract period.

5.11.2. Paid Holidays and Recesses

5.11.2

The following holidays shall be contract days on
which no work will be required, but regular pay
will continue: Independence Day, Labor Day,
Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Break, Winter Break,
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Presidents Day,
Spring Break (five [5] days), and Memorial Day.
The foregoing will be paid days only if they fall
within the Residential or Adjunct Faculty
members’ contractual period.

RFP 5.1.2: [no changes]

If the Department/Division Chair of the affected
discipline/service area and the College President
determine that Residential or Adjunct Faculty
members should work identified paid holidays
and/or breaks, then compensatory hour(s)/day(s)
equal to the time worked shall be granted.
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5.11.3

5.11.3. Semester Preparation
The regular contract year shall include a minimum
of one (1) day each semester that will be used by
the individual Residential Faculty member in
preparation for the opening of each semester.
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RFP 5.1.3: [no changes]

ARTICLE 6 TOOLS FOR
INNOVATION AND ADAPTABILITY
Just as consistency and stability are important virtues for
large institutions, so too are the ability to innovate and
adapt to better serve students or the institution. The
Faculty Agreement provides the necessary consistency
and stability and can also stimulate opportunities for
adaptation and innovation. The following tools support
innovation while still adhering to the language of the
Faculty Agreement.

6.1. Memoranda of Understanding
(MOUs)
As new opportunities and challenges arise, it may become
necessary to revise an article in the Faculty Agreement or
to consider a matter not contemplated by the Faculty
Agreement in a more expedited timeframe than can be
addressed by the standard FACT procedures. Under such
circumstances, the Provost by the direction of the
Chancellor, the Faculty Association President, and the
Adjunct Faculty Association President may sign an MOU
to replace or suspend any section of the Faculty
Agreement for a time not longer than one academic year
pending Governing Board approval, at which time it may
be considered for incorporation into the Faculty
Agreement in the upcoming academic year through the
standard FACT procedures. For an MOU to be considered,
the Provost must notify the FACT of the issue under
consideration and demonstrate that the issue cannot be
addressed using the standard FACT procedures.
If the issue addressed by an MOU is determined to only
apply at the local level for one or more colleges but not the
entire District, the MOU must be signed by the College
President(s) in addition to the Provost, Faculty
Association President, and Adjunct Faculty Association
President.
All MOUs approved by the Governing Board will be
included as addenda to the Faculty Agreement for as long
as they are current. If an MOU is rejected by the
Chancellor or the Governing Board, detailed and
substantive feedback will be provide concerning the
rejection.
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This Article consists of new language
and did not exist in the Residential
Faculty Policies (RFP).
Why do we have Article 6?
Members of the Governing Board expressed
an interest in increasing the flexibility in the
new Faculty Agreement so as to promote
greater innovation and adaptability. This
section meets that interest through the
creation of new tools – the memorandum of
understanding, the enhanced variance, and
the department/division charters – designed
to enhance needed flexibility while
simultaneously preserving respect for the
important values of fairness, consistency,
and ongoing collegial consultation and
shared governance within the Faculty
Agreement.

6.1.1. Enhanced Variances to the
Faculty Agreement
In general, MOUs are applied in situations where
a rapid solution to external conditions is needed.
MOUs can also be used to foster intentional
innovative change through the Enhanced Variance
process. If any provision(s) of the Faculty
Agreement prove to be an impediment to a local
institutional innovation, the innovators may apply
for a variance to the Faculty Agreement, allowing
them to operate under alternative guidelines for a
pilot or proof of concept.
The FACT will develop and maintain an
application for a variance to the existing Faculty
Agreement that will require a college to provide
specific information, including: (A) the length of
time requested for the variance to be piloted (not
to exceed four consecutive semesters not counting
summer); (B) the impact the variance will have on
the working conditions of Adjunct and Residential
Faculty; (C) the alternative rules that will be
applicable (if any); (D) the impact the variance
will have on interactions with students; and (E) a
justification for the request including goal and
assessment metrics. The requested variance cannot
negatively impact Residential or Adjunct Faculty
base salaries as established in the Faculty
Agreement. To ensure complete constituent
involvement, and for the variance application to be
considered complete, it must be signed by the
College’s Faculty Senate President, the Adjunct
Faculty Representative, and the College President.
Completed variance applications will be
forwarded to the FACT for review at the next
regularly scheduled meeting. The FACT may
reject a variance application for the following
reasons: (A) the information provided is not
thorough enough to demonstrate the variance
meets the basic application criteria – specifically
that the variance is actionable and measurable and
will not have a detrimental impact on students and
faculty; (B) the request exceeds the length of time
limit; (C) the signature of the College Faculty
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MOUs are district-wide agreements between
the leadership of the Adjunct Faculty, the
Faculty
Association,
and
the
Chancellor/Provost. MOUs are by nature
reactive to external requirements and allow
MCCCD to address issues that require timely
response that cannot otherwise be
addressed within the regular FACT process
time frame. FACT is informed of MOUs
before their adoption but does not review
them. MOUs can only exist for a time period
up to one year and must be considered in the
next FACT cycle if there is interest in
continuing longer than the one-year period.
Variances are a subset of MOUs that can
apply at both the college, multi-college, or
district-level. Variances are driven by
internal interest in innovation and allow for
piloting different approaches as ideas
emerge. FACT approves variances, which
can happen outside of the annual FACT
process time frame, and variances can be
approved for longer than the one-year
period limit of MOUs.

Senate President,
the Adjunct
Faculty
Representative, or College President is missing;
(D) the variance requested is in violation of state
or federal law; or (E) the FACT plans to propose
new Faculty Agreement language by the end of the
semester in which the variance application is
submitted that will substantially impact the
variance request. If not approved, the FACT will
return the variance application to the College
President with an explanation for non-approval so
that the College has the ability to modify the
variance application and resubmit the request.
When approved by the FACT, the proposed
variance will be forwarded to the Chancellor or
designee to complete the MOU process outlined
above. This process will include approval by the
Faculty Association President and the Adjunct
Faculty Association President. If supported, the
proposed variance will be included for approval on
the next Governing Board meeting agenda. If
approved by the Governing Board, the variance,
including all information provided in the variance
application, will be documented in the current
Faculty Agreement under Appendix A: Currently
Approved Variances to the Faculty Agreement as
well as in the appropriate College Plan.
Each College with an approved variance will
submit a variance evaluation form within 60 days
of the end of the first semester and at the end of the
approved variance time period; the College may
also voluntarily complete a variance evaluation
form at any time during the approved variance
time period. Based upon the variance evaluation
form(s), a College can decide to discontinue a
variance and return to following the Faculty
agreement after consultation with the College’s
Faculty Senate President and Adjunct Faculty
Association Representative and then sending
written notification to the fact signed by the
College President. The FACT will notify the
Chancellor of the change and will remove the
variance from the Faculty Agreement. Similarly,
if a College fails to submit the variance evaluation
form it will be assumed the College no longer
desires to operate under the variance and the fact
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will notify the Chancellor and the college of the
change and will remove the variance from the
Faculty Agreement.
If a college would like to continue a variance past
the approved time period, the college may
resubmit a variance application and must attach the
associated variance evaluation form(s). If
approved again, the time period for a continued
variance will be extended up to eight (8)
consecutive primary semesters (not counting
summer) unless incorporated into the Faculty
Agreement. A college can also request a variance
be approved for up to five years if the variance is
directly associated with a state or federal grant for
which the variance is critical. The FACT will
review all variance evaluation forms and will
identify variances that could prove to be valuable
at scale across the District and consider
incorporating these variances into future changes
to the Faculty Agreement using the standard FACT
procedures.
Any alternative rules approved by FACT that are
put in place during the variance will be considered
part of the Faculty Agreement for the purpose of
Faculty members operating under the variance,
including filing grievances and utilizing other
conflict management provisions of the Faculty
Agreement.

6.2. College Plan

6.2

The College Plan is a document developed by each
college’s Residential Faculty, in consultation with its
Adjunct Faculty and Administration, and approved by the
College President. It describes the selection, evaluation,
duties, and responsibilities of the Department/Division
Chair and the duties and responsibilities of other faculty
roles, including the occupational program director.
Colleges with both divisions and departments will also
describe the allocation of reassigned time and Chair pay.
The College Plan may also contain other provisions as
agreed upon and provides opportunity for the college to
pilot other innovative solutions to local challenges. When
in conflict, the Faculty Agreement, including approved
variances and MOUs, supersedes the College Plan.

RFP 1.2: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty and Administration in development
of College Plan
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6.3. Department/Division Charters
The Department/Division Charter is a document
developed by each college’s Residential Faculty, in
consultation with its Adjunct Faculty, for each of the
College’s departments and/or divisions. The Charter is a
tool available to assist in the design and development of
innovative strategies in process and conflict resolution at
the most local level. The Department/Division Charters
will align with the College Plan.
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More information on Department/ Division
Charters can be found in Article 7.2.12

ARTICLE 7 LEADERSHIP

This Article includes language from RFP
Appendix D.

7.1 Faculty Leadership
FACT acknowledges that this policy goes into effect July
1,
2021.
Due to the nature of these changes, they
will need to be scaffolded in throughout the first year of
implementation. Each college has the autonomy to
implement this on a site level. The implementation will be
completed by June 30,
2022.
Residential and Adjunct Faculty undertake leadership
roles to promote student success and advance the missions
of the colleges. Formal leadership roles related to the
operation of Departments and Divisions are detailed in
this section and include Department/Division Chair and
designees of the chair
such as Department/Division
Assistant Chair, Occupational Program Director,
Academic Program Director, Service Program Director,
Lab Technician Supervisor, Lead Faculty, Course
Coordinator, Clinical Coordinator, and Adjunct Faculty
Evaluator.
All individuals serving in leadership roles shall be
available in-person to faculty, staff, and students. The
specific on-site days and hours will be determined in
consultation with the Department/Division Chair,
Occupational Program Director, Academic Program
Director, Service Program Director, or appropriate Dean
or Vice President. Hours will be scheduled and posted.
All individuals serving in leadership roles shall be
available via e-mail, videoconferencing, and/or phone
during hours determined in consultation with the
Department/Division Chair, Occupational Program
Director, Academic Program Director, Service Program
Director or appropriate Dean or Vice President.

7.2. Department/Division Chair
The position of Department/Division Chair is a faculty
leadership position held by a Residential Faculty member.
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7.1
Introductory language captures more detail
in the types of faculty leadership roles in the
department/division.

RFP D.3.2/ D.3.3: [changes] consolidation
of on-site presence and off-campus
accountability into one section.

7.2.1. Eligibility

7.2.1

For first consideration, any eligible candidate who
is a Residential Faculty member in the
Department/Division with appointive status and
in good standing may be selected for the position
of Department/ Division Chair. If there are no
Residential Faculty in the Department/Division
who meet this eligibility requirement and are
interested in serving in the Chair role, a second
consideration of eligible candidates will include
any Residential Faculty member with appointive
status and in good standing at the College and any
probationary Residential Faculty member in year
two or later and in good standing within the
Department/Division.

RFP D.1.1: [changes] Provides two levels of
eligibility consideration and election
processes, with preference for appointivestatus Residential Faculty in the
department/division in good standing and
then broader eligibility options if this
preference cannot be met.

7.2.2.

7.2.2

Election Process

The
Residential
Faculty
of
each
Department/Division shall
elect a Chair from
among eligible candidates in a manner prescribed
by the College Plan starting with the first
consideration of eligible candidates. If there are no
eligible candidates for first consideration, the
Residential Faculty of the Department will elect a
Chair from among the second consideration of
eligible candidates. If the election includes second
consideration candidates, the elected candidate
must receive at least 51% of the votes of the total
number of Residential Faculty in the
Department/Division.

RFP D.1.1 [changes] Provides two-levels in
election process as needed, with a higher
voting requirement for candidates with
second consideration.

Information from annual evaluations for
Residential Faculty who have previously served as
a Department/Division Chair, including feedback
from Adjunct Faculty and department/division
staff, will be provided in advance of the election
process. Information from the Adjunct Faculty
Association’s annual Adjunct Faculty survey will
also be provided in advance.

[changes] Addition of new language to
assist all Residential Faculty in a
department/division in making informed
choices in the election process and to
provide Adjunct Faculty and staff
perspectives the opportunity to be
considered in the process.

7.2.3

7.2.3. Training
The role of Chairs is among the most important
in any academic institution. To be successful in
this role, significant support by the College is
necessary. One method of support will be a
40

New language. Clarifies and ensures
professional development and preparation
of Faculty serving in Chair or other
department/division Faculty Leadership
roles.

comprehensive professional development program
known as the Faculty Leadership Academy. The
Faculty Leadership Academy will be designed
through ongoing contributions of Chairs, feedback
from those they lead, and input from other coworkers. The goal of this Academy is effective and
principled decision-making in every situation by
every Chair (or Chairperson). Partners in the
development and delivery of the Faculty
Leadership Academy will include Residential
Faculty, Adjunct Faculty, Administration, and
MCLI. The Faculty Leadership Academy will
include, but not be limited to, developing mastery
in shared governance and academic leadership in
complex organizations; adapting to a constantly
evolving landscape in higher education; navigating
administrative regulations and requirements;
designing daily department/division operations;
and solving employee relation challenges.
Ideally, the Faculty Leadership Academy training
will be completed prior to serving in a
Department/Division Chair role. Should the
College Vice President and the Faculty Senate
President agree that would be infeasible, the
Faculty Leadership Academy will be completed
within the first semester of service by the new
Chair. Faculty Leadership Academy participants
will receive a one-time stipend or FPG
advancement upon completion of the program.

7.2.4. Duties

7.2.4

Department/Division Chairs are responsible for
the supervision or management of a
Department/Division within the college. Each
Chair shall perform the following duties, in
addition to any duties and responsibilities
articulated in the College Plan unless such duties
are reassigned to other supervisory faculty as
outlined in 7.2.5. The Division/Department Chair
will retain the non-delegable duties.

RFP D.1.2/D.1.1.2 [changes] RFP language
requires Chairs to “retain no less than 50% of
the duties listed;” new language delineates
the specific duties included in the 50% that
must be retained by the Chair.

Non Delegable Duties

RFP D.1.1.2.1-D1.1.2.15

The Chair may not delegate the following duties:
1. Plan, manage, and
oversee
Department/Division budget
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the

2. Review and provide final approval for the
evaluation of Adjunct Faculty
3. Review and provide final approval for
Department/Division reports (e.g., annual
reports, staffing requests, program
reviews)
4. Facilitate Department/Division meetings
5. Address, manage and work to resolve
conflicts
6. Manage and work to resolve formally
registered student concerns
7. Identify, select, and evaluate other
supervisory and non-supervisory roles in
accordance with procedures set forth in the
College Plan
8. Communicate College and District
objectives, policies, and procedures to
Department/Division faculty and staff and
to ensure adherence.
Delegable Duties
The Chair may delegate the following duties:
1. Plan, manage, and
oversee the
Department/Division class schedule
2. Review and provide final approval for the
selection of Adjunct Faculty
3. Participate as a representative for the
Department/Division
4. Supervise and support Residential and
Adjunct Faculty
5. Chair Residential Faculty position search
committees
6. Evaluate Probationary Residential Faculty
in accordance with the Faculty Agreement
7. Evaluate Adjunct Faculty
8. Supervise, support, and evaluate staff and
temporary employees, according to the
Staff Policy Manual
9. Supervisory duties including evening and
summer supervision
10. Evaluate dual enrollment faculty
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The RFP allowed Chairs to delegate duties
to other Faculty in the Department/Division.
This language clarifies the duties that can
be assigned to Faculty other than the Chair.
RFP D.2.2-D.2.4/ D.3.4 [changes]
Consolidation of duties into one list.

Job Title(s) with job assignments that are nondelegable:
1.
Department/Division Chair
2.
Occupational Program Director
Delegable duties can be assigned to all other Job
Titles used by Departments/Divisions as
determined by the College. These can include but
are not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Assistant Chair
Evening Supervisor
Academic Program Director
Service Program Director
Lab Technician Supervisor
Lead Faculty
Course Coordinator
Clinical Coordinator
Adjunct Faculty Evaluator

7.2.5. Compensation
Duties

for

Delegated

Chair duties delegated to Residential and Adjunct
Faculty within the Department/Division shall be
appropriately compensated as determined
collaboratively by the Chair, the Faculty member
delegated the duty, and the VPAA, or designee.
The College Plan will include a process by which
the appropriateness of compensation for delegated
work will be periodically reviewed to ensure
relative consistency.

7.2.6. Department/Division
Chairs

Assistant

Based on the needs of the Department/Division,
the Department/Division Chair may select one or
more Assistant Chairs, in a manner prescribed in
the College Plan, from the Faculty of the
Department/Division. The Chair may revoke or
renew delegated duties each semester according to
the process outlined in the Department/Division
Charter.
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Additional titles included to reflect most
common titles at Colleges; list is not
exhaustive.

7.2.5
RFP D.5: [changes] This was a placeholder
in the RFP with no existing language. New
language provides greater consistency in
compensation for these duties.
7.2.6
RFP D.1.2: [changes] Removes the formal
evaluation process from Assistant Chairs
and empowers the Department/Division
Chair to determine Assistant Chair
assignments in alignment with the College
Plan.
[deleted] Each Assistant Chair (if any) shall
be evaluated by the appropriate Vice
President, or designee, in the spring of each
year in a manner prescribed by the College
Plan. The evaluation shall include a review
of the current year as well as plans for the
following year. Additionally, each Assistant
Chair (if any) shall be evaluated annually by
the Residential Faculty members in the
Department/Division in a manner to be
specified in the College Plan.

7.2.7 Remuneration

7.2.7

Stipends
and
reassigned
time
for
department/division faculty leadership roles are to
be funded from each College’s supervision
budget. A given year’s supervision budget is based
on instructional load data from the prior
year. College supervision budgets can fall within a
range that does not exceed or fall below 5% of the
supervision budget formula below.

RFP D.1.3: [changes] The formula for
compensating Department/Division Chair
and other Faculty Leadership work has
been simplified and built on load instead of
five different variables.

A baseline supervision budget formula for each
college will be determined using a base allocation of
$230,000 and a supplemental allocation of $57 per
instructional load hour.
Supervision Budget=$57 ×Instructional Load+$230,000
The formula will be adjusted annually based on the
most recent data available.

The supervision budget at each College will
remain at the same level or greater from the
2019-2020 Academic Year. Nine Colleges
fall within the 5% range and will remain at
the same level; one College will increase its
supervision budget to fall within the range.

This is the new
instructional load.

formula

based

on

The college Supervision Budget will be subdivided into
two groups: Program Variability and Quantitative
Factors.
7.2.7.1

7.2.7.1 Program Variability

Up to 10% of the college Supervision Budget may
be set aside for program variability. These funds
will be allocated to the departments/divisions to
address supervision factors not adequately
represented by instructional load. Such factors
include but are not limited to special accreditation
requirements, oversight of building spaces such as
labs or libraries, number of FSAs within the
department/division,
supervision
of
nonLibrary/Counseling service faculty, and number of
campuses where services are provided.

Program variability allows for some
discretion at the College level based upon
the unique nature of each institution. Up to
10% can be allocated outside of the formula
at the discretion of a College.

7.2.7.2
Quantitative factors make up at least 90%
of the total supervision budget and will be
allocated consistently across all Colleges
using the formula.

7.2.7.2 Quantitative Factors
At least 90% of the college Supervision Budget
will be allocated to departments/divisions based on
the quantitative factors of Fall-45 FTSE (for
Library and Counseling Faculty supervision) and
Fall/Spring instructional load (for Instructional
Faculty Supervision).
th

7.2.7.3 Determining Department/Division share
of Quantitative Factors Allocation
The total number of Instructional Residential
Faculty required by policy is equal to 60% of the
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7.2.7.3
This step establishes a common baseline to
allocate the supervision budget for both
instructional faculty and service faculty. It
may not reflect the actual number of
instructional and/or service faculty, but
using the policy language reflects what the
ratio of instructional faculty to service
faculty should be at each College that can
be used in determining consistent
allocations.

Fall/Spring instructional load divided by 30 load
hours. The total number of Residential Library
Faculty required by policy is equal to Fall 45th-day
FTSE (inclusive of dual enrollment) divided by
1000. The total number of Residential Counseling
Faculty required by policy is equal to Fall 45th-day
FTSE (inclusive of dual enrollment) divided by
1000.
7.2.7.4

7.2.7.4 Library/Counseling Faculty Supervision
Percentage Allocation
The Quantitative Factors percentage allocation for
Library Faculty supervision is figured by
determining what percentage of the Residential
Faculty required by policy are Library Faculty.
The Quantitative Factors percentage allocation for
Counseling Faculty supervision is determined in
like manner.
7.2.7.5 Instructional Faculty Supervision
Percentage Allocation

Instead of a load calculation, Service Faculty
receive a percentage allocation based upon
the ratio of Instructional Faculty to Service
Faculty in 7.2.8.3.
FACT recognizes greater complexity will be
needed in any formula to address concerns
raised by Service Faculty and have
committed to scheduling listening sessions
to inform revisions for AY 2021-2022.

7.2.7.5

The Quantitative Factors percentage allocation for
Instructional Residential Faculty supervision is
figured by determining what percentage of the
Residential Faculty required by policy are
Instructional Faculty.
The Instructional Faculty Supervision Allocation
will be distributed across instructional
departments/divisions with a base allocation for
each department/division ranging between 30%
and 40% of the Instructional Faculty budget and
the balance of the supervision funds being
distributed proportionally based on instructional
load. The VPAA (or designee) in consultation with
the Department/Division Chairs will determine the
base allocation for each Department/Division.
The compensation for the Department/Division
Chair listed above is provided to perform the nondelegable and delegable duties in 7.2.4. If a
Department/Division Chair chooses to solely
perform all the delegable duties, he or she will
receive the full compensation. A minimum of 60%
of the Division’s supervision budget will be
allocated to the Chair as compensation for nondelegable duties; any amount of the supervision
45

Each department/division has basic costs,
and the base allocation is intended to
ensure all departments/divisions can cover
those basic costs regardless of size.
Colleges have discretion to adjust the size of
the base allocation between 30% and 40%.

The 60% of the supervision budget covers
the non-delegable duties the Chair must
retain.

budget allocated to the Chair over 60% to
compensate for delegable duties must be used for
Chair reassigned time. If the Department/Division
Chair determines to delegate any or all of these
delegable duties to other Residential and/or
Adjunct Faculty appointed to the leadership roles
described herein, those faculty will be
compensated commensurately based upon the
duties they perform with the amount remaining in
the Division’s supervision budget.
7.2.7.6 Compensation for Occupational
Program Director and other Faculty Roles
Compensation for Occupational Program
Directors who supervise and evaluate Residential
and/or Adjunct Faculty shall fall under this same
compensation formula.

This reflects the need for Chairs to have the
time to fulfill the duties of the Chair.

7.2.7.6
D.1.3 [no changes]

Compensation for Chair designees other than
Occupational Program Directors shall be as
described in 7.2.5.
7.2.7.7. Department/Division Chair Work In
Accountability and Summer Terms
Department/Division Chairs, or designees, will be
expected to work 40 hours between the end of
accountability in May and the start of faculty
accountability in August. Compensation for the
department/division duties will be paid at the rate
of forty-nine dollars ($49.00) per hour.
The
size
and
complexity
of
some
department/divisions may necessitate additional
summer work. When the Chair, or designee, and
Vice President of Academic Affairs (VPAA), or
designee, reach consensus on the need for
additional work the individual performing the
work will be given an extended contract and paid
at a rate of forty nine dollars ($49.00) per hour. All
extended contracts must be coordinated with and
approved by the Vice President of Academic
Affairs (VPAA), or designee.
In no case will a Department/Division Chair, or
designee, be expected or required to perform
summer work without appropriate compensation.
In the absence of an extended contract, the
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7.2.7.7
RFP D.1.6: [changes] Adjusted clock hour
rate from $48/hour to $49/hour for
consistency.

The concern was raised about reviewing the
“Day Program/Evening Program” model.
FACT agrees and has set this as a primary
focus for revisions to the Faculty Agreement
in AY 2021-2022.

supervisor of the Chair, or designee, shall perform
the duties assigned to the Chair, or designee.

7.2.8
RFP D.1.4: [no changes]

7.2.8. Overload Teaching
Department/Division Chairs will not teach on an
overload basis during the day program.
Exceptions, based on exigency, can be
individually authorized by the appropriate Vice
President.

7.2.9. Administrative Reassigned Time
and Clerical Support
Administrative load reduction and clerical support
will be determined by the number of day FTTE in
each Department/Division, adjusted as of the
forty-fifth (45th) day of the current fall semester,
and the number of Residential Service Faculty.
The number of day FTTE in the
Department/Division will be determined by
dividing the total day teaching load in the
Department/Division by fifteen (15) and rounding
up to the nearest whole number.

The figures listed in the table may be
supplemented by the College President.
Modifications of clerical support help may be
made by the college administration in consultation
with the department/division involved.

7.2.10. Term Limits
The length of the term of Department/Division
Chair and the number of consecutive terms a Chair
is permitted to serve in a department/division shall
be specified in the College Plan.
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7.2.9
RFP D.1.5.1: [changes] Consolidated the two
groupings (4-8 and 9-16) of number of
Residential Faculty into a single grouping,
and the two groupings (17-26 and 27-34) of
number of Residential Faculty into a single
grouping for the chart below.

7.2.10
New language, but it reflects the existing
practice of term limits being captured in the
College Plan.

7.2.11. Department/Division Charter

7.2.11

The department/division Faculty shall create a
charter which describes operational processes
including, but not limited to, the process of
identification
and
selection
of
departmental/divisional leadership roles, book
selection, course assignments, meeting schedule,
adjunct rights and support, and expectations of
faculty
within
the
department/division.
Consultation with the Dean and/or VPAA is highly
encouraged. The Charter shall be drafted in the
Spring 2021 semester and submitted by April 30,
2021 to the Faculty Senate for review and adoption
by no later than October 1, 2021. Once adopted,
the charters will be become effective January 1,
2022, made publicly available online by the
Faculty Senate, and included in an Appendix to the
College Plan.

New language. Transparency about process
is essential to achieving fairness and
equity. A Department/Division Charter will
allow all faculty to understand how their
Departments/Divisions are administered, to
weigh in democratically on whether those
processes are appropriate, and to seek
redress in cases where processes are not
followed. An alternative way to achieving
transparency would be for the Faculty
Agreement to impose strict guidelines on all
Departments and Divisions; we find the
Charter approach provides more flexibility
and encourages greater creativity at the
local level. College Plans always supersede
Charters, and so no conflict between these
documents can exist.

Every College charter will include the process for
reappointment of Adjunct Faculty members. After
having been reappointed beyond an initial term, an
Adjunct Faculty member who is subsequently
notified of non-reappointment will be advised of
the reasons by their Department/Division Chair or
assigned faculty supervisor that contributed to the
decision upon request. Upon the Adjunct Faculty
member’s
written request, the reasons will be
confirmed in writing by the Department/Division
Chair or assigned faculty supervisor.

7.2.12. Department/Division Chair
Evaluation
Each Department/Division Chair and
those
performing delegated duties shall be evaluated
annually by the appropriate Vice President
or
designee, Residential Faculty members, Adjunct
Faculty
members,
and
staff
in
the
Department/Division
in a manner prescribed
by the College Plan. The evaluation shall include
a review of the current year as well as plans for the
following year. The annual evaluations of the
Department/Division Chair will be completed no
less than thirty (30) days prior to the
Department/Division Chair elections using a 360review process.
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7.2.12
RFP D.1.7: [changes] Inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty, and staff in the department/division
in the evaluation process.

FACT will be requesting that the District
develop an internal, in-house tool to allow
for broader usage of a 360 feedback
process. The design process will include
representation from the Faculty Association,
the Adjunct Faculty Association, and the
Administration.

7.2.13

7.2.13. Removal of a
Department/Division Chair
Should
circumstances
warrant,
a
Department/Division Chair may be removed
through the following two methods: administrative
removal and faculty recall vote.
7.2.13.1. Administrative Removal of a
Department/Division Chair
If a situation arises where there appears to
be a need for the removal of a
Department/Division Chair based upon a
failure to fulfill the required duties, the
Administrative Evaluation process will be
followed as outlined in Article 20.6.
Examples where the Administrative
Evaluation process may be used by the
Vice President of Academic Affairs
(VPAA) to remove a Department/Division
Chair include but are not limited to the
following reasons:
● Failing to effectively fulfill the duties
listed above,
● Committing
a
violation
of
Administrative Regulations and/or
Board Policies, or
● Failing to honor the
Professional Code of Ethics.

Faculty

Once the Administrative Evaluation
process has been completed, if it is
determined that the Department/Division
Chair will be removed from the
assignment, the Residential Faculty within
the department/division will recommend
an Acting Chair to the VPAA. The VPAA
shall appoint an Acting Chair who will
serve up until a selection process for a new
Department/Division Chair can be
completed. The selection process for a new
Chair will commence no later than the first
week of accountability after the removal of
the Chair.
If a Residential Faculty is removed from
the
Department/Division
Chair
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There is a widespread perception that
effective systems do not exist to address
concerns around the performance of
Department/Division Chairs whose actions
are called into question. The new language
sets up a consistent process for Colleges to
respond to these concerns and provides
avenues to address concerns where the
performance of the Chair may violate law,
policy, or ethical standards established by
the District, and/or where irreconcilable
differences have been identified between
the Chair and faculty in the
Department/Division.

assignment, the individual will ineligible
for consideration in the election process for
a new Chair for at least one full Chair term.
The length of this ineligibility will be based
upon the nature of the misconduct
justifying the removal. The VPAA will be
responsible
for
determining
and
communicating the length of the
ineligibilty period.
7.2.13.2. Recall of a
Department/Division Chair by
Residential Faculty Vote
A Department/Division Chair may also be
recalled from the assignment by a recall
vote of the Residential Faculty within the
Department/Division.
A
Residential
Faculty recall vote may be used under a
variety of circumstances when evidence of
failed leadership on the part of the Chair is
apparent. A request for a recall vote for a
specific Department/Division Chair may
be held up to twice in a semester.
Adjunct Faculty will be allowed to
participate individually and collectively in
an advisory capacity in the recall process,
and this information will be made available
to
Residential
Faculty
in
the
Department/Division before the vote is
cast.
The recall process will proceed as follows:
1. Initiation. Any Residential Faculty
member in a Department/Division may
confidentially request in writing to the
VPAA that a recall vote be held.
2. Timeline.
Within
seven
(7)
accountability days, the VPAA will
notify all Residential Faculty in the
Department/Division, simultaneously
with the Department/Division Chair, of
the request for a recall vote. The vote
will be held within fourteen (14)
accountability days of the notification
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7.2.13.2
New language, though this language reflects
existing practice captured at many Colleges
in the College Plan.

in consultation with the Faculty Senate
and following the voting process
outlined in the College Plan.
3. Results. At least sixty percent (60%) of
Residential Faculty, or a simple
majority where there are four or fewer
Residential
Faculty
in
the
Department/Division,
of
the
Residential Faculty eligible to vote
must vote in favor of the recall for the
Department/Division Chair to be
removed.
4. Transition. When the recall vote
supports
the
recall
of
the
Department/Division
Chair,
the
Residential Faculty within the
department/division will recommend
an Acting Chair to the VPAA. The
VPAA shall appoint an Acting Chair
who will serve up until a election
process for a new Department/Division
Chair can be completed. The election
process for a new Chair will commence
no later than the first week of
accountability after the recall of the
Chair.
5. Eligibility Restrictions. If a Residential

Faculty is recalled from the
Department/Division
Chair
assignment, the individual will
ineligible for consideration in the
election process for a new Chair for one
full Chair term.

7.2.14. Colleges with Both Divisions and
Departments
Colleges with both divisions and departments will
develop a College Plan for reassigned time and
Chair pay. The College Plan will include the
selection process along with the roles and duties of
Department/Division Chairs. The parameters for
these plans shall be in general conformity to those
outlined in 7.1. The Chief Human Resources
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7.2.14
RFP D.1.8: [no changes]

Officer will review the plan for internal
consistency.

7.3
RFP D.2: [no changes]

7.3 Occupational Program Director
Based on the needs of the department/division, the
Department/Division Chair may identify one or more
individuals from Residential and Adjunct Faculty of the
department/division, in a manner prescribed in the College
Plan, to serve as Occupational Program Director.

7.3.1
RFP D.2.1 [no changes]

7.3.1. Duties
Each Occupational Program Director shall
perform the following duties, in addition to any
duties and responsibilities articulated in the
College Plan:
1. Oversee occupational program (e.g.,
supervise faculty and staff, administer
Advisory Council meetings)
2. Coordinate completion of required
program reports (e.g., program reviews)
3. Recruit, mentor, and evaluate Adjunct
Faculty
4. Plan, manage, and oversee the program
schedule
5. Ensure allocated resources are used
effectively and efficiently
6. Facilitate selection of the appropriate
Instructional Council(s) representative(s)

7.3.2
RFP D.2.5: [changes] Inclusion of review of
current and following year in evaluation.

7.3.2. Evaluation
Residential or Adjunct Faculty serving as
Occupational Program Director shall be evaluated
in the spring of each year in a manner prescribed
by the appropriate Vice President and Department
Chair. The evaluation shall include a review of the
current year as well as the plans for the following
year.

7.3.3

7.3.3. Remuneration and/or Reassigned
Time
Those Faculty members who are responsible for
coordinating approved occupational programs
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RFP D.2.3: [changes] Aligned OPD
remuneration with the new instructional
load formula (see 7.2.7.6).

may receive remuneration or reassigned time as
determined by the College President. If reassigned
time is taken, the Faculty member will not teach
on an overload basis during the day program
without approval by the appropriate Vice
President.
Only the Occupational Program Director of the
Department Division Chair actually responsible
for supervising and evaluating Faculty and/or
Adjunct Faculty shall be compensated for those
duties, not both.
In situations where Faculty and staff are not
directly supervised by a Department/Division
Chair and are supervised by the Occupational
Program Director, the Occupational Program
Director is accountable for the supervision or
management of an academic program within the
college including all duties and responsibilities
articulated in the College Plan. In no case should
both a Chair and an Occupational Program
Director perform these duties simultaneously and
only one of either the Chair or the Occupational
Program Director shall receive remuneration for
these duties. A Faculty member may not receive
pay and/or reassigned time as both a
Department/Division Chair and an Occupational
Program Director.
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ARTICLE 8 FACULTY ROLE
All Faculty are central to the success of the students they
serve. As primary stewards of the learning environment,
All Faculty have responsibility for student learning
experiences. Teaching excellence has a direct impact on
student success.
All Faculty are committed to serving the college and wider
community. Examples include, but are not limited to:
ensuring the academic quality and rigor of the curriculum;
collaborating in shared governance; participation on
hiring committees; working with relevant stakeholders in
the development of instructional materials; selecting and
acquiring library and other research-focused resources;
and mentoring and advising students.

8.1. Residential Faculty Instructional
Load During Academic Year
A full-time load for a Residential Instructional Faculty
member will be thirty (30) instructional load hours per
academic year. Satisfying Residential Faculty minimum
instructional load requirements takes priority over
instructional load assigned to Adjunct Faculty, given
comparable qualifications. Instructional load will
normally be split between two (2) consecutive semesters.
Exceptions to this norm will be permitted by mutual
agreement between the Residential Faculty member and
the appropriate Vice President. Lecture and lab hours are
to be on a one-to-one basis. P.E. activity classes will be
given 1.0 instructional load for each instructional period.

This Article includes language from RFP
3.7, 5.3, 5.5, C.3, and Appendix.
New language provides context for Article.
RFP 5.4.1: [deleted] As the central mission
of the MCCCD is teaching and learning, it is
inherent in the professionalism of Faculty
that additional hours, outside of teaching,
are necessary for the enrichment of the
colleges, District, and external communities.
Professional responsibilities include, but are
not limited to, academic support hours with
students and active participation in
Department/Division, College, and/or
District activities.
8.1
RFP 5.3: [deleted] Lecture hours are to be
on a one-to-one basis. Laboratory hours are
to be counted as 0.7 of a lecture hour.
Laboratory hours are those clock hours that
exceed the credits hours for a particular
course. P.E. activity classes will be given
0.75 instructional load for each instructional
period.

8.1.1. Large Classes

8.1.1

Load for large classes is determines as shown in
the table.

RFP 5.3.1.1: [no changes]
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8.1.2. Lecture Classes with Varied Class
Durations

8.1.2
RFP 5.3.1.2: [no changes]

Regular lecture classes that involve separate class
sections of different duration shall be calculated on
a FTSE-generation basis. For example, if the class
is a 15-week, 3-credit class that also contains
students registered for 10 weeks/2 credits, the 2credit students shall count as 0.67 student each. A
5-week/1-credit student shall count as 0.33
student. (This provision does not apply to nonlecture–type classes nor to classes in which
concurrent sections are offered for the entire
semester or where class size is not above the
Regular Load.)

8.1.3. Field-Trip Courses

8.1.3
RFP 5.3.1.3: [no changes]

8.1.3.1. During Faculty member dates of
accountability.
Load equals 0.2 load hours* for each day
of field trip conducted during a paid school
holiday or employee paid vacation period.
Pay will be at the rate as set forth in Article
10 Overload Rate.
*Maximum of 1.0 load for any field trip.
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8.1.3.2. Outside Faculty member dates
of accountability.
Load equals 1.0 load for the first five (5)
days and 0.17 load per day of field trip in
excess of five (5) days.

8.1.4. Overload, Underload,
Experimental Loading

and

8.1.4
RFP 5.3.2-5.3.4: [no changes]

When a faculty member agrees to an overload,
their compensation will be based on load hours in
excess of fifteen (15.0) per semester or thirty
(30.0) per academic year as specified in 10.3.
If the total teaching load for a Faculty member is
below thirty (30.0) load hours for the academic
year, his/her contract amount will be adjusted to
reflect this deficiency.
Experimental loading may be utilized in
occupational
programs,
interdisciplinary
programs, or other specialized programs, if
approved by the Provost in consultation with the
Chief Human Resources Officer, or designee.
Members involved in experimental programs
retain full rights under the Faculty Agreement.

8.1.5. Residential Instructional Faculty
Load Limits
During the academic year, Residential
Instructional Faculty may not exceed twenty-five
(25.0) load hours per semester for the total
workload (teaching and non-teaching). Additions
to the Residential Faculty contract for duties for
teaching and non-teaching special services
contract assignments approved by college
presidents, or designees, are included in this limit
and are considered to be above the regular base
contract of fifteen (15.0) load hours per semester.
Residential Faculty members who are assigned
additional overload hours will need to comply with
reporting requirements. For Department/Division
Chairs, overload assignments beyond the regular
base contract are subject to the provisions of
Article 7. Exceptions to the load limit must be
approved by the College President.
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8.1.5
RFP C.3.1: [deleted] Faculty may not exceed
seven-and-one-half (7.5) overload hours
(teaching) per semester in addition to their
regular base contract.

It is the intent of this policy to assure maximum
instructional capabilities and to assist Faculty in
their professional endeavors; therefore, load
limitations listed above shall include any
combination of teaching assignments, Service
Faculty assignments, and/or community service
(noncredit) assignments.

8.1.6. Residential Service Faculty Load
Limits

8.1.6
RFP C.3.2: [no changes]

Service Faculty may not exceed twelve (12)
additional clock hours per week in assignments the
same as or similar to their regular duties. College
presidents, or designee, may approve additional
clock hours not to exceed fifteen (15) clock hours
per week. For Service Faculty who have
instructional load hours, Instructional Faculty load
limits shall apply.

8.2. Adjunct Faculty Instructional Load
Limits

8.2
Included from Adjunct Faculty Handbook

Adjunct Faculty may be assigned up to 9.0 load hours per
semester during the academic year. With the permission
of the Vice President of Academic Affairs, or designee,
Adjunct Faculty may be assigned up to 12.0 load hours per
semester inclusive of summer.

8.3. Residential Instructional and
Service Faculty Assignments
Outside of Fall and Spring
Semesters
All Residential Faculty workload assignments
outside of Fall Semester and Spring Semester shall
consist of not more than forty (40) hours per week.
This limit shall include all teaching and nonteaching assignments (e.g., Service Faculty hours,
professional
development
activities,
and
supervisory activities). This provision does not
apply to faculty working on a prorated contract
(5.11.1.) and is subject to approval by the
appropriate administrator.
Teaching assignments outside of Fall Semester
and Spring Semester will be limited to no more
than thirty-six (36) instructional contact hours per
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8.3
RFP C.3.3: [no changes]

week. Effective with the summer 2020 term, the
instructional contact hours limitation will be thirty
(30) hours.

Clarification of limitations on summer term.

1.

Department/Division Chairs may approve
up to 11.0 load hours per Residential
Faculty per term.
2.
Vice Presidents of Academic Affairs, or
designees, may approve up to 22.0 load
hours per Residential Faculty per term.
3.
College Presidents may approve load hours
greater than 22.0 per Residential Faculty
per term provided that the 36 instructional
contact hour per week limitation is not
exceeded.
For the purpose of this policy, Instructional contact
hours will be defined as sixteen (16) times the
number of periods per week a course meets during
a regular (16 week) semester. The number of
periods a course meets (inclusive of lecture and
associated labs) can be found in the course bank on
The Center for Curriculum & Transfer
Articulation website.
To determine the number of instructional contact
hours a course meets during terms shorter than 16
weeks, divide the number of instructional contact
hours by the number of weeks and round up to the
nearest whole number.
Examples are provided for illustrative purposes
only. Refer to the table on the next page for more
information.
ENG101 meets for 3 periods each week during a
regular semester and therefore has 48 instructional
contact hours (16 x 3 = 48). For shorter term
lengths, divide 48 by the proposed term; for a 5week term: 48 / 5 = 9.6 which rounds up to 10. This
course would meet for 10 instructional contact
hours per week.
BIO100 meets for 6 periods each week during a
regular semester and therefore has 96 instructional
contact hours (16 x 6 = 96). For shorter term
lengths, divide 96 by the proposed term; for a 5week term: 96 / 5 = 19.2 which rounds up to 20.
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Examples included to help clarify application
of formula.

This course would meet for 20 instructional
contact hours per week.
Use the table below to determine the number of
instructional contact hours a course meets.
1.
2.
3.

The vertical axis is the number of load
hours as stated in the course bank.
The horizontal axis is the proposed number
of weeks a course would meet.
The intersection of these axes is the
number of instructional contact hours the
course would meet during the proposed
term length.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1
16
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2
8
16
24
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

3
6
11
16
22
27
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

4
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

5
4
7
10
13
16
20
23
26
29
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

6
3
6
8
11
14
16
19
22
24
27
30
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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7
3
5
7
10
12
14
16
19
21
23
26
28
30
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

8
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

9
2
4
6
8
9
11
13
15
16
18
20
22
24
25
27
29
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

10
2
4
5
7
8
10
12
13
15
16
18
20
21
23
24
26
28
29
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

11
2
3
5
6
8
9
11
12
14
15
16
18
19
21
22
24
25
27
28
30
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

12
2
3
4
6
7
8
10
11
12
14
15
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
26
27
28
30
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

13
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
*
*
*
*
*

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTACT HOURS PER WEEK

Number of Load Hours as Stated in the Course Bank

Proposed Number of Weeks a Course Will Meet

ARTICLE 9 WORKING
ENVIRONMENT AND SUPPORT
A working environment that is supportive of All Faculty
in advancing student success is essential for the
achievement of organizational goals.

9.1. Time for Meetings

This Article includes language from RFP
2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.4, and Appendix I.

9.1
RFP 2.2: [no changes]

All Faculty are encouraged to participate in meetings and
grievance proceedings. Such meetings must normally not
conflict with the scheduled assignment of those Faculty
involved.
9.2

9.2. Use of District Facilities

RFP 2.3: [no changes]

All Faculty shall have the right of access to District
buildings for the purpose of District business, providing
there is no interference with the regular academic
program. The usual facility reservation procedure will be
followed.

9.3. Use of District Equipment

9.3

All Faculty shall have the right, to use District equipment
for District business., The District will make supplies
available at its cost for such purposes.

RFP 2.4: [no changes]

9.4. Office Space

9.4

Office space will be provided for the Residential Faculty
at their location of assignment. A designated
workspace/co-working space
will be provided for
Adjunct Faculty at each location of assignment.

RFP 2.5: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty Association President

The Faculty Association President and the Adjunct
Faculty Association President will be provided with office
space either at the District Support Services Center or at a
college mutually agreed upon by both parties.
9.5

9.5. Mail
All Faculty will have use of intra-District mail facilities,
including electronic mail, within current guidelines and
policies.
In order to encourage communication, auditoria and
bulletin boards shall be made available for All Faculty
news and activities.
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RFP 2.6: [no changes]

9.6. Class Interruptions by District
Employees
The safety and welfare of District employees and students
are paramount. Classes will only be interrupted in
situations needing immediate attention. These will not be
used for the purpose of the Faculty member evaluation.
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9.6
RFP 3.4: [deleted] Brief class visits by
administrative and/or staff personnel may be
conducted without notice to the Faculty
member in situations that need immediate
attention and for normal operation of the
College, for example, the safety and welfare
of the Faculty and/or students.

ARTICLE 10 COMPENSATION
Maricopa County Community College District realizes
that its most valuable resource is its people. We
acknowledge that pay, benefits, and professional
development serve as motivating drivers in attracting and
preserving a highly talented and accomplished workforce.
Therefore, the District’s compensation system is built
upon affirmation of performance in its framework.
Through a
comprehensive compensation approach,
MCCCD is able to balance the needs and aspirations of
the workforce with the strategic and fiscal goals of its
organizational community.

10.1. Compensation Philosophy
The District’s compensation program supports
five (5) primary goals:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Build and sustain an engaged and talented
workforce through progressive career
mobility programs;
Provide ethical stewardship in the use
and administration of public resources;
Maintain a compensation model that
values
multiple
aspects
of
the
organizational environment
,
and
recognizes innovative practices and market
trends;
Uphold fair and equitable pay practices;
Value individual and organizational
achievements in maintaining a highperformance culture.

This Article includes language from RFP
C.1. – C.20., 4.1 – 4.10, 4.12, 5.6, 5.7., E,
G.1 – G.3.

On January 22, 2019, The Governing Board
adopted the Resolution of the MCCCD
Governing Board Regarding
Commitments and Directions for 2019
that directed the Chancellor to oversee the
development of a “fair and equitable
compensation philosophy.”

On April 23, 2019, The Governing Board
adopted the Proposed Governing Board
Resolution Extending Deadline and
added the requirement that the Chancellor
oversee the development of a
compensation plan in addition to the
compensation philosophy. The Governing
Board directed that all employee groups be
involved in the development of the
compensation philosophy and plan (January
22, 2019).

10.1
The full compensation philosophy was
developed by cross-constituent
Compensation Advisory workgroup
coordinated by the Chief Human Resources
Officer and will be maintained by this
workgroup in the future. As the
compensation philosophy is not maintained
by FACT and may be updated on a different
timeline, the Faculty Agreement only
acknowledges its existence at this time.

10.2

10.2.
Salary Progression
Residential and Adjunct Faculty contribute to
student success through excellence in instruction,
ongoing
professional
development,
and
organizational service/engagement. As Adjunct
and Residential Faculty demonstrate excellence in
each of these areas, this excellence is recognized
with increased compensation
for Faculty.
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Salary progression will be reflected in the
compensation plan developed by the
Compensation Advisory workgroup.

10.2.1 Residential
Progression

Faculty

Salary

In order for employees to excel, they must be
rewarded and recognized through a compensation
system that is consistent and sustainable. This is a
fundamental cost of doing business. The
compensation system must be predictable and
informed by faculty performance. This
commitment to our employees will be defined by
District Finance and Human Resources
recommendations and included in the annual
budgeting process.

10.2.1
The compensation plan developed by the
Compensation Advisory workgroup will
include a process for Residential Faculty
salary progression over a multi-year period.

10.2.2 Adjunct Faculty Pay Progression

10.2.2

Similar to Residential Faculty progression, the
Adjunct Faculty compensation system must also
be predictable and informed by Adjunct Faculty
performance.
The hourly rates for Adjunct
Faculty in the three (3) compensation levels will
be as stated below starting AY 2022-2023:

The compensation plan will also include pay
progression for Adjunct Faculty based upon
professional development and
demonstration of mastery in teaching.
Details on how Adjunct Faculty will meet the
requirements to progress through the three
levels are outlined in Article 19.

1.

Level 1: Adjunct rate: base rate per
load hour
2.
Level 2: Adjunct Senior rate: base
rate plus 5% per load hour
3.
Level 3: Adjunct Master rate: base
rate plus 10% per load hour
By default, all Adjunct Faculty will be initially
placed on Level 1. In order for an Adjunct Faculty
to be eligible to advance to a higher level, he/she
must meet the requirements and timeline outlined
in Article 19. When an Adjunct Faculty is
advanced to a higher level, he/she will not be paid
less than the minimum amount designated per load
hour.
In order to promote professional development in
support of high-quality instruction, Adjunct
Faculty may voluntarily participate in a three (3)
level program that will include pay progression at
each level as described in Article 19: Adjunct
Assistant, Adjunct Associate, and Adjunct Full.
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Residential Faculty teaching overload will
be placed on the same three-level
progression, with Probationary Faculty
being placed on level 2 and Appointive
Faculty being placed on level 3.

10.3. Compensation and Hiring
Practices
n.b. This section may change as part of the new
compensation plan being developed in
alignment with the January 2019 Governing
Board Resolution.

The compensation plan developed by the
Compensation Advisory workgroup will
outline a multi-year approach to
compensation and hiring practices that will
occur automatically each subsequent year.
This means that these items will not be
negotiated annually through the FACT
process. Instead, the compensation plan will
be built into the annual budget cycle for
adoption by the Governing Board.

10.3.1. Salary Schedule
The Salary Schedule data is pending for 20212022.

10.3.2. Salary Placement
Placement of Residential Faculty on the salary
schedule will be determined in accordance with
the criteria provided in this section. All Faculty
must meet the Maricopa Community Colleges’
Faculty hiring qualifications. MCCCD, whether
for purposes of initial employment or for vertical
or horizontal advancement on the salary schedule,
recognizes only those academic credits and/or
degrees earned at accredited institutions eligible
for inclusion in the Education Directory, Colleges
and Universities, U.S. Department of Education.
Accrediting references will be kept current and on
file in Employee Services.

The following sections will be updated to
reflect the compensation plan when it has
been completed. The compensation plan will
be presented to the Governing Board
separate from the Faculty Agreement but in
time to be considered in the 2021-2022
district budget cycle.

10.3.1
RFP 4.1: [changes] Pending compensation
plan

10.3.2
RFP 4.2.1/4.2.2: [no changes]

10.3.3. Credit for Prior Experience
On the schedule for academic placement, a
Master’s degree with 18 graduate semester hours
in the teaching field, or a Master’s in the teaching
field is required for Step 1. Additional hiring
qualifications that have been recommended by
Instructional Councils will be used to place the
individual at Step 1.
On the schedule for occupational placement, the
minimum requirement for placement on Step 1 is
a Bachelor’s degree plus three (3) years of
occupational experience in the field to be taught,
or an Associate’s degree or 64 credits plus five (5)
years occupational experience in the field to be
taught, or five (5) years occupational experience in
the field to be taught, or a Master’s degree with 24
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10.3.3
RFP 4.3: [no changes]

upper division credits and/or graduate credits in
the field to be taught. Those individuals who use
solely the five (5) years occupational experience as
a minimum requirement for placement will be
placed horizontally at Step 1 and will receive no
additional horizontal movement on the salary
schedule.
For placement, the number of years of full- time
teaching experience, K-12 teaching experience,
and/or occupational experience will be counted.
An accumulation of adjunct teaching experience
will be counted; thirty (30) credit hours is
equivalent to one year of fulltime teaching
experience. An accumulation of two thousand
(2000) hours of documented employment, full or
part time, equals one (1) year of occupational
experience. Any fractional parts will not be
counted. It is the responsibility of the
Candidate/employee to provide verification to the
District Division of Human Resources. Salary
placement will be as shown in the following table
as of 2020-2021.

If a step is awarded to eligible Residential Faculty
in 2020-2021, the 2019-2020 initial salary
placement chart will apply for 2020-2021. If a step
is not awarded to eligible Residential Faculty in
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2020-2021, the following figure will be used for
initial salary placement for Residential Faculty
hired for 2020–2021.

These charts will be updated annually.
If the job posting requires a dual discipline, one
discipline will be used to place the individual at
minimum salary; the other discipline will be used
for additional horizontal and vertical salary
placement.
The maximum credit allowable for prior
experience may not exceed a total of nine (9) steps
beyond Step 1 on the salary schedule.
The highest horizontal academic initial placement
is the doctorate level.
The Chief Human Resources Officer, or designee,
in consultation with the Provost, may grant
additional steps (not to exceed Step 10).
Consideration for extra steps will be given in those
cases where the applicant(s) selected by the
College President is (are) unwilling to accept the
position strictly on the basis of the salary that was
offered when computed in accordance with the
preceding paragraph. When consideration is given
for the granting of additional steps, the Provost, or
designee, shall convene an ad hoc committee
consisting of the following persons or their
designees: Faculty Association President, Faculty
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Senate President at the affected college, and the
College President at the affected college. The
Provost will chair the committee and will be
entitled to a vote. Additional steps will be granted
only if there is unanimity among the committee
members.

10.3.4. Salary Placement Review Board

10.3.4

The purpose of the review process is to solely
determine and resolve any errors that were made
in the initial placement of a Residential Faculty
member. A Residential Faculty member may
within the first twelve (12) months of employment
as a Residential Faculty member, appeal his/her
vertical and/or horizontal placement to the Faculty
Association President; after this time period, no
requests will be considered. If the Residential
Faculty member’s appeal occurs within the first
twelve (12) months of their employment, the
Faculty Association President will convene a
review committee to review his/her initial salary
placement as prescribed by the District Human
Resources Division Guidelines. The review
committee will consist of four (4) members from
the Faculty with the Faculty Association President,
or designee, serving as chair. The Chair will
appoint two (2) members: one (1) member will be
appointed from the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee and one (1) member from the
appropriate Instructional Council. The fourth
member will be the respective Faculty Senate
President or designee.

RFP 4.4: [changes] Clarifies focus of review
board and limits the review board in its
analysis to the case documents submitted by
the concerned Faculty member instead of a
face-to-face meeting.

The committee will
(1) review the case
documents submitted by the concerned Faculty
member; (2) meet with the Chief Human
Resources Officer, or designee, to discuss the case;
and (3) make written recommendations to the
CHRO, or designee. The CHRO, or designee,
upon receiving the written recommendation, will
communicate, in writing, his/her decision within
fifteen (15) business days.

10.3.5
RFP 4.5: [no changes]
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10.3.5. Horizontal Movement on the
Salary Schedule
All Residential Faculty members move
horizontally on the salary schedule for each credit
hour beyond the minimum entering requirement
up to a maximum of eighty-five (85) semester
hours unless the member has earned a doctoral
degree.
To receive credit, a non degreed Residential
Faculty member must (a) file a course of study
leading to an Associate’s degree, or (b) file a
listing of technical and general education courses
accepted by the Department/Division Chair, Vice
President of Academic Affairs, the College
President, and the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee.
If the Administration requires additional study by
the non degreed Residential Faculty member, the
salary will be adjusted accordingly.
Residential Faculty members will be granted
additional increments to their base salary for
acceptable credit, including the doctoral degree, as
indicated on the salary schedule. (See 10.2.1).

10.3.6. Vertical Movement on the Salary
Schedule

10.3.6
RFP 4.6: [no changes]

Subject to annual recommendation by the
Chancellor and approval by the Governing Board,
Residential Faculty may be authorized for
advancement vertically through the steps of the
salary schedule at the rate of one (1) step per year
of service.

10.3.7. Increment and/or Salary Increase
Withholding for Individual Faculty
Members.
Upon recommendation of the College President,
the Chancellor may withhold the recommendation
for vertical advancement or salary increases for
any of the following reasons:
o Lack of teaching effectiveness.
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10.3.7
RFP 4.6.2: [no changes]

o Giving insufficient time and effort to duties
assigned or failure to perform a reasonable
amount of extracurricular activities.
o Lack of adherence to the adopted policies
of the MCCCD. Notification must be made
prior to April 15th.
Any individual Residential Faculty member
denied an increment or salary increase may appeal
no later than April 20th to the Chief Human
Resources Officer, or designee. Within fifteen
business (15) days of such appeal, the Provost
shall convene a review committee. The committee
will be composed of the Provost, the President of
the College, and two (2) members from the
Residential Faculty appointed by the Faculty
Senate President. The Residential Faculty member
may be present at the hearing, along with a
representative of their choice. If a College does not
have a Faculty Senate President, the College
President will convene the Residential Faculty to
elect the Faculty representatives. The committee
will review the evidence and forward a
recommendation to the Chancellor. The
Chancellor will review the evidence, consider the
advice of the committee, and render a final
decision no later than May 15th.

10.3.8. Restrictions and Exceptions to
Advancement
In order for a Residential Faculty member to be
advanced one (1) vertical step on the salary
schedule, that Residential Faculty member shall
have worked at least one (1) full semester as a
Residential Faculty member. If the member
worked less than one (1) full semester as a
Residential Faculty member, he/she will remain on
the same step of the schedule for the following
year.
Twenty-four (24) credit hours of approved study
are required to progress to Step 14.
The maximum vertical progression for non
degreed Residential Faculty members is Step 9,
unless
a
prescribed
plan
of
educational/professional
development
is
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10.3.8
RFP 4.7: [no changes]

completed and approved by the Chief Human
Resources Officer, or designee, Provost, and the
Faculty Professional Growth Committee.

10.3.9. Other Paid Duties and Benefits
All other paid duties, rates of pay, as well as other
benefits, for Faculty shall be included in
ARTICLES 7, 10, 11, and 13 of this Faculty
Agreement.

10.3.10. Employment for Less Than
Contract Year

10.3.9
RFP 4.8: [no changes]

10.3.10
RFP 4.9: [no changes]

For Residential Faculty members working less
than the regular contract year, pay shall be prorated
on the basis of the number of days actually worked.

10.3.11. Employment for Less Than One
Hundred Percent (100%) Time

10.3.11
RFP 4.10: [no changes]

Residential Faculty members may be employed by
MCCCD to work less than a full contract load, but
in no instance less than seventy-five percent (75%)
of the full contract load. Those members employed
to work less than a full contract load shall receive
or earn pro-rated salary, paid leaves of absence,
professional growth, and Flexible Benefits based
upon the member’s FTE percentage, and be
required to meet all accountability and
professional responsibilities on a prorated basis.

10.3.12. One-Year-Only (OYO) and
One-Semester-Only (OSO) Faculty
OYO/OSO faculty may be hired only to address
one of the following situations:
1.

2.

To backfill a Residential Faculty line when
the incumbent is reassigned to a nonfaculty position or is on sabbatical or leave.
To launch a new program at a college when
no Residential Faculty exist at the college
that are qualified in the program area. The
program may be staffed by OYO/OSO
faculty up to a maximum of six semesters
while it is determined if the program is
viable.
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10.3.12
RFP 4.12: [no changes]

3.

To backfill a Residential Faculty line
vacated due to a retirement or separation
when there is insufficient time between the
vacating of the line and the first day of the
semester in which the new hire will need to
begin teaching.
4.
To backfill a Residential Faculty line when
a search process for a Residential Faculty
new hire has failed (i.e., no preferred
candidates offered the job accepted the
position).
5.
To provide time for the college to enter the
appropriate faculty hiring cycle.
Exceptions may be made with the authorization of
the College President or designee in consultation
with the Faculty Senate President or designee. If
the Faculty Senate President or designee is
unavailable for consultation, the College President
will notify the Faculty Senate President of the
decision and rationale. The number of OYO/OSO
faculty at the college will not exceed 2% of the
total number of filled Residential Faculty positions
or two (2) positions, whichever is greater, at any
time during the academic year. In calculating the
permissible number of OYO/OSO positions,
standard rounding rules will apply. After six (6)
consecutive semesters for the same assignment at
the same college have been completed, and if the
position is to be continued as a full-time position,
the college will post and fill a Residential Faculty
position. If the college decides to not post and fill
a Residential Faculty position, the college may use
Adjunct Faculty to address the need. Any
extension beyond the six (6) consecutive semester
limitation must be approved by the Chief Human
Resources Officer.
OYO/OSO experience will count towards salary
placement for Residential Faculty but will not
count towards the probationary period, sabbatical
eligibility, and seniority.

10.3.13. Substitution

10.3.13

Qualified substitutes may be employed when
deemed necessary by the Department/Division

RFP 5.6: [no changes]
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Chair, or designee. Qualified Residential or
Adjunct Faculty members may be employed as
substitutes. (See 10.3.14.)

10.3.14. Hiring Practices—Employment
Requirements
Prior to assuming their duties, all Residential
Faculty members will file a loyalty oath as
required by the Arizona Revised Statutes.

10.4. Extra Pay for Extra Duty

10.3.14
RFP 5.7: [no changes]

10.4
RFP Appendix C: [no changes]

10.4.1. Introduction

10.4.1

Extra pay for extra duty refers to any assignments
listed in 10.3 that a Residential Faculty could
perform in addition to the base load. Residential
Faculty are to be given first consideration when
extra pay for extra duty assignments are staffed.
First consideration does not imply or guarantee an
assignment.

RFP C.1: [no changes]

The dollar amounts included in the following
sections of this Article shall be increased by at
least the same percentage as the salary schedule
and be rounded off to the nearest fifty cents
($0.50). The sections that are covered by this
automatic increase and rounding are in Article 10.
The dollar amounts in Articles 7 and 10. will be
increased by at least the same percentage as
reflected in the increase in the salary schedule or
in the Residential Faculty overload rate based on
the higher percentage of the two.

10.4.2. Payment For Service Faculty
Assignments Beyond the Base Contract
During their contract assignment, Service Faculty
who are assigned identical or similar duties (other
than academic advising) on a scheduled basis, in
addition to their regular assignment, shall be paid
at the rate of forty-nine-dollars ($49.00) per clock
hour for such work. Faculty members will be paid
for Holidays that fall on the Faculty member’s
regularly scheduled work day.
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10.4.2
RFP C.3.2: [changes] Adjusted forty-eightdollars ($48.00) to forty-nine ($49.00) per
clock hour for consistency through Article.

10.4.3. Payment For Instructional and
Service Faculty Assignments Outside of
Fall and Spring Semesters (Winter
intersession,
Spring
intersession,
Summer term)

10.4.3
RFP C.3.3: [changes] Language
consolidated into 10.3.11.

Residential Faculty on prorated extended contracts
will be paid as specified in 10.3.11.
Instructional Faculty (not on prorated extended
contracts) will be paid at the overload rate for
summer teaching assignments.

10.4.4. Residential Faculty Overload
Rate
Residential Faculty members shall be paid at
the Adjunct Faculty rate, with Probationary
Faculty being placed at level 2 and Appointive
Faculty being placed at level 3 as outlined in
10.2.2.

10.4.5. Prorated Extended Contract
Rate
The weekly pay rate for additional weeks beyond
the 196-day (39-full-week) academic year
specified in 5.11.1. shall be equal to the
Residential Faculty member’s base salary (as
specified by the salary schedule in this section)
divided by 39 weeks.

10.4.6. Pay for Select Activities

10.4.4
RFP C.3.4: [changes] Aligned Residential
Faculty Overload Rate to new Adjunct
Faculty pay levels.

10.4.5
RFP C.3.5: [no changes]

10.4.6

A Residential or Adjunct Faculty member (not on
a prorated extended contract) shall be paid at the
board approved load hour rate divided by 32 to
determine clock hour rate for the following
activities and will be included in the weekly
limitation:
o Community services (noncredit)
o Faculty serving as academic advisors
The following activities will not be included in the
weekly limitation:
o Educational development
o Professional growth projects
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RFP C.4/C.5/C.6: [changes] Consolidated
into one section.

o Committees outside of accountability
Residential Faculty members on prorated
extended contracts will be paid as specified in
10.4.5.

10.4.7. Honorarium Payments

10.4.7

Payment of an honorarium to Residential or
Adjunct Faculty members may be allowed under
the following conditions:

RFP C.7: [no changes]

o A guest appearance for a scheduled event.
o Shall be approved in advance through the
College President.
o Shall not exceed one hundred dollars
($100) per appearance, which shall be
interpreted to mean per date of appearance.
o Honorarium payments exceeding one
hundred dollars ($100) may be approved
by the College President or designee for
workshops and other appearances that
exceed the normal time frame for a typical
guest appearance.
Honorariums will not be included in the weekly
limitation.

10.4.8.
Co-Op/Internship
(Health
Occupational, Clinical and Practicum
Not Included in this Section)

10.4.8
RFP C.8: [no changes]

The rate of pay will be two-hundred sixty-eight
dollars and 50 cents ($268.50) per student.

10.4.9. Forum Series
Residential or Adjunct Faculty may deliver no
more than four (4) presentations per year at five
hundred dollars ($500) per presentation.

10.4.10. Substitute Pay
Residential or Adjunct Faculty who serve as
substitutes (in addition to their regular hours of
accountability) in the instructional program
(including the evening program) will be paid at the
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10.4.9
RFP C.9: [no changes]

10.4.10
RFP C.10: [no changes]

rate of nineteen dollars and 50 cents ($19.50) per
each twenty-five (25) minutes or major portion
thereof effective July 1, 2020.

10.4.11. Pay for Supervision of Dual
Enrollment

10.4.11
RFP C.13: [no changes]

Compensation for supervision of dual enrollment
falls under the guidelines outlined in Article 7.2.7.

10.4.12. Pay for Evaluation of Dual
Enrollment Instructors

10.4.12
RFP C.15: [no changes]

A Residential or Adjunct Faculty member
assigned to evaluate a Dual Enrollment Instructor
will be paid one hundred seventeen dollars and 50
cents ($117.50) per evaluation.

10.4.13. Other Instructional Activities

10.4.13

Academic Year 2020-2021

RFP C.16: [no changes]
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10.4.14

10.4.14. Athletic Stipends
Faculty serving as athletic coaches, directors, and
trainers will receive stipends and reassigned time
according to the following schedule:

77

RFP C.17: [no changes]
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10.4.15. Athletic Director Pay and Reassigned Time

10.4.15
RFP C.18: [no changes]

10.3.16.1. Pay per Sport

10.3.15.2. Reassigned Time
o Twelve (12) hours per year for eight (8) sports
o Fifteen (15) hours per year for nine (9) sports
10.3.15.3. Summer Pay
o Two (2) weeks prior to fall term (30 hours @ $29.00 per
hour) pays $870 per week.
o Two (2) weeks following spring term (30 hours @ $29.00
per hour) pays $870 per week.
o Additional weeks (30 hours @ $29.00 per hour) may be
approved by the College President but are not guaranteed.
10.4.16

10.4.16. Occupational Program Directors
Appropriate remuneration for members serving as Occupational
Program Directors for active programs will be determined as
provided in Article 7.
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RFP C.19: [no changes]

10.5. Residential Faculty Salary Schedule
10.5

Maricopa Community College District

Reflects changes in reestablishing
single salary placement process in
order to eliminate overpay/underpay
payroll compensation issues; the new
schedule was presented for review at
the Governing Board work session on
September 22, 2020.

Residential Faculty Salary Schedule
2020 – 2021
Effective 7/1/2020
Base Salary
Credit Hour

0.32855%

$150.80

Vertical Increment

6.97248%

$3200.23

Step

IP

IP+12

IP+20

IP+24

IP+36

IP+40

IP+48

IP+60

IP+75

IP+85

Doctorate

1

$45,898

$47,708

$48,914

$49,517

$51,327

$51,930

$53,136

$54,946

$57,208

$58,716

$59,470

2

$49,098

$50,908

$52,114

$52,717

$54,527

$55,130

$56,337

$58,146

$60,408

$61,916

$62,670

3

$52,298

$54,108

$55,314

$55,918

$57,727

$58,330

$59,537

$61,346

$63,608

$65,116

$65,870

4

$55,499

$57,308

$58,515

$59,118

$60,927

$61,531

$62,737

$64,547

$66,809

$68,317

$69,071

5

$58,699

$60,509

$61,715

$62,318

$64,128

$64,731

$65,937

$67,747

$70,009

$71,517

$72,271

6

$61,899

$63,709

$64,915

$65,518

$67,328

$67,931

$69,138

$70,947

$73,209

$74,717

$75,471

7

$65,099

$66,909

$68,115

$68,719

$70,528

$71,131

$72,338

$74,147

$76,409

$77,917

$78,671

8

$68,300

$70,109

$71,316

$71,919

$73,728

$74,332

$75,538

$77,348

$79,610

$81,118

$81,872

9

$71,500

$73,309

$74,516

$75,119

$76,929

$77,532

$78,738

$80,548

$82,810

$84,318

$85,072

10

$74,700

$76,510

$77,716

$78,319

$80,129

$80,732

$81,938

$83,748

$86,010

$87,518

$88,272

11

$77,900

$79,710

$80,916

$81,520

$83,329

$83,932

$85,139

$86,948

$89,210

$90,718

$91,472

12

$81,101

$82,910

$84,117

$84,720

$86,529

$87,133

$88,339

$90,149

$92,411

$93,919

$94,673

13

$84,301

$86,110

$87,317

$87,920

$89,730

$90,333

$91,539

$93,349

$95,611

$97,119

$97,873

$91,120

$92,930

$93,533

$94,739

$96,549

$98,811 $100,319 $101,073

14

Faculty who meet but do not exceed minimum educational requirements for the position are pay placed in the Initial Placement (IP) column. Years of
experience are used to determine the initial step. Section 4 of the Residential Faculty Policies provides additional detail regarding initial salary placement and
salary progression. The salary formula used to create the salary table is

Salary = 45,898 + 150.80 × (professional growth credit hours) + 3200.23 × (Step − 1)
All salaries are rounded to the nearest dollar.

Initial Placement (IP) indicates initial placement on the salary schedule for any Faculty
member with an Associate’s, Bachelor’s, or Master’s degree. Faculty are initially placed
in accordance with 10.3.
Credit hours are paid for each hour earned.
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10.6. Process For Recommendations
Regarding Compensation Items

10.6
New language reflects the process for the
development of the Compensation Plan.

Using the process outlined in Article 6, the District will
develop a Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) that
establishes an ongoing Faculty Compensation Plan based
upon the compensation philosophy outlined in 10.1. The
Compensation Plan will include consideration of cost of
living adjustments, steps, professional growth per the
formula and flex benefits in light of financial forecasts and
in compliance with legal and policy requirements. The
development of the MOU may include an internal faculty
salary study in addition to the Evergreen Consulting
Faculty Salary Study. The MOU will be completed in time
to implement the Compensation Plan for fiscal year 2021
– 2022.
In addition, the Compensation Plan will outline a process
for annual review of compensation considerations as part
of the annual budget cycle. The MOU will use the
structure of the Compensation Advisory workgroup as a
starting point in developing the process. It is understood
that whatever process is developed will still result in
recommendations that are not binding on the district as the
MCCCD Governing Board retains sole authority for
budget adoption.

10.7. Procedures

10.7

Salary changes will affect any Faculty hourly
wage or benefit including but not limited to:
Benefit Credits 11.2 and Extra Pay for Extra Duty
10.3.
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New language captures current practices.

ARTICLE 11 BENEFITS
11.1. Dues for Faculty Association and
Adjunct Faculty Association

This Article includes language from RFP
2.13, B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.6, and B.7.
11. 1
RFP 2.13: [no changes]

Faculty who elect to join the Faculty Association or
Adjunct Faculty Association can have their membership
dues deducted from their salaries on a regular basis
provided that they sign an authorization form to that effect.

11.2. Employee Benefits Advisory
Council (EBAC)

11.2
RFP B.3: [no changes]

The Faculty Associations will have two (2) representatives
on the District-wide Employee Benefits Advisory
Council.
11.3

11.3. Employee Benefits Program
The District will contribute benefit credits toward the
employee’s Flexible Benefits Program Flex credits will be
allocated to both the “core” and “buy up” PPO options.
The level of flex credits will be based upon the tier of
medical coverage elected or the waiving of medical
coverage.

The Flexible Benefits coverage provided by the District
for Residential Faculty members in the course of their
employment will also be provided in the same manner for
those Residential Faculty members while on sabbatical or
other paid leaves of absences.
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RFP B.2: [no changes]

11.4

11.4. Insurance
The Residential Faculty member may purchase
hospitalization/major medical insurance according to the
Flexible Benefits Program.

RFP B.2.2: [no changes]

11.4.1. Income Disability Coverage
The District will provide each Residential Faculty
member with long-term disability insurance equal
to 66-2/3% of the Residential Faculty member’s
base contract salary. The waiting period shall be
ninety (90) calendar days or exhaustion of all sick
leave, whichever comes last.

11.4.2. Term Life Insurance
The District will provide basic life insurance
coverage of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to
Residential Faculty. The Residential Faculty
member may purchase additional life insurance
according to the Flexible Benefits Program.

11.5. Insurance Coverage During a
Disability

11.5
RFP B.6: [no changes]

11.5.1. Insurance Coverage During a
Medical Leave of Absence
The District will continue to pay the flexible
benefits for the insurance coverage selected by the
employee based upon the following schedule:
*

includes FMLA
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11.5.2. Insurance Coverage During a
Leave of Absence for Personal Reasons
The District will continue to pay the flexible
benefits for the insurance coverage for the first
twenty-four (24) weeks in a 12-month period.
After twenty-four (24) weeks, the employee may
continue to pay for the insurance coverage selected
during the approved leave of absence.

11.6. Reimbursement for Unused Sick
Leave: Retirement or Death While
Actively Employed
A Faculty member who has a minimum of ten (10) years
of satisfactory service (without a break in service) at the
time of death or retirement from the District shall have
his/her final preretirement contract amount adjusted to
reflect payment, on a proportional basis, for unused
accumulated sick leave allowance. This transaction will
eliminate the balance of his/her accumulated sick leave.
The amount of the contract adjustment shall be computed
as follows: The daily salary rate of the last current contract
of the deceased/retiree will be multiplied by twenty-five
percent (25%), this figure not to exceed forty dollars ($40)
per day. This figure will then be multiplied by the number
of unused sick days to determine the death/retirement
benefit.

For the purpose of implementing this section, and for
payment of unused sick leave, retirement shall apply to
those Appointive members who are accepted into the
Arizona State Retirement System. This option may not be
exercised more than once in the District.
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11.6
RFP B.4: [no changes]

11.7

11.7. Travel Expenses
Residential and Adjunct Faculty members traveling on
prior-approved college business shall be reimbursed for
expenses, as stated in current travel procedures.
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RFP B.1: [no changes]

ARTICLE 12 FACULTY LEAVES
12.1. Leaves of Absence

This Article includes language from RFP
5.8, 5.9, A.4, A.5, and B.5.
12.1

For all leave calculations, a day shall consist of six (6)
hours for Instructional Residential Faculty and 7 hours for
Service Residential Faculty. With the exception of sick
time, faculty leaves in this section do not apply to
semester-to-semester contracted Adjunct Faculty.

12.1.1. Sick Leave
Residential Faculty members on a nine (9) month
contract are granted ten (10) days of sick leave per
year. Other Residential Faculty are allowed days
proportionate to the number of months of annual
employment. Residential Faculty employed less
than full time are allowed sick leave days prorated
in the same manner as their salaries. These days
are accumulated indefinitely. Such sick leave shall
be credited to said Residential Faculty members as
earned. Each Residential Faculty member shall be
given an accounting of sick leave upon written
request to the District Division of Human
Resources.
Adjunct Faculty members are granted one (1) hour
of sick time for every 30 hours worked. Sick time
is carried between semesters, up to 9 months.
Adjunct Faculty can use up to 40 hours of accrued
sick time to cover classes, as needed.
All Faculty may request the use of sick leave in the
following circumstances:
i.

Illness or injury of the employee

ii.

Illness or injury of an employee’s
immediate family member that requries
the employee’s attendance and
personal care

iii.

Medical appointments of the employee
or the employee’s immediate family
that require the employee’s attendance
and personal care.
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RFP B.5: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty Handbook policies

iv.

Absence due to domestic violence,
sexual violence, abuse, or stalking are
allowed under this policy in
compliance with A.R.S. § 23-373

v.

Other circumstances as identified in
A.R.S. § 23-373.

All provisions of sick leave apply when a member
is prevented by illness from starting to work at the
beginning of the contract year. However, should a
Faculty member fail to appear at the beginning of
the contract year or instructional assignment for
any reason other than illness, leave and salary for
that contract year will be reduced proportionately
by the time elapsed prior to assumption of duties.
The Chief Human Resources Officer, or designee,
may, at the request of the College President or
appropriate District official, require satisfactory
evidence to substantiate absences of three or more
consecutive days, as required by state or federal
law and may require, under applicable law, that the
Faculty member, at District expense, be examined
by appropriate health professionals (including but
not limited to physicians, psychologists,
psychiatrists) selected by the District.

12.1.2.
Bereavement
Leave
and
Catastrophic Illness/Imminent Death
Leave
Bereavement Leave: Bereavement Leave may be used up
to five (5) business days due to the death of an employee’s
spouse/partner, father, mother, grandfather, grandmother,
child, foster child, brother, sister, grandchild, stepchild,
stepfather, stepmother, or spouse’s/partner’s father,
mother, grandfather, grandmother, or in-laws in any one
incident.
Catastophic Illness/Imminent Death: Catastrophic
Illness/Imminent Death Leave may be used up to five (5)
business days, due to the Catastrophic Illness/Imminent
Death of an employee’s spouse/partner or family member
of the employee or employee’s spouse/partner, to include
the following: father, mother, stepfather, stepmother,
grandfather, grandmother, child, stepchild, foster child,
brother, sister, grandchild, or in-laws in any one incident.
Catastrophic Illness is defined as a sudden illness/injury
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12.1.2
RFP B.5.1.2: [no changes]

that is seriously incapacitating such as those that have the
potential for permanent disability or extensive
hospitalization/confinement or death and requires
immediate action.
The appropriate College President/Vice Chancellor may,
when circumstances warrant, grant Bereavement or
Catastrophic Illness/Imminent Death Leave to any
employee based upon the Catastrophic Illness/Imminent
Death or death of a person other than those listed.
Travel for Leave Utilization: In addition, travel time
outside the state, not to exceed five (5) business days for
Catastrophic Illness/Imminent Death and not to exceed
five (5) business days for Bereavement in any one
incident, may be charged against accrued sick leave.

12.2. Personal Leave

12.2

Residenital Faculty accrue Personal Leave of four (4) days
per calendar year (24 hours for Instructional Residential
Faculty, 28 hours for Service Residential Faculty).
Personal Leave is non-cumulative. Residential Faculty
employed less than full time are allowed Personal Leave
days prorated in the same manner as their salaries. Faculty
on prorated extended contracts are allowed Personal
Leave days prorated in the same manner as their salaries.
Personal Leave does not require approval. As much
advance notice as possible should be given for scheduling
purposes. Personal Leave is not to be used to routinely
come in late or leave early from work. Personal Leave will
be charged to the employee’s sick leave. Adjunct Faculty
do not accrue Personal Leave.

RFP B.5.2: [no changes]

12.3. Leave for Professional or Civic
Duty

12.3
RFP B.5.2.2: [no changes]

All Faculty members may be granted leave to participate
in a professional or civic duty without loss of
compensation. Prior written notice shall be provided to
their Department/Division Chair. If a Faculty member
receives compensation for a professional or civic activity,
while in paid status, such compensation shall be deposited
with the College Fiscal Officer or appropriate District
official.

12.4. Family and Medical Leave

12.4

Family and Medical Leave will be provided to regular fulltime and regular part-time eligible employees who have

RFP B.5.3: [no changes]
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worked for MCCCD a minimum of one year and worked
a minimum of 1250 hours over the year. FMLA is not to
exceed twelve (12) weeks within a twelve (12)-month
period for adoption or childbirth, to care for an ill child,
parent, or spouse/partner, or for the employee’s own
illness. The leave may be a paid or unpaid leave based
upon the employee’s accrued time available.
Accumulation of accrued time will continue while the
employee remains in a paid status. Accumulation of
accrued leave will cease when the employee goes into an
unpaid status but previously earned benefits will be held
for the employee. The District will continue to pay the
flexible benefits for the insurance coverage selected by the
employee during the Family and Medical Leave.
For the duration of Family and Medical Leave, employees
will neither seek nor be actively employed in outside
employment during their hours of accountability. The
Chief Human Resources Officer, or designee, may grant
exceptions for extenuating circumstances for individuals
adversely affected by these provisions
12.5

12.5. Medical Leave of Absence
Should an employee request more time after exhaustion of
the Family and Medical Leave, an employee may request
a medical leave of absence for personal health reasons, (up
to nine (9) months with less than ten (10) years of service,
and up to fifteen (15) months with ten (10) or more years
of service). A physician’s statement, acceptable to the
appropriate Human Resources staff or designee, must be
received. Accumulation of accrued time will continue
while the employee remains in a paid status.
Accumulation of accrued time will cease when the
employee goes into an unpaid status, but previously
accrued benefits will be held for the employee. An
employee who is granted a leave under this section will
return to the position that he/she left. Failure to return
from a Medical Leave of Absence will result in automatic
termination.
For the duration of Medical Leave, employees will neither
seek nor be actively employed in outside employment
during their hours of accountability. The Chief Human
Resources Officer, or designee, may grant exceptions for
extenuating circumstances for individuals adversely
affected by these provisions.
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RFP B.5.4: [no changes]

12.6. Medical Leave for Job-Related
Disability

12.6
RFP B.5.6: [no changes]

Any Faculty member requiring a medical leave due to a
job-related disability may return, within two (2) years, to
the same or a similar position upon evidence that the
member can perform in a satisfactory manner. This
evidence will be the result of an examination by a doctor
designated by the District for the medical review.

12.7. Leave of Absence for Personal
Reasons

12.7
RFP B.5.5: [no changes]

Should an employee not be eligible for a Family and
Medical Leave, a Leave of Absence for Personal Reasons
may be requested in up to one-semester increments and
must be approved by the appropriate supervisor and
College President/Vice Chancellor with concurrence of
the Chief Human Resources Officer, or CHRO’s designee.
Accumulation of accrued time will continue while the
employee remains in a paid status. Accumulation of
accrued time will cease when the employee goes into an
unpaid status but previously accrued benefits will be held
for the employee. An employee who is granted an
approved leave under this section will return to the
position which he/she left. Failure to return from an
approved Leave of Absense for Personal Reasons will
result in automatic termination.
If known in advance, an employee may request a Leave of
Absence for Personal Reasons longer than one semester
with approval from the supervisor and College
President/Vice Chancellor with concurrence from the
Chief Human Resources Officer, or CHRO’s designee. A
Leave of Absence for Personal Reasons will have a cap of
two semesters. The supervisor, College President/Vice
Chancellor, and the Chief Human Resources Officer, or
designee, may grant exceptions for extenuating
circumstances.

12.8. Sabbatical Leave

12.8

Sabbatical Leave may be granted to qualified members of
the Residential Faculty. The administration and conditions
of Sabbatical Leave shall be governed by the policy as
stated in this section.
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RFP 5.8/A.4: [no changes]

12.8.1. Purpose of Leave
Sabbatical Leaves are granted to qualified
Residential Faculty members for intellectual
stimulation normally attained by study, research,
travel, suitable work experience, or other creative
activity. The purpose of the sabbatical leave is to
upgrade the educational program of the colleges by
improving Residential Faculty competency.

12.8.2. Administration of Sabbatical
Leave Policy
The Faculty Professional Growth Committee shall
administer the Sabbatical Leave policy. The duties
of the Sabbatical Leave Subcommittee shall be to
prepare application forms; to screen application
forms; and to make recommendations for
Sabbatical Leaves to the Faculty Professional
Growth (FPG) Committee. The Subcommittee
shall consist of the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee Chair, one (1) Residential Faculty
representative from each of the colleges, and two
(2) Vice Presidents of Academic Affairs, or
designees.
If an FPG Sabbatical and
Advancements Representative wishes to apply for
a Sabbatical Leave, the representative must resign
from the committee prior to applying.

12.8.3.
Application
Recommendation Procedures

and

The Office of the Chief Human Resources Officer
shall publish, by May 1st, an informational listing
of persons eligible for sabbatical leave for the
following year.
Applications must be submitted to the appropriate
Vice President of Academic Affairs for forwarding
to the Sabbatical Leave Subcommittee no later
than October 1st. If October 1 falls on a weekend,
the due date is the Friday prior to October 1st. The
Subcommittee may request additional written or
oral explanations of proposals.
The
Subcommittee
shall
submit
its
recommendations to the Faculty Professional
Growth Committee. The Faculty Professional
Growth Committee shall present its list of
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recommendations to the Provost prior to
December 30th. The Faculty Association President
will receive a copy of this list.
The Provost will determine those Residential
Faculty members approved for Sabbatical Leave
and will provide the determinations to the
applicants, Professional Growth Committee, and
Faculty Association President by January 31.
Recommendations approved in the Spring are for
the Fall semester of that calendar year and the
Spring semester and Summer of the next calendar
year.

12.8.4. Criteria for Sabbatical Selection
Criteria for sabbatical selection will include, but
will not be limited to, the following:
o Completing resident requirement for an
advanced degree
o Completion of advanced degrees
o Curriculum and materials development
o Planned and approved travel related to the
subject field
o Practical training of job experience in a
subject-related field
o Research and publication
o Updating knowledge in subject field

12.8.5. Conflicts
If two (2) sabbatical applications of comparable
merit are received, the Residential Faculty member
applying for his/her first sabbatical will be given
preference.

12.8.6. Compensation and Financial
Arrangements
A Residential Faculty member on Sabbatical
Leave will receive full pay for one-half (1/2) of the
contract year and three-fourths (3/4) pay for the
second one-half (1/2) of the contract year. A
“short-term” sabbatical (defined as ten (10) weeks
in length and taken outside of the contract
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assignment) may be granted. Pay for short-term
sabbaticals will be ten (10) load hours at the
overload rate.
If the sabbatical activity includes remuneration
from other than the MCCCD, the sabbatical
proposal must clearly state all financial
arrangements. The Faculty Professional Growth
Committee may recommend (a) a sabbatical with
regular pay; (b) an adjustment in sabbatical leave
salary; (c) a leave without pay; or (d) denial of the
proposal.
Faculty members on sabbatical leave will be paid
at the same interval as other employees unless
some other arrangement is made that is mutually
satisfactory to the recipient and the administration.
All other Residential Faculty benefits shall accrue.
The Residential Faculty member’s status shall not
change while on leave, and the time spent on
sabbatical leave will not interrupt progress on the
salary schedule. The Residential Faculty member
receiving the sabbatical will return to the position
that he/she left unless, by written mutual
agreement, other arrangements were made prior to
the sabbatical having been granted.
A Residential Faculty member on sabbatical will
retain his/her status as a member of the Arizona
State Retirement System according to the
regulation of that system.

12.8.7. Policy
12.8.7.1. Eligibility
Faculty members shall be eligible for
consideration for Sabbatical Leave after
serving twelve (12) consecutive semesters
as Residential Faculty members in the
MCCCD. The twelve (12) consecutive
semesters will not be considered as having
been “broken” if the Residential Faculty
member accepts a “temporary assignment”
in another policy group for a period of not
more than two (2) years.
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A Residential Faculty member is eligible
for an additional Sabbatical Leave after
completing twelve (12) consecutive
semesters following the prior sabbatical.
12.8.7.2. Consideration and Criteria for
Evaluation
Every eligible Residential Faculty member
following specified Faculty Professional
Growth procedures shall be given equal
consideration in granting Sabbatical
Leaves except as outlined in 12.8.5.
The Sabbatical Leave Subcommittee
recommends the Residential Faculty of
each College to be granted Sabbatical
Leave based upon criteria in 12.8.4 and
available funding for Sabbatical Leaves.
12.8.7.3. Remuneration from MCCCD
Members on Sabbatical Leave may not
receive any additional remuneration from
MCCCD other than registration fees,
conference fees, or reimbursement for
travel funds directly related to their
Sabbatical Leave. Residential Faculty who
reside at another location to complete the
sabbatical are eligible for travel funding to
and from the sabbatical location.
Residential Faculty who reside at another
location to complete the sabbatical are not
eligible for housing expenses or per diem
while in residence. Residential Faculty
requesting professional growth funds as
part of their Sabbatical Leave must include
these items as part of their sabbatical
proposal. Residential Faculty members on
sabbatical are eligible for, but not
guaranteed, registration, conference, and
travel funds. Approval of a sabbatical
proposal does not guarantee funding of
professional growth funds.
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12.8.7.4. Voluntary or Paid Service to
MCCCD
Members on sabbatical leave may not
participate in voluntary or paid services to
the District or to College/District Faculty
Governance unless permission is granted
by the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee and the Provost. Residential
Faculty members on Sabbatical Leave may
participate in voting activities related to
their employment.
12.8.7.5. Short-Term Sabbatical
A short-term sabbatical may be granted
only if the purpose of the sabbatical cannot
be accomplished during either a Fall or a
Spring semester. A short-term sabbatical
may not be taken in conjunction with a
regular semester sabbatical.
12.8.7.6. Changes to Sabbatical Proposal
Any change in the sabbatical proposal must
be formally approved by the Provost upon
the recommendation of the Faculty
Professional Growth Committee.
12.8.7.7. Failure to Follow or Complete
Sabbatical
Residential Faculty members unable to
complete their sabbatical programs
because of an emergency, accident, or
illness shall be allowed to modify the
programs and shall continue to receive
contract benefits, provided they have
furnished satisfactory notification and
evidence to the Faculty Professional
Growth Committee and the Provost. The
Chief Human Resources Officer, or
designee, and the Faculty Association
President will also be notified. Contract
benefits will be governed by the benefit
and disability provisions of the Faculty
Agreement.
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In case of alleged failure to follow the
sabbatical proposal, the Chancellor will
appoint a fact-finding committee to study
the case. The committee will include the
College President, the Faculty Senate
President, and the Chair of the Faculty
Professional Growth Committee. The
committee
will
provide,
without
recommendation, its findings to the
Chancellor,
who
will
determine
appropriate action.

12.8.8. Performance Reports
To ensure that the members on sabbatical have
begun their leaves according to plan, each shall
submit a statement indicating this to the Provost,
the College President, and the Faculty Professional
Growth Committee no later than thirty (30) days
after the beginning of each semester and summer.
Sabbatical salaries will be suspended if this
requirement is not fulfilled.

12.8.9. Return from Sabbatical
Each Residential Faculty member returning from
leave shall file, within sixty (60) days, a written
report with the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee, the Provost, and the College President.
An official transcript will serve in lieu of a written
report for full-time study programs.
The recipient will be required to sign a promissory
note for the sabbatical salary, which shall be
forgiven at the rate of one (1) semester for each
two (2) semesters of contract fulfilled. A shortterm sabbatical will be considered a one (1)
semester sabbatical for this obligation. If the
recipient is unable to fulfill the term of the
promissory note due to death or disability, the note
shall be void.

12.8.10. Publication During Sabbatical
When a Residential Faculty member satisfies all of
the conditions of his/her sabbatical agreement and,
apart from the agreement, produces copyrightable
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material during the term of the sabbatical, he/she
shall maintain sole ownership of the material.
When a Residential Faculty member produces
copyrightable or patentable material as a condition
of his/her sabbatical, the copyright or patent
remains with the Residential Faculty member, but
the District retains the unlimited right for faculty,
students and staff to use the material without
payment of royalties. This right will apply to any
subsequent revisions of the material.
12.9

12.9. Professional Unpaid Leave

RFP 5.9/A.5: [no changes]

Professional unpaid leaves are those leaves that are
recommended by the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee, approved by the Chancellor or designee, and
relate to the Residential Faculty member’s assigned
duties. Therefore, the Residential Faculty member is
entitled to continuing service credit (advancement on
salary schedule and continuous credit for Sabbatical
Leave). The administration and conditions of professional
unpaid leave shall be governed by the policy as stated in
this section.

12.9.1. Purpose of Leave
Professional Unpaid Leaves not to exceed two (2)
consecutive semesters may be granted to
Appointive members of the Faculty for intellectual
stimulation normally attained by study, research,
travel, suitable work experience, or other creative
activity. The purpose of the Professional Unpaid
Leave is to upgrade the educational program of the
College by improving Faculty competency.

12.9.2. Administration of Professional
Unpaid Leave Policy
The Faculty Professional Growth Committee shall
administer the Professional Unpaid Leave Policy.

12.9.3. Application Procedures
Applications for Professional Unpaid Leaves must
be submitted to the appropriate Vice President for
forwarding to the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee preferably by February 15th and shall
include:
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o a statement of objectives of the proposed
leave
o a statement relating the proposed leave to
assigned duties
o a letter from the Department/Division
Chair
o a letter from the College President or
designee
o if work related, a letter stating duties and
responsibilities
The Faculty Professional Growth Committee may
request additional written or oral explanations of
proposals.

12.9.4. Recommendation Procedures
The Faculty Professional Growth Committee shall
present its list of recommendations to the
Chancellor, the Provost, and the Faculty
Association President before April 1st.
The Provost will determine those Residential
Faculty members approved for Professional
Unpaid Leave and will provide the determinations
to the applicants, Professional Growth Committee,
and Faculty Association President by May 1.

12.9.5. Criteria for Professional Unpaid
Leave
Criteria for Professional Unpaid Leave selection
will include, but will not be limited to, the
following:
o completing resident requirement for an
advanced degree
o completion of advanced degrees
o curriculum and materials development
o clanned and approved travel related to the
subject field
o practical training of job experience in a
subject-related field
o research and publication
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o updating knowledge in subject field

12.9.6. Policy
12.9.6.1. APPROVAL OF PROPOSAL
CHANGES
Any change in a Professional Unpaid
Leave Proposal must be formally approved
by the Provost.
12.9.6.2. FAILURE TO FOLLOW
PROPOSAL
In the case of an alleged failure to follow
the Professional Unpaid Leave Proposal,
the Chancellor may appoint a fact-finding
committee to study the case. The
committee will include the College
President, the Faculty Senate President,
and the Chair of the Faculty Professional
Growth Committee. The committee will
submit a finding of fact to the Chancellor,
who will determine an appropriate action.
If the College does not have a Faculty
Senate President, the College President
will convene the Residential Faculty to
elect
the
Residential
Faculty
representative.

12.9.7. Performance Reports
12.9.7.1. Statement Initiating Start of
Leave
To ensure that the Residential Faculty
members on Professional Unpaid Leave
have begun their leaves according to plan,
each shall submit a statement indicating
this to the Provost, and the Faculty
Professional Growth Committee no later
than thirty (30) days after the beginning of
each semester.
12.9.7.2. Final Report
Within sixty (60) days after returning, a
final report stating benefits and
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professional growth acquired shall be sent
to the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee, the Provost, and the College
President.
12.9.7.3. Failure to Meet Requirements
or Complete Leave
Failure to meet requirements as stated in
12.9.6.1., 12.9.7.1., and 12.9.7.2. shall
cause the Professional Unpaid Leave to
revert to the classification of Personal
Unpaid Leave.
A Residential Faculty member unable to
complete his/her Professional Unpaid
Leave Program because of accident or
illness, shall be allowed to modify the
program and shall continue to receive
contract benefits, provided he/she has
furnished satisfactory notification and
evidence of the situation to the Faculty
Professional Growth Committee. The
Residential Faculty member’s contract
benefits will be governed by the benefit
and disability provisions of the Faculty
Agreement.
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ARTICLE 13 PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH
MCCCD recognizes the value of professional growth as it
pertains to the continued development of teaching and
learning. Residential Faculty may choose to advance on
the salary schedule or receive reimbursement for various
types of activities directly related to professional
development. Faculty Professional Growth (FPG) has
developed a set of policies and procedures that relate to
advancement and reimbursement. All requests for salary
advancement and/or reimbursement must adhere to the
policies and procedures.

This Article includes language from RFP
4.11, A.1, A.2, A.3, A.6, A.7, A.8, A.9, and
A.10.

RFP A.1: [no changes]

The policy is essentially a method of recognizing the
efforts of Residential Faculty as they engage in
professional activities related to their service to the
District. The policy does not allow for compensation be
provided for activities considered to be a part of a
Residential Faculty member’s job duties.
Because of the great variety of activities that are
recognized and the even greater range of individual
requests, it may be necessary to apply interpretive
judgment to determine whether the request adheres to the
policy. Part of the responsibility of the FPG Committee is
to make such determinations.
These guidelines will be prepared and reviewed annually
by the FPG Committee and the Policy Review Committee.
The guidelines will be approved annually by the Faculty
Executive Council.
13.1

13.1. Professional Growth
Advancement—General
Information

RFP A.2: [no changes]

For a Faculty member to be credited with horizontal
increments, transcripts, grade slips, official notices
showing satisfactory completion for academic
coursework, and proof of attendance or other types of
verification required for non-academic advancement
activities must be on file with the District Human
Resources Division by September 15th of the contract
year.
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No request for academic credit will be approved for any
activity accomplished earlier than two (2) years prior to
the submission of the request. Course work completed
prior to the Faculty member’s hire is deemed to be a
condition of their employment that is used in determining
their initial placement on the salary schedule, and
therefore is not eligible for advancement under
Professional Growth. Inclusion of coursework for
horizontal placement may be appealed under 10.3.4 Salary
Placement Review Board.
Some activities may require prior approval from the
Faculty Professional Growth Committee.
The Faculty Professional Growth Committee will at all
times attempt to make determinations in an open and
unbiased manner that is free from conflict of interest.
Accordingly, Department/Division Chairs who are
members of the Faculty Professional Growth Committee
will abstain from decisions that affect the professional
growth applications of Faculty members in their
respective departments/divisions; likewise, Faculty
members who are on the Professional Growth Committee
will abstain from decisions that affect the professional
growth
applications
of
their
respective
Department/Division Chairs. Other potential conflicts of
interest will be treated in a similar manner.
13.2

13.2. Policy for Horizontal
Advancement on the Salary
Schedule

RFP A.3: [no changes]

13.2.1. Approval of Individual College
Courses
13.2.1.1. Graduate Courses Within
Subject Field Policy
Graduate-level courses for which credit is
granted, and not previously taken within
the subject field, are acceptable if
approved.
13.2.1.2. Undergraduate Courses Within
Subject Field
Undergraduate courses within subject field
will be acceptable if approved.
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13.2.1.3. Graduate Courses Not Within
Subject Field
Graduate courses not within the subject
field are acceptable if the course has a
direct application to the professional
responsibility of the Faculty member.
Courses required for the correction of
Maricopa Community Colleges’ Faculty
hiring qualifications deficiencies will not
be accepted for advancement on the salary
schedule, e.g., “The Community College”
course.
13.2.1.4. Undergraduate Courses Not
Within Subject Field
Undergraduate courses not within the
subject field may be acceptable if
approved.
13.2.1.5. Approval of College Courses
While Pursuing a Degree
● Graduate Degree
Not all graduate degrees advance
the cause of the professional
competency of the member.
Specific justification must be
supplied to prove that the
completion of the degree will
produce specific benefit and credit
to the field of responsibility.
Exceptions will be made for
degrees leading to a probable future
assignment.
● Undergraduate Degree
Faculty members who are pursuing
the Associate or Bachelor’s degree
must file a “Program of Study” as
outlined by the degree-granting
institution, and obtain approval
from
the appropriate Vice
President.
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13.2.2. Approval
Activity

of

Nonacademic

13.2.2
RFP A.3.3: [no changes]

The maximum nonacademic activity credit
allowed to advance on the salary schedule will be
limited to fifty-seven (57) credit hours of the total
eighty-five (85) hours possible. A clear and
complete description of the nonacademic activity
must be submitted with the request for credit
approval. The Faculty Professional Growth
Committee may request documentation and/or
verification of the activity.
13.2.2.1. Travel
One (1) credit will be granted for each
consecutive ten (10) days of travel. The
maximum credit allowable in the area is
twelve (12) credit hours.
13.2.2.2. Work Experience
The work experience must be directly
related to the Faculty member’s field of
responsibility, and one (1) credit will be
granted for each thirty-five (35) clock
hours of work experience.
13.2.2.3.
Clinics,
Conferences,
Workshops and Seminars
One (1) credit hour will be granted for each
eighteen (18) hours in clinics, conferences,
workshops, or seminars.
13.2.2.4. Other Professional Activity
One (1) credit will be granted for each
thirty-five (35) clock hours of service
performed. The activity must be in addition
to the professional responsibilities of the
Faculty member, and these activities must
occur outside the regular hours of
accountability.

13.3. Professional Growth Projects
Faculty members are eligible to apply for professional
growth funds to:
•

Participate in conferences,
professional meetings that

workshops or
will increase
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13.3
RFP A.6: [no changes]

knowledge, skills, or attitudes enhancing one’s
role at the college and/or in Faculty development.
•

Develop projects or programs for one or more
Faculty members to improve knowledge, skills, or
attitudes in a particular area.

13.4. Professional Growth Travel and
Expenses

13.4
RFP A.7: [no changes]

The Chancellor, with Governing Board approval, will
allocate to the Faculty Professional Growth Committee a
sum for travel and expenses to attend professional
activities. The expenditures of such funds shall be
administered by the College Travel Committee in
compliance with Faculty Professional Growth policies.

13.5. Denial of Professional Growth

13.5

Denial of sabbatical leave, professional unpaid leave, or
professional growth travel and/or fees by the Faculty
Professional Growth Committee is not grievable under the
Faculty Agreement as outlined in Article 20. Members
shall have the right to appeal decisions of the Faculty
Professional Growth Committee on aforementioned
activities to the Faculty Professional Growth Appeals
Committee.

RFP A.8: [no changes]

13.6. Clerical Support

13.6

Clerical support will be provided for the Faculty
Professional Growth Committee through the Office of the
Provost. The Provost will be expected to provide no less
than one full time, regular, twelve (12) month clerical
position to support the Faculty Professional Growth
Committee. Efforts will be made with regard to space
requirements for the committee, its files, and other
materials/equipment.

13.7. Professional Growth Budget For
Residential Faculty
The annual budget for professional growth for Residential
Faculty will be no less than the amount allocated the
previous fiscal year and will consider increases relative to
the number of additional Residential Faculty positions.
Monies allocated for the fiscal year will be fungible
among the Professional Growth accounts. The Faculty
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RFP A.10: [no changes]

13.7
RFP A.9.1: [changes] New language
codifies existing practice and removes
specific FY budget amount.

RFP A.9.1: [no changes]

Professional Growth Committee will make a
recommendation to transfer funds to the Provost, who will
approve the transfer.
Unused Professional Growth monies may be carried
forward to the next fiscal year.

13.8. Professional Growth Budget For
Adjunct Faculty

13.8
Inclusion from Adjunct Faculty Handbook

The Adjunct Faculty professional growth budget is funded
through Maricopa Center For Learning And Innovation
(MCLI). All Adjunct Faculty, plus current OYO and OSO,
whether instructional or service, may apply for funding
assistance on reimbursement basis to attend conferences,
seminars, workshops, and professional meetings that are
directly related to, and will enhance and/or update, the
Adjunct Faculty's teaching skills and the learning of the
Adjunct Faculty’s students. The Adjunct Faculty
Professional Growth Program is administered by the
MCLI.
For
more
details
refer
to:
http://mcli.maricopa.edu/adjunct-fpg. [From Adjunct
Faculty Handbook]
Adjunct Faculty may receive up to $750 within a fiscal
year, depending on course load, in funding for approved
professional growth activities including travel.
Adjunct Faculty who have taught for 2-3 years with
MCCCD, and who have reasonable assurance of future
course assignments, can apply for AFPG between
assignments.

13.9. No Pay Deduction For
Participation In Professional
Growth
All Faculty who participate in approved professional
growth activities enhance their expertise as faculty in
addressing the needs of students. Because the institution
derives a benefit from the professional growth of its
faculty, the pay of Adjunct and Residential Faculty is not
docked for classes or other professional responsibilities
missed due to participation in approved professional
growth activities.
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13.9
New language to ensure Faculty can
participate in professional development
sanctioned by the College or District due to
other assigned professional responsibilities.

ARTICLE 14 RESIDENTIAL
FACULTY POSITIONS
14.1. Methodology for the Number of
Residential Faculty Positions

This Article includes language from RFP
5.2. Clarification that this section does
not apply to Rio Salado is provided in
Article 1 Definitions.
14.1
RFP 5.2.1: [no changes]

Residential Instructional Faculty authorized positions at
any college are based on total instructional load for the
most recently completed Fall and Spring semesters in the
same academic year. Load is converted to full-time
teacher equivalents (FTTE) by dividing total instructional
load by 30. Library Faculty and Counseling Faculty
authorized positions are based on Fall 45th-day FTSE.

14.1.1. Instructional Faculty

14.1.1

At the individual colleges, a minimum of 60% of
the total instructional load shall be taught by
Residential Faculty. The residential/adjunct ratio
(as defined in Article 1) for the individual colleges
will be calculated each Fall semester. During the
eight to ten (8 – 10) year implementation phase
commencing in Fall 2013, colleges shall increase
the number of filled Residential Faculty lines
every year until the percentage of instructional
load taught by Residential Faculty reaches and is
maintained at 60% or higher. The guiding
principles for the implementation plan as
identified by the FACT team will inform the
implementation phase.

RFP 5.2.2: [no changes]

14.1.2. Library and Counseling Faculty
At the individual colleges , there will be a
minimum of one (1) Residential Library Faculty
and one (1) Residential Counseling Faculty per
1000 FTSE. The Library and Counseling Faculty
ratios (as defined in Article 1.) for the individual
colleges will be calculated each Fall semester
based on Fall 45th-day FTSE. During the eight to
ten (8 – 10) year implementation phase
commencing in Fall 2014, colleges shall increase
the number of filled Residential Library and
Counseling Faculty lines until the 1000:1 ratios are
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14.1.2
RFP 5.2.3: [no changes]

attained. Implementation plan guiding principles
identified by FACT will inform the
implementation phase.

14.1.3. Allocation of Residential Faculty
Lines at the Colleges
As a part of its normal deliberations, the College
Staffing Advisory Committee will seek to
allocate residential faculty lines with an
appropriate
balance
between
departments/divisions to ensure that 60% of the
total instructional load at each college is taught by
Residential Faculty and the Library and
Counseling Faculty ratios are achieved.
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14.1.3
RFP 5.2.4: [no changes]

ARTICLE 15 RESIDENTIAL
FACULTY TRANSFER PROCESS
A Residential Faculty member may request a transfer or
be transferred from a discipline or service department at
one college to a similar discipline or service department,
if qualified in that discipline or service department, at
another college.

15.1. Faculty-Requested Transfers
15.1.1. Factors for Consideration

This Article includes language from RFP
3.14.
RFP 3.14.1: [deleted] Since the
employment notification from the Maricopa
County Community College MCCCD states
that a Faculty member is employed by the
MCCCD.

15.1
RFP 3.14.2: [deleted] Improving working
relationships as factor to be considered.

In the case of an Faculty-requested transfer, the
following factors will be. considered.
o

The preference of the Faculty member for
a particular college;

o

Protecting the employment of Appointive
Faculty members in the event of
overstaffing in the present assignment;
and/or

o

Meeting the staffing needs educationally
and/or
numerically
of
another
college/facility.
15.1.2

15.1.2.
Process

Transfer

Decision-Making

All parties concerned will provide input into the
transfer decision including, but not limited to, the
following: College Presidents, Vice Presidents,
Department/Division Chairs of the appropriate
colleges, in addition to the Faculty member
requesting transfer.
The determination of transfer will be based upon,
but not limited to, the following criteria: (a)
willingness of transferee/receiving college
(division, department and administration); (b)
reciprocal need for transfer; (c) academic
qualifications of transferee; and (d) mutual
Presidential agreement.
Before the determination of transfer is considered
the transfer opportunity will be communicated to
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RFP 3.14.2.2: [changes] Language
included to ensure transfer process is
transparent and all Residential Faculty are
able to be considered for transfer
opportunities.

all Residential Faculty in the District. Once
communication has occurred, all transfer requests
will be considered. When the conditions above are
met a voluntary transfer can be approved.

15.2. Institution-Initiated Transfers
The parties recognize that there are occasions
necessitating the reassignment of Residential Faculty
when the steps outlined in the voluntary transfer policy are
not appropriate or do not meet the needs of the situation.
In such instances, decisions to reassign Faculty will be
authorized by the College President(s) who are involved,
with the concurrence of the Chief Human Resources
Officer, or designee. The Faculty member(s) will be
advised as far in advance as possible of any decision to
implement an involuntary transfer.
Affected Faculty members shall have the right to appeal
(in writing) such reassignment. Such appeal must be
delivered to the Chief Human Resources Officer, or
designee, within fifteen (15) business days of the original
notice of reassignment. Chief Human Resources Officer,
or designee, will review the circumstances of the
reassignment, determine whether to sustain the appeal or
not, and notify the Faculty member and provide a decision
in writing within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of the
appeal. The Faculty member will have the right to appeal
the decision of the Chief Human Resources Officer, or
designee, to the Chancellor for a final decision. Such
appeal must be delivered to the Chancellor within fifteen
(15) business days of written notification of the Vice
Chancellor’s decision. The Chancellor will advise the
affected Faculty member and the affected College
President(s) of his/her decision regarding the transfer
appeal within thirty (30) business days of the receipt of the
appeal. In the event the reassignment location has not been
finalized, an update will be provided in writing every
thirty (30) business days.
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15.2
RFP 3.14.2.3: [changes] clarification of
whether days are calendar days or business
days

ARTICLE 16 RETAIN AND
RETRAIN POLICY

This Article includes language from RFP
3.15.

16.1 Purpose

16.1

The purpose of this policy is to provide a process by which
Residential Faculty may be retained as district employees
as an alternative to layoff in the event of a planned
reduction-in-force at a college. This policy is not to be
used to address faculty performance concerns.

RFP 3.15.1: [deleted] Faculty performance
concerns shall be addressed informally or
through the peer assistance and review
process or the administrative evaluation
process. Performance concerns will be
addressed as outlined in Article 21.

16.2. Faculty Service Areas
Instructional Councils are accountable for recommending
Faculty Service Areas (FSA) (i.e. instructional disciplines
and/or service areas). All areas of specialty overseen by an
Instructional Council may be grouped into a single Faculty
Service Area or into multiple Faculty Service Areas as
determined by the Instructional Council.
Instructional Councils determine the minimum
qualifications necessary for faculty to teach or work in
each FSA. Instructional Councils assign all courses in the
course bank to one or more FSA.
The Provost is the approval authority for all FSA
designations recommended by Instructional Councils. By
March 1 of each academic year, each Instructional Council
shall provide the Provost with written FSA
recommendations. The Provost will review and approve
final FSA designations for the following academic year by
March 15.
Residential Faculty are deemed qualified in any FSA in
which they meet the minimum qualifications. The primary
FSA of instructional faculty is the FSA in which the
majority of the faculty member’s instructional load is
taught over the most recently completed academic year.
For Service Faculty, the primary FSA is the service area
in which the faculty member has worked the majority of
hours over the most recently completed academic year.
Secondary FSAs are all non-primary FSAs in which a
faculty member meets the minimum qualifications.
The appropriate Vice President, or designee, at each
college shall review and approve final FSA assignments
by April 15. Residential Faculty may appeal the
determination to the Provost by May 1.
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16.2
RFP 3.15.2: [no changes]

Under-Ratio FSAs at a college are FSAs in which the
addition of one Residential Faculty will not cause the
percentage of instructional load in the FSA taught by
Residential Faculty to exceed the applicable faculty ratios
identified in Article 1.
By October 1, the Provost will provide the list of UnderRatio FSAs at each college to all Residential Faculty.

16.3. Reduction-in-Force Decision
Making Process

16.3

The College President will convene a meeting with the
appropriate Vice President, Faculty Senate Leadership,
Department/Division Chair with responsibility for the
FSA, and all Residential Faculty within the FSA to review
data and identify potential solutions where a reduction-inforce is being considered. The meeting will be facilitated
by a neutral party trained in interest-based decision
making and not employed at the college upon the request
of any participant convened for the meeting.

RFP 3.15.3: [changes] Allows the use of a
neutral party facilitator to be optional based
upon the interests of the participants.

16.3.1. Data Analysis

16.3.1

In the meeting, the analysis that has led the College
President to conclude that a reduction-in-force in
the FSA at that college may be necessary will be
shared. The analysis will include but is not limited
to the following:

RFP 3.15.3.2: [no changes]

o

Relationship of the FSA to the mission,
vision, values, and strategic plan of the
college and district

o

External requirement for the services
provided by the FSA such as accreditation
or intergovernmental agreements

o

Annual instructional load (as applicable)

o

Percentage of annual instructional load
taught by Residential Faculty (as
applicable)

o

Fall 45th-day FTSE inclusive of dual
enrollment

o

Number
of
Residential
teaching/working in the FSA

o

Number of Residential Faculty whose
primary FSA is the FSA being analyzed

Faculty
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o

Revenue trends over five years for the FSA
including but not limited to tuition and fees

o

Expenditure trends over five years for the
FSA including but not limited to personnel
and capital

o

Account balances for any fees accounts
within the FSA

o

Cost/benefit analysis of reducing all nonResidential Faculty plus one Residential
Faculty within the FSA

o

An explanation of the problem that
reducing the number of faculty in the FSA
would solve

o

The list of potential Residential Faculty
that are at risk of layoff as determined by
the Vice Chancellor of Human Resources

o

Other relevant information, as requested

16.3.2. Identification of a Preferred
Solution

16.3.2
RFP 3.15.3.3: [no changes]

The facilitator will assist the group in the
following:
o

Understanding the history of the FSA

o

Identifying the problem that needs to be
solved

o

Determining the parties’ interests

o

Generating options for solutions

o

Applying agreed-upon criteria to evaluate
possible solutions

o

Reaching consensus on a preferred solution

Potential solutions could include:

RFP 3.15.4: [no changes]

o

Formal
solicitation
of
voluntary
retirements of Residential Faculty
members in the FSA, in inverse order of
potential layoff

o

Moving one or more Residential Faculty in
the affected FSA to a secondary FSA at the
college in which the faculty member is
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qualified. The secondary FSA would
become the primary FSA for the affected
faculty member in the subsequent year
o

Voluntary transfers of one or more
Residential Faculty members in the
affected FSA to vacant faculty positions at
other colleges pursuant to 15.1

o

Multiple college assignments to include
day and evening assignments

If
the
preferred
solution
includes
a
recommendation that no non-Residential Faculty
be hired and one or more Residential Faculty
members within the FSA be reduced, the parties
will jointly prepare and submit a written reductionin-force plan to the Chancellor no later than
October 1. If approved by the Chancellor, the plan
will go into effect on July 1 of the subsequent fiscal
year.

16.3.3. Process to Resolve an Impasse
If the parties are unable to reach consensus on a
preferred solution and the College President
believes not hiring any non-Residential Faculty
and a reduction of one or more Residential Faculty
in the FSA is necessary, the College President will
prepare and submit a written reduction-in-force
plan to the Chancellor no later than October 1. At
least seven (7) days in advance of the submission
of the plan to the Chancellor, the written reductionin-force plan will be shared with the Residential
Faculty in the FSA and the Faculty Senate
President. The faculty in the FSA may submit a
written statement to the Chancellor related to the
proposed reduction plan. If approved by the
Chancellor, the plan will go into effect on July 1 of
the subsequent fiscal year.

16.4. Determining the Residential
Faculty Affected by a Reductionin-Force Plan
If the alternatives to a reduction-in-force do not
sufficiently address the problem to be solved, the
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16.3.3
RFP 3.15.3.5: [no changes]

16.4
RFP 3.15.5: [no changes]

Chancellor shall determine the number of occupied
Residential Faculty positions within an FSA to be reduced
and the Residential Faculty members to be laid off
pursuant to the following four-step process:
o The Chancellor will review the final
recommendation and determine the FSA(s)
and number of Residential Faculty
positions in each FSA to be reduced.
o The final reduction-in-force plan shall be
submitted to the Chancellor for approval.
o The Chancellor will provide the plan to the
Chief Human Resources Officer, who will
review the plan and determine the specific
Residential Faculty member(s) to be laid
off based on the criteria provided herein.
o Upon approval of the reduction-in-force
plan by the Chancellor, layoffs of
identified Residential Faculty members
shall be implemented by District Human
Resources.

16.6. Layoff Order for Reduction-inForce
No non-Residential Faculty (e.g. Adjuncts, OSOs, OYOs)
shall be employed by the college in the FSA(s) in which
Residential Faculty are to be laid off. The layoff order for
Residential Faculty will be in inverse order of seniority,
where seniority is determined by the first date of
Residential Faculty employment (i.e. tenure track date). In
the event that two faculty in the FSA have the same tenure
track date, the following criteria will be used in the
numbered order below until a tie no longer exists to
determine which faculty member is the most senior.
1.

2.

3.

The Residential Faculty member with the
greatest number of fall/spring semesters
teaching/working in the FSA at the college
will be most senior.
The Residential Faculty member who is
furthest to the right on the salary schedule
will be the most senior.
If a tie in seniority still exists after applying
the aforementioned criteria, the Chief
Human Resources Officer shall randomly
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16.6
RFP 3.15.5.2: [no changes]

select which faculty member will be said to
have the greatest seniority.
The Residential Faculty members in the FSA at the college
to be laid off shall be notified by the Chief Human
Resources Officer no later than December 1.

16.7. Retaining and Retraining Faculty
Identified for Layoff
16.7.1. Plan to Retain
No later than the last day of Fall Semester, a
committee composed of the Residential Faculty
member who has been identified for layoff, the
appropriate Department/Division Chair, the
Faculty Senate President, and the appropriate Vice
President (or designee) shall meet with the purpose
of developing a plan to retain the faculty member
scheduled for layoff as an employee in the District.
Options for the plan may include but are not
limited to transferring to another college as
Residential Faculty in any Under-Ratio FSA in
which the Residential Faculty member is qualified
or retraining to become qualified in an UnderRatio FSA before transferring to another faculty
position.

16.7.2. Transfer to Another College
without Retraining
Probationary Faculty whose most recent Peer
Assistance and Review recommendation was
Renew and all Appointive Faculty may
o Request a voluntary transfer to faculty
positions at any other MCCCD college in
which the faculty member is qualified in
inverse order of proposed layoff pursuant
15.1.1.
o Request a transfer into any Under-Ratio
FSA at any other MCCCD college in which
the faculty member is qualified.
Within 15 accountability days of such request, the
faculty member will be interviewed by the college.
If the faculty member meets the minimum
qualifications of a Residential Faculty position in
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16.7
RFP 3.15.6: [no changes]

the FSA, they will be hired into the position,
assuming funding as described in this section is
available, unless the President of the receiving
college can demonstrate that the Residential
Faculty is not willing or able to perform the
essential functions of the position as constituted in
the FSA at that college.
If the faculty member is transferred, the gaining
college shall contribute the equivalent of 30.0 load
hours at the adjunct rate to the cost of the new
faculty line. The balance of the transferred
Residential Faculty member's salary shall be
transferred from the District to the gaining college
as a part of the budgeted residential/adjunct 60:40
ratio implementation plan. The ability to transfer
under this process is contingent upon budgeted
funds for the residential/adjunct 60:40 ratio
implementation plan.

16.8. Retraining

16.8

Appointive Faculty identified for layoff, who are not
transferred per 16.7.2 above are eligible to be retrained as
described hereafter.

RFP 3.15.6.3: [no changes]

The committee identified in 16.7.1 will seek to determine
what additional coursework or other training will be
required for the faculty member to become qualified in an
Under-Ratio FSA selected by the Residential Faculty
member.
If the committee determines that it is feasible for the
Residential Faculty Member to become qualified in the
selected Under-Ratio FSA within 12 months of the
scheduled date of the layoff and the Residential Faculty
member is willing to pursue retraining, the committee will
submit a training plan to the Chief Human Resources
Officer for review. The CHRO upon verifying the plan
will result in the Residential Faculty member becoming
qualified in an Under-Ratio FSA, will approve the plan
and notify the committee, the Provost, and the College
President of the college where the Residential Faculty
member will transfer upon becoming qualified in the
Under-Ratio FSA.
If the Residential Faculty member has not become
qualified in the selected Under-Ratio FSA by the
scheduled layoff date at the college, the Residential
Faculty member will be placed on a retrainment leave for
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up to 12 months, after the Residential Faculty member
expresses intent to complete the retraining plan.
A Residential Faculty member’s salary and benefits
during any retrainment leave shall be funded entirely by
Faculty Professional Growth funding.
The benefits and obligations for retrainment leave shall be
the same as those described in Article 13, 12.8.6., 12.8.7.,
12.8.8., and 12.8.9.
Upon becoming qualified in the selected Under-Ratio
FSA, the Residential Faculty member will transfer into the
selected Under- Ratio FSA at the previously identified
college pursuant 16.7.2.
If the retrained Residential Faculty member fails to
become qualified in the Under-Ratio FSA, the member
shall then be subject to layoff and will be required to repay
the salary paid to the member during the retrainment leave.
If the retrained member obtains retraining and is placed in
the Under-Ratio FSA but works less than two (2)
academic years in the Under-Ratio FSA after retraining,
the member will be required to repay the salary paid
during the retrainment leave.

16.9. Appeal Process

16.9
RFP 3.15.7: [no changes]

16.9.1. Verification of Policy Application
A Residential Faculty member who has been
notified that the member is scheduled to be laid off
may appeal, if the employee believes this retain
and retrain policy was violated. The affected
employee must submit a written request specifying
the improper application of the policy to the
CHRO, or designee, within five (5) business days
of the receipt of notice of layoff. Upon receipt of
the request, the CHRO shall convene an Appeal
Committee made up of the Faculty Association
President, the Director of the HR Solutions Center
and MCCCD General Counsel, or designees. The
Appeal Committee shall meet within ten (10)
business days of the request to verify that the
reduction-in-force decision making process was
followed (16.3), that alternatives to a reduction-inforce were considered (16.4), that the least senior
faculty member was selected for layoff (16.6), and
that the Residential Faculty member was provided
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the option of transfer or retrain and transfer (16.7).
The Appeal Committee shall determine if the
policy was followed. If the Appeal Committee
determines the policy was followed, the layoff
decision will stand. If the Appeal Committee
determines the policy was not followed, the
committee will report any variances to the Vice
Chancellor of Human Resources.
If the Vice Chancellor of Human Resources
concurs that the policy was not followed,
appropriate remedial action will be taken.

16.9.2. Illegal Discrimination
In
situations
involving
allegations
of
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin,
citizenship status, age, disability, veteran status, or
genetic information, the review of the layoff shall
be conducted by the MCCCD EEO/AA Manager,
who shall submit a recommendation to the Vice
Chancellor of Human Resources, who shall make
a final decision.

16.9.3. Notification of the Outcome of an
Appeal
The Chief Human Resources Officer, or designee,
shall issue a written decision regarding the appeal
to the affected employee, Faculty Association
President, and College President within five days
of receiving either the recommendation of the
Appeal Committee or the EEO/AA Manager. The
decision is final and cannot be grieved under the
grievance procedure in this manual.
16.10

16.10. Effect of Layoff

RFP 3.15.8: [no changes]

16.10.1. Employment
Residential Faculty scheduled for layoff who do
not transfer to another college or accept a
retrainment leave will be laid off pursuant to this
policy and are deemed separated from service with
MCCCD effective June 30 of the current fiscal
year. Eligible employees shall be paid for accrued
but unused sick leave pursuant to 11.6.
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16.10.2. Insurance Benefits
Laid-off employees may continue to receive
insurance benefits according to district policy and
law if they are not reemployed by MCCCD.

16.10.3. Tuition Waiver
Residential Faculty and their spouses and
dependents may continue to receive tuition
waivers for any MCCCD course that begins before
July 1 of the subsequent fiscal year.

16.10.4. Retirement Status/Withdrawal
of Employee Contributions
Laid-off Residential Faculty stop earning
retirement service credits effective July 1 of the
subsequent fiscal year. They may elect to
withdraw the employee portion of retirement
contributions pursuant to state law, which may
include the employee portion and employer
portion based on credited service, as of July 1 of
the subsequent fiscal year without affecting
reemployment rights. Should the employee
withdraw employee contributions and resume
employment with MCCCD within 24 months of
the layoff effective date, the previously forfeited
credited service may be repurchased as permitted
by state law by paying an amount equal to the
amount of withdrawn contributions plus interest to
ASRS within 60 days of rehire date. Affected
employees are urged to consult with District HR
staff and ASRS about the consequences of
withdrawing employee contributions.

16.10.5. Rights During Layoff Notice
Period
Between the December 1 layoff notification date
and the June 30 layoff implementation date, the
Residential Faculty member shall retain all rights
of a Residential Faculty member including but not
limited to salary and benefits.
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16.10.6. Recall Rights
Laid-off Residential Faculty members shall be
placed on a recall list for three (3) years following
the June 30 effective date of layoff. If the FSA at
the college becomes an Under-Ratio FSA and if
the college decides to hire any other Residential
Faculty or OYO/OSO faculty in the FSA, the laidoff Residential Faculty member will be recalled in
inverse order of layoff (last person laid off will be
the first person recalled). If a laid-off Residential
Faculty member accepts any other full-time
permanent position within MCCCD, the member
will be removed from the recall list. While on a
recall list, a laid-off Residential Faculty member
shall be considered an internal candidate when
applying for all vacant MCCCD employment
positions.
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Article 17-Probationary
Residential Faculty Peer
Assistance and Review
Faculty are committed to quality teaching and to providing
professional service to students, colleagues, and the
District. Faculty agree to adhere to, support, and
implement the following Probationary Faculty evaluation
policies and procedures.

17.1. Purpose
The rigorous Individual Development Plan (IDP)
process is intended to provide significant
professional growth and development for the
Probationary Faculty member in an environment
of support and encouragement from Faculty
Developers, Department/Division Chairs, Faculty
Mentors, Instructional Administrators, and others.
Probationary
Faculty
document
their
instructional/primary work expertise, service to
college and community, and professional
development through the IDP. Probationary
Faculty submit an IDP annually for a period of five
(5) years.
The IDP and Peer Assistance and Review (PAR)
process will not be used to address issues related
to a Probationary Faculty member’s employment
outside the scope stated above. As such, it is not a
punitive process nor the appropriate avenue to
address professionalism and conduct standards, or
ethical behavior, disciplinary, and administrative
issues. It is the responsibility of the
Department/Division Chair and/or appropriate
administrator(s) to use the administrative review
process (see Article 20.6) to address any issues
that fall outside of instructional/primary work
expertise, service to college/district, and
professional development.

17.1.2. Areas for Evaluation
The IDP includes the following areas for
evaluation: instruction/primary work
activity; service to department/division,
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This Article includes language from RFP
3.6.
FACT convened a special taskforce over the
summer to work on improving the
PAR/PARC process. The Taskforce
provided thoughtful and sophisticated
recommendations that we endorse as a
team.
We want to ensure the PAR/PARC process
is fair, objective, and consistent to the
greatest degree that is feasible. We also
want to ensure that PAR/PARC both holds
probationary faculty to an appropriate
standard while continuing to uphold its
intended spirit as supportive and nurturing of
professional development.
17.1
RFP 3.6.1: [changes] Acknowledges service
faculty expertise in addition to instructional
faculty expertise; clarifies role of IDP in
addressing general Probationary Faculty
performance issues.

The intent of the IDP is to encourage
professional growth of Probationary Faculty
leading to the highest quality of instruction
and service. This new language emphasizes
the other existing processes to address
performance standards and empowers
Chairs and Administration to address
performance issues outside of PAR.

17.1.2
RFP 3.6.2: [changes] Acknowledges service
faculty expertise in addition to instructional
faculty expertise

college, and district; and professional
development. Evidence for each annual
IDP shall only include activities from the
one-year period of the IDP.
17.1.2.1. Instruction or Primary
Work Activity
To
document
instructional
excellence or excellence in primary
work activity, Probationary Faculty
submit the following required
elements:
17.1.2.1.1.
Instructional/primary work
activity evaluation from
trained Chief Academic
Affairs Officer or designee
17.1.2.1.2.
Instructional/primary work
activity evaluation from
trained
Department/
Division
Chair/Program
Director or designee
17.1.2.1.3.
Instructional/primary work
activity observation and
feedback from peer(s)
17.1.2.1.4. Results from
Student Evaluation Forms
(or Participant Evaluation
Forms for faculty who do
not work directly with
students)
17.1.2.1.5.
Narrative
demonstrating a personal
reflection on instructional
/primary work activities
effectiveness in light of the
evaluations, observations,
and feedback
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17.1.2.1
RFP 3.6.2.1: [changes] Acknowledges
service faculty expertise in addition to
instructional faculty expertise

During Probationary Years 1 and
2, evaluations and observations
will be completed once per
semester. During Probationary
Years 3 – 5, evaluations and
observations will be completed
once per year. (Article 17.1.5)
17.1.2.2. Service to Department/
Division, College, and District
To document service to
department/division, college, and
district, Probationary Faculty
submit evidence of service and
provide a personal reflection on
service activities and
contributions. Some examples are
provided below.
17.1.2.2.1. Listing of
committee/task force
membership and
description of
contributions.
17.1.2.2.2. Description of
participation in special
projects/initiatives such as
special events or
curriculum
development/revision.
17.1.2.2.3. Description of
community service
activities such as working
with local business and
industry, recruitment,
service learning, outreach
events, advisory board
participation, outreach to
K-12 partners, outreach to
university partners, and
volunteer activities.
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17.1.2.2
RFP 3.6.2.2: [changes] Emphasis placed on
reflection

17.1.2.3. Professional
Development
To document professional
development, Probationary
Faculty submit evidence of
professional development and
provide a personal reflection on
professional development
activities and achievements. Some
examples are provided below.

17.1.2.3
RFP 3.6.2.3: [changes] Emphasis placed on
reflection

17.1.2.3.1. College-level
courses completed
17.1.2.3.2. Workshops and
conferences attended
17.1.2.3.3. Books or
articles published
17.1.2.3.4. Presentations
given

17.1.3. Peer Assistance and
Review (PAR) Team Participants
The PAR Team meets regularly to discuss
the Probationary Faculty member’s
progress in developing the IDP.
17.1.3.1. PAR Team for Year 1
17.1.3.1.1. The
Probationary Faculty
member.
17.1.3.1.2. One, preferably
two, trained Appointive
Faculty peers (or other
professional
colleague)
chosen by the Probationary
Faculty member. Peers will
be selected with the
assistance of the Faculty
Developer in consultation
with the Chief Academic
Affairs Officer or designee
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17.1.3
RFP 3.6.3: [no changes]

and the Faculty Senate
President. Peers may be
selected from outside the
faculty
member’s
discipline, department, or
college.
17.1.3.1.3. The college’s
Faculty Developer and
PAR Facilitator, if this role
is separate from the Faculty
Developer.

17.1.3.2
RFP 3.6.3.2: [no changes]

17.1.3.2. PAR Team for Years 2 –
5
17.1.3.2.1.
Probationary
member.

The
Faculty

17.1.3.2.2. One, preferably
two, trained Appointive
Faculty peers (or other
professional
colleague)
chosen by the Probationary
Faculty member. Peers will
be selected with the
assistance of the Faculty
Developer in consultation
with the Chief Academic
Affairs Officer or designee
and the Faculty Senate
President. Peers may be
selected from outside the
faculty
member’s
discipline, department, or
college.
17.1.3.3 PAR Team Training
The Faculty Developers Council
(FDC) will create, maintain, and
administer training for PAR Team
members.

17.1.4. Peer Assistance and
Review Committee (PARC)
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17.1.3.3
New language to ensure training for PAR
Teams

17.1.4
RFP 3.6.4: [changes] Includes an additional
category, “renew with development”

The PARC consists of the appropriate
instructional administrator and at least four
(4) trained, Appointive Faculty appointed
by the Faculty Senate President in
collaboration with the Chief Academic
Affairs Officer. The PARC will evaluate
all Probationary Faculty Individual
Development Plans (IDPs) and make
recommendations to the College President
related to the renewal of the probationary
appointment, and when appropriate, the
granting of Appointive status. For the first
four IDPs of each Probationary Faculty
member, the PARC will offer one of the
following
recommendations
by
consensus:
●
Recommend
Renew:
Recommend renew indicates that
the
faculty
member
has
demonstrated
proficiency
in
instruction/primary work activity
based upon the College’s rubric;
service to department/division,
college,
and
district;
and
professional development.
● Recommend Renew with
Development: Recommend renew
with development indicates that the
faculty member has demonstrated
some growth in instruction/primary
work
activity;
service
to
department/division, college, and
district;
and/or
professional
development. However, there are
critical and essential areas of
opportunity the faculty member
must
address
to
achieve
proficiency based upon the
College’s rubric. The faculty
member will
benefit
from
intentional and specific mentorship
and professional development.
●
Recommend
Nonrenew:
Recommend nonrenew indicates
that the faculty member did not
demonstrate evidence of progress
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Renew with Development reflects the
traditional category that signals needed
improvement. Specific mentorship is
required.

towards proficiency or competency
in
instruction/primary
work
activity;
service
to
department/division, college, and
district;
and/or
professional
development.
Upon review of the fifth IDP of a
Probationary Faculty member, the PARC
will recommend by consensus one of the
following:
●
recommend
renew
with
development and extension of
probationary period by no more
than one year (see RFP 17.1.7.3.)
● recommend for Appointive
status
● recommend nonrenew
17.1.4.1. Faculty Developers
Council
The Faculty Developers Council
(FDC) will create, maintain, and
administer training for PARC
members. That training will occur
annually before PARC convenes to
review IDPs and determine
recommendations.
17.1.4.2.
PARC
is
to
create
a
recommendation based on the
Probationary Faculty member’s
current year IDP only, and based
only on information in the IDP. The
reflection document summarizing
an
existing
Renew
with
Development process will be
included in the next year's IDP and
will be reviewed in determining if
the areas of development have been
adequately addressed.
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[changes] Inclusion of the Renew with
Development category.

17.1.4.1
New language to develop a structure that
supports PARC training.

17.1.4.2
New language limits the focus of the PARC
on the current year IDP only except for
reflections required by a previous Renew
with Development of Renew with Concern
determination.

17.1.4.3.
PARC
will
provide
each
Probationary Faculty member
written feedback to support the
recommendation from the PARC.
17.1.4.4.
A Probationary Faculty member
actively
and
thoughtfully
participating in PAR and the IDP
process cannot receive a nonrenew
recommendation without a prior
renew
with
development
recommendation unless concerns
of such weight occur as to merit a
nonrew recommendation. In the
first year that PARC identifies
concerns that it feels could lead to
nonrenewal, it will make the
recommendation of renew with
development and refer its concerns
to the appropriate administrator for
the administrative evaluation
review process as applicable.
Nonrenew recommendations not
meeting this requirement will
automatically become a renew with
development recommendation. It is
the Chief Academic Affairs
Officer’s
responsibility
in
conjunction with the Faculty
Senate representative to ensure
these criteria are met before the
recommendation goes to the
College President.
17.1.4.5.
An Appointive Faculty Senate
leadership
representative
(President Elect, current President,
past President, or designee by
current President) will be included
in PARC discussions about
potential renew with development,
renew with concern, or nonrenew
recommendations as an observer
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17.1.4.3
New language requiring Probationary
Faculty will receive written feedback.

17.1.4.4
New language that, except in extreme
circumstances, requires a progressive
approach to addressing performance issues
identified in the IDP process.

17.1.4.5
New language that includes Appointive
Faculty Senate leadership when renew with
development, renew with concern, or
nonrenew recommendations are being
considered.

(or as a PARC member if
necessary) and has the designated
role of upholding the policies
outlined in the Faculty Agreement.
17.1.4.6.
Each college must create an IDP
review rubric and provide that
rubric to Probationary Faculty
members by the third Friday of
October each year.

17.1.4.6
New language requires Colleges to develop
a consistent rubric to be used for all
Probationary Faculty.

17.1.4.7.
PAR Facilitators, as part of the
Faculty Developers Council, will
serve as an overseeing body to
yearly approve college PARC
rubrics with the purpose of
ensuring consistent and appropriate
PAR process application. PAR
Facilitators will approve rubrics by
the last Friday of September each
year. A Faculty Developer may fill
this role if the Faculty Developer
also serves as the PAR Facilitator.

17.1.4.7
New language requires PAR Facilitators to
approve College rubrics to ensure
consistency across the Colleges.

17.1.4.8.
All faculty PARC participants
(voting and non-voting) shall be
appointive faculty.

17.1.5. Timeline
17.1.5.1. Year 1
The focus of the first year is for the
Probationary Faculty to be actively
involved in the New Faculty
Experience at the college.
August: Probationary
participate in New
Experience.
PAR
identified.

Faculty
Faculty
Teams

September
–
December:
Instructional
evaluations,
observation(s), and follow-up
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17.1.4.8
Clarifies PARC participants must hold
appointive status.

17.1.5
RFP 3.6.5: [changes] Inclusion of College
rubric process, and inclusion of Renew with
Development category.

meetings occur. Initial draft of IDP
created in consultation with PAR
team. PAR team meeting(s) are
conducted. Faculty Developer
keeps appropriate Chief Academic
Affairs Officer informed of
progress. IDP rubric approved and
disseminated by the third Friday in
October.
January – March: Updated draft of
IDP submitted to PAR team no
later than the end of the week of
accountability.
Instructional
evaluations, observation(s), and
follow-up meetings occur. PAR
team meeting(s) are conducted.
Final draft of IDP submitted to the
PARC by the fourth Friday in
March.
April: PARC evaluates all IDPs
submitted by Probationary Faculty.
Recommendation submitted to
College President and Probationary
Faculty informed by the third
Friday in April.
May: College President announces
renew, renew with development, or
intent to nonrenew decision by
May 1.
17.1.5.2. Year 2
August – December: Instructional
evaluations, observation(s), and
follow-up meetings occur. Initial
draft of IDP created in consultation
with PAR team. PAR team
meeting(s) are conducted. Faculty
Developer keeps appropriate Chief
Academic Affairs Officer informed
of progress. IDP rubric approved
and disseminated by the third
Friday in October.
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17.1.5.2
RFP 3.6.5.2: [changes] Inclusion of College
rubric process, and inclusion of Renew with
Development category.

January – March: Updated draft of
IDP submitted to PAR team no
later than the end of the week of
accountability.
Instructional
evaluations, observation(s), and
follow-up meetings occur. PAR
team meeting(s) are conducted.
Final draft of IDP submitted to the
PARC by the fourth Friday in
March.
April: PARC evaluates all IDPs
submitted by Probationary Faculty.
Recommendation submitted to
College President and Probationary
Faculty informed by the third
Friday in April.
May: College President announces
renew, renew with development, or
intent to nonrenew decision by
May 1.
17.1.5.3. Years 3 – 5
August – March: Instructional
evaluations, observation(s), and
follow-up meetings occur a
minimum of once per year. Initial
draft of IDP created in consultation
with PAR team. PAR team
meeting(s) are conducted. Faculty
Developer keeps appropriate Chief
Academic Affairs Officer informed
of progress. IDP rubric approved
and disseminated by the third
Friday in October. Updated draft of
IDP submitted to PAR team no
later than the end of the week of
Spring accountability. Final draft
of IDP submitted to the PARC by
the fourth Friday in March.
April: PARC evaluates all IDPs
submitted by Probationary Faculty.
Recommendation submitted to
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17.1.5.3
RFP 3.6.5.3: [changes] Inclusion of College
rubric process, and inclusion of Renew with
Development category.

College President and Probationary
Faculty informed by the third
Friday in April.
May: For Years 3 and 4, the
College President
announces
renew, renew with development, or
intent to nonrenew by May 1.
For Year 5, the College President
forwards recommendation for
Appointive status, renew with
development, or nonrenew to the
Chancellor by May 1.
17.1.5.4. Faculty Hired MidYear
17.1.5.4.1. The first IDP for
faculty hired mid-year will
include evidence from
Spring semester and the
entire following year, with
their first IDP being
submitted in March of their
third regular semester.
17.1.5.4.1.1.
For
example: A faculty
member
hired
Spring of 2021
would submit the
first IDP in March
of 2022.
17.1.5.4.1.2. After
the submission of
the first IDP, faculty
hired mid-year will
follow the Timeline
of all Probationary
Faculty.
17.1.5.4.2. Participation in
the year-long New Faculty
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17.1.5.4
RFP 3.6.5.4: [deleted]
The first IDP for faculty hired mid-year will
include evidence from Spring semester
only.

Experience will begin in the
first Fall semester after
being hired.

17.1.5.4.3. The fifth and
final IDP for faculty hired
mid-year will occur in their
fifth Fall semester, with the
IDP being submitted by the
first Friday in November,
and will only include
evidence since their fourth
IDP. The IDP rubric used
for this PARC review will
be the same used in the
previous Spring semester.

17.1.5.4.3
RFP 3.6.5.4.3: [deleted]
Upon review of the fifth IDP, which shall
occur at the end of the probationary
faculty’s fifth Spring semester, the College
President will make a recommendation for
appointive status or nonrenewal. If
approved by the Chancellor, appointive
status will be awarded January 1 of the
following calendar year. No instructional
evaluations, observation(s), or follow-up
meetings shall occur during the intervening
Fall semester.

17.1.5.4.3.1. PARC
recommendation
submitted to the
College President
and Probationary
Faculty informed by
the third Monday in
November.
17.1.5.4.3.2.
College President
announces
Appointive status,
renew
with
development,
or
intent to nonrenew
decision
by
December 1.
17.1.5.4.4. Upon review of
the fifth IDP, which shall
occur at the end of the
Probationary Faculty’s fifth
Fall semester, the College
President will make a
recommendation
for
Appointive status, renew
with
development,
or
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17.1.5.4.4
RFP 3.6.5.4.3: [deleted]
No instructional evaluations, observation(s),
or follow-up meetings shall occur during the
intervening Fall semester.

nonrenew. If approved by
the Chancellor, Appointive
status will be awarded
January 1 of the following
calendar year.
17.1.6
RFP 3.6.6: [no changes]

17.1.6. Rebuttal of PARC
Recommendation
Probationary Faculty who receive a
recommendation
of
renew
with
development, or nonrenew from the PARC
may send the College President a written
rebuttal to the recommendation. Such
rebuttal must be received within five (5)
business days of the notification of the
recommendation.

17.1.7. College President
Response to PARC
Recommendation

17.1.7
RFP 3.6.7: Inclusion of Renew with
Development category.

17.1.7.1. Renew
If, after reviewing the PARC
recommendation,
a
College
President determines that the
Probationary Faculty member
should
be
renewed,
the
Probationary Faculty member’s
employment shall continue for the
subsequent academic year.
17.1.7.2. Renew with Development
If, after reviewing the PARC
recommendation,
a
College
President determines that the
Probationary Faculty member
should
be
renewed
with
development the Probationary
Faculty member shall complete the
respective
Renew
with
Development Process Process
(Article 17.1.8)
17.1.7.3. Recommend for
Appointive Status
After reviewing the PARC
recommendation resulting from the
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evaluation of the fifth IDP, if a
College President determines that
the Probationary Faculty member
should be recommended for
Appointive
status,
a
recommendation
to
grant
Appointive status will be sent to the
Chancellor. If the College
President determines not to
recommend for Appointive status,
the President may either renew
with development (and extend the
probationary period by no more
than one additional year) or
recommend nonrenew to the
Chancellor.
17.1.7.4. Nonrenew
17.1.7.4.1.
While
Residential Faculty are
originally employed with
the intention that they are
continuing employees, the
Chancellor
(upon
the
advice of a College
President) may determine
that a Probationary Faculty
member’s contract not be
renewed.
17.1.7.4.2.
If,
after
reviewing
the
PARC
recommendation,
the
College
President
determines
the
Probationary
Faculty
member should not be
renewed,
the
College
President shall recommend
to the Chancellor in writing
that
the
Probationary
Faculty member not be
renewed.
The
recommendation
shall
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include the reasons for
nonrenewal.
17.1.7.4.3.
If
the
Chancellor agrees that the
Probationary
Faculty
member should not be
renewed, the Chancellor or
designee will deliver the
notice of intent to nonrenew
by delivering it personally
to the Faculty member or by
sending
it
by
U.S.
registered or certified mail
directed to the member at
his/her place of residence as
recorded in the MCCCD
records no later than May
15. The notification shall
include the reasons for
nonrenewal.
17.1.7.4.4.
Probationary
Faculty
who
are
nonrenewed are no longer
employed as Residential
Faculty.
17.1.7.5.
Change
to
Recommendation
If, after reviewing the PARC
recommendation,
a
College
President decides it is necessary or
appropriate to make a change to a
PARC recommendation, then the
College President will provide
specific
documentation
that
justifies the change of the
recommendation.
This
documentation is provided to the
Probationary Faculty member,
PARC, and Faculty Developer, and
a copy is archived in the
Probationary Faculty member’s
official personnel file.
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17.1.7.5
New documentation process by College
President in the event a change is made to
a PARC recommendation.

17.1.8. Renew with Development
A Probationary Faculty member who
receives a renew with development
recommendation will complete the Renew
with Development process during the next
academic year. The Renew with
Development process is designed to
provide additional support to the
Probationary Faculty member, as indicated
in PARC feedback, in the areas of
instruction/primary work, service, and
professional development.
17.1.8.1.
The process begins in April after
PARC
recommendations
are
delivered and ends in March of the
following year before submission
of the IDP.
17.1.8.2.
The process is supported by a team
including, at a minimum, the
Probationary Faculty member, the
PAR facilitator (or the Faculty
Developer,
if
the
Faculty
Developer fills the PAR facilitator
role), the Chief Academic Affairs
Officer, the Faculty Senate
President,
and
the
Division/Department Chair.
17.1.8.2.1. The role of the
team is to provide guidance
and
support
to
the
Probationary
Faculty
member throughout the
next academic year as they
work to develop in the areas
of
PAR
and
the
specifically-identified
PARC feedback.
17.1.8.2.2. In their initial
meeting, the team will
develop
a
list
of
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17.1.8
New language clarifies process to support
Probationary Faculty who receive a Renew
with Development recommendation.

suggestions that would help
the Probationary Faculty
member grow in the areas
specifically identified in the
PARC feedback.
17.1.8.2.3.
The
PAR
facilitator (or the Faculty
Developer, if the Faculty
Developer fills the PAR
facilitator role) oversees the
Renew with Development
process which shall include
regular check-ins with the
Probationary
Faculty
member.
17.1.8.3.
The Renew with Development
process shall be based on the
PARC feedback and designed by
the identified process team. The
process may include items
suggested by the team during the
initial meeting or other ideas
similar in spirit or development
potential. Recommendations must
be as clear, specific, and
measurable as possible.

17.1.8.4.
Before submission of the next IDP,
the Probationary Faculty member
completes the process by providing
a written reflection to the Renew
with Development team members
detailing how the actions taken
during the process resulted in
growth.
17.1.8.5.
PAR Facilitators (or Faculty
Developers, if the Faculty
Developer fills the PAR facilitator
role), as part of the Faculty
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Developers Council, will serve as
an overseeing body of the Renew
with
Development
Process
procedure documents from each
college with the purpose of
ensuring consistent and appropriate
process
application.
PAR
Facilitators (or Faculty Developers,
if the Faculty Developer fills the
PAR facilitator role) will acquire all
Renew
with
Development
procedural documents from the
process team by the first Friday in
December.

17.1.9. Storage of PAR Process
Documents
The Probationary Faculty member’s Chief
Academic Affairs Officer instructional/
primary work activity evaluations,
Division/Department Chair evaluations,
student evaluations, and Individual
Development Plan (IDP) will be
maintained at the local college. The
PARC’s
and
College
President’s
recommendations will be maintained in the
Faculty member’s official personnel file.
(See RFP 3.9.4)

17.1.10. Continuation of PAR Task
Force
The PAR Task Force may be called yearly
by FACT to reconvene and make suggested
changes to the PAR Process.
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17.1.9
RFP 3.6.8: [changes] Acknowledges
service faculty expertise in addition to
instructional faculty expertise

17.1.10
New language to encourage continuous
improvement of PARC process.

ARTICLE 18 RESIDENTIAL
FACULTY EVALUATION PLAN
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL
IMPROVEMENT

This Article includes language from RFP
3.5.

Residential Faculty are committed to quality teaching and
instruction and are employed to provide professional
services to students, colleagues and the MCCCD
Residential Faculty support and implement the following
self-evaluation policies and procedures. The objectives of
the evaluation program are as follows:
•

To improve teaching performance.

•

To advise Residential Faculty members regularly
and specifically of their stringths and weaknesses,
progress, and overall status.

•

To maintain continuity with advances in the
respective disciplines.

•

To continually seek effective and updated
methodologies, the application of which provide
increased comprehension of the discipline.

RFP 3.5.1: [changes] Expanded objectives
of evaluation program

18.1. Time Frame

18.1

Although the FEP can begin at any time, the appropriate
college Vice President or designee, through the
appropriate Department/Division Chair, will be
responsible for notifying Residential Faculty early in the
fall semester of the evaluation year. The FEP must be
completed and submitted to the appropriate college Vice
President or designee by June 30th of the evaluation year.

RFP 3.5.2: [no changes]

Appointive Faculty must complete or review and update a
plan every third year (or more often if the Faculty member
desires).
Each College Senate will appoint a “Resource Person”
who is familiar with the FEP to help facilitate the process.
The Faculty/Staff Development Specialist is a suggested
candidate for this position.

18.2. Areas for Evaluation

18.2

To complete an FEP, each Residential Faculty must
engage in a self-examination of the three Required Areas

RFP 3.5.3: [no changes]
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and at least two of the Elective Areas. Examples of the
following areas can be found in the Faculty Evaluation
Plan guidelines.

18.2.1. Required Areas
o Teaching, Learning, and/or Service
o Course Assessment and/or
Development/Revision

Program

o Governance
and/or
Committee
Participation at the College and/or District
levels

18.2.2. Elective Areas
o Professional Development
o Acquisition of New Skills

RFP 3.5.3.2: [changes]

o Enhancement of Diversity and Inclusion

Added inclusion language

o College Level Assessment of Learning
Outcomes
o Service to the Community

18.2.3. Related Areas
In addition to an assessment of these “Three
Required Areas and Two Elective Areas,” other
“Related Areas” may also be selected by the
Residential Faculty to review, in order to bring into
better focus their full professional involvement at
the college or within the MCCCD. See the FEP
guidelines for examples.
18.3

18.3. Participants

RFP 3.5.4: [no changes]

The team will consist of:
•

The Residential Faculty to be assessed will be the
director of, and active participant in, the designing
and implementation of his/her FEP. He/She will
carry the major responsibility for gathering the
information about and completing the plan to the
best of the person’s ability.

•

An FEP committee member (to be chosen by the
Faculty member) may be outside the Faculty
member’s discipline, department, or college.
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•

A third person will be chosen from the following:
Another
professional
colleague,
Department/Division Chair, college Vice
President, Faculty/Staff Development Specialist,
and advisory committee member or alumnus.

Students (or other services area recipients) will also
provide input regarding teaching or service area
performance via a customizable questionnaire or other
appropriate measurement instrument. See the FEP
guidelines for details.

18.4. Verification of Compliance

18.4

At the conclusion of the process, the individual team
members (referenced in 18.3) will review the documents
submitted by the Residential Faculty member to indicate
his/her performance and goals in the areas outlined in the
FEP and then discuss them with the Faculty member. An
“FEP Summary Endorsement Sheet” will be signed by the
individual team members and also by the
Department/Division Chair and appropriate Vice
President, or designee, to verify the work and indicate
compliance with the process. A copy of the FEP Summary
Endorsement Sheet will be filed with the appropriate Vice
President or designee.

RFP 3.5.5: [no changes]

18.5. FEP Guidelines Modification

18.5

The FEP guidelines may be modified by a majority of
votes cast by the Residential Faculty, provided any
modifications do not violate the policies and procedures
outlined in this Article.
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RFP 3.5.6: [no changes]

ARTICLE 19 ADJUNCT
FACULTY EVALUATION AND
DEVELOPMENT
Adjunct Faculty are committed to quality teaching,
learning, and service. To support this commitment,
Adjunct Faculty will participate in an individual
performance evaluation process. Since Adjunct Faculty
teaching includes on site and virtual modalities, varied
methods of evaluation by college academic leadership
may be employed.

This Article includes new language
regarding Adjunct Faculty that did not
exist in the RFP.

The intent of this Article is to integrate
Adjunct Faculty evaluation and
development consistently across the
Colleges to ensure the highest quality of
instruction for all Faculty.

The objectives of the Adjunct employee evaluation
process are as follows:
1.

To improve teaching efficacy

2.

To advise Adjunct Faculty members
regularly and specifically of their strengths
and weaknesses, progress, and overall
status.
19.1

19.1 Time Frame
Adjunct Faculty members will be evaluated by a member
of College Faculty leadership as detailed in Article 7 one
time each semester for the first three semesters.
Thereafter, Adjunct Faculty members will be evaluated
once a year or any time they teach a new class.
Evaluations will be conducted using a form adopted by the
college for that purpose. Evaluations will also include a
review of the Adjunct Faculty member’s course
evaluations as completed by enrolled students.
Within 14 days, the evaluator and the Adjunct Faculty
member will meet to reflect on the evaluation. Results of
the evaluation shall be provided in writing to the Adjunct
Faculty member.

19.2 Adjunct Faculty Development Plan
Adjunct Faculty members, after having taught within
Maricopa for three consecutive semesters, may request to
construct an optional Adjunct Faculty Development Plan
(AFDP) to further support their development and growth.
Annually, the Chief Academic Officer (CAO) or designee
will work with the Department/Division Chairs to
determine the number of Adjunct Faculty who can be
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19.2
The AFDP is meant to support adjunct
faculty development and improve instruction
and service in a manner that is a sustainable
use of department time and resources.
Peaks and ebbs in requests for AFDPs,
available resources, and other factors may
result in demand exceeding supply. In such
instances, all parties will seek to satisfy the
interests to the best of their ability.

supported that year in the AFDP process. Individual
Adjunct Faculty interested in developing an AFDP must
submit the request to his or her department/division chair
before the end of the semester prior to the semester in
which the AFDP would be initiated. Support shall be
provided by the designated department/division chair
(selected by the Adjunct Faculty member if they serve at
more than one campus), other designated Faculty
leadership, and district-wide training programs
administered by MCLI to complete the AFDP.
The AFDP may contain:
1. An annual review of the Adjunct Faculty’s course
load taught, as well as the academic
accomplishments of students enrolled in courses
completed during each year of Adjunct Faculty
assignment;
2. An annual review of Adjunct Faculty member’s
course evaluations as completed by enrolled
students;
3. An annual/third year review of an Adjunct Faculty
member’s self-evaluation in support of the most
recent completed course load;
4. An annual review of an Adjunct Faculty member’s
attendance and completion of District professional
development training.
5. Professional development in a formal program,
such as ACUE training.
6. An annual review of an Adjunct Faculty member’s
recommendations
for
course/
curricula
improvements based upon direct student
interaction/text/course materials utilization.
The AFDP will be shared with the division/department
chair and other college academic leaders as appropriate.
Compensation for the various levels of accomplishment
under the Adjunct Faculty development process will be
available under the Tier Plan found in Article 10
Compensation - 10.2.2 Adjunct Faculty Pay Progression.
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ARTICLE 20 CONFLICT
RESOLUTION
The intent of this policy is to provide Faculty and
Administration a clear path to resolving differences.
Conflict is both an inevitable part of the workplace and an
opportunity for improvement. Every conflict is unique and
may require a distinct path to resolution. MCCCD is
committed to offering the Faculty access to the District’s
coordinated network of options for the good faith review
and resolution of workplace conflicts. These options
include:
● An informal process to encourage prompt
resolution of disputes. The informal step may
include consultation, facilitated discussions, or
mediation; and
● A formal process for conflicts not resolved through
informal efforts, including facilitated discussion,
mediation, and review by the College President
and Chancellor.
The Grievance procedures established in this section
are not the sole and exclusive remedy available to a
grievant for resolving disputes arising under this
document. It is understood that the subject matter
forming the basis of the Grievance or Resolution of
Controversy may also be instituted in an
administrative action before a governmental board or
agency. The provisions of Article 22 still apply.
Issues not covered by this policy:
● Claims that involve accusations of harassment, or
violations of the Americans with Disability Act
(ADA) or other EEO issues, should be reported to
the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity. See
Administrative Regulation 5: Non-Discrimination
for more information.
● Title IX claims shall be reported to the Vice
President of Student Affairs and to the District
Title IX Director. See Administrative Regulation
5: Non- Discrimination for more information.
● Alleged violations of law, mismanagement, gross
waste of monies or abuse of authority refer to
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x
This Article includes language from RFP

Section 6 and new language related to
Final Course Grade Appeals.
RFP 6: [no changes]

Administrative Regulation 6.20: Whistleblower
Protection.
● Allegations regarding perceived impairment of a
faculty member that is manifesting in the
workplace, should be reported to District Human
Resources.
● Allegations of criminal conduct or perceived
violations of workplace violence should be
reported to Public Safety Department. See
Administrative Regulation 6.21: Workplace
Violence Prevention for more information.

20.1

20.1. Definitions

RFP 6.1: [changes] Inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

Grievance
A
Grievance
is
an
alleged
misapplication,
misinterpretation, or violation of a specific provision(s) of
the Faculty Agreement or Administrative Regulations that
adversely affects the grievant, as defined below. Initiation
of a Grievance is the procedure by which a grievant may
challenge a decision rendered by a supervisor, as defined
below. Matters not specifically covered by the Faculty
Agreement or Administrative Regulations should be
addressed through the Resolution of Controversy process,
as defined below.
Grievant
A grievant is a faculty member or members covered by the
Faculty Agreement who initiates the Grievance process as
described in 20.3. If the aggrieved party is the College
Faculty Senate, Adjunct Faculty Association, or Faculty
Association, the Grievance will be initiated at the
appropriate level.
Resolution of Controversy (RoC)
All Faculty shall be accorded professional and courteous
treatment by their colleagues and supervisors. A
Resolution of Controversy (RoC) will be available for
Residential Faculty to resolve workplace conflicts that are
not Grievances. This process may be used to resolve issues
such as, but not limited to, poor communication, different
values, differing interests, scarce resources, adverse
employment conditions, and personality clashes. Initiation
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of a Resolution of Controversy is the procedure by which
a complainant may challenge a decision rendered by a
supervisor, as defined below.
An Adjunct Faculty member who needs to resolve
workplace conflicts should work with their supervisor.
Complainant
A complainant is a Residential Faculty member or
members covered by the Faculty Agreement who initiates
the Resolution of Controversy (RoC) process. If the
aggrieved party is the College Faculty Senate or Faculty
Association, the Resolution of Controversy will be
initiated at the appropriate level.
Supervisor
A supervisor is an individual with the authority to render
a decision under the Faculty Agreement or Administrative
Regulations. For the purposes of this policy, it is assumed
that Grievances or RoC may challenge decisions made by
employees of the District Support Services Office when
acting in a supervisory capacity and the levels will proceed
according to their respective reporting structures.

20.2. Core Elements of the Conflict
Management System
Facilitator
A facilitator is a trained, neutral third party that may, upon
request and agreement of all parties, facilitate problemsolving meetings at the informal or formal level.
Grievance File
All documents, communications, and records dealing with
the processing of a formal Grievance or RoC shall be
maintained in a separate Grievance file by District Human
Resources and shall not be kept in the personnel file of any
participant. Tracking and documenting all Grievances and
RoCs will be the responsibility of District Human
Resources. A member shall have access to all documents
pertaining to their Grievance or RoC and shall be provided
copies of same within five (5) accountability days.
Investigation
Prior to initiating any investigation of a Residential
Faculty member, District or College leadership must
contact District Human Resources. District or College
leadership should proceed according to District Human
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20.2
RFP 6.2: [no changes]

Resources Guidelines, which will include notifying the
Faculty Senate President or Faculty Association President,
and informing the Residential Faculty member being
investigated unless such notification would jeopardize the
integrity of the investigation or harm the institution.
Just Cause
No Residential Faculty member shall be disciplined,
reprimanded, suspended, or reduced in assignment or
compensation without just cause.
Just cause refers to those situations/instances where a
Residential Faculty member has demonstrated
incompetence or dishonesty in teaching, to substantial and
manifest neglect of duty, or to personal conduct which
substantially impairs the individual's fulfillment of their
institutional responsibilities.
Mediator
A mediator is a trained, certified and neutral third party
who may, as defined in 20.3., mediate the formal or
informal process, following the steps outlined in 20.5.
Meetings for problem-solving
All meetings and hearings under this procedure shall be
conducted in private and shall include relevant parties,
their designated or selected representatives and a
facilitator or mediator, if requested. The intent of the
conflict management system is to provide confidential
resolution of Grievances and complaints. However,
Governing Board policy or state or federal law may
preempt this good-faith intent.
Representation
A Faculty member may be accompanied by another
employee, such as the Faculty Senate President, to
meetings under this policy. The employee will be provided
time to attend the meetings within their accountability
time. When any faculty member is required by the College
President to appear before the Chancellor, Governing
Board, or any committee thereof, concerning any matters
that could adversely affect employment, he/she shall be
entitled to select a representative and/or to have legal
counsel present to advise and/or represent him/her during
such meetings.
Retaliation
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Faculty and Administration are prohibited from retaliating
against any individual for using the conflict management
system. Retaliation or retribution by any employee against
any person who files a complaint may result in
disciplinary action up to and including termination.
Similarly, if it is determined that the complaint is
materially false and that it was made in bad faith, the
complaining party may be subject to disciplinary action up
to and including termination or expulsion. Any employee
who believes that retaliation is occurring shall report such
actions to Human Resources.
Scope of Grievance or Resolution of Controversy
Disputed issues which were not presented in writing at the
prior Grievance or RoC level may not be asserted at the
next higher level.
Timelines
Timelines may be extended through mutual agreement.
Failure of the Administration to render a decision within
the prescribed timelines automatically elevates the
Grievance or RoC to the next level. Failure of the grievant
or complainant to elevate the Grievance or RoC within the
prescribed timelines ends the process. Every effort shall
be made to resolve Grievances and RoCs prior to the end
of the academic year. Resolution of Grievances and RoCs
may require continuation into the next academic year, if
the process is not complete by the date on which
accountability ends. Such continuation will suspend all
procedural timelines until resumption of faculty
accountability. In consultation with District Human
Resources, the parties may mutually agree to continue
during non-accountability periods. Initiation of either
process under this section within the prescribed timelines
will be deemed sufficient to toll the matter without
prejudice to the grievant/complainant.
Written Decisions
Decisions rendered at all levels of the conflict
management system shall be in writing, setting forth the
decision and the reasons therefore, and shall be
transmitted promptly to all parties in interest. Decisions
that are unsatisfactory to the aggrieved person may be
elevated through the conflict management system.

20.3. Procedures for Grievances or
Resolutions of Controversy
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20.3

RFP 6.3: [no changes]

20.3.1. Level One: Informal Process
Many Grievances or Resolutions of Controversy
(RoC) can be efficiently resolved through direct
communication or negotiation with colleagues,
supervisors or appropriate administrators.
Depending upon the specific organizational
hierarchy, there may be multiple supervisory
levels to attempt to resolve the Grievance or RoC
prior to escalating the conflict to the formal level.
These may include, but are not limited to
Occupational Program Directors, Division/
Department Chairs, or Deans. By mutual
agreement all supervisory levels may meet during
the informal step to resolve the issues in a single
meeting and parties may request a neutral
facilitator or mediator (see 20.5.) to assist in the
discussion.
Within twenty-five (25) accountability days of the
occurrence of the act or omission giving rise to the
Grievance or RoC or within twenty-five (25)
accountability days of the date when the grievant
or complainant should reasonably have known of
the act or omission, the employee shall present the
Grievance orally or in writing to his/her immediate
supervisor. For a Grievance, the grievant shall cite
the specific section of the Faculty Agreement or
Administrative Regulation which has allegedly
been misapplied, misinterpreted, or violated. For a
RoC, the complainant shall specify the nature of
the complaint. The purpose of bringing the matter
to the attention of the immediate supervisor is to
resolve the matter at the lowest level.
The supervisor or administrator has five (5)
accountability days to schedule the problemsolving meeting. The actual problem-solving
meeting will be held within ten (10) accountability
days of scheduling the meeting. A decision will be
rendered within five (5) accountability days of the
problem-solving meeting. The decision will be
rendered in writing to the grievant or complainant.
If other levels of supervision before Level One of
the Formal Process (Appropriate Vice President)
exist and are appropriate, then the grievant or
complainant is required to informally proceed to
the next level. The timeline noted above will be
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followed by both parties. By mutual agreement all
supervisory levels may meet during Level One to
resolve the issues in a single meeting.

20.3.2. Formal Process
20.3.2.1. Level Two: Appropriate Vice
President
If the grievant or complainant is not
satisfied with the disposition of the alleged
Grievance or Resolution of Controversy
(RoC) at the informal level, the grievant or
complainant may file a Grievance or RoC,
in writing, within ten (10) accountability
days with the Vice President who is the
immediate supervisor of the person to
whom Grievance or RoC was taken at the
informal level. If the grievant or
complainant elects not to file the Grievance
or RoC in writing within ten (10)
accountability days, the Grievance or RoC
will be considered terminated.
The Vice President has five (5)
accountability days to schedule the formal
meeting. The actual problem-solving
meeting will be held within ten (10)
accountability days of scheduling the
meeting. A written decision will be
rendered within fifteen (15) accountability
days of the problem-solving meeting. If no
decision is rendered within fifteen (15)
accountability days after the problemsolving meeting, the Grievance or
Resolution of Controversy is automatically
forwarded to the next level.
20.3.2.2. Level Three: College President
If the grievant or complainant is not
satisfied with the disposition of the
Grievance or Resolution of Controversy
(RoC), the grievant or complainant may,
within five (5) accountability days of the
decision of the appropriate Vice President,
forward the written Grievance or RoC and
the response received from the Vice
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President, to the College President. If the
grievant or complainant elects not to
forward the Grievance or RoC in writing
within five (5) accountability days of the
decision of the Vice President, the
Grievance or RoC will be considered
terminated.
The College President has five (5)
accountability days to schedule the
problem-solving meeting. The actual
problem-solving meeting will be held
within ten (10) accountability days of
scheduling the meeting. The College
President will issue a written response to
the grievant or complainant and to the
Faculty Senate President within fifteen
(15) accountability days after the problemsolving meeting. If no decision is rendered
within fifteen (15) accountability days after
the
problem-solving
meeting,
the
Grievance or RoC is automatically
forwarded to the next level.
20.3.2.3. Level Four: Chancellor
If the grievant or complainant is not
satisfied with the disposition of the
Grievance or Resolution of Controversy
(RoC), the grievant or complainant may,
within five (5) accountability days of the
decision of the College President, forward
the written Grievance or RoC and the
response received from the College
President, to the Chancellor. The
Chancellor has five (5) accountability days
to schedule the problem- solving meeting.
The actual problem-solving meeting will
be held within ten (10) accountability days
of scheduling the meeting. The Chancellor
will issue a written response to the grievant
or complainant and to the Faculty Senate
President within fifteen (15) accountability
days after the problem-solving meeting.
The decision of the Chancellor is final and
binding.
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20.4. Grievances or Resolutions of
Controversy by Action of Vice
Chancellors or Chancellor

20.4
RFP 6.4: [no changes]

If the Grievance or Resolution of Controversy (RoC) is the
result of conduct of a Vice Chancellor, the grievant or
complainant will request a meeting with the appropriate
Vice Chancellor in an effort to resolve the conflict. The
Vice Chancellor has five (5) accountability days to
schedule the problem-solving meeting. The actual
problem-solving meeting will be held within ten (10)
accountability days of scheduling the meeting. The Vice
Chancellor will issue a written response to the grievant or
complainant and to the Faculty Association President
within fifteen (15) accountability days after the problemsolving meeting.
If the grievant or complainant is not satisfied with the
disposition of the Grievance or RoC, the grievant or
complainant may, within five (5) accountability days of
the meeting with the Vice Chancellor, may file a
Grievance or RoC, in writing, to the Chancellor. The
Chancellor has five (5) accountability days to schedule the
problem-solving meeting. The actual problem-solving
meeting will be held within ten (10) accountability days of
scheduling the meeting. The Chancellor will issue a
written response to the grievant or complainant and to the
Faculty Association President within fifteen (15)
accountability days after the meeting. The decision of the
Chancellor is final.
If the Grievance or Resolution of Controversy (RoC) is the
result of conduct of the Chancellor, the grievant or
complainant will request a meeting with the Chancellor in
an effort to resolve the conflict. The Chancellor has five
(5) accountability days to schedule the meeting. The actual
problem-solving meeting will be held within ten (10)
accountability days of scheduling the meeting. The
Chancellor will issue a written response to the grievant or
complainant and to the Faculty Association President
within fifteen (15) accountability days after the meeting.
20.5

20.5. Mediation Process
If all parties agree to mediate the Grievance or Resolution
of Controversy (RoC), the Faculty Senate President or
Faculty Association President will request that the Office
of the Chief Human Resources Officer contact the
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mediation service. The Mediator (trained, certified, and
neutral) will mediate, conciliate, and coordinate
communication among disputing parties. Timelines may
be extended by mutual agreement.
The Mediator shall coordinate meetings and/or the
exchange of correspondence between the disputing
parties. The Mediator shall establish the time, date, and
place of each meeting, giving at least 48 hours notice. If
all parties agree, mediation can occur with less than 48
hours notice.
The Mediator shall forward copies of the complaint and
the mediation guidelines to the disputing parties. All
mediation meetings shall be closed and confidential.
If the matter is resolved through mediation, the Mediator
shall prepare an Agreement within five (5) accountability
days of the completion of the mediation stating:
● The names of the parties
● That the mediation was successful
● The terms of the resolution.
Each party shall sign and date the Agreement at which
time the mediation process ends.
The Notice of Resolution, which will include the names of
the parties involved, that the mediation was successful and
the date of resolution, will be sent to the parties involved,
the Faculty Senate President or Faculty Association
President, the appropriate Vice President(s), and the
College President.
Information received by the mediator during the mediation
process will be confidential. Personal notes and minutes
created or received during the mediation will be destroyed
by the Mediator. The Mediator will not testify or provide
statements about cases in which he or she were involved
to Grievance or any other committees or hearing boards.
The Mediator may terminate mediation after meeting with
each party at least once if it is apparent that the matter
cannot be mediated.
If the matter is grievable or subject to the Resolution of
Controversy process, a party has an additional fifteen (15)
accountability days from the termination of mediation to
proceed with the formal level of the Grievance or
Resolution of Controversy process addressed in 20.3. in
accordance with the terms thereof.
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The mediation process shall conclude within forty-five
(45) accountability days following the assignment of a
mediator to the dispute. If no final resolution has been
reached within that time, the mediation process shall
cease; however, the mediator shall continue the mediation
process for no more than fifteen (15) additional
accountability days if the mediator and all parties to the
mediation expressly acknowledge that the mediation
process has been constructive and that the mediator and all
parties believe that continuing the process will lead to a
successful resolution of the dispute.
20.6

20.6. Administrative Evaluation
The purpose of this process is to evaluate the validity of a
complaint against a Residential Faculty member and, at
the option of the College President or designee, to provide
guidance as to appropriate action. This process should not
be used to evaluate student claims of discrimination or
student complaints involving an academic process.
The College President, or designee, in response to a
written, signed complaint from a student, Faculty member,
administrator, or staff, may initiate an administrative
evaluation after advising the Residential Faculty member
within fifteen (15) accountability days of receipt of the
complaint; and, at the option of the Faculty member, will
advise the Faculty Senate President.
To request an Administrative Evaluation, the College
President or designee will submit a written request to the
CHRO, who will then form an Administrative Evaluation
Team within seven (7) calendar days of the request
consisting of
a Vice President of Academic Affairs
(VPAA),
and
two appointive Residential Faculty
members
identified from the District Administrative
Evaluation membership roster.
An Adjunct Faculty
member from the Administrative Evaluation membership
roster may also be included on the team if requested.
Selection of the team members will avoid both apparent,
as appropriate, and actual conflicts of interest. In no
instance shall the Department/Division Chair of the
evaluee or the Faculty Senate President serve on the
evaluation team.
This team will use the standards
adopted for their scope of assignment.
Prior to the evaluation, the College President, in
consultation with the evaluation team, will determine the
nature and scope of the evaluation. The scope may be
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RFP 6.6: [changes]
The intent of this policy is to provide all
Faculty and Administration a clear path to
resolving differences. Prior conflict
resolution processes lacked coordination
and were sometimes unclear and
inconsistent across the colleges. This
article addresses those deficits through,
among other things, creating a centralized,
trained cadre of VPAAs, Residential
Faculty, and Adjunct Faculty who can
perform consistent Administrative
Evaluations for all colleges.

expanded to include recommendation for action to the
College President. The evaluation team will begin to
conduct the evaluation process as soon as possible and
submit a report that explains the evaluation results in less
than forty (40) accountability days from the sent date of
the notification letter to the evaluee; if the evaluation
process falls within a period of non-accountability, the
faculty in question may be asked to participate outside of
accountability days but will not be required to do so. The
evaluation process is confidential. Only the results of the
evaluation will be discussed with the evaluee, the
evaluation team, and, at the option of the evaluee, the
Faculty Senate President. The College President and the
evaluee will receive a copy of this evaluation. If
appropriate, the report will be
placed in the evaluee’s
official personnel file (see Article 23).
The College
President will have fourteen (14) calendar days from
receipt of the report to take any action
based on the
results of the evaluation. By mutual agreement between
the College President or designee, evaluation team and
evaluee, the deadline may be extended.
20.7
New language

20.7. Final Course Grade Appeal
This process is to be used to appeal the final instructional
grades for a course. Only the faculty member who
assigned the original grade has the authority to change that
grade unless the grade is appealed and the appeal is
successful. Assignment or exam grades may be reviewed
in this process if they impact continuation in a program.
This process should not be utilized in a case in which a
student feels that he/she has experienced discrimination or
harassment. A student who feels that he/she has
experienced discrimination on the basis of race, color,
religion, gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity,
or national origin, citizenship status (including document
abuse), age, disability, veteran status or genetic
information should refer to The Discrimination Complaint
Procedures for Students. In addition, a student who feels
that he/she has experienced sexual harassment should
refer to the sexual harassment policy for students.

20.7.1. Timeliness of Appeal
Any appeal of a final grade must be initiated no
later than sixty (60) calendar days from the date
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the grade is issued. Absent exceptional
circumstances, as determined in the sole discretion
of the Department or Division Chair, no untimely
appeals will be considered. The resolution timeline
for grade appeals that occur after the spring
semester may be deferred until the first day of
accountability of the following fall semester if so
desired by the Faculty member who assigned the
grade.

20.7.2. Process Deadlines
The Department or Division Chair or Vice
President of Academic Affairs, as appropriate
based on the level, may, upon a showing of good
cause, extend any of the deadlines set forth in this
process. alternatively, any deadline may be
extended by mutual agreement of the Faculty
member and student.

20.7.3. Documentation
The student is responsible to provide a rationale
for initiating a grade appeal. any documentation to
support the student’s appeal is encouraged.

20.7.4. Remedies
Remedies under this process may include, as
appropriate, a change in the grade received for the
course, exam, project, or other assignment.
Documentation of the resolution will be housed
within the department or division.

20.7.5. Expedited Grade Appeal Process
For Technical Errors or Omissions
This process may be used only to resolve grade
appeals regarding technical errors or omissions in
calculating or recording (1) a grade on an exam,
project, or other assignment, or (2) an overall
course grade. the grade appeal process (20.7.6.)
should be used to process all other appeals
regarding grades. This is the exclusive process for
appeals regarding technical errors or omissions in
grading.
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20.7.5.1. Faculty Level
A student who feels that a technical error
or omission has occurred with respect to
the calculation or recording of a grade shall
first attempt to resolve the issue with the
Faculty member who issued the alleged
incorrect grade. An appeal regarding a
technical error or omission in grading must
be brought to the Faculty member’s
attention no later than fifteen (15) business
days from the date the student knew or
reasonably should have known of the error
or omission. The student shall provide the
appeal to the Faculty member in writing.
The Faculty member shall attempt to
investigate and resolve the appeal and
inform the student of the resolution no later
than ten (10) business days from the date
the student first reported the appeal to the
Faculty member. if the Faculty MEMBER
is unavailable or fails to timely resolve the
appeal, the appeal will progress to the
department of division level.
A record of the resolution or reasons for
non-resolution will be documented by the
Faculty member.
20.7.5.2. Department/Division Level
If the Faculty member or representative
faculty member has not resolved the appeal
within ten (10) business days, or if the
student believes the Faculty member or
representative faculty member has reached
an erroneous resolution, the student may
within ten (10) business days forward the
written appeal to the Department or
Division Chair level.
The Department or Division Chair shall
investigate the appeal and inform the
student of the resolution no later than ten
(10) business days from the date the
student reported the appeal to the
Department or Division Chair. The
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Decision of the Department or Division
Chair is final and binding.
Once a resolution has been made at any
level of the process, it is considered final
and will be documented as such. the
request for the initiated grade appeal
cannot be reopened.

20.7.6. Final Grade Appeal Process
20.7.6.1. Faculty Level
A student who wants to appeal a final grade
shall first attempt to resolve the issue with
the Faculty member involved. The student
shall initiate the process by submitting to
the Faculty member a written grade appeal
explaining why they feel there is an issue
with the final grade. Upon receipt of the
intake form, the Faculty member shall
contact the student to make arrangements
for discussing the appeal. communication
may occur in person, by phone, by mail or
by online means. The Faculty member and
student shall make reasonable efforts to
conduct the meeting within fifteen (15)
business days from the submission of the
written grade appeal. When discussing
concerns or complaints with an instructor it
is most effective to arrange a time when the
instructor is available for a confidential
conversation.
The Faculty member shall attempt to
investigate and resolve the issue and
inform the student of the resolution no later
than ten (10) business days from the date
of the meeting between the student and
Faculty member. If the Faculty member is
unavailable or fails to timely resolve the
appeal, the appeal will progress to the
department of division level. A record of
the resolution or reasons for non-resolution
will be documented by the Faculty
member.
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20.7.6.2. Department or Division Level
If, after ten (10) business days, the appeal
remains unresolved; the Faculty member
has been unable to meet with the student;
or the student believes that the Faculty
member has reached an erroneous
resolution, the student may within ten (10)
business days will forward the written
appeal to the Department or Division
Chair level.
Upon receipt of the written appeal, the
Department or Division Chair will meet
with the parties to attempt to resolve the
appeal. The Faculty member may ask that
the College Faculty Senate President, or
designee, attend any meetings to advise on
concerns of policy. The student shall have
the right to be assisted by any member of
the college community they choose. A
student who elects to be assisted by a
member of the college community must
notify the departmental supervisor and
Department or Division Chair of the name
and contact information of the college
community member not less than two (2)
business days before the scheduled
meeting. The college community member
may not be serving in a legal capacity. The
student is responsible for presenting their
own information and, therefore, the college
community member is not permitted to
speak on behalf of or participate directly in
any final grade appeal process meeting.
The meeting may take place in person, by
telephone, by mail or by online means.
Every attempt will be made to maintain
confidentiality during this process. A
record of the resolution or reasons for nonresolution will be documented by the
Department or Division Chair on the intake
form.
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20.7.6.3. Vice President of Academic
Affairs (or Designee) Level
If the appeal is not resolved at the
department or division level within ten (10)
business days, the student may forward the
written appeal to the Vice President of
Academic Affairs, or designee, a copy of
the written appeal with an explanation of
the action taken at each prior level. The
Vice President of Academic Affairs, or
designee, will meet with the student,
Faculty member, the College Faculty
Senate President (if requested by the
Faculty member), the student member of
the college community (if requested by the
student), and the Department or Division
Chair to attempt to resolve the matter. The
Vice President of Academic Affairs, or
designee, shall issue a written decision
regarding the outcome of the appeal no
later than ten (10) business days following
the date of the meeting. Except as outlined
below (extraordinary circumstances), this
is the final level of review for appeals
regarding grades. A record of the
resolution will be documented by the Vice
President of Academic Affairs, or
designee, on the intake form.

20.7.7. Extraordinary Circumstances
In extraordinary circumstances and where the Vice
President of Academic Affairs deems it necessary
in the interest of fairness, the Vice President of
Academic Affairs may convene a committee to
resolve the appeal, the members of which shall be
chosen at his or her discretion. To minimize
conflicts of interest, the committee shall be
composed of neutral parties including:
o At least one Faculty member from the
academic discipline from which the appeal
arises;
o One Faculty Senate Member as Designated
by the College Faculty Senate President;
o The Department or Division Chair;
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o The Dean of Instruction or appropriate
college/center administrative officer; and
o A student from the student government or
similar representative body.
The committee will issue a written determination,
which decision shall be final and binding as to
appeals regarding grades.
Examples of extraordinary circumstances may
include, but are not be limited to the following:
o The Faculty is no longer employed within
the district;
o The Faculty deviated substantially from the
course syllabus or any communicated
changes in the course syllabus;
o Other review process of the faculty
revealed
inconsistencies
in
grading/assessment
practices
or
unprofessional behavior;
o Within 30 business days of seating the
committee a resolution must be reached
and documented. This is the final level of
appeal for grades reviewed under this
process.

20.8. Other Conflict Between Student
and Faculty Member
When there is a complaint by a student against a Faculty
member, the proper District or College authority will work
in confidence with the parties to resolve the conflict. A
Faculty member will not be required to respond to any
complaint that is not in writing over a complainant’s
signature or to complaints that do not have specific
documentation of incidents such as dates, times, etc. This
complaint must be made available to the Faculty member
involved.
A student who feels that he/she has been treated unfairly
or unjustly by a Faculty member (full-time or part-time)
with regard to an academic process such as grading,
testing, or assignments, shall discuss the issue first with
the Faculty member involved. This conference shall be
requested by the student within fifteen (15) business days
from the time the student knew or reasonably should have
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known about the unfair or unjust treatment. This
instructional grievance process shall not be utilized in a
case in which a student feels he/she has experienced
discrimination. If the student feels that he/she has
experienced discrimination on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, gender, age, disability, veteran
status, or sexual orientation, the student shall refer to the
Discrimination Complaint Procedures for Students as
administered by the Vice President for Student Affairs.
If, within ten (10) business days of the request for the
conference with the Faculty member, the problem is not
resolved or the Faculty member has been unable to meet
with the student, the student may continue the process by
filing a written complaint with the Department/Division
Chair and appropriate administrative office at the College.
This written complaint must be filed within ten (10)
business days following the previous deadline. The
written complaint will be given to the Faculty member five
(5) days before any official meetings are convened.
Upon receipt of a written complaint, the
Department/Division Chair or appropriate college
administrative officer will work with the parties in an
attempt to resolve the conflict. The Faculty member may
ask that the Faculty Senate President be in attendance.
Every attempt will be made to maintain confidentiality
during this process.
A Faculty member will not be required to respond to a
complaint that is not in writing and that, when appropriate,
did not have the specific documentation including dates,
times, materials, etc. The written complaint will be made
available to the Faculty member.
If the complaint is not resolved at this level within ten (10)
business days, the student should forward, to the Vice
President of Academic Affairs or appropriate College
administrative office, a copy of the original written
complaint with an explanation regarding action taken at
each prior level. The Vice President of Academic Affairs
or appropriate College administrative officer will meet
with
the
student,
Faculty
member,
the
Department/Division Chair, and the Faculty Senate
President (the latter upon request of the Faculty member),
and attempt to resolve the issues. This level will be the
final step in any complaint process regarding grades.
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If the complaint, other than those concerning grades, is not
resolved by the Vice President of Academic Affairs or the
appropriate College administrative officer, it may be
forwarded in writing by the student to the College
President for final resolution. The College President, or
designee, will expedite a timely examination of the issues
and will issue a final written determination in the
complaint process.

20.9. Internal Investigations

20.9

Internal investigations will be conducted only by agents
granted investigative authority pursuant to MCCCD
policies and procedures or by an administratively
authorized assignment or contract.

RFP 6.8: [no changes]

To the extent allowed by law, a Faculty member against
whom a complaint is filed will be provided with:
● A written copy of the complaint, if and when
MCCCD procedure requires, or if a preliminary
review or investigation indicates that a response
from the accused Faculty member must be
requested to complete the investigation and/or to
comply with MCCCD policies and procedures;
and
● A written copy of the investigator’s final
determination or recommendations at the
conclusion of the investigation.
A Faculty member may submit a written response to the
allegations at any time during the investigation, as well as
a written rebuttal after the investigator’s final
determination or recommendations have been issued. The
complaint and all written statements, responses, and
rebuttals will be appended to the investigator’s official
final determination or recommendations.
A Faculty member who is required to appear or respond to
a matter related to an internal investigation has a right to
representation and counsel as stipulated in 20.2. In no case
shall a Faculty member be required to appear or respond
prior to receiving a written copy of the complaint.
Retaliation or retribution by a Faculty member against any
person who files a complaint may result in disciplinary
action up to and including termination. Similarly, if the
investigator determines that the complaint is materially
false and that it was made in bad faith, the complaining
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party may be subject to disciplinary action up to and
including termination or expulsion.
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ARTICLE 21 PROGRESSIVE
PROBLEM SOLVING AND
CORRECTIVE ACTION – ALL
MATTERS

This Article includes language from RFP
3.10, 3.11, and 3.12.

This Article addresses the mechanisms available to
address problematic workplace conduct and complaints of
misconduct made against Residential and Adjunct Faculty
members. It describes the tools available to address such
conduct and the procedures to be used to investigate and
resolve allegations of wrongdoing. Conduct issues will be
approached through a lens of problem solving and will
involve peer review where professional judgment is
necessary to evaluate and address the conduct at issue and
in all cases where disciplinary sanctions are imposed.

New language provides context for Article.

Anonymous complaints may be submitted to the Office of
Public Stewardship or to the Maricopa Concernline.
Please see MCCCD Ombuds Services for more
information.

Language is consistent for all employees.

21.1. Just Cause and Fair Resolution
Corrective actions and disciplinary sanctions may be taken
only for just cause, and only when the following criteria
have been satisfied:
1. The Residential Faculty member
knew or reasonably should have
known that their conduct could lead
to corrective action;
2. The corrective action is the result of
job performance; violation of
established MCCCD, college,
division, or department policy or
procedure; or violation of law;
3. To the extent there is any dispute
regarding material facts, a fair and
objective
investigation
was
conducted in accordance with
MCCD policy and the law;
4. The job performance and/or
violation of policy, procedure, or
law
is
established
by
a
preponderance of the evidence; and
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21.1
New language establishes clear definition
for ‘just cause’

5. The corrective action taken was
consistent with corrective action
for similar or comparable conduct
or was otherwise reasonable under
the circumstances.
21.2

21.2. Progressive Problem Solving
Complaints and concerns regarding Residential and
Adjunct Faculty members’ conduct will be addressed
through a progressive approach to problem solving. A
progressive approach to problem solving uses graduated
steps for dealing with problematic conduct and all issues
that arise within the academic workforce. This process:
•

Provides a consistent, objective, and fair process
for assessing, addressing, and improving
employee performance.

•

Promotes open communication between a
Supervisor and the Residential Faculty member.

•

Increases employee retention by resolving issues
and promoting fairness and transparency.

•

Provides important documentation
corrective action become necessary.

New language introduces progressive
approach to problem solving and disciplinary
issues

should

21.2.1 Peer Review

21.2.1

Where a Residential Faculty member is accused of
professional misconduct, Residential Faculty
peers should be consulted regarding applicable
professional standards and appropriate conduct,
including the standards found in the Code of
Conduct in Article 5.1. Peer review is not required
when the exercise of professional judgment is not
implicated in the Faculty conduct, such as failure
by a Faculty member to fulfill regulatory
compliance
or
procedural
expectations.
Involvement of faculty peers is always required for
any corrective action or disciplinary sanction and
should be used in appropriate cases at the
counseling and warning stages of progressive
problem solving.

New language builds upon existing
Administrative Evaluation process when
appropriate
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21.2.2 Steps of Progressive Problem
Solving
The steps used in the progressive approach to
problem solving are listed below. While it is
expected that these steps typically will be followed
in order, the severity of the conduct at issue may
necessitate that advanced steps be taken
immediately.
Step 1: Verbal Counseling. When an
initial issue is minor, an informal verbal
discussion characterized as “counseling” is
appropriate. The Residential or Adjunct
Faculty member’s Supervisor should
inform the employee of the performance or
conduct concern prior to meeting. This
type of meeting will include advising the
employee both of the expected conduct and
that future infractions may result in more
severe corrective action or disciplinary
sanction. Counseling sessions are different
from verbal warnings because counseling
sessions are used as a pre-emptive measure
before the problem becomes too serious.
The goal of this type of exchange is candid
and collaborative discussion to resolve an
issue at the lowest level.
Step 2: Verbal Warning. A verbal
warning may be appropriate for a more
serious offense or where counseling was
unsuccessful in resolving the concern.
When issuing a verbal warning, the
Supervisor will clearly advise the
Residential or Adjunct Faculty member as
to what is needed to remedy the conduct or
performance concern and advise the
employee that more severe corrective
action will follow if the infraction is
repeated. A reasonable, jointly agreed
upon timeline regarding the required
changes for the Residential or Adjunct
Faculty member’s conduct will be defined
and serve as the measurement for success
in the use of this step.
Note: The Supervisor will document the
Counseling and Verbal Warning Steps in
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the event that an additional step(s) within
the progressive approach to problem
solving is needed if the problem continues.
The Residential or Adjunct Faculty
member will be required to acknowledge in
writing that these Steps were taken. They
will not be required to agree with the
substance of the documentation.
Step 3: Written Warning. The next step
in the progressive approach to problem
solving is the Written Warning. A written
warning usually follows an unsuccessful
verbal warning but can also be appropriate
for more serious issues. This document will
clearly state the infraction and the
consequences for a repeat offense. The
written warning will be addressed to the
Residential or Adjunct Faculty member. A
copy will be placed in the employee’s
local/College
personnel
file.
The
Residential or Adjunct Faculty member
will be notified of the opportunity to bring
a Residential or Adjunct Faculty peer
representative with them to the written
warning meeting and will be notified
during the meeting of the opportunity to
provide a written response within ten (10)
business days. The Residential or Adjunct
Faculty member will be asked to sign the
Written Warning document to verify that
he/she had been notified of the opportunity
to bring a peer representative and had been
given a copy of the written warning.
o Second Written Warning. The
Supervisor may wish to include a
second written warning as part of
the problem-solving approach, or
the Supervisor may move directly
from the first written warning to the
next step depending upon the
severity of the conduct problem.
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21.3. Corrective Actions / Disciplinary
Sanctions Resulting from an
Unsuccessful Outcome of the
Progressive Approach to Problem
Solving

21.3
New language delineates the types of
actions possible when progressive problem
solving is unsuccessful

Serious misconduct will be dealt with swiftly and
appropriately. It is expected that in addressing most
Residential or Adjunct Faculty conduct problems a
commensurate consequence will not rise to suspension or
termination of the Residential or Adjunct Faculty member.
Depending on the nature or repetition of the offense, one
or more of the following corrective actions may be
appropriate:
•

Modified
teaching
assignments
professional responsibilities

•

Class monitoring

•

Mandatory counseling

•

Public censure

•

Financial restitution

•

Temporary withholding of compensation increases

and/or

If none of these corrective actions is sufficient, then one
or more of the following disciplinary sanctions may be
additionally appropriate:
•

Actions on salary, including one-time salary
reductions

•

Demotion or removal from a faculty leadership
position

•

Suspension (with or without pay)

•

Dismissal

Imposition of such disciplinary sanctions is addressed in
21.5.

21.3.1 Administrative Leave of Absence
The Chief Human Resources Officer may, if it is
appropriate, place a Residential Faculty member
on paid administrative leave of absence at any
point during the progressive problem solving or
corrective action / disciplinary sanction process.
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21.3.1
RFP 3.11.2: [no changes]

At the option of the Residential or Adjunct Faculty
member, the Faculty Association President or the
Adjunct Faculty Association President will be
advised of this action. Administrative Leaves of
Absence will not exceed thirty (30) business days.
An exception may be granted due to extenuating
circumstances..

RFP 3.11.2: [changes] time limit was
prescribed to ensure fairness in application
of administrative leaves of absence

Pay during this period will be based on the same
consideration as in 21.5.
If a Residential or Adjunct Faculty member is
charged with a criminal offense that would be
cause for dismissal, the Chancellor or designee
may immediately place the Residential Faculty
member on compulsory administrative leave
lasting no longer than ten (10) business days after
the date of entry of judgment in the criminal
proceedings.

RFP 3.11.1: [no changes]

Pay during this period will be based on the same
consideration as in 21.5.

21.4. Exceptions to Progressive Problem
Solving
Severe conduct issues, such as demonstrated
incompetence or dishonesty in teaching and scholarly
activities, substantial and manifest neglect of duty, and
personal conduct that substantially impairs the
individual’s fulfillment of institutional responsibilities,
may be addressed by suspension or termination without
following prior steps of progressive problem solving.
In addition, the progressive approach to problem solving
is not applied in situations where there is an alleged
violation of law, including:
•

Claims that involve accusations of harassment, or
violations of the Americans with Disability Act
(ADA) or other EEO issues, should be reported to
the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity. See
Administrative Regulation 5: Non-Discrimination
for more information.

•

Title IX claims shall be reported to the Vice
President of Student Affairs and to the District
Director of HR Solutions Center. See
Administrative Regulation 5: Non-Discrimination
for more information.
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21.4
New language aligns with progressive
problem solving approach above

•

Alleged violations of law, mismanagement, gross
waste of monies or abuse of authority refer to
Administrative Regulation 6.20: Whistleblower
Protection.

•

Allegations regarding perceived impairment of a
Faculty member that is manifesting in the
workplace, should be reported to District Human
Resources.

•

Allegations of criminal conduct or perceived
violations of workplace violence should be
reported to Public Safety Department. See
Administrative Regulation 6.21: Workplace
Violence Prevention for more information.

Student complaints are addressed as provided in Section
21.4.1.

21.4.1 Student Complaints

21.4.1

When there is a complaint by a student against a
Faculty member, the proper District or College
authority will work in confidence with the parties
to resolve the conflict. A Faculty member will not
be required to respond to any complaint that is not
in writing with the student’s signature or to
complaints that do not have specific
documentation of incidents such as dates, times,
etc. The complaint must be made available to the
Faculty member involved.

RFP 6.7: [change] inclusion of S-6
Instructional Grievance Process language

Student complaints will follow the complaint
process outlined under Administrative Regulations
S-6 Instructional Grievance Process.

21.5. Disciplinary Sanctions

21.5

21.5.1
Residential
Faculty
Demotion/Suspension/Salary Action
Upon a written statement of charges formulated by
the Chief Human Resources Officer (CHRO)
against a Residential Faculty member, the
Chancellor will convene the administrative
evaluation process. Subsequently, the Chancellor,
or his/her designee, may immediately demote,
suspend, or take salary action concerning the
Residential Faculty member’s performance. A
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New language integrates administrative
evaluation process into disciplinary
sanctions when severe

suspension may be up to one (1) academic
semester (not including summer). If a suspension
is to be extended, it must follow the process
outlined in 21.4 or 21.5.3, as appropriate. At the
option of the Faculty member, the Faculty
Association President will be notified of this
action.
The notice of suspension shall be in writing and be
served upon the Faculty member, personally or
sent via E-mail and U.S. mail, addressed to the
Faculty member at his/her place of residence as
recorded in the MCCCD records.
Any Faculty member who has been suspended
pursuant to this section will normally be paid
his/her regular salary during the period of
suspension. A suspension without pay will occur
only upon advice of General Counsel. If payment
is to be withheld, the Chief Human Resources
Officer will first advise the Residential Faculty
member. The Residential Faculty member may
include the Faculty Association President in this
process and review.

21.5.2 Residential
Dismissal

Faculty

Member

Serious Residential Faculty conduct problems that
are deemed to warrant a course of action that is
more severe than those included in the progressive
approach to problem solving may be considered
for dismissal. A Residential Faculty member who
is recommended, by the College President,
through the Chief Human Resources Officer, for
dismissal shall have access to the following dueprocess procedures.
21.5.2.1. Statement of Charges
A written statement of charges, formulated
by the College President, shall be
forwarded to the Chief Human Resources
Officer. The College President will send a
request to the Chief Human Resources
Officer to proceed with dismissal. After
review of the charges, the Chief Human
Resources Officer, in consultation with the
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RFP 3.10.2: [no changes]

RFP 3.10.3: [no changes]

21.5.2
RFP 3.12: [no changes]

21.5.2.1
RFP 3.12.1: [no changes]

Office of General Counsel, the Chief
Human Resources Officer (or designee)
shall develop a written notice of intent to
dismiss that includes a statement of
charges recommending to the Chancellor
that there exists prima facie cause for the
dismissal of a Faculty member.
The statement of charges shall state, if
applicable, the statutes and established
MCCCD policies or rules that the Faculty
member is alleged to have violated. The
statement of charges shall be of such
specificity that the Faculty member will be
able to prepare a defense based on the
statement identifying the just cause for this
type of action.
The Chief Human Resources Officer shall
provide a written copy of the Notice of
Intent to dismiss to both the Chancellor and
the Faculty member, with a copy of the
notice recommendation being sent via Email and U.S. mail to the Faculty member
at his/her place of residence as recorded in
the MCCCD records. The Chief Human
Resources Officer’s recommendation will
give notice to the Chancellor and the
Faculty member of the intention to
formally recommend dismissal, which
shall not be sooner than thirty (30) days
from the date of the letter, nor later than the
end of the current academic year. The
Faculty member shall have five (5)
business days from the date of the E-mail
or the date of the postmark of the notice
(whichever is later) to respond to the
notice. Any response shall be E-mailed to
the Chief Human Resources Officer.
Provided the Notice of Intent is delivered
to a Faculty member during a day of
accountability, the dismissal process can
continue
over
periods
of
nonaccountability. Any party can request an
extension of a deadline for good cause.
Extensions will not be unreasonably
denied.
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RFP 3.12.2: [no changes]

3.12.1: [changes] Faculty given the
opportunity to provide a response

Clarification of timeline based upon days of
accountability

The Chief Human Resources Officer will
review any submitted response within ten
(10) business days.
If, after reviewing the response, The Chief
Human Resources Officer in consultation
with the Office of General Counsel,
determines that there is just cause for
dismissal, the Chief Human Resources
Officer will send a letter of dismissal to the
Faculty member via E-Mail and U.S. mail
at his/her place of residence as recorded in
the MCCCD records, or by any other
means reasonably calculated to provide
notice.
The dismissal will be effective ten (10)
business days from the date of the letter of
dismissal, unless the Faculty member files
a timely request for hearing.
21.5.2.2. Hearing
The Faculty member shall have the right to
a Hearing. A request for a Hearing must be
filed with the Chief Human Resources
Officer within five (5) business days from
the date of the letter of dismissal. The filing
of a timely request will delay the dismissal
procedure, pending the completion of the
hearing.
Upon request by a Faculty member, a
Hearing Committee shall be constituted
within five (5) business days and shall be
composed of three (3) Appointive
Residential Faculty members in active paid
status: one (1) appointed by the Chief
Human Resources Officer, one (1) selected
by the Faculty Association President, and
one (1) selected by the Faculty member.
The committee member selected by the
Chief Human Resources Officer and the
Faculty Association President will be from
Colleges other than the College where the
Faculty member recommended for
dismissal is assigned. Prior to submitting
the name of the committee member
selected by the Faculty member to the
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RFP 3.12.4: [no changes]

Faculty Association President, the Faculty
member will ensure that the recommended
committee member is available and
eligible to serve. The committee shall be
considered constituted when the Hearing
Committee and the Faculty member have
been informed by the Faculty Association
President of the committee’s formation.
The Hearing Committee shall select a
Chair. Unless the parties stipulate to extend
the time beyond that which is set forth
below, the Chair shall conduct a meeting
with the attorney representing the MCCCD
and the Faculty member and/or his/her
attorney/representative no later than
twenty (20) business days after the
formation of the committee for the purpose
of exchanging exhibits, witness lists, and
summaries of witness testimony. The Chair
may choose to deny admission of an
exhibit(s) or witness testimony for failure
to comply with this section.
Unless the parties otherwise agree, the
Hearing Committee shall conduct the
hearing no later than ten (10) business days
after the exchange of information detailed
in the preceding paragraph. Prior to the
hearing, the Faculty member must declare,
in writing, whether he/she wishes the
hearing to be public or in executive
session. The member may attend the
hearing; present any testimony, evidence,
or statements, oral or written, in his/her
behalf; and be represented by legal counsel
or other representative. It is expressly
understood the act of testifying will not be
subject to reprisal by the MCCCD.
Within five (5) business days after
completion of the hearing, the Hearing
Committee shall provide the Chancellor
and the Faculty member with a summary of
the evidence that was presented during the
hearing. In addition, the Hearing
Committee shall render binding written
findings of fact and conclusions of law and
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RFP 3.12.5: [no changes]

RFP 3.12.6: [no changes]

RFP 3.12.7: [no changes]

forward
these
along
with
its
recommendation regarding dismissal to the
Chancellor. The above deadline may be
extended up to fifteen (15) business days
after completion of the hearing, if the
Hearing Committee requests briefs and/or
recommended findings of fact and
conclusions of law from the parties.
After receiving the Hearing Committee’s
summary of evidence, findings of fact,
conclusions
of
law,
and
final
recommendation in regard to dismissal, the
Chancellor or Designee may meet with the
Hearing Committee to clarify any
questions the Chancellor may have. The
Chancellor shall have ten (10) business
days in which to review the
recommendation regarding dismissal. The
Chancellor may accept or reject the
Hearing Committee’s recommendation
regarding dismissal or make his/her own
recommendation
and
forward
the
recommendation along with the summary
of the evidence, a copy of the findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and final
recommendations
of
the
Hearing
Committee to the Governing Board.
21.5.2.3. Governing Board Decision
The Governing Board will meet with the
Faculty
member
and/or
his/her
representative and a representative of the
administration to hear arguments regarding
the Chancellor’s and the Hearing
Committee’s recommendation regarding
dismissal. This meeting will occur in an
executive session that is noticed in advance
as legally required unless the Faculty
member chooses to have this meeting in
public. The parties shall have no less than
twenty (20) minutes each to present their
respective cases. The length of the meeting
shall not exceed two (2) hours.
The Governing Board, at a public meeting,
shall render a final decision for retention or
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RFP 3.12.8: [changes] replaced
“Chancellor” with “Governing Board”

RFP 3.12.9: [changes] replaced “Chancellor
with “Governing Board”

Expanded meeting to not exceed two (2)
hours instead of one (1) hour
RFP 3.12.10: [no changes]

dismissal of the Faculty member. A copy
of the final decision shall be sent via Email and U.S. mail to the Faculty member
at his/her place of residence as recorded in
MCCCD records. It is expressly
understood that the Governing Board’s
decision does not diminish the Faculty
member’s right to seek other legal
remedies under local, state, and federal
law.
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ARTICLE 22 LEGAL RIGHTS
22.1. Legal Rights

This Article includes language from RFP
3.8.
22.1

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to deny or
diminish any individual rights that Residential and
Adjunct Faculty have under the law.
MCCCD, to the extent legally permissible, indemnifies
and defends All Faculty against liability for acts or
omissions arising out of and in the course of their
employment for MCCCD or performing duties related to
the conduct of MCCCD business. The General Counsel is
authorized to represent MCCCD and/or the employee and
direct the defense of any claim, action, suit or proceeding
on behalf of MCCCD and the Residential or Adjunct
Faculty member for which MCCCD is indemnifying the
employee pursuant to this Agreement. MCCCD retains the
right to direct, settle, compromise, appeal, and otherwise
defend any such claim, action, suit or proceeding,
including representation and the use of counsel as
MCCCD deems appropriate. In any such event all
Residential and Adjunct Faculty members are expected to
cooperate fully.
Residential and Adjunct Faculty will not be represented by
counsel employed or retained by MCCCD in grievance
procedures, internal discrimination matters, employment
dismissal, or other similar proceedings, as these are
internal processes which seek to inform MCCCD, its
administrators, and Governing Board members regarding
the appropriateness of specific conflicts.
MCCCD does not provide representation or indemnify
any Faculty member with regard to criminal offenses,
licensure, certification, or similar professional
administrative or disciplinary actions, parking or moving
vehicle violations, or fees, fines or penalties associated
with such violations. MCCCD does not provide
representation or indemnification for acts involving
intentional misconduct, willful or knowing violation of the
law, and transactions from which the individual derives an
improper personal benefit. Each employee is expected to
comply with federal and state laws, and local ordinances.
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RFP 3.8: [no changes]

ARTICLE 23-PERSONNEL FILES
AND REFERENCES

This Article includes language originally
from RFP 3.9.

23.1 Personnel Files

23.1
RFP 3.9: [deletion] Language specific to
faculty personnel files as now all employee
personnel files fall under Policy B-10.

Policy B-10 of the Maricopa County Community College
District Staff Policy Manual applies to personnel files for All
Faculty. The exception is master personnel files will be
maintained for all Adjunct Faculty in the Human Resources
Department at the District Office.

The MCCCD shall maintain the official personnel
files, which shall contain all materials relevant to
the member’s employment and shall be the sole
repository of such materials with the exception of
a college file. Only those materials permitted by
law will be included in the official file. Each file will
have attached a record for notation of names,
dates, and purposes of persons reviewing the files.
Only authorized personnel will be permitted to
view employee files. A member shall have the right
to:
3.9.1. Review the contents of his/her file(s)
upon request, except letters of recommendation
and College/University placement files which,
when submitted, request confidentiality.
3.9.2. Receive a copy of any documents
contained therein, except as noted in Section 3.9.1.
3.9.3. Be notified, in writing, when material
(other than of a routine office nature) is being
added to the file(s).
3.9.4. Request the inclusion of relevant
documents to be added to the file(s).
Determination of relevancy is the responsibility of
the District Director of HR Administration
3.9.5. Request the removal of all inappropriate
and/or obsolete documents from the files.
Determination will be made by the District Director
of HR Administration
3.9.6. File a written response to be included
whenever negative or derogatory information is placed
in the file(s).

This proposed policy also creates a master
personnel file that will be maintained for all
Adjunct Faculty in the Human Resources
Department at the District Office.
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23.2 References
Faculty leaders may at their discretion provide an external
employer, who makes a request, information concerning a
current or former staff member’s job duties and dates of
employment. Supervisors may also provide a requesting
employer information concerning a current or former
employee's education, training, experience, qualifications, job
performance, professional conduct, or evaluation to be used
for the purpose of evaluating the individual for employment.
Any written communication by a supervisor regarding
employment must be sent to the former employee's last known
address. Faculty leaders will be provided training as outlined
in Article 7.2.1 that will include guidelines for the provision of
references. A sample template for questions that are typically
asked will be provided in the training to ensure compliance
with A.R.S. 23-1361.
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Current policy, as defined in the
Staff Policy Manual B-10, restricts
the ability of any employee to seek
a reference for external
employment directly from the
employees they work with. All
references must be provided
through District or College HR,
and this inevitably limits the
effectiveness of the
recommendation. State law
(A.R.S. 23-1361) specifically
provides safe harbor from legal
liability for references provided
(including by colleagues and
supervisors), and so this proposed
article provides for a greater range
of appropriate references
compatible with the law. Many
seek full-time employment
elsewhere, and those with direct
knowledge of an applicant’s
performance are unable to provide
a robust and detailed reference, or
they provide such a reference in
unwitting violation of the current
policy. Adjunct faculty, in
particular, are burdened by the
current policy.

ARTICLE 24 INTERPRETATION
OF FACULTY AGREEMENT
24.1
Interpretation
Agreement

of

Faculty

The Faculty Association President, Adjunct Faculty
Association President, and a Vice President of Academic
Affairs as identified by the College Presidents and Vice
Presidents of Academic Affairs Council may contest
interpretation of existing policy in writing to the Chief
Human Resources Officer or designee.
The Chief Human Resources Officer, or designee, will
meet to consult with the Faculty Association President, the
Adjunct Faculty Association President, a Vice President
of Academic Affairs as identified by the College
Presidents and Vice Presidents of Academic Affairs
Council and the Faculty Administration Collaboration
Team at least once every semester to discuss any contested
interpretations of existing policy.

This Article includes language from RFP
2.9.

24.1
RFP 2.9.2: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

RFP 2.9.1: [changes] inclusion of Adjunct
Faculty

The Chief Human Resources Officer or designee may
consult other parties at their discretion.
Individual concerns about misapplications of this policy
will be resolved by the grievance process outlined in
Article 20.
If the interpretation of the Chief Human Resources Officer
or designee is agreed to by the VPAA Council, Faculty
Association and Adjunct Faculty Association, the
agreement will be reduced to writing for signatures by all
parties and included in the Faculty Agreement following
Governing Board approval.
If agreement cannot be reached, the Chief Human
Resources Officer or designee, a Vice President of
Academic Affairs representative, Adjunct Faculty
Association representative, and the Faculty Association
representative will each submit a position statement to the
Chancellor within fourteen (14) days. The Chancellor will
review the interests of all parties and render a final
decision. The Chancellor may consult with all parties,
individually or collectively. The decision of the
Chancellor is final.
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RFP 2.9.2.2: [changes] all parties must be
in agreement; agreement will be included
for approval by Governing Board with
Faculty Agreement.

RFP 2.9.2.3: [changes] inclusion of VPAAs
and Adjunct Faculty

ARTICLE 25-PROCESS TO
REVISE THE FACULTY
AGREEMENT
As part of the continuous improvement effort of the
Faculty and Administration, the Faculty Administration
Collaboration Team (FACT will identify and refine
multiple Articles in the Faculty Agreement annually and
will review the entire Faculty Agreement every four (4)
years. FACT strives to operate with an ethos of trust and
open mindedness, seeking innovative solutions that
eliminate barriers to Student, Faculty, College, and
District success.

25.1. Commitment to Collaboration And
Inclusion
The Chancellor of the Maricopa County Community
College District (MCCCD) hereby retains and reserves,
without limitation, all powers, rights, authority, duties,
and responsibilities conferred upon the position or vested
in the position, by the laws and constitutions of the State
of Arizona and the United States, and all rights and
powers, to manage the MCCCD and direct the Faculty
(including assignment) of the MCCCD except as
otherwise provided in this Agreement.
The Chancellor shall have the right to establish such
standards of professional conduct and rules and
regulations that are not in conflict with this Agreement.
It is recognized by the Faculty and Administration that it
is desirable, in order to establish the terms and conditions
governing employment, for representatives to collaborate,
in good faith, on policies affecting responsibilities and
benefits pertaining to Residential and Adjunct Faculty
employment.
For this reason, this Faculty Agreement is adopted by the
Governing Board of MCCCD, the Adjunct Faculty
Association, and the Faculty Association, which are the
nonexclusive representatives of the MCCCD Adjunct
Faculty and Residential Faculty, respectively. It is
understood that this Agreement is applicable to Adjunct
Faculty who are not members of the Adjunct Faculty
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This Article replaces language in RFP
7.4, 7.6, and 7.7.

On January 22, 2019, The Governing Board
adopted the Resolution of the MCCCD
Governing Board Regarding
Commitments and Directions for 2019
that established the Faculty Administration
Collaboration Team (FACT) Committee,
which replaced the Meet and Confer
process included in the RFP.
FACT was directed to create a new Faculty
Agreement to replace the RFP that would
include both Residential Faculty and Adjunct
Faculty. This Article outlines the new FACT
process.

association and Residential Faculty who are not members
of the Faculty Association.
No party to this Agreement may discriminate against any
Faculty member because of their membership status in the
Adjunct Faculty Association, Faculty Association, or any
other recognized organization.
Upon written request, the Chancellor, through the office
of the appropriate Vice Chancellor/Senior Executive,
agrees to provide to the representatives of the Faculty
information that is relevant for FACT and/or the
implementation of the Faculty Agreement. It is understood
that the Chancellor will make a good-faith effort to honor
Faculty requests for information.

25.2. Faculty Administration
Collaboration Team Composition
The Faculty Administration Collaboration Team
consists of nine (9) members including:
o Three (3) Adjunct Faculty representatives
selected by the Adjunct Faculty
Association
o Three
(3)
Residential
Faculty
representatives selected by the Faculty
Association
o Three (3) Administration representatives
selected by the Chancellor
In its work, FACT is charged with considering the
interests of all Adjunct Faculty, all Residential
Faculty, and the Administration.

25.3. Fact Ground Rules
During the first formal FACT meeting of the academic
year, the FACT will re-establish consensus on ground
rules that will govern the collaborative problem-solving
process.

25.4. Identification of Problems to be
Solved
Before the first formal FACT meeting of the academic
year, the FACT will solicit the Adjunct Faculty
Association, the Faculty Association, and the Senior
Councils for any sections in the Faculty Agreement that
the fact should consider including in its annual workplan.
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The Senior Councils may also submit a problem to the
FACT for consideration at any time during the year. The
constituent groups and councils will clearly articulate the
problem and their interests as related to the problem.
At the first formal FACT meeting, the FACT will vet the
list of problems to be considered and will develop a
shortlist of articulated problems to consider. The FACT
will then share the articulated problems as appropriate
with the Senior Councils and ask the councils to weigh in
with their interests as related to the problems. In
consideration of the input from the Senior Councils, the
FACT will prioritize the problems and determine which
problems, and the associated articles, to address in a given
year. The FACT will then communicate the annual
workplan to Adjunct Faculty, Residential Faculty,
Administration, and to the Chancellor to share with the
Governing Board.
In developing its annual workplan, the FACT will also
include one or more articles not yet reviewed during the
most recent four-year period to ensure the entire Faculty
Agreement is reviewed during each four-year cycle.

25.5. Fact Problem Solving Process
The FACT uses interest-based problem solving to develop
solutions to priority problems. This process includes the
following steps:
● Articulate the problem to be solved;
● Identify the various interests of constituents
related to the problem;
● Brainstorm options to address the problem;
● Evaluate the options in light of the interests,
objective criteria, and constitution feedback;
● Craft a preferred solution from the options;
● Draft Faculty Agreement language codifying the
preferred solution;
● Monitor
implementation
to
effectiveness of the solution; and

determine

● Refine the solution in light of feedback, as needed.
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25.6. Fact Decision Making Process
The members of the FACT are committed to finding
solutions to problems. after consulting their constituent
groups, each member shall collaborate in good faith with
other FACT members to reach agreement on preferred
solutions. Any member who cannot support any of the
options being considered by the team will articulate the
interest(s) not being met and will endeavor to bring
forward additional options which address the unmet
interest as well as the other interests identified by the team.
Through this iterative process, the team makes decisions
based on consensus.
In the rare event that the team is unable to reach consensus
on a solution, the members of FACT will again invite the
Presidents’ Council, Faculty Executive Council, Adjunct
Faculty Association Board, and the Senior Councils to
propose potential solutions addressing the interests for
consideration of the FACT. If the FACT is unable to reach
consensus on any of the options identified by the councils,
the issue shall be resolved by one of the following:
● If the issue under consideration does not require
immediate resolution, the issue will be tabled until
the next academic year and colleges will be
encouraged to submit an application for variance
to the Faculty Agreement to pilot one or more of
the proposed solutions;
● If the issue under consideration requires
immediate resolution, the Provost under the
direction of the Chancellor may initiate the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) process;
● If the issue under consideration requires timely
resolution and has previously been addressed
through the MOU process, the FACT will engage
in mediation with an external mediator during the
given academic year to come to consensus on a
resolution of the issue;
● If the issue under consideration has been addressed
through the MOU process and mediation and is
still unresolved, the fact will engage in arbitration
with an external arbitrator.
Once the FACT has finalized all recommended changes to
the Faculty Agreement, it will submit all recommended
changes to the Chancellor for review. All recommended
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changes for the document will be provided to all
Residential and Adjunct faculty for review as many times
as needed prior to being submitted to the Chancellor to
ensure constituent support, and recommendations for edits
and/or changes will be returned to the FACT for final
determination. Once approved, the Chancellor will
forward the recommended changes to the Faculty
Agreement to the Governing Board for final approval. The
Governing Board will also be informed of any issues
where consensus was not initially reached and an
alternative option for resolution was employed.

25.7. FACT Task Forces
The Faculty Administration Collaboration Team (FACT)
may establish task forces from time to time to assist the
team in its work. The composition, charge, and duration
of each task force will be determined by the FACT.
Typically, task forces will include representatives from
the Adjunct Faculty, Residential Faculty, and
Administration who are familiar with the issue assigned to
the task force, though the Adjunct Faculty Association,
Faculty Association, and Administration will be permitted
to weigh in on the selection of task force members. The
FACT will provide each task force with a statement of the
problem to be solved and a list of interests that have been
identified related to the problem. The task force will
conduct research, identify additional interests, and
brainstorm options to address the identified problem. The
task force will advance a minimum of three (3) potential
solutions addressing the assigned problem to fact for
consideration; if the task force is unable to identify three
potential solutions, it must explain to the FACT the
constraints that limited the options available. The FACT
may select one of these solutions or integrate or identify
additional options to address the identified problem.

25.8. Training
To ensure that the FACT is effective in its problemsolving work and that the organization as a whole
understands the problem solving process used by the
FACT, the following groups will be trained in interestbased problem solving by an external consultant: FACT,
Adjunct Faculty Association Leadership, CEC, FEC,
VPAA Council, VPAS Council, and VPSA Council.
Furthermore, internal training will be provided during the
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onboarding process for every new staff at the director level
and above, every new Residential Faculty, and interested
Adjunct Faculty.

25.9. Full and Complete Agreement
This Faculty Agreement contains the full and complete
agreement reached on issues considered.
The parties further agree that all obligations and benefits
herein are the result of voluntary agreement. This
document contains the full and complete agreement
reached on issues considered. No amendment or
supplement to this policy shall be deemed effective unless
agreed upon according to the provisions of., reduced to
writing, and agreed to by the parties.
Any individual contract between administration and an
individual faculty member (except in the case of certain
specially funded positions) shall be subject to and
consistent with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.
This agreement shall become effective upon an approval
vote of the majority of the Governing Board Members.
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ARTICLE 26 SEVERABILITY
26.1 Severability

This Article includes language from RFP
7.1.
26.1

In the event that any provision of this policy is contrary to
any Faculty Agreement adopted by the District prior to the
effective date of this policy acceptance, the provisions of
this policy shall apply. In the event that any provisions of
these policies shall be declared invalid by any court of
competent jurisdiction, such decisions shall not invalidate
the entire policy, it being the express intention of the
parties that all other provisions not declared invalid shall
remain in full force and effect.
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RFP 7.1: [no changes]

ARTICLE 27 GUIDING
PRINCIPLES THAT INFORM FACT
DECISION MAKING
27.1 Guiding Principles
The Faculty Administration Collaboration Team will
consider proposed solutions in light of these values.

27.1. Learning: Student Success
We value student success. Attention to student
persistence, equity, and completion drives our
decision making as we strive to ensure students are
actively
engaged
in
learning-centered
environments and to support the whole needs of
the students we serve.

27.2. Learning: Faculty Success
We value continuous learning, leadership, and
academic freedom. We seek to develop a culture
of leadership where we all strive to model, mentor,
and motivate students, colleagues, and partners to
lead with passion, collaboration, and a shared
commitment to teaching excellence and growth.

27.3. Inclusiveness
We value inclusiveness and respect for one another
and our varied interests. We partner to empower
all members of the FACT Committee to have a
voice in decision making in order to encourage
diverse and creative input that advances a culture
of collaboration and institutional success.

27.4. Professionalism
We value academic honesty and integrity and
believe these elements are essential in our working
and
learning
environments.
We
value
responsibility and believe that we are each
accountable for our personal and professional
actions. We value the transparent and civil
treatment of every employee working for the
Maricopa County Community College District,
and remain committed to supporting a respectful
work environment so that every employee
achieves their highest potential for performance.
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This Article includes new language not
found in the RFP.

27. 5. Innovation Mindset
We value and embrace an innovative approach so
that we remain at the forefront of global
educational excellence. Our innovation mindset
empowers people to recognize opportunities and
solutions using critical and creative thinking,
problem
solving,
calculated
risk-taking,
communication, research, and collaboration.

27.6 Community
We value equity, community, and social justice in
our global community. As a diverse workforce that
serves a diverse student population, we recognize
and support all identities, backgrounds, abilities,
and belief systems and strive to provide
opportunities for all.
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4. Adjunct Faculty Association Report/Update

October 27, 2020
Maricopa County Community College District
Governing Board Meeting
2411 W. 14th Street
Tempe, Arizona 85281-6941
RE: Adjunct Faculty Association (AFA) Update – October 2020
Dear Governing Board Members:
As you are aware, the Governing Board provided the opportunity for Residential and Adjunct
Faculty to work together with Administration to produce one collaborative document that
represents the interests of all Residential and Adjunct faculty in alignment with our direct
support of the academic needs of every student and program. The formation of the FACT
Committee happened just over two (2) years ago. The original FACT Committee originally
included six (6) members - two (2) each from Administration, Residential and Adjunct Faculty
groups. In August of 2019, the FACT Committee was expanded to add a third member to each
of the three (3) groups for a total of nine (9) members on the Committee.
The purpose of FACT is significantly different then the long term previous 'Meet and
Confer' annual process that was in place in the District for many years. The 'Meet and
Confer' process often left conflict unresolved at many levels. FACT is using the 'Interest Based
Problem Solving' methodology in which active listening, 'interests including why a concern has
been identified for review/potential change' and mutual compromise are the action tools for
arriving at decisions. The use of Interest Based Problem Solving does not rely on 'positions or
demands' being met. Rather it is framed by effective collaboration where all parties are treated
with respect and civility.
The work done by FACT thus far includes handling hundreds of pages of existing handbook
information and in so doing, and where appropriate, Adjunct Faculty involvement, input and
collaboration are now included. Throughout this two-year process, draft versions of the FACT
Articles have been provided virtually to Adjunct Faculty for their comments and review. Those
comments have been considered in totality and shared with the FACT Committee.
One example of a recent narrative in a FACT Draft Article is language about the potential
creation of a compensation system for Adjunct Faculty that would be a Tier System. This
framework is tentative and contingent upon not only Governing Board approval, but also the
long-term budget constraints and available funding for the District. Adjunct Faculty have been
encouraged to attend (virtually) all Work Study Sessions and Governing Board Meetings
throughout the Fall to follow the current budget discussions concerning declining enrollment in
our District. Until the District budget development process is concluded, specific Tier
compensation figures cannot be predicted or finalized.
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The Adjunct Faculty Association Employee Group is very fortunate to be included as part of the
following work groups/committees at this time and for the future: Chancellor's Executive
Committee (CEC), Maricopa Extended Leadership Team (MELT); Compensation Advisory
Committee and the Staff Advisory Committee; as well as one-to-one monthly meetings with the
AFA President and Interim Chancellor Gonzales. These opportunities provide the chance for the
interests of Adjunct Faculty to be addressed on a continual basis. We number just over 3,300
Adjunct Faculty working this fall throughout the District. Our voice and interests are both well
respected and well recognized for the impact that we have on the needs of citizens seeking higher
education through the colleges within the Maricopa County Community College District.
We are also very happy to bring to your attention this month the next election process impacting
all of our College Campuses in terms of a ‘second’ newly elected Campus Representative. The
election process for the second Campus Representative for each college will be held November
20-30, 2020. The start date for each newly elected Campus Representative will be January 1,
2021. Our current Campus Representatives are listed below as well as the total number of
Adjunct Faculty working on each campus for the Fall 2020 totaling 3,316 individuals.

Adjunct Faculty Association Campus Reps 2020-2021/Adjunct Faculty Serving - Fall 2020

Chandler-Gilbert Community College – Dr. Ahmad Yusef
Total Adjunct Faculty = 327
Estrella-Mountain Community College – Ms. Leslie Arriaga
Total Adjunct Faculty = 307
Gateway Community College – Dr. Tyson ‘Brock’ Hancock
Total Adjunct Faculty = 159
Glendale Community College - Ms. Donna Atwood
Total Adjunct Faculty = 395
Mesa College Campus – Ms. Marta Serpas
Total Adjunct Faculty = 598
Paradise Valley Community College – Ms. Brenda Sine
Total Adjunct Faculty = 304
Phoenix College – Ms. Kimberly Boege
Total Adjunct Faculty = 391
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Rio Salado Community College – Ms. Heather Johnson
Total Adjunct Faculty = 760
Scottsdale Community College – Ms. Jeanne Sabrack
Total Adjunct Faculty = 241
South Mountain Community College – Ms. Renee Porter
Total Adjunct Faculty = 134
President – Dr. Teri Traaen
Past President – Mr. Patrick Roddy
Vice President/Secretary – Ms. Katherine Hawkins
Vice President/Treasurer – Ms. Deb Abley
We thank you for the opportunity to bring our perspectives and our extensive collective
experience to the ongoing programs and services provided throughout our District. We look
forward to working with you in an affirmative manner to serve the District’s students and the
greater community.
Sincerely,
Teri
Teri J. Traaen, Ed.D., D.P.A.
IPMA-HR SCP; SHRM SCP
Adjunct Faculty Association President
Adjunct Faculty – Business Division – Gateway Community College
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Interim Employee Senate
Governing Board Meeting: 10.27.2020

Presenters:
Ana Chandler, Student Services Analyst | Exempt | ACE Program
Shannon Monge, Administrative Specialist Senior | Non Exempt | Academic Affairs Division
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Interim Employee Senate | Key Points
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●

Thank you to all employees for their continued hard work and dedication. A huge thank you to those employees who have remained on campus
ensuring normal operations, keeping our campuses clean, and preparing a safe environment for what we hope will be a safe return to our
campuses.

●

Staff are facing the same challenges as students: balancing childcare and providing healthcare for children, parents, and spouses, spouse
unemployment, sickness, death, food and housing insecurities, and mental health challenges.

●

Maricopa needs ALL employees: academic and financial advisors, administrative assistants, recruiters, program coordinators, information
technology, maintenance and operations, College Police and others in every functional area to allow the district and colleges to run effectively
for our students

●

Maricopa employees did not agree with why the cost of living adjustment (COLA) was denied. COLA is not a raise. COLA helps adjust employee
income so that they can maintain a living while rent, utilities, food, and other expenses continue to rise.

●

Current advising ratio is 1:1,100 Advising to Student ratio. Across the board, recruiting, career services, financial aid, tutoring, etc., the ratios
indicate that we are consistently 300% or more below the industry standard.

●

Staff WANT to work for Maricopa, staff WANT to grow within this organization, but we need support in order to have hope for a better future
within the Maricopa Community College District.

5. Interim Employee Senate Report
President Sullivan, members of the board, Dr. Gonzales, members of CEC, and colleagues
thank you again for the opportunity to update you on the work the Interim Employee Senate is
doing.
Tonight we would like to start by thanking all of the Employees of Maricopa Community
Colleges for their hard work and dedication as we all have successfully transitioned our
traditional in-person college processes to an online format in order to continue serving our
students and community. As well as a huge thank you to those employees who have remained
on campus ensuring normal operations, keeping our campuses clean, and preparing a safe
environment for what we hope will be a safe return to our campuses.
The national pandemic has not minimized the holistic quality of care and services for our
students and community. Like most institutions of higher education, Maricopa was not prepared
to transition to remote operation and Student and Academic Affairs and Administrative Services
transitioned immediately without downtime. MCCCD employees rose to the challenge to operate
fully in a remote environment. MCCCD employees did this while being understaffed with limited
resources. Maricopa employees are passionate about student success and were resilient during
this time when they were called to be critical thinkers and innovators to serve our students and
communities.
During this pandemic, while our employees were being critical thinkers and innovators for
Maricopa, they also faced challenges at home and in their communities. Many, students
themselves, had to adapt to the online learning environment. Others had to adjust to balancing
childcare and providing healthcare for children, parents, and spouses. Many of our employees
became single-income families. They have been adapting to spouse unemployment, sickness,
death, food and housing insecurities, and mental health challenges.
Despite the challenges, Maricopa employees continue to come to work ready to serve Maricopa
students. These employees are Maricopa’s academic and financial advisors, administrative
assistants, recruiters, program coordinators, information technology, maintenance and
operations, College Police, and others in every functional area that are needed to keep the
district and colleges running effectively for our students.
At the last governing board meeting, Shannon shared her story of her income decreasing over
$2,000 since starting in 2014. What she did not share is that she is also raising three children
who need housing, food, clothing, and school supplies. With the pandemic, these costs now
include technology.
But, Shannon is not alone. Shannon is representative of the dedicated employees of the
Maricopa Community College District. The same employees that don’t understand why
sacrifices are expected of them, don’t understand that when it comes to income raises, they do
not happen. Maricopa employees did not agree with why the cost of living adjustment (COLA)
was denied. COLA is not a raise. COLA helps adjust employee income so that they can
maintain a living while rent, utilities, food, and other expenses continue to rise.
Staff are continually asked to do without when enrollment is down and times are tough, but
when things recover, the funds aren't prioritized to make staff whole again? Working without a
regular COLA is effectively the same as an annual reduction in pay and this is where staff feel
change needs to occur. Maricopa employees continue to operate short-staffed and with limited
resources. The budgets have fallen short of fully staffing advising departments to have an
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5. Interim Employee Senate Report
Academic Analyst for FOI. Therefore, many Academic Analysts are supporting one or more
FOIs. We can’t promote case management advising when the staff is stretched so thin that they
can’t continue to do this perpetually. It is not sustainable. Maricopa Community College
Employees serve approximately 5% of Maricopa County's population, averaging around
200,000 students each year. The current advising ratio is 1:1,100 Advising to Student ratio.
Across the board, recruiting, career services, financial aid, tutoring, etc., the ratios indicate that
we are consistently 300% or more below the industry standard.
By disregarding the need for a Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) and decreasing staffing levels,
many Maricopa employees feel undervalued and under-appreciated. This will compound the
already existing low morale within Maricopa. The level of morale was highlighted in the survey
sent out by HR 2019. Maricopa employees care about our students and our colleges and they
do what they can, even when they are stretched thin. Even, when we can’t develop or find the
time to deliver much needed professional training and development. Eventually, service suffers.
Burnout happens. Mistakes happen.
Employees want Maricopa to care for them too. Maricopa employees want to feel valued and
appreciated. Maricopa employees are humans. Maricopa employees play vital service roles in
our colleges. In the community, Maricopa employees are parents, spouses, children,
consumers, neighbors, and voters. Maricopa employees are our best recruiters.
Maricopa employees have drive and passion. They understand how vital a college education is
to change the lives of our students. Maricopa employees motivate, coach, and mentor students.
Maricopa employees instill a sense of community and loyalty amongst its staff and faculty,
which fosters lifelong and career dedication.
Our goal today was to bring to life the Maricopa Employee. The person, the human, the
community member, that serves our students. This is about the Maricopa Employee who
dedicates their life to working in educational institutions because they believe in the mission of
the institution and higher education.
We hope that we have been able to convey our concerns as we look ahead to a better
Maricopa. With the new opportunity of shared governance, we have been able to establish
healthy relationships with leaders in order for our voices to be heard. We need the governing
board to recognize the challenges that staff are constantly facing and the frustration that we are
experiencing. This letter is not about raises, but about seeing the value of staff in Maricopa. We
need livable wages, and in order to recruit and retain students, we need more people in order to
provide students with the quality they deserve from our institution. Staff WANT to work for
Maricopa, staff WANT to grow within this organization, but we need support in order to have
hope for a better future within the Maricopa Community College District.
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AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.1

Meeting Date October 27, 2020
Item Title
Ratify Termination Decision
for Diana Little

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Georgetta Kelly, Chief
Human Resources Officer

Recommendation
It is recommended that the employment termination decision regarding classified staff member
Diana Little be ratified.
Justification
The Board approved the termination of Diana Little’s employment at its September 22, 2020 meeting.
Subsequent to that meeting, on September 24, 2020 it came to the attention of the Office of General
Counsel and District Human Resources that Ms. Little did not receive notice of the Board meeting or
an opportunity to submit additional information for the Board’s consideration prior to rendering its
final decision on her employment status.
In partnership with the Office of General Counsel, on September 30, 2020 the Human Resources
Solutions Center sent an email to Ms. Little attaching a copy of the Hearing Officer’s Report and
Recommendation, which set forth the specific findings and recommended that her employment be
terminated. In this email, Ms. Little also received an acknowledgment of the failure in post-hearing
due process and an explanation of the steps that would be offered to her to present additional
information for the Board’s consideration prior to her termination of employment becoming effective.
She was advised that if she wished to present oral testimony to the Board, she would need to contact
the Senior Associate General Counsel David Bowman no later than 5pm on Friday, October 2, 2020.
She was also informed that her employment termination was rescinded until the Board had an
opportunity to consider any additional information she wished to submit.
On October 1, 2020, Senior Associate General Counsel David Bowman notified the Board President
and the Chancellor, with a copy to the Chief Human Resources Officer, of the due process issues
relating to Ms. Little and the steps necessary to remedy the failure in process.
Ms. Little has now been provided with the following additional due process:
•
•

Human Resources Solutions Center staff, in consultation with the Office of General Counsel,
communicated with Ms. Little by email to answer her questions after she had received the
copy of the Hearing Officer’s Report and Recommendation.
On October 5, 2020, Ms. Little received instructions on how and when to submit her written
statement should she choose to do so. She was provided 15 days (on or before October 20,
2020) to submit a written statement for the Board’s consideration. In this communication, Ms.
Little was also advised that the Board would be taking up the issue at its October 27, 2020
meeting. At her request, HRSC also provided her with a copy of the hearing transcript that she
indicated the Hearing Officer assured her she would receive. (It is not a policy requirement to

Source
Account Information

Funding

•

provide an appellant-employee with such a copy, but this was nevertheless done as a
courtesy.)
Attached is the written statement submitted by Ms. Little for the Board’s consideration.

Having heard the evidence presented by Ms. Little and the District, the Hearing Officer determined
that there was just cause for her termination based on multiple violations of District policies. The
Board considered this information, including the Hearing Officer’s Report and Recommendation,
at its September 22, 2020 meeting.
In accordance with Staff Policy Manual C-7, classified employees may only be terminated for just
cause as defined in Staff Policy Manual C-8. The Hearing Officer having found just cause for
termination, Ms. Little having been afforded due process regarding the charges including the
additional due process described above, and the Board having considered the additional information
provided by Ms. Little, the recommendation is that the approval of Ms. Little’s employment
termination be ratified.

4841-1108-8521, v. 1

From: Ms. Diana Little
Allegations

These are notes on the allegation letter sent April 17, 2020 from Kathie Bennett. I already sent you a
copy of this letter and allegations, so this is just notes as I read through each page.

“…provide me with a written response to the allegations, including any supporting materials, facts which
were pertinent to the allegations and an explanation of any mitigating circumstances you wished the
Department to consider. You did not respond…you did ask for an extension to the notice period , which
was denied…” I thought the request for an extension was a response and they didn’t deny it till several
days after the deadline. If I could have had it done for the deadline, I wouldn’t have asked for an
extension. After working on it over the weekend, thinking the extension might’ve been accepted when I
heard nothing by their own deadline, they denied the extension. Now that it’s essentially done, I feel
like mailing the whole document to someone. I still feel like I am not being given a fair chance to
present my evidence or defend myself.

History portion:
1)

We already addressed this allegation in the first rebuttal to Georgetta Kelly in October with no
response from her other than the fact that Robert Contreras presented incorrect information.
Yes the hours are less than 32 a week, but they are an ongoing medical issue kept active due to
the District’s own actions. I do find it interesting the dates start about the same time Brenda
Croteau left the district. She had repeatedly told me that the District was trying to get rid of me
somehow, but that she was protecting me and wouldn’t “play” along because she knew they
couldn’t fire me for medical absences. I even told her (and many others) during this time period
that they were withholding accommodations in order to make me too sick to work so they could
fire me for absences.
2) No it wasn’t. I never received formal written confirmation that my hours had been reduced
from 32 to 30. Every meeting I was in, I was told that my hours could not be reduced without
new ada paperwork listing it as an accommodation. During this whole time, my T&L continued
to show 32 hours. My T&L continued to show 32 hours during the Summer of 2019 when
Robert Contreras formally listed my hours in an email totaling 26. This T&L continued to show I
was scheduled to work Fridays during the Summer. This was an accommodation I had
repeatedly requested and was repeatedly denied in previous summers. When I made the
request in 2019, it was aggressively denied both in writing and verbally.
3) See #2 above. My T&L continued to show 32 hours and work on Friday which was denied.
Continued lack of accommodations, violations of ada paperwork restrictions and the ongoing
issues with harassment and hostile work environment continued to have a severe negative
impact on my documented ada disabilities.
4) See #2 above. I was never formally notified my hours were reduced to 30. T&L continued to
show 32. See #3 above. Continued lack of accommodations, violations of ada paperwork
restrictions and the ongoing issues with harassment and hostile work environment continued to
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have a severe negative impact on my documented ada disabilities. In fact, repeated attempts to
have environmental factors in the office addressed resulted in my doctor declaring the area
potentially fatal to my health 11/5/19. This was documented with multiple college and district
employees and is currently ongoing. This idea was echoed by another doctor in 1/9/20 who tied
the exposure directly to my deteriorating health.
5) See above. I never confirmed the schedule when I moved to 30 hours a week, because I never
was notified I was moving to 30 hours a week. My T&L continued to show 32 hours. I have
copies of nearly all time cards from the system showing 32 hours. I would not have approved
the hours listed if I was really approving a 30 hour schedule because the hours listed make 32.
What 35 hour work schedule? I provided new ada paperwork in October from my doctor
requesting my hours be limited to 30 a week and flexed between 10:00 – 6:00. This was never
discussed, approved, or denied. Again, I reiterate, T&L has shown 32 hours all along.

Current issues:
Bullitt 1) Nearly all time has been related to my ongoing ada documented disabilities and the negative
consequences of a harassing and hostile work environment and ongoing lack of accommodations. I call
in every morning and state that the late time is due to ada which I have been told repeatedly by both my
doctors and Dr. Deric Hall himself is protected.
Bullitt 2) Hours are not actual hours worked as stated. I already presented the corrections to the
previous hours stated to Georgetta Kelly in October. No follow up was provided by her office then to
the fact that Robert Contreras submitted incorrect information. This information is also correct. I
address actual times in a separate document. Besides, since I was the only one left in the office at this
hour, who was recording when I left. Evening employees of public safety can back up the fact I rarely
left at 5:00 as I normally stopped in and said good night to them, since one of my end of the day duties
usually consisted of delivering paperwork to them for the morning shift. There are also numerous
mentions in my timeline of times I stayed to help fellow employees or visitors to the area who had had
considerable trouble reaching Bobby. I also have some pictures of my phone showing times after 5:00
which I can not manipulate. Besides, I don’t know who compiled this information but as an example,
glancing at 12/10/19 – 12:20 – 1:00 does not make 10 minutes. My logs also reflect holiday time in my
totals, something their totals still appear to lack.
Bullitt 3) I believe this was also addressed in October. No I do not take my lunch break right when I get
in. Yes I bring food with me and yes I am reading emails and responding to phone messages as I’m
eating. Sometimes, I nibble on stuff a few hours later. As I had not been working a full 6 hours and
arriving around lunchtime, and as the doctor changed my diet to eating a small amount every few hours,
I had not been taking a firm lunch break. I have been doing it this way since before Brenda left. A 6.5
hour sift as required by T&L plus a firm ½ hour lunch break puts me over the 6 hour maximum per the
doctor. And this lunch time is not what was keeping me from getting my required work done.
Continuously having to deal with poor health from the hostile work environment, constantly having to
back myself up from harassment from district employees, and constantly having to do other employees
work is what was keeping me from doing my job. The sheer number of times I’ve had to do work for an
absent Bobby, or correct Bobby’s work is what keeps me from doing my job. The number of times I’ve
dropped my own duties to cover for or be the only coverage in a short handed department keeps me
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from getting my job done. Every time I have to move out of my own area because it is unsafe for me to
continue working there, and move to inadequate locations to work on inadequate equipment keeps me
from getting my job done.
Bullitt 4) Already addressed in Bullitt point 3. And might I point out the ratios are not accurate to begin
with as they should reflect the amount of time I was paid for working and not the actual seat time since
the weeks reflected are the time when the campus is closed most due to holidays. For example, we are
closed from Christmas Eve to January 2nd, but I was paid. Plus I had some vacation time during this time,
which is also a paid status. The deficiencies in the ratios are grossly exaggerated for this time period.
Bullitt 5) Not sure how to address this one, since it would take some time to audit my time. But I do
have to question the accuracy of this statement since there were a large number of absence and time
adjustments going back to August 2018 which were never completed by Bernadette LaMazza or Robert
Contreras. These were reported to Debbie Craft and Valerie Gibbs at the District Office in November. I
only recently heard my last day worked that their investigation concluded. This leave me questioning if
the requested adjustments from November 2019 on were ever completed, or corrected in the system.
This was something I was going to double check the next week, but my access to the system was pulled
before I could check. At any rate, the majority of this time was legitimate absences due to an ada
documented illness and the ongoing harassing and hostile work environment which is in direct violation
of my ada paperwork. All vacation time was preapproved. The rest of the time was family or other life
emergencies normally covered by personal time which in my case was stripped to cover other time. And
I do still accrue some sick time every pay period according to my paystub, so it can’t all be unpaid every
week.
Policy violations:
“Willful and intentional failure to perform job duties…” Never. Not in the nearly 40 years I have been
an employee. If I didn’t get to something, it was due to working on other job duties, my own as well as a
considerable amount of time performing other people’s jobs. And I would like to see a list of specific job
duties this is referring to since both Robert Contreras and Bernadette LaMazza constantly claim they
don’t even know what my duties consist of. And with no one in the office to oversee my work most of
the time, how can they claim it is “willful” or “intentional”.
“Neglect of juty, including…lack of application or effort; or reading for pleasure, viewing TV or sleeping,
etc. during work time.” Which is it? Specifics please because I do not, and never have, blown off my job
by reading or watching movies during work time. I do use my ipod or kindle with headphones for stress
reduction (something listed in the Job Accommodation Network as a reasonable accommodation that
the company should provide) in the office, like everyone else in the department, but I’ve never watched
a movie on work time. Some of the times, my headphones aren’t even attached to anything, I’m just
wearing them to block out distractions. As for sleeping on the job, again never. And as Deric Hall
pointed out several times, how did they arrive at these conclusions? Since Bobby was gone most of the
time who witnessed this supposed activity. According to Deric, if they have my office bugged, they had
better be able to provide a good excuse as to why my office was bugged that doesn’t involve an attempt
to trap me. But I know they can’t have proof because I know I didn’t do these things. And Deric also
pointed out that even if they have proof I was sleeping on the job, given my ada status, they never
checked with me to see if I was alright nor gave me an attempt to correct it. He also pointed out that at
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first glance, one does not fire any given employee for these charges without having made an attempt to
address it first as well as providing specifics.
“Tardiness…the unexcused reporting to work after the scheduled starting time” Yes I reported after the
starting time every day, but by this definition, it shouldn’t be counted since the time was ada related. I
was notified by Dr. Jo in the past that a manager can’t even ask why you are late as long as you reported
it as an absence tied to ada, which I did EVERY morning.
“Failure to observe…scheduled starting and ending times of meal periods…” I’m not even sure what
start and end time I should be observing for meal periods. I don’t remember ever talking to Bobby
about a firm lunch time. This letter lists my hours as 10:00 – 5:00 Monday – Thursday and 10:00 – 4:30
on Fridays with a ½ hour lunch. It does not specify a lunch time. Given the fact that all members of our
department eat at their desk throughout their shifts, I’m not even sure when their set lunch times are.
“Termination is the dismissal of an employee for conduct that involves dishonesty, violation of the law,
significant risk to MCCCD’s operations, the safety or well-being of oneself or others, repeated or serious
violations of MCCCD’s policies, procedures, or Administrative Regulations, Employment Standards, other
serious misconduct or sustained unsatisfactory performance…” I’m not sure absences due to declining
health brought bought by continued harassment, hostile work environment, lack of documented
accommodations, violations of ada paperwork restrictions, being overworked in a shorthanded
department counts according to this definition. And what about their ongoing “violation of the law” in
failing to not only accommodate me, but in taking actions that directly threaten my life? By this
definition, what I am most guilty of is continuing to report to work in a work environment that the
doctor has documented could be fatal to me. I also have an unfortunate history of cancelling my
appointments and not following through on testing or procedures. Since I am chronically being harassed
about hours I’ve already lost due to illness, I’ve been afraid to lose more time for any but the most
critical of appointments. This has also contributed to a reluctance to even try new treatments for my
medical conditions for fear that they might make my conditions worse and lead to even more lost time.
Notes on meetings listed – More information provided in the timeline which can provide further context
of what was happening at the time:
8/22/18 – “…you confirmed you would work seven (7) hours per day, as was confirmed by
documentation you provided to your supervisor and Human Resources [I’m not sure what
documentation they are referring to, but in every meeting discussing hours, I specified that proper
accommodations needed to be in place first for me to recover enough to make those hours and that I
wasn’t making those required hours due to continued lack of accommodations – I even made sure to say
this in meeting when I was told that no accommodations would be discussed or provided]…As of this
date of the drafting of this letter, you have not provided any documentation necessitating a change in
your work schedule [I’m typing this from a letter received 4/17/20 – I submitted new ada paperwork
limiting me to 30 hours a week making 6 hour days around October 23, 2019 – please note that Lisa
Kussard did not follow up with the minutes to me until 10/4/18]…”
4/10/19 – “…you confirmed your work schedule [pointing out that the hours were contingent on
accommodations being provided and violations of ada paperwork ceasing]…You were reminded that
your work schedule had been modified from forty (40) hours per week [before most of the people
currently involved in this conflict ever worked for Chandler-Gilbert] to thirty (30) hours per week [again
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– I was never formally notified that my schedule had changed, the expected work hours listed in this
very letter amount to 32 hours and I have copies of almost all timesheets showing T&L remained at 32
hours during this whole time period – even when the work hours supplied by Robert Contreras equaled
only 26]…You were given until April 19, 2019 to provide this updated documentation [my specialists
book out 3-4 months at a time, when I saw the length of time that this would be delayed, I notified Lisa
Kussard – my doctors were not concerned about meeting what they saw as unreasonable timelines of
the District since there had been multiple reports of the District not providing the doctor’s
recommended accommodations in the first place and according to my doctor’s, ada related absences
were not/should not be an offense leading to termination especially in the absence of any
accommodations]…”
6/6/19 “…Between August 22, 2018 and June 6, 2019, you were averaging about twenty (20) hours per
week…” [I already addressed the validity of this statement in October 2019 with Georgetta Kelly’s office
with no action or follow up from her – also these dates include dates that my T&L showed I should be
working but was denied access to campus – and again, absences were mostly due to ada documented
illnesses aggravated by lack of accommodations and ongoing harassment and hostile work environment,
as well as, violations of documented ada paperwork]…”
6/19/19 “…You were directed to provide updated documentation stating the number of hours your
doctor agreed was medically feasible for you to work…As of August 27, 2019, you have not provided the
requested updated documentation [I notified Lisa of the delay involved once I found out my specialists
were book out 3-4 months minimum, again, they were not concerned about the lag time due to the fact
that my absences were increasing due to documented ada illnesses and the declining work environment
and in their often voiced opinion, not eligible for direct termination without it becoming a valid
harassment claim – documentation was provided as soon as I received it 10/23/19 and it has gone
completely ignored]…”
10/7/19 “…you received the ADA paperwork again, per your request, to have you and your doctor
complete. As of February 19, 2020, we have not received any updated ADA paperwork from you or your
doctor [this paperwork was emailed to Lisa Kussard on 10/23/19 – I am unsure who else received it at
that time as the cover letter is one of my missing emails – When I “met” with Lisa and Robert Contreras
on 11/13/19, Lisa claimed that she was unaware of several critical points my doctor made in the
paperwork. I printed out another copy and gave it to her personally which she shared with Bobby on
the spot. Part of this meeting was recorded and I believe I have her on tape reviewing the paperwork
with Bobby which according to Dr. Jo Ann Pina was supposed to be kept confidential. In fact, I recall
Deric Hall stating that this paperwork is not supposed to be shared with the supervisor, only the
provided accommodations.]
“…In every meeting regarding attendance, punctuality, and work schedules, you have been reminded of
the need to work a minimum of thirty (30) hours per week…and, should that need to change, you need
to provide updated ADA accommodation paperwork. As outlined above, you consistently fail to provide
any updated ADA information [and yet again, I was never formally informed of my hours changing, even
after providing updated ADA paperwork stating my hours needed to be 30 provided just 6 months prior
to this letter. T&L consistently shows 32 hours which I have printouts for. I also mention in every
meeting that absences are directly ada related due to lack of accommodations and violations of ada
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paperwork restrictions and that I can only meet the 30 hours if accommodations are at least attempted,
many of these meetings were recorded]…”

“…This letter serves as notice of your ineligibility for rehire [so I’m guilty no matter what? Even if by
some miracle, the truth comes out I’m still being punished for their inaction and false claims? This
sounds pretty final no matter what just for being accused of something.]

You wanted to know what this whole situation cost me: more pain and suffering then anyone should
have to endure. I have spent years trying to contact anyone who could assist me, force them to comply
with any of the requested accommodations. I have many witnesses over the years that have observed
their transgressions or been in communication with me either verbally or by email. I have pictures,
emails, witnesses, recordings and now I’m told it all means nothing. I have even submitted doctor’s
statements that the hostile work environment could be fatal to me. And I have gotten nowhere except
to be verbally threatened and threatened in writing, lied to and lied about and now possibly terminated.
My health has declined to the point that it may take years to recover if ever. I have even put off trying
some new treatment, or office visits, or procedures because I was afraid to lose any more work. I have
lived in constant fear of making any mistakes, or saying the wrong thing, or doing the wrong thing in
case it is the one thing they could use to get rid of me. This stress has added to the decline in my health.
I have continued to come into a work environment that is so potentially dangerous, I’ve lived in a mask
since October 2019. And they appear to be violation of not only ada law, but my policy manual as well.
I have been an employee in good standing for a very long time. I served many terms as an officer on the
governing board for my employee group under multiple presidents. I had great job evaluations prior to
Brenda Croteau whose job evaluations for me dropped considerably once this harassment started to
pick up, till she decided not to play their game anymore. I have even received special recognition in the
past for my assistance to the current department. And I think I have shown a tremendous amount of
loyalty to a department that I involuntarily assigned to when my position was suddenly eliminated with
no warning. After all, I’ve stuck around through all of this and I really am the senior member of the
department. Bobby constantly asks me questions about the history of one thing or another. I’ve stuck
around through us being short handed for over a year, and pitched in where needed to keep the
department running, often needing to slack off on my own job to do so. I have constantly pitched in
since Bobby became manager to correct his work and improve his lack of knowledge on certain things in
the department. They have not only accused me of falsehoods, but lied to me and about me as well. If
this is allowed to continue, they are attacking my very character.
My declining health has cost me a tremendous amount in my personal life was well. My pain level is
such that I am on constant medication to function. My depression is sometimes crippling to the point
I’m not sure why I continue or how. I can’t properly care for my aging parents in the way that all parents
deserve to be treated in their waning years. There are times when they have to care for me. I’ve lost
friends because I can no long do things on the weekend besides sleep and recover from work. My
exhaustion is so bad at times that I can’t even take part in hobbies that meant the world to me. I have
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missed life experiences I will never recover such as my 30-year reunion, visiting with relatives who mean
the world to me who died shortly after I couldn’t visit with them, the recent memorial of two very dear
friends who meant so much to me I still haven’t recovered from their loss…. And if this travesty
continues – I will miss what I’ve spent the last 30 years trying to attain – satisfaction in my retirement.
In fact, this has even jeopardized the amount I will retire with due to the amount of absence time
unpaid that could’ve been put in the system. I have been cut off from co-workers who have become
friends over time and who have not only provided a support structure and some stability for me (vital
with my medical conditions), but in some cases, have become part of my extended family. And doing
this right as covid is ramping up not only increases the stress involved (thus increasing my symptoms),
but takes me out of the office when my experience could be of most benefit and makes any attempt at a
fair process more suspect and difficult. And there’s the fact that not only have they directly made me
sicker, but now they will be cutting off my paycheck, my benefits, and jeopardizing my ability to seek
work elsewhere. Both because of my health, and because now I would have an Involuntary Termination
on my record.
I could go on, but I hope by now you get the picture.
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Notes in response to allegations presented April 17, 2020 by Kathie Bennett

Background from October allegations presented by supervisor Robert Contreras October 8, 2019 –
Please note: this was a written warning presented in October 2019 and the response below was
cobbled together from my draft and Mr. Pruitt’s edits – the formal letter submitted is buried in the
documents requested in my public records search, I’m sure District HR can provide the original. The
only response to this information was a formal letter from Georgetta Kelly telling me that not only did
this written warning not follow proper procedure as outlined in our policy manual, but that the
allegations seemed to be based on incorrect information. She did suggest I submit a formal grievance
against Robert Contreras, but there were no further attempts to address the issue of lack of
accommodations, the hazardous working conditions affecting my health, nor the incorrect data used in
submitting the allegations in the first place. Except for repeated “invitations” to file formal paperwork
against Robert Contreras, there was no follow up with me personally to either rectify the situation, or to
use the incorrect information against me at a later date. In fact, I made repeated requests to speak with
Kathie Bennet herself, but was ignored. Requests to speak with the ada coordinator for CGC at the time
were denied. And conversations with Deric Hall, Lisa Kussard, Robert Contreras and President Peterson
yielded no assistance.
October 2019 appeal letter follows:
As an employee, of over 25 years, with documented disabilities, I have continuously been
subjected to ongoing disagreements with both Campus HR and District HR concerning my ADA paperwork,
requested accommodations, lack of accommodations and ongoing violations of my submitted ADA
paperwork for the last 3 years or so. This situation has developed into a harassing, discriminatory and
hostile work environment that has only increased in severity since a formal, internal EEO investigation
was concluded in May 2018. As part of this investigation, I engaged in protected activities by raising
genuine concerns about my treatment because of my disabilities and requests for reasonable
accommodations. [Mr. Pruitt’s edit: Since that time, I have been subjected to ongoing discrimination and
retaliation to include, as a limited sample only, the following: (a) I have been repeatedly exposed to
violations of my ADA paperwork filed June 20, 2018; (b) reasonable accommodations have been refused
in bad faith; and (c) I have been subjected to repeated meetings which have been hostile and threatening,
and most recently, repeatedly subjected to verbal comments that I “should not be allowed to work” and
that I “should be fired/terminated”.] Since that time, I have been repeatedly exposed to violations of my
ADA paperwork filed June 20, 2018, had requested paperwork refused as submitted, been subjected to
repeated meetings which I have documented as hostile and threatening, and most recently, repeatedly
subjected to verbal comments that I “should not be allowed to work” and that I “should be
fired/terminated”. I have submitted repeated emails to Dr. Deric Hall, solicited advice from employee
advocates, sent emails up the chain of command all the way to the Chancellor’s office, and even sought
outside assistance in attempting to rectify this situation. All to no avail to date.
This whole affair has led to my continued attempts to work in an environment that my doctors have
described as “harassing” and even “toxic” to my health. This ongoing situation has led to a severe
increase in my symptoms which has negatively affected my attendance. While I dispute the concerns in
the Letter of Discipline, it is the District’s actions and omissions that have directly affected my health
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which directly impacts my attendance. My appeal of the issuance of the Letter of Discipline is based on
the following facts:
1)

I contend that my punctuality issues come from an increase in my disability symptoms resulting
from continued harassment and discrimination concerning my requested accommodations and
lack of provision of requested accommodations.
2) An audit of my time does not support the claims presented in the Letter of Discipline which
states “Since August 22, 2018, you were averaging about twenty (20) hours per week, far below
the thirty (30) hours required to maintain full-time status and benefits.” Once I accounted for
Maricopa’s closed dates and times when I was on an approved vacation, I came up with the
following weekly figures and notes:
August 2018 – 30.25, 29.0
September 2018 – 21, 28, 30.5, 29.75
October 2018 – 26.75, 16.25, 27.25, 10 (Dr.’s release from work), 17.50 (Surgery)
November 2018 – 25, 18.25 (Surgery), 31.25, 21.75
December 2018 – 27, 29.25, 28.75, 32 (Winter Break)
January 2019 – 25, 24.75, 26.25, 28.25, 9.25 (extended absence due to a severe ADA flare)
February 2019 – 8.5 (still out due to extended ADA flare), 22.75, 28.5, 20.75
March 2019 – 19.0, 24.5, 22.0, 21.25
April 2019 – 24.75, 26.25, 22.25, 22.5, 23.25
3) Summer months were impacted by the continued denial of requested accommodations to
account for the 10 hour days required by Maricopa, which were prohibited by my ADA
paperwork. On May 9th, 2019, I received an email from my supervisor, Robert Contreras, that
my summer hours would officially be 10:00 a.m. – 5 p.m., which only account for 26 hours each
week (assuming a ½ hour lunch). This is even below the 30 hours stated in the Letter of
Discipline. My Time and Labor time sheets did not match this and continued to show that I was
scheduled to work on Friday’s. Repeated requests to work on Friday as an accommodation
were met with denials. And although I brought up the fact that not only did my Time and Labor
reflect that I should be working Fridays but that other campus employees were allowed to work
on Fridays, I was continued to be barred from my office, both verbally and in writing, for the
summer months. Thus robbing me of an additional 60 hours or so that could have been
potentially worked.
May 2019 – 16.5, 17.75, 16.25, 21
June 2019 – 22.75, 23.25, 23.5, 24.25
July 2019 – 24.5, 32 (Pre-approved vacation), 32 (Pre-approved vacation), 26
4) Hours continue as follows:
August 2019 – 26, 28, 24.5, 28, 25
September 2019 – 26.75, 24.75, 13.5, 21.75
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5) Further complicating the figures presented in the Letter of Discipline is the fact that I discovered
numerous dates where I requested Absence adjustments and/or Time and Labor adjustments
that appear to have never been made. Requests were made to then supervisor, Bernadette
LaMazza, and current supervisor, Robert Contreras. As I have recently completed the audit of
my time, I will be submitting dates and requested adjustments that were not made to Sandi
Badilla for her to research.
6) The Letter of Discipline states, “Your response to the Notice of Intent to Discipline did not, in our
judgment, disprove the allegations contained therein, or provide sufficient mitigating
circumstances….” I stated in the meeting with Mika Davis on October 7, 2019 that the absences
were due to an increase in my symptoms stemming from an ongoing lack of accommodations
(for documented ADA conditions). In prior meetings, I also stated that the attendance issue was
due to ongoing accommodations issues.
7) The Letter of Discipline states, “Your actions violated: …Group 2 – C-2: Tardiness, defined as the
unexcused reporting to work after the scheduled start time.” I believe, except for a few
instances of family emergencies, every call or email into the office every day has clearly stated it
is due to an ADA related issue.
8) The Letter of Discipline states, “As of August 27, 2019, you have not provided any update to the
number of hours your doctor stated you could work…” I clearly stated to Lisa [Kussard] in the
meeting in June that my doctors were booking 2-3 months out and it would probably be
September before I could get in. I let her know in the October 7, 2019 meeting that I would be
getting in to one of the doctors in question within the next few weeks. She sent me a new ADA
packet that afternoon with a due date of 2 weeks. On October 8, 2019, I received this written
warning.
9) The Letter of Discipline states, “In addition, employees who have received a Written Warning
within the last twelve months are not eligible for an annual increase or an in-range progression.”
When I accepted this position over 10 years ago, I was told that my transfer title and grade of
Office Coordinator I grade 7 was just a probationary position due to the transfer and once that
probationary period was over, I would be moved into the more applicable position of Office
Coordinator II grade 8. Despite repeated requests made by my then supervisor, Brenda
Croteau, to realign my job title to match other employees in the District doing similar work, I
never received that title change. Once Brenda left in July 2018, I began attempting to assist my
co-worker, Robert Contreras with the additional needs of the department brought on by the
vacancy. This necessitated additional training and the need to set aside some of my own duties.
This additional workload added greatly to the stressors of the department as I began to worry
constantly about falling short in not only my attempts to do the work I had been away from for
so long, but my own job as well. To date, Robert Contreras has applied for and received Brenda
Croteau’s old position leaving his job now vacant. He has been assigned a second campus to
oversee which leaves me the ONLY coverage in the department a lot of the time. In the 14
months since Brenda left, we are still not totally staffed and covering an additional campus,
leaving both of us over-worked and in my opinion, over stressed beyond anything considered
normal for what should be a straight forward office position.
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I don’t know where this whole process will lead. I have felt a sense of disjointed presence in the
office for so long. Part of me really wants to come to CGC where I have belonged for so long as I really
do love the work I am doing and there are still some really good people here that I get to help. But part
of me constantly dreads coming to work because I don’t know if each day will be the day I get called into
yet another harassing meeting, or be exposed to triggers which my paperwork clearly states I shouldn’t
be. I constantly wonder if this will be yet another day where I will go home sick yet again from my
physical and emotional environment. I carry this stress home with me where it impacts me and my
disability as well. When I go home from work with a 3-day migraine because some factor of my
paperwork was violated yet again, I feel like it’s an attack and the seemingly unfairness of it eats at me.
I think that is really what is at the heart of this matter. Imagine getting attacked and hurt, then
while you are hurting you get the blame not only for the attack, but for getting hurt as well. In the past I
have done what I felt I could do safely with reaching out to HR, District, Dr. Jo[Ann Pina], Dr. [Deric] Hall,
even the Chancellor. I filed new ADA paperwork and began working with Dr. Jo. She said that should
give me some protection while we could get accommodations in place. It didn’t – she was great and
tried to be very helpful, but she met with roadblocks every step of the way, finally ending her being
reassigned. I even tried to file an EEOC complaint. Dr. Hall said it would help protect me while the
situation could be straightened out. It didn’t – in fact, it seems to have made things worse. Leading us
now to this action. I don’t know what more I can do internally. I believe the system is broken in
multiple places. Not only do we no longer have representation as employees, but the very structure of
who and what we are has been in flux for too long. Even our policy manuals are constantly undergoing
revisions and changes. In this environment how does any employee undergoing this “Discipline” process
expect to get a fair hearing or resolution?
In summary, it is impossible, unfair, and illegal to disregard my ADA-related issues with my work
attendance. The two issues are inseparable. My health problems have been exacerbated by my work
environment. My deteriorating health has directly affected my attendance. If I was not working in an
environment that has subjected me to harassment, discrimination, and retaliation because of my
disabilities and protected behaviors, I know my attendance would improve. Moreover, the Letter of
Discipline has grossly underreported the hours I have actually worked and has unfairly docked me hours
that should not be counted against me for alleged absenteeism. I request that the Letter of Discipline and
Formal Written Warning be rescinded and removed from my personnel file.
Current allegations presented by Kathie Bennett April 17, 2020 – what follows is the background
information presented to Mr. Pruitt for the appeal letter to the current allegations which was not
accepted. I became seriously ill after the presentation of the letter outlining the allegations and placing
me on administrative leave in March. One of my doctors (the one who filled out the ADA paperwork in
October, which was/is still being ignored, filled out a note to present to Kathie Bennett’s office
documenting the flare in my illness and requesting a brief extension of the deadline for the appeal
letter. This request was denied nearly a week after the deadline as I was working on this appeal, which
was ultimately denied. The request for a phone call from Kathie Bennett to discuss the allegations, per
her letter, was also ignored. Please keep in mind, some of the same allegations were already appealed
to Kathie Bennett in October 2019 without any follow up or corrections.
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As stated in the letter: “…provide me with a written response to the allegations, including any
supporting materials, facts which were pertinent to the allegations and an explanation of any mitigating
circumstances you wished the Department to consider. You did not respond…you did ask for an
extension to the notice period, which was denied…” -- I thought the request for an extension was
considered a response and the District didn’t deny the requested extension till several days after the
deadline had past. If I could have had the requested information completed by the deadline, I wouldn’t
have asked for an extension. And the request was backed up by a note from my doctor documenting
the severe effect the whole matter was having on my documented ADA recognized disability. This is the
same doctor who filled out my most recent ADA paperwork (at their request after they refused to follow
his first submitted paperwork) which was submitted by email in October 2019 (by their given deadline)
and again in November 2019 by hand after they claimed to have never received the October 2019
paperwork. After working on it over the weekend, thinking the extension might’ve been accepted when
I heard nothing by their own deadline, they denied the extension. I also requested a phone call from
Kathy Bennett to discuss the issue in March 2020, which she stated in the letter was an acceptable
means of communication, which was also ignored. Not denied, just totally ignored. I feel that, since the
note came from the same doctor who submitted two ADA packets which have been ignored, the denial
of my requested extension based on my medical condition is yet another example of the District’s
continued harassment and non-compliance in meeting my accommodation needs. My current medical
condition, which I am told, is a direct result of the District’s continued actions of harassment,
overbearing discipline and non-compliance.
History portion:
1)

As stated in the letter: “Since August 22, 2018, you have had excessive absenteeism and
punctuality issues…You have been averaging about twenty (20) hours per week…”
a. I already addressed this allegation in the first rebuttal to Georgetta Kelly in October with
no response from her other than the fact that Robert Contreras presented incorrect
information and did not follow the proper procedure to report a policy violation as
outlined in the same policy. She did feel strongly enough about the policy violation at
that time to tell me I should/could file a grievance against Mr. Contreras. I was asked by
District employees to file grievance against Mr. Contreras several more times. Each
time, I did not pursue the matter in order to keep some peace in the office and because
I was afraid any action on my part would result in the very situation I’m in now leading
to termination.
b. Yes the average hours are less than 32 a week, but they are not as low as the 20 hours
presented in this letter. This was already pointed out to Georgetta Kelly in October with
an offer to send her copies of my time cards, which she did not follow up on. The
figures presented by Mr. Contreras include pre-approved vacation time, holiday time
when the campus was closed and I was not allowed to work, times I requested to work
as an ADA accommodation but was denied, and sick time due to the ongoing medical
issues kept active due to the District’s own actions. All of these have a direct impact on
the ratios as presented. I do find it interesting the dates start about the same time
former supervisor Brenda Croteau left the district. At that time, Ms. LaMazza was made
my direct supervisor, even though I had previously filed a completed EEO investigation
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against her. Repeated attempts to block this action or be reassigned were consistently
denied or ignored. Leaving Ms. LaMazza in the perfect spot to continuously harass me,
provide an ongoing hostile environment and collect whatever data she needed to have
me terminated which she said she was going to do in September 2019. Brenda Croteau
had repeatedly told me that the District was trying to get rid of me, but that she was
protecting me and wouldn’t “play” along because she knew they couldn’t fire me for
medical absences. I even told her (and many others) during this time period that they
were withholding accommodations in order to make me too sick to work so they could
fire me for absences.
c. Complicating the presented information was the fact that, during the audit conducted
to obtain the correct figures, I discovered that absence corrections reported to Mr.
Contreras and Ms. LaMazza going back several years (and included in the time frame of
these allegations) were never made. Once the computer system for our time sheets and
absences close for the week, only a manager can make the correction. I discovered
these discrepancies in October 2019 when I conducted the first audit on my time sheets
and informed Georgetta Kelly. I compiled the data and sent the packet to Ms. Gibbs and
Ms. Craft at District in November. When I heard nothing acknowledging that they were
investigating the matter, I sent another email in January 2020 (I don’t have the exact
date, this is one of the emails I requested in my records search) asking for an update. I
heard did not hear a resolution to this matter until March 18th or so, just before the
initial letter received from Georgetta Kelly on March 19th. I was informed that the audit
was complete and that I owed money back to the District which would be taken out of
my banked vacation time. I have had no opportunity to follow up on this matter with
them as my email was cut off the following day. And my initial report to them was
November 2019, so I have no idea if requested time adjustments from November 2019
to March 2020 were ever completed as I’ve been locked out of the time and absence
reporting as well. I also have no idea if either Ms. LaMazza or Mr. Contreras were cited
or disciplined by the District for signing off on incorrect time sheets or failing to correct
time sheets when the needed correction was reported. I also have no idea if the
absence side of the system was corrected as well as it is a separate system from our
time sheets.
2) As stated in the letter: “In an April 10, 2019 meeting, it was reiterated to you that your schedule
was adjusted from thirty-two (32) to thirty (30) hours per week…During that meeting you
confirmed you could work 7 hours per day as outlined by your doctor, or thirty (30) hours per
week”
a. I never received a formal verbal or written confirmation that my hours had been
reduced from 32 to 30. Every meeting I was in, I was told that my hours could not be
reduced without new ADA paperwork listing it as an accommodation. During this whole
time, my time sheets, as provided by the system, continued to show 32 hours. Even
now on administrative leave, my paycheck is still showing 32 hours. I do not know what
my time sheets are showing as I have been locked out of the system. I can provide
screen shots of my time sheets showing the 32 hours.
b. My T&L continued to show 32 hours during the Summer of 2019 when Mr. Contreras
formally listed my hours in an email totaling 26. T&L continued to show 32 hours and
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that I was scheduled to work Fridays during the Summer, which was an accommodation
I had repeatedly requested and was repeatedly denied in previous summers. When I
made the request in 2019, it was aggressively denied both in writing and verbally.
When this discrepancy was pointed out to Mr. Contreras and Ms. LaMazza in an
accommodation meeting (with EEO employee Deric Hall) during the summer, Ms.
LaMazza told Mr. Hall it was a mistake and would be fixed. Yet in February 2020 when I
checked back time and labor, time sheets were still showing 32 hours and permission to
work on Fridays. When Mr. Hall questioned my request to work on Friday’s, Ms.
LaMazza told him NO ONE worked Friday’s during the summer even though I had
already pointed out to Mr. Hall a number of other departments working Friday’s,
including some that were under the same VP that our department was.
c. Seven (7) hours x five (5) days = thirty five (35) hours not thirty (30) as stated in the
letter.
3) As stated in the letter: “During MCCCD 2019 summer hours (four/ten-hour days), you continued
to arrive late to work…Further, you continued to not meet your 7-hours per day schedule and
the 30-hours per week…”
a. Continued non-compliance with requested accommodations, violations of ADA
paperwork restrictions and ongoing issues with harassment and hostile work
environment continued to have a severe negative impact on my documented ADA
disabilities. And yet I still continued to show up daily and was often the only coverage in
an extremely short handed department as both Mr. Contreras and Ms. LaMazza were
often absent from the office.
b. My T&L continued to show 32 hours and that I should be working on Friday’s which was
a requested accommodation which was denied.
c. I received an email from Mr. Contreras May 9, 2019 listing my official summer hours as
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., Monday – Thursday. If he meant for a ½ hour lunch, this made
6.5 hours x 4 days for a total of 26 hours. If I was meant to work 7 hour days as stated in
this part of the letter, 7 hour days x the 4 days we were open, that still would only make
28 hours. Still short of the 30 hours listed in this paragraph, while my T&L still showed
32 hours and working on Fridays. To make the 30 hours listed in this paragraph, I
would’ve had to work 7.5 hours each day which was a violation of my ADA paperwork
(which the District acknowledges that they recognize in this very same paragraph). To
work 32 hours in the 4 days would’ve required a greater violation at 8 hour days (8.5 if a
½ hour lunch was factored in).
4) As stated in the letter: “In August 2019, once MCCCD returned to regular office schedules
(five/eight hour days) you continued to arrive to work up to two and a half hours past your start
time. Again, you did not meet your 7-hours per day, 30 hours per week work schedule…”
a. Even after returning to the 5 days per week work schedule, I was never formally notified
my hours were reduced to 30 hours. My time sheets continued to show 32 hour per
week. 7 hour days x 5 days a week makes 35 hours which is over the 32 hours shown on
my time sheets, and over the 30 hours which this paragraph states I should’ve been
working. Even after submitting update ADA paperwork at the request of Ms. Kussard
and District stating my work hours should be limited to 6 hour days or 30 hours a week,
my time was never adjusted. When I last checked T&L in March 2020, the week this
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letter was delivered, my DISTRICT time sheets still reflected 32 hours. Paychecks
received while on Administrative leave since then, still reflect 32 hours.
b. Continued lack of accommodations, violations of ADA paperwork restrictions and the
ongoing issues with harassment and hostile work environment continued to have a
severe negative impact on my documented ADA disabilities. In fact, repeated attempts
to have environmental factors in the office addressed resulted in my doctor declaring
the area potentially fatal to my health 11/5/19. This was documented with multiple
college and district employees and is currently ongoing. This idea was echoed by
another doctor in 1/9/20 who tied the exposure directly to my deteriorating health.
c. To date, I believe the repeated attempts to have the situation corrected and my
increasing requests to District personnel for assistance not only led to increasing
hostility between myself and Mr. Contreras (as witnessed and remarked on by multiple
employees) but has led directly to the present health crisis I am now facing and this
situation leading to my “pending” termination.
5) As stated in the letter: “Your approved shift schedule is from 10AM to 5 PM, Monday –
Thursday, and 10AM to 4:30PM on Friday, with a half an hour lunch each day. This schedule
was one you requested when you were approved to move to 32-hours per week, and
reconfirmed with you when you were approved to move to 30-hours per week…The 30-hour per
week is a reduction of both the 32-hours per week and the 35-hours a week work schedule…By
agreeing to the 10AM – 5 PM shift, you affirmed your ability to meet those hours…”
a. I never confirmed this schedule when I moved to 30 hours a week, because I never was
notified I was moving to 30 hours a week. My T&L continued to show 32 hours. I have
copies of nearly all time cards from the system showing 32 hours.
b. I would not have approved the hours listed if I was really approving a 30 hour schedule
because the hours listed make 32.
c. What 35 hour work schedule? I do not know what this is in reference to.
d. I provided new ADA paperwork October 2019 (resubmitted by hand in November 2019
when Ms. Kussard claimed to have not received the first one) from my doctor stating my
hours should be limited to 30 a week, 6 hour days and flexed between 10:00 – 6:00.
This was never discussed, approved, or denied.
e. My District time sheets have shown 32 hours all along. My paystubs, even now on
Administrative leave, show 32 hours. Which, as of the submission of the paperwork in
October 2019, is going against the doctor’s recommendations.
f. In every meeting discussing my hours and attendance, I have stated that I could make
the requested time ONLY if accommodations were provided for my documented ADA
condition and ONLY if the ongoing harassment and hostile workplace environment were
fixed and/or eliminated. I would have not agreed to anything, without tying it back to
accommodations, non-compliance and the work environment. I have multiple meetings
audio recorded that can document this fact.

Current issues addressed in the letter presented April 17, 2020 by Georgetta Kelly:
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Bullitt 1) As stated in the letter: “…You continue…to arrive between an hour to three hours late for your
scheduled shift that starts at 10 AM…you have worked less than seven (7) hours per day and less than
thirty (30) hours per week.”
a) Nearly all time has been related to my ongoing documented ADA disabilities and the
negative consequences of a harassing and hostile work environment and ongoing lack of
accommodations. I call in every morning, and state that the late time is due to my ongoing
ADA documented condition.
b) As of the submission of the most recent ADA paperwork, 6 hour days were requested by my
doctor and ignored.
c) A 30 hour work week, which is referenced repeatedly in this letter, is comprised of 5 6-hour
days, not 7 hour days which makes 35 hours. 35 hours would not only represent a violation
of the hours posted in this letter, but my past accepted and current ignored ADA paperwork
as well.
Bullitt 2) As stated in the letter: “In the April 10, 2019 meeting…your scheduled thirty-two (32) hours
per week had been reduced to thirty (30) to meet that modification request, coupled with
documentation from your treating physician, as a result, the expectation was that you would work at
least 30-hours a week…” After this was a chart showing the hours I supposedly worked from November
1, 2019 to February 18, 2020.
a) The updated ADA paperwork officially reflecting 6 hour days for 30 hours a week wasn’t
presented to Ms. Kussard till October 2019. Which is six months after the April 2019
meeting.
b) I was never notified that my hours had been reduced to 30 hours. Not even after the
submission of new ADA paperwork in October 2019 requesting this change.
c) Time sheets and paystubs reflected 32 hours a week and still do.
d) Hours are not actual hours worked as stated. I already presented the corrections to the
previous hours stated to Georgetta Kelly in October 2019. No follow up was provided by her
office then to the fact that Robert Contreras submitted incorrect information. Although she
did suggest I file grievance paperwork against Mr. Contreras, which I did not follow up on.
This information is also incorrect. Since I was often the only one in the office, how did Mr.
Contreras verify my hours? And if he felt my hours were incorrectly reflected in my time
sheets, why did he continue signing off on them? And if he felt my hours were incorrectly
reflected in the time sheets, why was it not formally questioned till this letter? Evening
employees of public safety can back up the fact I rarely left at 5:00 as I normally stopped in
and said good night to them, since one of my end of the day duties usually consisted of
delivering paperwork to them for the morning shift. I also made note of numerous times
that I stayed to help fellow employees or visitors to the area who had had considerable
trouble reaching Mr. Contreras. I also have some pictures of my phone showing times after
5:00.
e) This time period is after the drywall contamination incident in my office. I presented
paperwork from my doctor documenting the severe and dangerous effect this incident had
on my health, including the possibility of a fatal reaction. Effects which I am still suffering
from today. Repeated attempts to get the office cleaned up and safe again were met with
denials from Mr. Contreras and Ms. Kussard. Even after Ms. LaMazza stated in May 2020
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that the office had been thoroughly cleaned due to Covid, I found considerable drywall dust
still contaminating areas of the office, which in turn made me question the Covid cleaning
protocols campus personnel were using.
f) I don’t know who compiled this information but as an example, glancing at 12/10/19 – 12:20
– 1:00 does not make 10 minutes. Glancing at 12/2/19, my actual time reported was 2:00 –
5:00 not 12:00 to 3:00 as reported in this letter. My logs also reflect holiday time when I
was not allowed to work in my totals, something their totals still appear to lack.
g) This time frame falls outside the times that were audited and discrepancies that were
reported to District. As I have no access to the system, I have no way of checking if these
figures reflect requested absence adjustments or time sheet adjustments.
h) Corrected information is as follows:
11/4/19 – 11/8/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
15.5 (Dr. appt.) (Left work very sick due to harassmentfrom Mr. Contreras leading to 1
whole day lost due to extreme flare of ada documented illness) Actual ending times: 5:25
(late call to TSS), 3:15, 4.25 (drive time to district?), 3:00 (left very sick)
11/11/19 – 11/15/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
10.5 + 6.5 = 17 (Veteran’s Day) (Blindsided by two very harassing accommodation meeting
leading to extreme flare of ada documented illness) (Ordered to return to work in dirty
office in violation of ada paperwork) (Issues with strong chemical odor) (Left very ill on
Thursday from continued harassment leading to loss of 1 whole day due to ada documented
illness) Actual ending times: 5:05, 5:05, 4:30 (left very ill)
11/18/19 – 11/22/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
22.5 (Still getting harassment from Lisa – calling office clean – it is not) (Extreme issue with
dust and odors in violation of ada paperwork) Actual ending times: 5:05, 5:05, 5:05, 5:05,
5:00
11/25/19 – 11/29/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
13.75 + 12.5 = 26.25 (Thanksgiving) (Ongoing issues with drywall dust and too warm in office
in violation of ada paperwork) Actual ending times: 5:05, 5:05, 5:15
12/2/19 – 12/6/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
11.5 (Personal time) (Ongoing issues with drywall dust) (More ongoing harassment from
district – both causing severe flare in documented ada illness leading to loss of 2 whole
days) Actual ending times: 5:00, 5:05, 5:05
12/9/19 – 12/13/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
22.75 (Dr. appts) (Ongoing issues with drywall dust and odors in violation of ada paperwork)
Actual ending times: 3:30, 5:05, 5:17, 5:00, 5:15
12/16/19 – 12/20/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
25.25 (Ongoing issues with drywall dust and odors in violation of ada paperwork) Actual
ending times: 5:05, 5:05, 5:15, 5:05, 5:30
12/23/19 – 12/27/19 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
32 (Pre-approved vacation time) (Winter Break campus closed)
12/30/19 - 1/3/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
32 (Winter Break campus closed) (Pre-approved vacation time)
1/6/20 - 1/10/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
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20.25 (Dr. appts) (Medical testing) (More harassment from Lisa and Bobby) Actual ending
times: 4:20, 5:05, 5:10, 2:40, 5:00
1/13/20 - 1/17/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
25.5 Actual ending times: 5:10, 5:05, 5:05, 5:05, 5:20 (late meeting and District business)
1/20/20 - 1/24/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
20 + 6.5 = 26.5 (Martin Luther King Day) Actual ending times: 5:05, 5:10, 5:00, 5:10
1/27/20 - 1/31/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
14.75 (Dr. appts) (Medical testing – bad reaction leading to loss of 1 whole day) Actual
ending times: 5:20 (training ran late), 1:15, 5:00, 5:10
2/3/20 – 2/7/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
25.75 Actual ending times: 5:10, 5:05, 5:05, 5:10, 5:10
2/10/20 – 2/14/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
25.25 (Medical testing reaction) (Issues with District triggering anxiety attack leading to
severe migraine) Actual ending times: 5:05, 5:10, 5:15 (Late renter), 5:15, 5:10
2/17/20 – 2/21/20 Weekly totals, actual ending times and additional notes
18 + 6.5 = 24.5 (President’s Day) (Too warm in office) (Severe issues with District) Actual
ending times: 5:05, 5:05, 5:00, 5:20

Bullitt 3) As stated in the letter: “…When you arrive to work, you would take your lunch break upon
arrival, which further delays you in getting your required work done.”
1) I believe this was also addressed in October 2019. I do bring food with me to nibble on
during my shift. I log on and begin work right when I get in and start my shift by reading
emails and responding to phone messages right away. Unless I am pulled into an
impromptu meeting or have to help someone in Mr. Contreras’s absence, I do nibble
something right when I get in, but it is while I am reading emails and performing other
functions of the job. As I had not been working a full 6 hours and arriving around lunchtime,
I had not been taking a firm lunch break, choosing instead to concentrate on performing the
functions of my job and filling in for Mr. Contreras’s increasing absences from the office.
2) A 6.5 hour sift as required by T&L plus a firm ½ hour lunch break puts me over the 6 hour
maximum per the doctor on the most recent ADA paperwork submitted October 2019.
3) And this break time, which isn’t really as I’m continuing to work, is not what was keeping me
from getting my required work done. Continuously having to deal with poor health from the
hostile work environment, constantly having to back myself up from harassment from
District and campus employees, and constantly having to do other absent employees’ work
is what was keeping me from doing my job. The sheer number of times I’ve had to do work
for an absent Bobby, or correct Bobby’s work is what keeps me from doing my job. The
number of times I’ve dropped my own duties to cover for or be the only coverage in a shorthanded department keeps me from getting my job done. Every time I have to move out of
my own area because it is unsafe for me to continue working there, and move to inadequate
locations to work on inadequate equipment keeps me from getting my job done.
Bullitt 4) As stated in the letter: “Since the pay period ending on November 15, 2019…you have worked
less then sixty (60) hours per pay period…”
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1) Not only are totals inaccurate, as previously pointed out, but the ratios do not reflect
approved vacation times when I was paid, but not present in the office, as well as, closed
holiday hours. These times and ratios reflect the yearly time period when the office
experiences the most closures due to paid holidays. The deficiencies in the ratios are
exaggerated for this time period.
2) Most of the time off during this time frame was composed of increased sick time do to the
physical hazardous condition of the office on my documented ADA medical condition and
the increased harassment from campus and District personnel, or time that the campus was
closed due to holidays and pre-approved vacation time which was approved by Mr.
Contreras himself.
3) Actual pay period totals taken from tally presented above and corrected ratios based on the
30 hour week they keep insisting they told me I should be working, which they did not (I do
not know if all absence and time sheet corrections were completed for this time period as I
do not have access to my records.):
a. Ending 11/15/19 – 32.5 (54.17%)
b. Ending 11/29/19 – 48.75 (81.25%)
c. Ending 12/13/19 – 34.25 (57.08%)
d. Ending 12/27/19 – 57.25 (95.42%)
e. Ending 1/10/20 – 52.22 (87.03%)
f. Ending 1/24/20 – 52 (86.67%)
g. Ending 2/7/20 – 40.5 (67.5%)
Bullitt 5) As stated in the letter: “Between August 6, 2019 and February 2020, you have accumulated
226.76 (5.67 weeks) hours of leave without pay (LWP) for which you had no accruals to cover the leave.”
1) Not sure how to address this one, since it would take some time double check their records
against mine. But I do have to question the accuracy of this statement since there were a
large number of absence and time adjustments going back to August 2018 which were never
completed by Bernadette LaMazza or Robert Contreras. These were reported to Debbie
Craft and Valerie Gibbs at the District Office in November 2019. I only recently heard my
last day worked that their investigation concluded. This leave me questioning if the
requested adjustments from November 2019 on were ever completed, or corrected in the
system. This was something I was going to double check the next week, but my access to
the system was pulled before I could check.
2) The majority of this time was legitimate absences due to my documented ADA illness and
the ongoing harassing and hostile work environment which is in direct violation of my ADA
paperwork. All vacation time was preapproved by Mr. Contreras himself. The rest of the
time was family or other life emergencies normally covered by personal time which in my
case was stripped to cover other time. And I do still accrue some sick time every pay period
according to my paystub, so it can’t all be unpaid leave every week.
3) My paystubs and timesheets reflect a 32 hour week, so the docks were made accordingly to
reflect a 32 hour week. If I should’ve been working a 30 hour week as they keep insisting
they told me I should, then I would think this total should be lower. It’s misleading when I
don’t know if their total is based on 30 hours a week or 32. I can’t even audit the
information without knowing their base.
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4) The allegation simply states February 2020. If I am to double check this information, I do
not know when in February their accounting stops.
Policy violations discussed in the letter:
Policy A-4, Group 1 – B1: “Willful and intentional failure to perform job duties…”
I have never, in my nearly 40 years as an employee of the District, been accused of willfully or
intentionally performing my job duties. If I didn’t get to something, it was due to working on other job
duties, my own as well as a considerable amount of time performing other people’s jobs. And I would
like to see a list of specific job duties this is referring to since both Robert Contreras and Bernadette
LaMazza constantly claim they don’t even know what my duties consist of. And with no one in the office
to oversee my work most of the time, how can they claim it is “willful” or “intentional”. I do believe no
one can read my mind but me, therefore how can someone else claim I did something willfully or
intentionally?
1) What specific job duties is this referring to?
2) When were these specific neglected job duties brought to my attention?
3) Why were no specific neglected job duties mentioned previously in emails or job
evaluations, during the time frame in question, so they could be addressed and corrected?
4) Who, besides me, has the qualifications to state I did anything willfully and/or intentionally
and what factors were used in determining this assessment?
Policy A-4, Group 2 – B-1: “Neglect of duty, including…lack of application or effort; or reading for
pleasure, viewing TV or sleeping, etc. during work time.”
Which is it? Specifics please because I do not, and never have, blown off my job by reading or
watching movies during work time. I do use my ipod or kindle with headphones for stress reduction
(something listed in the Job Accommodation Network as a reasonable accommodation that the
company could provide) in the office, like everyone else in the department, but I’ve never watched a
movie on work time. Some of the times, my headphones aren’t even attached to anything, I’m just
wearing them to block out distractions. As for sleeping on the job, again never. And as someone else
has pointed out to me several times, how did they arrive at these conclusions? Since Bobby was gone
most of the time who witnessed this supposed activity? I know they can’t have proof because I know I
didn’t do these things.
1) What are the specific dates and times of this supposed activity?
2) Who witnessed this supposed activity?
3) What is the specific supposed activity witnessed? Name of the movie being watched, or
book being read?
4) Given my ADA medical condition, if someone found me sleeping on the job, why did they
not check up on me to see if I was okay?
5) Why was the supposed unspecified activity not addressed or followed up on in emails or
documentation previous to this?
6) If proof existed, why was no attempt to address or correct the issue provided?
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Policy A-4, Group 2 – C-2: “Tardiness…the unexcused reporting to work after the scheduled starting
time”
Yes I reported after the starting time every day, but by this very definition, it shouldn’t be
counted since the time was related to a documented ADA medical condition. I was notified by District
ADA coordinator Dr. JoAnn Pina in the past that a manager can’t even ask why you are late as long as
you reported it as an absence tied to a documented ADA medical condition, which I did EVERY morning.

Policy A-4, Group 2 – C-3: “Failure to observe…scheduled starting and ending times of meal periods…”
I’m not even sure what start and end time I should be observing for meal periods. I don’t
remember ever talking to Bobby about a firm lunch time. This letter lists my hours as 10:00 – 5:00
Monday – Thursday and 10:00 – 4:30 on Fridays with a ½ hour lunch. It does not specify a scheduled
lunch time. Given the fact that all members of our department eat at their desk throughout their shifts,
I’m not even sure when their set lunch times are.
1) Can Mr. Contreras provide any documentation that he sent me listing a scheduled lunch
period?
2) Has Mr. Contreras discussed firm lunch periods with the other members of the department?
3) Do other members of the department, including Mr. Contreras and Ms. LaMazza adhere to
their assigned lunch periods?
Policy C-4, B.2.f: “Termination is the dismissal of an employee for conduct that involves dishonesty,
violation of the law, significant risk to MCCCD’s operations, the safety or well-being of oneself or others,
repeated or serious violations of MCCCD’s policies, procedures, or Administrative Regulations,
Employment Standards, other serious misconduct or sustained unsatisfactory performance…”
I’m not sure absences due to declining health brought about by continued harassment, hostile
work environment, lack of documented accommodations, violations of ada paperwork restrictions,
being overworked in a shorthanded department counts according to this definition. And what about
their ongoing “violation of the law” in failing to not only accommodate me, but in taking actions that
directly threaten my life? By this definition, what I am most guilty of is continuing to report to work in a
work environment that the doctor has documented could be fatal to me. I also have an unfortunate
history of cancelling my appointments and not following through on testing or procedures. Since I am
chronically being harassed about hours I’ve already lost due to illness, I’ve been afraid to lose more time
for any but the most critical of appointments. This has also contributed to a reluctance to even try new
treatments for my medical conditions for fear that they might make my conditions worse and lead to
even more lost time.
1) What specific dishonesty am I being accused of? Dates, times, witnesses, proof?
2) What laws have I violated? Dates, times, witnesses, proof?
3) What significant risk to MCCCD’s operations have I posed? Dates, times, witnesses, proof?
4) When have I knowingly endangered others and what was the specific action? Dates, times,
witnesses, proof?
5) What specific unsatisfactory performance is being addressed? Outside of the accusations of
not getting enough work done, I don’t recall any incorrect work being addressed.
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Notes on meetings listed – More information provided in the timeline (previously submitted as
evidence under the respective date heading) which can provide further context of what was
happening at the time:
8/22/18 – “…you confirmed you would work seven (7) hours per day, as was confirmed by
documentation you provided to your supervisor and Human Resources …As of this date of the drafting
of this letter, you have not provided any documentation necessitating a change in your work schedule…”
1) I’m not sure what documentation they are referring to, but in every meeting discussing
hours, I specified that proper accommodations needed to be in place first for me to recover
enough to make those hours and that I wasn’t making those required hours due to
continued lack of accommodations – I even made sure to say this in meeting when I was
told that no accommodations would be discussed or provided.
2) I submitted new ADA paperwork limiting me to 30 hours a week making 6 hour days around
October 23, 2019 by email. When Ms. Kussard denied receiving the paperwork, I
resubmitted it by hand around November 13, 2019. At that time, she and Mr. Contreras
went over the document in a partially recorded meeting.
4/10/19 – “…you confirmed your work schedule…You were reminded that your work schedule had been
modified from forty (40) hours per week to thirty (30) hours per week…You were given until April 19,
2019 to provide this updated documentation …”
1) I confirmed that the work schedule was contingent on accommodations being provided and
the ongoing violations of my ADA paperwork ceasing.
2) This modification was made before most of the people currently involved in this conflict
ever worked for Chandler-Gilbert and I am unsure what specifics involved in the change they
are aware of.
3) I was never formally notified that my schedule had changed, the expected work hours listed
in this very letter amount to 32 hours and I have copies of almost all timesheets showing
T&L remained at 32 hours during this whole time period – even when the work hours
supplied by Robert Contreras equaled only 26.
4) My specialists book out 3-4 months at a time, when I saw the length of time that this would
be delayed, I notified Lisa Kussard – my doctors were not concerned about meeting what
they saw as unreasonable timelines of the District since there had been multiple reports of
the District not providing the doctor’s recommended accommodations in the first place and
according to my doctor’s, ADA related absences were not/should not be an offense leading
to termination especially in the absence of any accommodations.
6/6/19 -- “…Between August 22, 2018 and June 6, 2019, you were averaging about twenty (20) hours
per week…”
1) I already addressed the validity of this statement in October 2019 with Georgetta Kelly’s
office with no action or follow up from her. At that time, I pointed out the numerous errors
in the information supplied by Mr. Contreras.
2) These dates do not include absence and time sheet adjustments that were previously
reported to Mr. Contreras and Ms. LaMazza which were never completed by them. I
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reported these discrepancies to District November 2019 and their adjustments were not
reported as completed till March 2020.
3) These dates include dates that my T&L showed I should be working but was denied access
to campus.
4) Absences were mostly due to ADA documented illnesses aggravated by lack of
accommodations and ongoing harassment and hostile work environment, as well as,
violations of documented ADA paperwork.
6/19/19 -- “…You were directed to provide updated documentation stating the number of hours your
doctor agreed was medically feasible for you to work…As of August 27, 2019, you have not provided the
requested updated documentation …”
1) I notified Lisa of the delay involved once I found out my specialists were bookinng out 3-4
months minimum, again, they were not concerned about the lag time due to the fact that
my absences were increasing due to documented ADA illnesses and the declining work
environment and in their often voiced opinion, not eligible for direct termination without it
becoming a valid harassment claim – documentation was provided as soon as I received it
10/23/19 and went completely ignored. It was resubmitted around November 13, 2019 and
is still being ignored.
10/7/19 -- “…you received the ADA paperwork again, per your request, to have you and your doctor
complete. As of February 19, 2020, we have not received any updated ADA paperwork from you or your
doctor..”
1) This paperwork was emailed to Lisa Kussard on 10/23/19 – I am unsure who else received it
at that time as the cover letter is one of my missing emails – When I “met” with Lisa and
Robert Contreras on 11/13/19, Lisa claimed that she was unaware of several critical points
my doctor made in the paperwork. I printed out another copy and gave it to her personally
which she shared with Bobby on the spot. Part of this meeting was recorded and I believe I
have her on tape reviewing the paperwork with Bobby which according to Dr. Jo Ann Pina
was supposed to be kept confidential and not shared with the supervisor.
“…In every meeting regarding attendance, punctuality, and work schedules, you have been reminded of
the need to work a minimum of thirty (30) hours per week…and, should that need to change, you need
to provide updated ADA accommodation paperwork. As outlined above, you consistently fail to provide
any updated ADA information…”
1) I was never formally informed of my hours changing.
2) I provided updated ADA paperwork stating my hours needed to be limited to 6 hour days for
30 hours a week just 6 months prior to this letter. I provided this paperwork TWICE – once
in October 2019, and again in November 2019. I witnessed Ms. Kussard share this
paperwork with Mr. Contreras (which according to multiple District employees is a direct
violation) and discuss its contents with him in a meeting around 11/13/19.
3) District time sheets and paystubs consistently shows 32 hours which I have printouts for.
4) I also mention in every meeting that absences are directly ADA related due to lack of
accommodations and violations of ADA paperwork restrictions and that I can only meet the
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30 hours if accommodations are at least attempted. I have recordings of some of these
meetings.

“…This letter serves as notice of your ineligibility for rehire…”
1) Even if I’m somehow cleared of the allegations, this statement means I can’t resume as an
employee anywhere in the District? Even if the truth comes out I’m still being punished for
someone else’s inactions and false claims? Sounds like an overly aggressive attempt by
someone in authority to squash the truth of what led to this action.
Conclusion:
I have been an employee in good standing for a very long time. I served many terms as an
officer on the governing board for my employee group under multiple presidents. I have even received
special recognition in the past for my assistance to the current department. And I think I have shown a
tremendous amount of loyalty to a department that I was involuntarily assigned to when my position
was suddenly eliminated with no warning. As the senior member of the department, I’ve stuck around
through all of this in order to assist Mr. Contreras and the other new members of the department in
learning the ropes so to speak. Mr. Contreras constantly asks me questions about the history of one
thing or another. I’ve stuck around through us being short-handed for over a year, and pitched in where
needed to keep the department running, often needing to slack off on my own job to do so. I have
constantly pitched in since Mr. Contreras became manager to correct his work and improve his lack of
knowledge on certain things in the department. Mr. Contreras even had me conduct training sessions
with new members of the department in his place.
And yet - this situation has caused me more pain and suffering then anyone should have to
endure. I have spent years trying to contact anyone who could assist me; who could force them to
comply with any of the requested accommodations. I have many witnesses over the years that have
observed their transgressions or been in communication with me either verbally or by email. Witnesses
who told me as recently as January 2020 that they had been directly threatened if they were observed
helping me to rectify the situation. I have even submitted doctor’s statements that the hostile work
environment could be fatal to me. And I have gotten nowhere except to be threatened verbally and in
writing, lied to and lied about and now possibly terminated. They have not only accused me of
falsehoods but if this is allowed to continue, they are attacking my very character.
My health has declined to the point that it may take years to recover if ever. I have put off
trying some new treatments, or office visits, or procedures because I was afraid to lose any more work
time. I have lived in constant fear of making any mistakes, or saying the wrong thing, or doing the
wrong thing in case it is the one thing they could use to get rid of me. This stress has added to the
decline in my health. I have continued to come into a work environment that is so potentially
dangerous, I’ve lived in a mask since October 2019. And now the District appears to be violation of not
only my ADA rights, but my policy manual as well as it appears steps were overlooked in moving from a
verbal warning straight to actions directly threatening termination. A termination that Ms. LaMazza
claimed she would bring about rather than address any accommodations in September 2018 when she
became my direct supervisor.
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My declining health has cost me a tremendous amount in my personal life was well. I can’t
properly care for my aging parents in the way that all parents deserve to be treated in their waning
years. There are times when they have to care for me. I’ve lost friends because I can no longer do
things on the weekend besides sleep and recover from work. My exhaustion is so bad at times that I
can’t even take part in hobbies that meant the world to me. I have missed life experiences I will never
recover such as my 30-year reunion, visiting with relatives who mean the world to me who died shortly
after I couldn’t visit with them, the recent memorial of two very dear friends who meant so much to me
I still haven’t recovered from their loss…. And if this travesty continues – I will miss what I’ve spent the
last nearly 40 years trying to attain – satisfaction in my retirement. In fact, this has even jeopardized the
amount I will retire with due to the amount of absence time unpaid that could’ve been put in the
system.
I have been cut off from co-workers who have become friends over time and who have not only
provided a support structure and some stability for me (vital with my medical conditions), but in some
cases, have become part of my extended family. Doing this right as Covid is ramping up not only
increases the stress involved (thus increasing my symptoms), but takes me out of the office when my
experience could be of most benefit and makes any attempt at a fair process more suspect and difficult.
Not only have they directly made me sicker, but now they will be cutting off my paycheck, my benefits,
and jeopardizing my ability to seek work elsewhere. Both because of my health, and because now I
would have an Involuntary Termination on my record.
I know this isn’t as eloquent as it might be if a lawyer had fleshed it out. I’m not much of a
writer, but I do know how to pull together facts. Even though I’m attempting to get this in while being
sick yet again. I hope you can understand that I am attempting this on my own now, without complete
records, no witnesses, and now no real testimony as I was too sick to attend my own hearing. I have no
access to what was said at the hearing, and no ability to ask questions which have been haunting me
since this whole mess started. Namely WHY? Why me, why now? I know other disabled employees
who received not only some of the same accommodations I requested, but other more advanced ones
as well, so I doubt it hinges on my disabilities. I know I asked too many questions and made some
people unhappy while I was a Board member of PSA. But PSA is no longer and a lot of the people
involved are gone. Is it because I document things and ask questions? I’m trained as a historian, it’s in
my nature and my training.
I just can’t figure out why someone would pick on someone with disabilities. I mean, what kind
of person continues hurting someone after they have been informed their actions are hurting the
individual? Make no mistake, I am an injured victim here. I had no power or authority at any time
during this affair. I had no power over whether my accommodations were met or not. I had no power
or authority over whether my paperwork would be accepted or denied or not. I had no power over
what was said in previous job evaluations, or the recent lack thereof. I had no power over any of the
individuals I begged to assist me at any time during this situation. I had no power over the doctors nor
their delays in getting my paperwork filled out. I had no power or authority over any of the secret
meetings conducted behind my back while “they” strategized over how to get me terminated. And I
certainly have no power or authority or control over how my health has reacted to all of this constant
harassment and hostility. I’m afraid I’m powerless for whatever comes as a result of this document. It’s
my only voice at this point.

Diana Little
1183 S. 130th Street
Gilbert, AZ 85233

October 17, 2019

Georgetta Kelly
Chief Human Resources Officer
Maricopa Community Colleges
Re:

Diana Little

Dear Ms. Kelly:
This letter is a formal appeal request concerning a “Letter of Discipline – Written Warning” that
was received October 8, 2019 from my supervisor Robert Contreras.
As a long-time District employee of over 25 years, with documented disabilities, I have
continuously been subjected to ongoing disagreements with both Campus HR and District HR concerning
my ADA paperwork, requested accommodations, lack of accommodations and ongoing violations of my
submitted ADA paperwork for the last three years or so. This situation has developed into a harassing,
discriminatory and hostile work environment that has only increased in severity since a formal, internal
EEO investigation was concluded in May 2018. As part of this investigation, I engaged in protected
activities by raising genuine concerns about my treatment because of my disabilities and requests for
reasonable accommodations. Since that time, I have been subjected to ongoing discrimination and
retaliation to include, as a limited sample only, the following: (a) I have been repeatedly exposed to
violations of my ADA paperwork filed June 20, 2018; (b) reasonable accommodations have been refused
in bad faith; and (c) I have been subjected to repeated meetings which have been hostile and threatening,
and most recently, repeatedly subjected to verbal comments that I “should not be allowed to work” and
that I “should be fired/terminated”. I have submitted repeated emails to Dr. Deric Hall, solicited advice
from employee advocates, sent emails up the chain of command all the way to the Chancellor’s office,
and even sought outside assistance in attempting to rectify this situation. All to no avail to date.
I continue to work in an environment that my doctor has described as “harassing” and even
“toxic” to my health. This ongoing situation has increased my symptoms which has negatively affected
my attendance. While I dispute some of the concerns in the Letter of Discipline, it is the District’s actions
and omissions that have directly affected my health which directly impacts my attendance. My appeal of
the issuance of the Letter of Discipline is based on the following facts:
1)

I contend that my punctuality issues come from an increase in my disability symptoms
resulting from continued harassment, discrimination, and retaliation concerning my
requested accommodations and lack of provision of requested accommodations.
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2)

An audit of my time does not support the claims presented in the Letter of Discipline
which states, “Since August 22, 2018, you were averaging about twenty (20) hours per
week, far below the thirty (30) hours required to maintain full-time status and benefits.”
Once I accounted for Maricopa’s closed dates and times when I was on an approved
vacation, I came up with the following weekly figures:
August 2018 – 30.25, 29.0
September 2018 – 21, 28, 30.5, 29.75
October 2018 – 26.75, 16.25, 27.25, 10 (Dr.’s release from work), 17.50 (Surgery)
November 2018 – 25, 18.25 (Surgery), 31.25, 21.75
December 2018 – 27, 29.25, 28.75, 32 (Winter Break)
January 2019 – 25, 24.75, 26.25, 28.25, 9.25 (extended absence to do ADA condition flare)
February 2019 – 8.5 (still out due to extended ADA flare), 22.75, 28.5, 20.75
March 2019 – 19.0, 24.5, 22.0, 21.25
April 2019 – 24.75, 26.25, 22.25, 22.5, 23.25

3)

Summer months were impacted by the continued denial of requested accommodations
to account for the 10 hour days required by Maricopa, which were prohibited by my ADA
paperwork. On May 9th, 2019, I received an email from my supervisor, Robert Contreras,
that my summer hours would officially be 10:00 a.m. – 5 p.m., which only account for 26
hours each week (assuming a ½ hour lunch). This is even below the 30 hours stated in the
Letter of Discipline. My Time and Labor time sheets did not match this and continued to
show that I was scheduled to work on Friday’s. Repeated requests to work on Friday as
an accommodation were met with denials. Although I brought up the fact that not only
did my Time and Labor reflect that I should be working Fridays but that other campus
employees were allowed to work on Fridays, I was continued to be barred from my office,
both verbally and in writing, for the summer months. This robbed me of an additional 60
hours or so that could have been potentially worked.
May 2019 – 16.5, 17.75, 16.25, 21
June 2019 – 22.75, 23.25, 23.5, 24.25
July 2019 – 24.5, 32 (Pre-approved vacation), 32 (Pre-approved vacation), 26

4)

Hours continue as follows:
August 2019 – 26, 28, 24.5, 28, 25
September 2019 – 26.75, 24.75, 13.5, 21.75

5)

Further complicating the figures presented in the Letter of Discipline is the fact that I
discovered numerous dates where I requested Absence adjustments and/or Time and
Labor adjustments that appear to have never been made. Requests were made to then
supervisor, Bernadette LaMazza, and current supervisor, Robert Contreras. As I have
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recently completed the audit of my time, I will be submitting dates and requested
adjustments that were not made to Sandi Badilla for her to research.
6)

The Letter of Discipline states, “Your response to the Notice of Intent to Discipline did not,
in our judgment, disprove the allegations contained therein, or provide sufficient
mitigating circumstances….” I stated in the meeting with Mika Davis on October 7, 2019
that the absences were due to an increase in my symptoms stemming from an ongoing
lack of accommodations (for documented ADA conditions). In prior meetings, I also
stated that the attendance issue was due to ongoing accommodations issues.

7)

The Letter of Discipline states, “Your actions violated: …Group 2 – C-2: Tardiness, defined
as the unexcused reporting to work after the scheduled start time.” I believe, except for
a few instances of family emergencies, every call or email into the office every day has
clearly stated it is due to an ADA related issue.

8)

The Letter of Discipline states, “As of August 27, 2019, you have not provided any update
to the number of hours your doctor stated you could work…” I clearly stated to Lisa in
the meeting in June that my doctors were booking 2-3 months out and it would probably
be September before I could get in. I let her know in the October 7, 2019 meeting that I
would be getting in to one of the doctors in question within the next few weeks. She sent
me a new ADA packet that afternoon with a due date of 2 weeks. On October 8, 2019, I
received this written warning.

9)

“In addition, employees who have received a Written Warning within the last twelve
months are not eligible for an annual increase or an in-range progression.” When I
accepted this position over 10 years ago, I was told that my transfer title and grade of
Office Coordinator I, grade 7, was just a probationary position due to the transfer and
once that probationary period was over, I would be moved into the more applicable
position of Office Coordinator II, grade 8. Despite repeated requests made by my then
supervisor, Brenda Croteau, to realign my job title to match other employees in the
District doing similar work, I never received that title change. Once Brenda left in July
2018, I began attempting to assist my co-worker, Robert Contreras, with the additional
needs of the department brought on by the vacancy. This necessitated additional training
and the need to set some of my own duties aside. This additional workload added greatly
to the stressors of the department as I began to worry constantly about falling short in
not only my attempts to do the work I had been away from for so long, but my own job
as well. To date, Robert Contreras has applied for and received Brenda Croteau’s old
position leaving his job now vacant. He has been assigned a second campus to oversee
which leaves me the ONLY coverage in the department a lot of the time. In the 14 months
since Brenda left, we are still not totally staffed and covering an additional campus,
leaving both of us over-worked and in my opinion, over stressed beyond anything
considered normal for what should be a straight forward office position.
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I do not know where this whole process will lead. I have felt a sense of disjointed presence in the
office for so long. Part of me really wants to come to CGC where I have belonged for so long as I really do
love the work I am doing and there are still some really good people here that I get to help. But part of
me constantly dreads coming to work because I don’t know if each day will be the day I get called into yet
another harassing meeting, or be exposed to triggers which my paperwork clearly states I shouldn’t be. I
constantly wonder if this will be yet another day where I will go home sick, yet again, from my physical
and emotional environment. I carry this stress home with me where it impacts me and my disability as
well. When I go home from work with a three-day migraine because some factor of my paperwork was
violated yet again, I feel like it’s an attack and the seemingly unfairness of it eats at me
In summary, it is impossible, unfair, and illegal to disregard my ADA-related issues with my work
attendance. The two issues are inseparable. My health problems have been exacerbated by my work
environment. My deteriorating health has directly affected my attendance. If I was not working in an
environment that has subjected me to harassment, discrimination, and retaliation because of my
disabilities and protected behaviors, I know my attendance would improve. Moreover, the Letter of
Discipline has grossly underreported the hours I have actually worked and has unfairly docked me hours
that should not be counted against me for alleged absenteeism. I request that the Letter of Discipline and
Formal Written Warning be rescinded and removed from my personnel file.

____________________________________
Diana Little
____________________________________
Date

From: Ms. Diana Little

2010 – 2013 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
9/20/10 FMLA paperwork documenting migraines on file
1/31/12 FMLA paperwork documenting migraines on file. Paperwork faxed back to Carol Garcia 2/10/12. FMLA awarded 1/31/12 – 1/30/13.
1/30/13 Email notifying of FMLA expiration. I indicated I wished to apply again and to please run numbers. Monique Camacho said she would
be in touch. Packet sent 1/31/13 with due date 2/14/13. Completed 2/6/13 documenting chronic migraines. Faxed back 2/6/13 to Steven
Wolfe whose name was on the packet. Received final approval 2/11/13 from Monique for award 1/31/13 – 1/30/14. Email trail concerning
unpaid vs. accrued time. Was awarded permission to use unpaid code 2/12/13.
5/20/13 PAR to reduce time from .80 to .65 FTE due to 10 hour days. I’m missing the original email at this time. But if I remember correctly,
this was approved by Brenda and not tied to my accommodations. One of the agreements when I was transferred was that I would be allowed a
reduced schedule during the summer to avoid 10 hour days. At that time is was part of the agreement, not tied to accommodations. Originally
scheduled to return to .80 8/2/13.
8/7/13 Email sent to Victoria Robles asking for confirmation that my time was reset correctly. Follow up email 2/6/14 again asking for
confirmation and assistance on benefits as the medical deductions appeared too high.
12/23/13 Email to Lynda Anderson (CGC HR) asking for a meeting because payroll was still messed up. Excerpt: “District has my payroll messed
up and when I called them to see what was going on, they told me that Brenda had goofed something up and that it was a campus issue. Our
payroll tech also informed me that it was no longer her job to help me figure out what went wrong, that it was my problem and I should look it
up on self-service and figure it out myself….District informed me that it “wasn’t their job anymore”…Whatever they did seems to be impacting
my benefit dollars and my sick and vacation time accruals also.”
Linda asked for further information and said she and our payroll tech Julie Johns would investigate when they returned 01/6/14. I let her know
this stemmed from an incident in November when I received a voided paycheck. When Brenda and I looked at the time stub, we noticed a
whole month deducted from sick and vacation accruals. This coincided with a mix up in reporting and time may have been under VP Brad
Kendrex not Brenda.

2014 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
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1/21/14 Email to Monique Camacho asking for numbers to be run for reapplying for FMLA. Current award up 1/30/14. Follow up email to Carol
Garcia 1/24/14 as I did not receive a reply from Monique. Carol replied with an out of office contact Judy Castellanos message. Email from
Carol 1/27/14 to contact Chris Welham. Email from Chris Welham 1/28/14 that I did not have enough hours to reapply.
1/30/14 Letter from Sheri Klein to start interactive ADA accommodation process.
2/3/14 Communication with VOICE group. District’s support group for disabled employees. I wondered if they could act as an intermediary and
assist with what types of accommodations might be “reasonable”.
2/5/14 Received email from supervisor Brenda Croteau that all time back to 1/1/14 would need to be adjusted to deplete my accrued time
despite the fact that my signed fmla contract, that didn’t expire till 1/30/14 clearly stated that I could take my leave as unpaid. Brenda told me
that I would have to fill out paperwork for every absence since 1/1/14 to submit to District. This included stripping vacation time that I had
already made arrangements with Brenda to use in February 2014.
2/14/14 Email to Sheri Klein asking her to acknowledge ada packet faxed to her 2/11/14. She replied she received the paperwork 2/11/14.
Paperwork from doctor documented migraines, fibromyalgia, ibs, chronic sinusitis and asthma. Doctor documented sensitivities to light,
temperature, odors and chemicals. He asked for lighting adjustment, better temperature control an avoidance of chemical fumes and dusty
environment. My paperwork, filed out before the doctors also mentioned oa. In my packet I mentioned that “Continued difficulties in obtaining
accommodations over the past several years has caused a significant increase in severe symptoms leading to increased absence time.” Prior to
this point, all “accommodation” type requests that received any action were handled internally by my supervisor Brenda Croteau. We were told
that because I was on FMLA I could leave any time I needed (ie felt uncomfortable) and thus there would be no “accommodations” provided.
We were continuously told that I could not be on ada (accommodations) and fmla (leaves) at the same time.
3/12/14 Email sent to Brenda Croteau from Sheri Klein with the following accommodations: Overhead lighting kept on the low setting. If office
reaches 78 I would be moved to a cooler location. Remove all spray air fresheners from the bathroom. Intermittent leave granted to 4/30/14
for 1-3 days absence 1-3 times per month.
3/20/14 Email from Alyssa Brown. Co-worker Vanita Oakes gave me her name as a possible assistant to getting my “situation” worked out. I
was getting very uneasy feelings that something was about to happen, and did not feel capable in addressing it or resolving it on my own. I met
with Alyssa 3/19/14 and this email was a summary of some of the things we discussed as I could not get answers on my own. Some concerns I
addressed to her included: Why does my ada accommodation expire 4/30/14 and what guidelines were used in deciding that date? What
happens on 4/30/14 – will I and my doctor be required to submit new paperwork yet again? Why did the conditions of my signed fmla contract
change in January 2014? I noticed that other reported time prior to 1/1/14 was also being modified and asked what changes were being made,
how far back they were going and why wasn’t I being notified. I also questioned why/how District became involved as I had been continually
assured by campus HR that everything was okay. I was painfully aware that the absences were increasing and had been in contact with them
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already to seek solutions. I asked for clarification on chain of command, my understanding was supervisor, my dean/vp, local hr, campus
president, than District. I did not understand how the situation got so out of hand with no warnings.
Alyssa sent email 4/1/14 to Sheri Klein and Chris Welham discussing our meeting and asking for some answers to our questions. Sheri contacted
me (with no reply to Alyssa) and said she was at a conference all week and would get back to me the following week. No follow up or contact till
4/18/14.
4/18/14 Email response from Sheri Klein to email sent 4/18/14 from Alyssa Brown concerning our meeting held prior to 3/20/14 (over a month
waiting for some answers). One thing she pointed out concerning the time code was that the system has no code for ada time off, and I was
asked to continue using the code for fmla even though it was the wrong code. She also mentioned that the use of unpaid leave instead of
accrued time should not have been allowed from 5/1/13 – 12/31/13 as the policy changed 5/1/13. I still feel they changed the conditions of an
already signed fmla contract in progress. She believed the time adjustments were going back to the mix up in November 2013 when I was
“overpaid” and then deducted an entire paycheck. Just one of many paycheck issues up to this point and after, as recently as October of 2019.
Important point since they are attempting to fire me on incorrect absence data.
5/5/14 I contacted my supervisor Brenda Croteau per previous policy concerning my summer reduction in hours. This was an arrangement
agreed on by all parties when I was reassigned to the department in ’07 after my current position was eliminated without any warning. It was
part of the agreement of the transfer and was not tied to any medical documentation at the time. It was my impression that all parties involved
were still in agreement of the situation when it came around in May 2013. I was not aware of any changes being made in 2014. Brenda told me
I would have to contact Sheri Klein per our VP Brad Kendrex on 5/7/14. I emailed Sheri 5/9/14. Sherri responded 5/9/14 that due to a District
policy change this would no longer be allowed. As my doctor had already mentioned to me that he did not want me working the extended
summer 4-day hours (since my condition had not stabilized due to the ongoing stress and working conditions) Sheri encouraged me to submit a
doctor’s note for a reduced schedule for the 8 – 10 weeks during the summer. Her email first said it could be unpaid, then said I would need to
deplete accruals. And to contact Chris Welham with questions. Clarification email from Sheri Klein again mentions that the leave is allowed to
be unpaid, but accruals have to be depleted first. Doctor’s note obtained and faxed to Sheri 5/28/14 which she acknowledged receipt of.
5/5/14 Email from me to Chris Welham asking for new numbers to be run per Sheri Klein for possible new fmla paperwork. Follow up email
sent 6/2/14 from me to Judy Castellanos asking for assistance as I still had heard nothing from Chris, despite checking in with her physically on
5/13/14 when I was at District meeting with Dr. Deric Hall (EEOC).
5/13/14 In person meeting between me and Dr. Deric Hall (EEOC). He told me that by contacting him, I would be “protected” and to include him
in emails after that point so everyone involved would see his name. By now, I was working at all times in panic mode and reaching out to
anyone who might assist me. I felt that not only were my needs not being addressed in a professional matter, but the added stress waiting for
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the next shoe to drop was affecting my health. Representatives on my own campus were demonstrating an extreme reluctance to assist me. I
had hoped that by reaching out to someone at another campus and Dr. Hall, I might be able to peacefully resolve this before it escalated.
5/15/14 Email from me to Dr. Hall thanking him for meeting with me and asking if he needed any paperwork at this time. I mentioned to him
that I had stopped in Chris Welham’s office to get an update on my ada/fmla status and she told me that she couldn’t talk to me without Sheri
Klein’s permission. And yet on 5/5/14, Sheri told me to contact Chris with any questions. Dr. Hall sent me an email 5/18/14 that he would look
into the matter. On 5/27/14 I again contacted Dr. Hall as I still had not heard from Chris or Sheri concerning my email request for information
5/5/14. Dr. Hall told me on 5/29/14 to contact Judy Castellanos instead and to let him know if I didn’t hear back in reasonable time frame which
I did on 6/2/14 (nearly a month later).
5/28/14 Dr’s note limiting hours to 7 hours a day faxed to Sheri Klein.
6/3/14 Email from Chris Welham to Brad Kendrex and Brenda Croteau stating that my intermittent leave had been extended to 8/1/14, and
mentioning that my leave might entail up to 3 days an episode with up to 3 episodes per month. It also reiterated that I was not to exceed 7
hours a day, thus summer hours would need to be adjusted. I followed up with an email to Sheri Klein 8/5/14 mentioning the 8/1/14 end date
on the “leave” as no one had been in contact with me yet.
6/9/14 Email from Jane Scanlin to Brad Kendrex, Brenda Croteau, Sheri Klein, Deric Hall, Judy Castellanos, Alyssa Brown, Bethlyn Mosley and me
concerning setting up a time for a meeting 6/25/14 at 9:30.
6/19/14 Brenda sent me an email concerning some of the outcomes of a job evaluation meeting. Brenda agreed in the email to try a weekly
email listing the weeks needed tasks, the priority of their completion and any meetings I needed to attend. I thought the method worked very
well and allowed me to work through my tasks without having to second guess my supervisor. At this point the department was extremely short
handed and our face to face contact was minimal at times as she was out of the office attending to department needs. However, at some point
she decided it was too much work to continue sending the emails out and she dropped the idea. Written evaluation made mention several
times over that I was concentrating too much on my own needs and not the needs of the department and that I had become argumentative. All
in all, it was not a very favorable evaluation and I felt misleading and not a true reflection of what I was actually accomplishing vs what my job
was supposed to entail. I admit to spending a greater amount of time on continuously backing up my work for my own protection, attempting
to get accommodations met, meetings I felt were necessary to my continued employment, and constantly being the only one present in the
office at times necessitating my need to function in other roles besides my own job. At this time, I was also increasingly being required to “shift”
my hours to attend meetings outside of my scheduled work hours. I was told that I had to sign the agreement portion of the evaluation even if I
didn’t agree to it. In my portion of the plus/delta I mentioned the following: “Lack of communication is contributing to a sense of isolation in
the department for me personally. Job duties have been removed from my routine without adequate communication as to what new or
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changing roles I might be assuming…I’m left feeling unsure as to what my role is now or will become. Constant miscommunication with Campus
and District (especially the last 6 months or so) is contributing to a sense of extreme unease as to the security of my continued employment.”
6/25/14 This meeting was very harassing in nature despite the presence of Dr. Deric Hall and my representative Bethlyn Mosely. In brief
summary, I was too traumatized and beaten up to take good notes. I had never been in such a meeting before. After being berated and accused
at length concerning absences that should’ve been covered by my fmla award (accommodations at this time were spotty because I was told I
could not have both accommodations and leave, it was not until Dr. Jo Ann Pina came on board that this was resolved), Brad Kendrex actually
threatened me. I was told that if I took any type of leave to care for my parents - I would be terminated. If I became sick or injured with
something other then what was on my fmla paperwork – I would be terminated. If I was “caught” documenting anything – I would be
terminated. If I was caught making contact with anyone – I would be terminated. Dr. Hall did try to reprimand them in the beginning of the
meeting concerning their tone, but he was literally shouted down by the ladies from District and he never said anything again. (This scenario was
recently repeated again in a meeting June 2019 where he said he was attending as my representative, then proceeded to listen to direct lies and
then tell me leaving the District was for the best.) Also of note, was the fact that the ladies from District kept saying they never sent certain
emails or never said certain things and when I presented them with the actual emails in question, they kept telling me they didn’t send them.
6/26/14 Dr. Hall sent me an email telling me to let him know if he could be of further assistance. This was after the harassment meeting. I
contacted him 7/9/14 with the following: “I would like to follow up with you confidentially on some of the information given in the meeting,
however, Brad [VP Kendrex] mentioned at me end of the table that any further contact or information gathering would be frowned upon and
possibly held against me.” Dr. Hall wanted to set up an additional meeting, but I let him know 7/10/14 that: “I’m afraid to try another time after
Brad’s comments about it being held against me at a later date…I’ll have to think about it.” On 12/5/17, I resent this email thread to Dr. Hall at
his request because he claimed to have not seen my initial comments concerning threats from Brad during the 2014 meeting. He claimed that if
he had, he would’ve said something about threatening employees right away.
8/5/14 Email from me to Sheri Klein asking about the 8/1/14 end date on my “leave” since no one had been in contact with me yet.
8/12/14 Email from Sheri Klein letting me know I was now eligible to apply for a new fmla award (despite my reduced summer hours). Packet
sent from Monique Camacho dated 8/8/14 due by 9/2/14. Email sent from Monique to Brenda Croteau, copy to Brad Kendrex and Bernadette
LaMazza, stating I was reapplying for fmla. Email sent from Brad Kendrex 8/18/14 that from here forward I was to only speak with Monique
Camacho on questions concerning fmla and only Sheri Klein on questions concerning ada. 9/2/14 the leaves department (I assume Monique)
acknowledged receipt of my faxed packet. This packet documented chronic migraines, chronic sinusitis and fibromyalgia and possible leave time
of 1-3 days 1-3 days a month as needed. Email from Monique Camacho sent to Brenda Croteau, copy to Bernadette LaMazza and Brad Kendrex,
stating fmla award from 8/18/14 – 9/6/14 was sent.
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10/6/14 I contacted Monique Comacho by email and told her I was having difficulty in getting the fmla packets on my folks to fax to her.
Multiple failed attempts to fax finally resulted in my mailing hard copies 10/8/14. This paperwork documented my need to perform basic
household functions and provide transportation needs for both my parents. I can’t remember who recommended this paperwork (maybe
Monique), but it was the result of missing additional work the previous year caring for their failing health which caused an increase in my own
symptoms. During the course of the June meeting, Brad Kendrex had mentioned several times over that if I was “caught” taking time off to care
for my parents, I would be terminated. This paperwork was supposed to protect against that and take some of the fear off me and allow my
own symptoms to stabilize. Possible absence needs in Mom’s case were listed as 1-2 times a month for 1-4 hours. Dad’s was listed as 1-3 times
a month for 1-4 hours.
10/20/14 Email sent from Leaves department to Brenda Croteau, copy to Brad Kendrex and Bernadette LaMazza stating fmla was awarded for
my “own serious health condition” from 9/7/14 – 9/6/15 for possibly 2 times a month for 2 days at time. I believe that that was supposed to be
the acknowledgement of my folks’ fmla paperwork. Thinking back, I’m not sure if it was ever caught or followed up on at the time.

2015 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
4/14/15 Email sent campus wide by Bernadette LaMazza as part of the Be Air Aware campaign asking employees to refrain from using strong
scented products, but limiting use of cleaning chemicals and soaps in Estrella Hall only.
4/30/15 Email from Bernadette LaMazza that she still had not heard from District how to handle my now medically restricted hours during the
10 hour summer days.
5/11/15 Email from Bernadette LaMazza to me telling me I might need to submit new fmla paperwork (even though my original packet had an
expiration date of 9/6/15 per District). I let her know that Brenda was ordered to input my time by Brad Kendrex, but she had not received any
communication on the proper procedure or codes. Bernadette followed up with another email 6/4/15 telling me I would need to obtain a new
fmla packet. I replied that same day asking why the new requirement when my original packet was good till 9/6/15. I also asked if my parents
packets needed redone as well. On 6/17/15 I sent Almetra Walker an email stating I had had no response from Bernadette and that the packet
she sent me to fill out was blank. I asked Almetra if Bernadette’s packet was legitimate and why she might be rejecting the District approved
paperwork. I heard back from Almetra Walker on 6/18/15 that the packet was legitimate, but I only needed to fill them out if my leave time had
changed. This situation involved a considerable amount of confusion and conflicting information from Bernadette’s office.
5/21/15 Email sent from Public Safety Commander Robert Everett that access to campus was allowed on Fridays 5:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. When I
requested permission to work Fridays during the summer so I wouldn’t lose time (as I requested every summer) I was told no one was allowed to
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work on Fridays (except for Maintenance, Public Safety, Technical Support Services, some secretaries and faculty and anyone else needing access
to campus – Note: Both Public Safety and Maintenance also work for my VP Brad Kendrex)
8/24/15 New fmla packet arrived from District with a due date of 9/8/15. Packet had validity dates of 9/7/15 – 9/6/16.
8/26/15 Email from Brenda to me documenting ongoing issues with air system in Gila building and telling me I could move if it got too hot.
Follow up email from Charlie Poure mentions that his people were working on it. This dual unit system was a constant problem the whole time
we occupied Gila. They constantly had issues maintaining temperature control and had a history of breaking down.
9/1/15 FMLA paperwork Email from me to Leave department that I was informed by Dr. Jo Ann Pina (new ada contact) that I was eligible to
apply for new fmla packet. Packet faxed back 9/3/15. Paperwork documented chronic migraines, chronic sinusitis and fibromyalgia. My work
duties were documented as “Clerical office support for Resource Management Office including record/database maintenance, mail collection
and maintenance of department supplies and purchasing.” Note: No mention of receptionist duties. Brenda made it clear to me that she did
not expect any reception duties out of me in recognition of my flexible time. She made this clear up until a few months before she left in 2018. I
was transferred to this position due to my computer skills, not as a receptionist. This packet also documents the fact that I can’t drive during
severe flares and also have difficulty in focusing (on duties and communicating) during flares. Unfortunately this doctor listed time off as only 1
day 1-3 times per month. He was a new doctor for me and did not have a good handle on the time off I might need. Also he was aware of the
hassles I was getting and felt that this paperwork might be held against me. Time period covered by this paperwork was 9/7/15 – 9/6/16.
Brenda Croteau notified by District 9/3/15.
9/1/15 Email from me to Bernadette LaMazza needing absence adjustments for previous time periods. Just one more example of my continued
need to constantly monitor both my absences and my T&L. In this case, I noticed that Brenda did not add the additional hour to my time as
requested by District for 7/20/15 – 7/30/15. This was to become a constant issue with requested absence adjustments not getting done. This is
due in part to the fact that our T&L system closes before we work all our time for the pay period. Correction paperwork faxed to Elena Korionoff
9/2/15.

2016 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
1/26/16 Email from Daniel Rosen in hr, concerning the ongoing issue with absence adjustments and the fact that not only would my paycheck
still be incorrect again, but the fact that District had changed the coding once again. More of the ongoing issue with incorrect codes being used,
incorrect information being relayed to supervisor Brenda Croteau as she was the approver on my time, and information not being relayed in a
timely manner. Another email a few days later (1/29/16) mentioned that my holiday time should be recorded as 6.2 not 6.4. Previously, if we
were closed for a holiday, my holiday time was recorded straight across the board (6 hours worked = 6 hours holiday pay). At some point, I was
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notified by Daniel Rosen that that process was incorrect and my holiday pay would now be “prorated” (6.5 hours worked now only counted for
6.2 holiday pay thus I had to make up the difference in hours worked in this case 6 minutes). I never fully felt comfortable with Daniel’s
explanation, nor could I find out if all employees were notified and accounting for their time in this manner. The other issue, which I pointed out
to Daniel in my reply was that District would only allow inputting of time in the system in increments of 15 minutes. Thus I could not claim 6
minutes making me either 6 minutes short or 9 minutes over – either way, it made for inaccurate recording of my time. Daniel replied that he
was not aware of the 15 minute rule and that I should work over and claim the 15 minutes with Brenda’s permission.
2/22/16 Email from Daniel Rosen that District might finally have caught up with my absence adjustments and would need to take a payment out
of the following paycheck. The issue this time stemmed from an overpayment in December. Daniel also questioned at this time why my
paystubs were not showing accruals of sick or vacation time. All balances at this time were showing 0. Problems with accruals continued at
least up until April
4/5/16 Email from Daniel Rosen to Elana Korionoff asking again why my benefit accruals were still showing 0. Her response was that I could not
accrue time since I was weekly in a dock phase because of the ada. Neither Daniel nor I felt comfortable with the explanation.
5/24/16 Email from Daniel Rosen to me coping Brenda Croteau that he had noticed my time was not inputted and he inputted it for me making
a guess as to my hours. He also let me know that if adjustments were needed, it was too late and would be reflected on the next paycheck. This
was a cycle repeated many times as Friday’s time (or Thursday’s during the summer) had to be inputted prior to actually being worked due the
payroll system closing before the end of the week.
7/5/16 Remaining occupants of Gila Building and responsible maintenance and technical people receive an email from Brad Kendrex concerning
upcoming move to Mesquite Building. The plan, as outlined by Brad, including remodeling Gila building to house Resource Management, as well
as several other departments once remodel was complete. The plan for the move, as Brad outlines, was for the three offices to be occupied by
Brenda Croteau, Bernadette LaMazza, and Theresa Wong. Cubicals were to be occupied by myself, Crystal Theaker, Janelle Bielman, Robert
Contreras and Sara Haidel. Followup email from Brad Kendrex on 7/19/16 listed Resource Management move as 7/26/16.
7/12/16 Email from Daniel Rosen concerning holiday pay for 4th of July. He clarifies that since the pay will be prorated, the absence would be
incremental also and that I could not use the regular code. I was required to use either vacation time, personal time, or leave without pay even
though they were closed and I could not work. I let Daniel know that I wanted to be sure he added a note that I was required to claim leave time
per the District and that it was not my choice. By this time, I was receiving increased pressure due to time off including closed dates and preapproved vacation time. I wanted it clear, that this was not vacation time requested by me, but required by District. Daniel noted in a follow up
email 7/14/16 that the change would not be reflected in my historical time sheets, only on my paycheck. Thus historical data was no longer
accurate.
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July 2016 Conversations were held inquiring about new location and my accommodations both by me and Brenda Croteau with Bernadette
LaMazza and Maintenance Supervisor Charlie Poure. Repeated requests to view the area by both me and Brenda were denied by either
Bernadette LaMazza or Charlie Poure. Walkthrough conducted with Bernadette a few days before our move and I identified the following
issues: lighting, unidentified chemical odor, perfume odors from the bathroom down the hall and the warm temperature of the area.
7/27/16 Moved from Gila Building to Mesquite Hall. I moved into the cubicle furthest from the bathroom hoping that the perfume odors from
the bathroom just down the hall would be muted. Sara Haidel moved into the cubicle next door in direct sight of the bathrooms. The cube I
moved into had a window and was an Eastern exposure to the sun. When we moved in at the end of July it was very warm in this area.
Coworker Robert Contreras had the adjacent cubicle and he also made repeated comments that the area was very warm.
7/28/16 Email sent from Bernadettte LaMazza to Brenda Croteau and Trina Larson (copy provided to me by Brenda as I was not copied on the
original) telling Trina I would be swapping offices with Sara due to the heat situation. Bernadette’s email acknowledges that while this move
would help with the heat issue, the odors coming from the bathroom directly down the hall would be tricky and was being addressed.
8/1/16 Email sent campus wide reminding people of the “Be Air Aware” campaign and to refrain from using strong smelling products in the
office. Follow up email sent to occupants in our area that the Mesquite Building was now designated as a fragrance-free building. This was
never posted on the doors, despite repeated requests from Dr. Jo Ann Pina to post such a sign. And it was never enforced. The area next door,
whose occupants shared “our” restroom, were comprised of high level Administration who refused to comply. When I raised the issue, I was
told repeatedly that Administration could do whatever they wanted. Compounding the matter was the fact that between my cube and the
restroom was a conference room used by both campus and employees for gatherings and meetings. As the back door into the conference room
was kept continuously lock for security purposes, everyone coming into the conference paraded right by my desk with their colognes, perfumes,
aftershaves and the like. One employee in particular who was aware of my condition, wore very heavy perfume and continuously came to visit
with Brenda right outside my cube. Many times, I had to leave the area till she left and the air cleared a little. Between the ongoing issues with
the area being too hot and the strong odors, me health really began declining but the absences at this time were still covered by my fmla award.
8/16/16 Email from me to Bernadette LaMazza letting her know my fmla was about to expire and inquiring who my contacts would be to
reapply. She let me know they were Dr. Jo Ann Pena at District and Daniel Rosen at campus level for ada. I asked Bernadette again who the fmla
point of contact was. She let me know it would either be Almetra or Nita. I mentioned to her that the audit on my time looked off and I would
be looking into the accuracy of the figures. I also mentioned that I had already made an attempt to contact Dr. Jo Ann Pena and was still waiting
for a reply.
8/24/16 Daniel Rosen contacted me and let me know that my hours were too short to apply for fmla. He mentioned that perhaps I needed to
contact Dr. Jo Ann Pena for new ada paperwork again. I mentioned that I hadn’t heard from her in a while and I would be attempting to contact
her.
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8/30/16 Contacted by Dr. Jo Ann Pina who requested new ADA paperwork (due 9/13/16) due to the new office location. She also mentioned
being in contact with Brenda and that she wanted to do a site visit to inspect the new location.
9/6/16 Email from Dr. Jo Ann Pina asking about Sara’s “empty” cube which I was originally in. She said it looked ideal because it not only
provided natural lighting from the window, but also provided a steady flow of fresh air from outside as it was near the door, thus hopefully
cutting down on the offending odors. This office set up also faced the wall, so I would not be staring at the offending lighting all day. I let her
know that I originally was in that office but had to move because of the heat generated by the walls. I also let her know on 9/7/16 it was now
occupied by Sara, who complained that the area was very warm. I reiterated that the office next to Brenda would’ve been a good choice (and I
had requested it several times) but that it was now occupied also (by a fellow PSA member, after I was told no PSA members were allowed
private offices even as an accommodation). 9/21/16 Dr. Jo followed up with an email asking who the occupant of the private office was and
what department she worked in. She also asked if I was aware of any other vacant offices nearby. I let her know Crystal Theaker worked for
another department and that the original intended occupant could not work in the area due to an offending odor. I also let her know I was not
in a position to be aware of any other vacant offices.
9/7/16 I shared several links with Dr. Jo Ann Pina concerning migraine glasses that had been discussed in a migraine support group that I
belonged to at the time. While I didn’t think they would be an option for me, I wanted to share the information in case someone else could
benefit from it. I did note to her that both sites mentioned the dangers of continuously wearing sunglasses indoors causing long term damage to
the eyes. I was wearing my sunglasses in the office to try to ease the pain my eyes were experiencing in the office. I was still leaving the office
at night with migraines and I was having difficulties with my vision once I took the sunglasses off each day.
9/9/16 I emailed Dr. Jo Ann Pena concerning trouble I was having in getting the ada packet filled out. By this time, the “war on opoids” was
heating up and I was notified that the pcp I had been seeing for over 30 years was kicking me out of their practice due to my migraines and
fibromyalgia. This left me no pcp to fill out my paperwork. Dr. Jo was going to allow two packets of ada information. One was supposed to be
from my immunologist concerning my (then undiagnosed) autoimmune disease and asthma covering the odor issue and some of my fatigue
issue and my neurologist covering my migraines and fibromyalgia for the odor and fatigue issues again and ones related to lighting and
temperature control. Both were new doctors from me since I had lost access to my pcp. While the immunologist filled out his portion, it was
somewhat limited as I was a new patient for him and he was unfamiliar with my history. At the time, I was still waiting for my neurologist
consult and he could/would not fill out the paperwork before seeing me.
9/13/16 I received a form email from District announcing my current fmla had expired 9/6/16.
9/13/16 I sent an email to Dr. Jo Ann Pina letting her know I still had not heard from her concerning the email sent the previous week. Attached
to this email was the ada packet from my immunologist. This paperwork listed my asthma and chronic sinusitis and called for the avoidance of
inhaled triggers, specifically fumes, smoke, chemicals and dust.
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9/16/16 Notice from District for 15-16 concluded, Dr. Jo figured at that time I would be eligible for new fmla around October 2016.
9/20/16 Email from Dr. Jo Ann Pena to me concerning the following: Perhaps I could move back over to the original office now that it was
getting cooler in an attempt to address the restroom issue. The lighting issues could be addressed with filters and she would discuss the matter
with Daniel Rosen. And she had researched the issue of migraine glasses and recommended that I buy a pair myself and give them a try to help
resolve the lighting issue. I replied that I had managed to see the neurologist who confirmed migraines and wanted to run some tests for MS. If
those tests came back okay, his feeling was that I indeed did have fibromyalgia which had remained untreated for too long by my previous pcp’s.
I let Dr. Jo know his tests and reports could take up to a month to get back to me. I let her know he agreed to fill out some of the form till the
tests came back. I also mentioned that experiments with the lighting found a possible solution to some of the problem and that I had checked
with everyone in the area and they indicated they were okay with the lighting. Previous to this, I had to wear my sunglasses in the office at all
times, and even then was going home with migraines every evening. I also mentioned it was still warm in the area and that multiple people
were also complaining it was warm as well. She said she could wait for the neurologist’s paperwork and would be in contact with Daniel Rosen
for the other accommodations.
9/21/16 Dr. Jo Ann Pina emailed me a follow up to a conversation started 9/6/16 asking who the occupant of the office next to Brenda was,
what department they worked for and if I was of aware of any other vacant offices nearby. I let her know Crystal Theaker worked for another
department and that the original intended occupant could not work in the area due to an offending odor. I also let her know I was not in a
position to be aware of any other vacant offices.
9/26/16 Email from Dr. Jo Ann Pena to me asking how the new lighting situation was going. Excerpt from my reply on 9/27/19: “No it is still
not solved. I wasn’t aware anyone had worked on the issue. We had a comprimise that was somewhat working, but it doesn’t stay consistent.
What lights are “on” seems to change every day when I get in. Even when we marked the light switches, it didn’t help because it seems that
something else is affecting what switches operates which banks. Also, the issue with odors from the bathroom, and conference room still is not
solved. Last week the janitor closet was left open and really strong odors were coming down the hallway from there. And it is still getting really
warm in here and not just for me. I currently hear at least 3 or 4 fans running as I’m typing this…”
9/27/16 Daniel Rosen jumped into the above thread and let me know he was in communication with Josh Doddroe concerning the lighting
issue. Daniel also mentioned that he was unaware of any odor issues, despite the fact he was with Dr. Jo Ann Pena when she conducted her site
visit and it was mentioned then. Excerpt of my reply to Daniel on 9/28/16: “This is not a new complaint. I talked to Bernadette [LaMazza] the
day before we moved in and she and I toured the area. And I talked again to you and Dr. Jo that day you visited when she mentioned to you,
while you were standing in front of me, that she could smell something. Remember we talked about the glue smell possibly coming from the
cube walls? I’ve also mentioned it to Brenda several times, including right after Lori [Girshick] said she couldn’t move in here because she
smelled something that bothered her [she also had MCOS allergies and was supposed to move into the empty office I had been eyeing – she was
in the area about 10 minutes and said she couldn’t work from there because of the chemical odors and was moved immediately there after.].
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That’s one reason the Dr. made a point of mentioning it on my ADA paperwork. It’s not just the glue smell. This is an area with a lot of traffic in
and out due to the conference room and the bathroom. Anyone coming through to either area wearing strong odors still exposes me. I also
brought up that point to you and Dr. Jo that day you were here…” I also made a point of reminding Daniel that I had brought up the empty
office next to Brenda several times before it became occupied by Crystal Theaker moving in after I was told repeatedly that PSA could not have
private offices even as an accommodation.
9/30/16 Daniel Rosen sent me an email follow up to the above thread that he had misunderstood the issue and would be looking into it. He
also let me know that someone would be by to talk to me concerning the lighting issue. He also asked if the fan behind my desk had an air
purifier attached to it. My reply on 10/4/16 included the fact that no one had been by to talk to me and I once again tried to explain that it
wasn’t the amount of lighting but the type of the lighting that was the issue. I made a request again to possibly extend my cube walls a little bit
so that I was not looking directly into the light, but this had already been requested and denied as it was deemed damaging to the esthetics of
the office. I also let Daniel know that my unit was a fan only and tried to explain that an air purifier would not solve the perfume issue as any
purifier needed 10 – 15 minutes to clear the air and by that time I would already be exposed for a length of time to any offending odors we were
trying to eliminate. I requested permission to reach out to Lori Girshick for ideas as our cases seemed similar, but the request was denied.
10/25/16 I sent an email to Daniel Rosen asking about the time counted for fmla. I was still trying to make my hours for a new fmla request.
With holidays (when I was not allowed to be at work), my time was over the required 1250. I asked if there was some way to make up the
holiday time into something that could be counted (since it wasn’t my fault I wasn’t allowed to work when the office was “closed”). He let me
know 10/26/16 that it was technically possible to make up the time so it would count, but he questioned if it would put me over the 7 hour daily
limit on my hours. The answer was a little confusing to me because I was already being paid for the holiday time. If I worked over to make up
the time to count towards fmla 1250 and then got paid for the “ot” as the computer would see it, it seemed like that would result in double pay.
This was a case (one of many) where I could’ve worked, asked to work, was denied, then had it counted against me.

2017 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
2/28/17 Concerns raised at the Governing Board meeting concerning “issues” with Human Resources at the District Office were raised by the
Classified Staff Council. 3/7/17 A Special Governing Board session was conducted to discuss “Possible Appointment of Special Counsel and
Possible Initiation of Related Actions Concerning the Classified Staff Council Complaint.”
3/14/17 Excerpt from an email sent from me to Adrienne Hicks who was one of classified staffs representatives at the time: “I have been in an
unresolved “battle” with local HR and my ADA accommodations as presented to District since August. I have made repeated complaints to
Brenda [Croteau], Bernadette [LaMazza], Daniel [Rosen], and Dr. Joan Pena [sic]. Dr. Jo has also made repeated attempts to resolve my situation
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from District to no avail. Brenda mentioned that there might be an investigation coming up concerning FMLA/ADA issues and problems with HR
districtwide and she wondered if any of it might apply to my situation.”
5/24/17 Email from Dr. Jo Ann Pina to me asking how I was doing. I let her know 5/25/17 that “There has been no activity on my requested
accommodations. I have been unable to get any response to my inquires. My supervisor has stated that her inquires are being ignored as well.
Due to the recent situation at District and due to some local comments that I have overhead, I have been afraid to push the issue with anyone
for fear of any possible reprisals. I have just been coming in as I can and doing what I need to do to get my job done.” Her reply on 5/31/17
indicated she was concerned about my response, missing paperwork from me (which I obtained from her and faxed back 6/22/17) and she
wanted a possible date for a site visit. From email trail it appears the site visit was conducted 6/6/17. Part of this email thread also indicates
that Josh Doddroe and the campus electrician was by my office a few days before 6/22/17 and indicated they had some ideas for the lighting
issue. Part of this thread also indicates 6/26/17 that the air had been out in the area and it was warm enough to be causing me health issues
which I relayed to Dr. Jo. The paperwork faxed back to Dr. Jo included the following information: “Lacking followup on accommodations is
contributing to an increase in symptoms, thus more absence time.”
6/6/17 As part of my growing unease and concerns over meeting anyone privately at this point I sent an email to Classified Staff Council
representative Mike Fulton who was acting as my employee advisor at the time letting him know a meeting that was just supposed to be
between Dr. Jo Ann Pina, Daniel Rosen and I on 6/7/17 was not only moved at the last minute, but placed on the calendar by Daniel indicating 5
people in attendance.
6/7/17 Email from Daniel Rosen that Josh Doddroe would be adjusting the lighting which was not done to my knowledge. When I inquired to
Brenda Croteau if any adjustments had been made, she said she had not seen anyone in working on it.
6/8/17 Dr. Jo Ann Pina contacted me concerning light filters – I let her know that I did not know about them and to please pick the one she felt
might meet my needs the best.
6/13/17 Dr. Jo Ann Pina sent me a packet of information on air purifiers she had been researching for me.
6/19/17 Daniel Rosen sent me an email with a copy to Brenda Croteau indicating that he and our electrician Martin Franco would be in our area
at 2:00 that day to discuss lighting adjustments.
6/22/17 A few days prior to this one, Josh Doddroe and the campus electrician made a visit to the area and indicated they had some ideas on
how to fix the lighting.
6/26/17 The air had been out in the office and it was warm enough to be causing me health issues which I relayed to Dr. Jo.
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6/29/17 Daniel Rosen sent me an email asking if I had tried sitting in Sara’s cubicle to check out the temperature. I let him know I had not as
the cube was still occupied, but that Robert Contreras was still complaining it was hot on his side.
7/13/17 I received notice from Bernadette LaMazza concerning a meeting I was required to attend which was going to occur outside my normal
scheduled hours. This was an annual meeting which in the past I was allowed to attend only the portion that fell in my normal hours. When I let
Bernadette know 7/17/17 that I would only be able to attend the afternoon portion of the meeting, she told me that was okay as long as I
attended the morning portion when the makeup meeting was held at a later date (also still outside my normal hours). I ended up missing the
whole meeting due to ada and asked Bernadette on 7/18/17 when the makeup meeting would be held. On 7/24/17 she responded she didn’t
know yet. I was notified 7/27/17 that it was set for 8/11/17. Email sent by me to Mike Fulton 8/7/17 with the following excerpt: “Do you have
any more info for me on this meeting? I will register, but 8:00 is still an impossibility. In fact, the whole day may be in question, as I’m entering
a peak migraine phase. I’m battling through it right now while it’s still in the functional phase, but I don’t want Bernadette to claim I am blowing
off the meeting if I happen to not be able to make the day at all…And have you heard from Dr. Jo? She told me she was coming out for a site
visit about three weeks ago and I still have heard nothing about any accommodations…Some days, this whole mess really feels like harassment.”
8/8/17 Dr. Jo Ann Pina contacted me by email thanking me for my “patience” and stating that she needed to meet with Daniel Rosen before we
could have a meeting and that he had been unavailable to meet with her.
8/11/17 Missed 8:00 meeting due to ADA absence and requested notes from Bernadette LaMazza on 8/21/17 as she had indicated the meeting
involved policy changes. On 9/1/17, I contacted her again as I still had received nothing from her. On 9/5/17 she finally let me know that she
was working on them. I never did receive any notes or supporting documentation from Bernadette.
8/16/17 I received an email from Dr. Jo Ann Pina that she needed to come to campus and meet with me. I asked about the nature of her visit
and if I needed a representative with me (our employee representative at the time was Mike Fulton – he made some attempts to assist me over
the next several months, then had to decline due to health reasons resulting from his own issues with Administration which resulted in him
finally leaving District employment all together). Dr. Jo indicated she wanted Daniel to join us.
8/17/17 I sent Dr. Jo Ann Pina an email in response to a question she had asked in one of our phone calls concerning the cubicle next door. I let
her know that additional departments were now using it as an overflow area for their workers and it was now occupied by 4 different people.
8/23/17 Dr. Jo Ann Pina contacted me needing to set up another meeting and walk through of my area to solidify the accommodations she was
going to request of the college. She included Daniel Rosen in the email as she felt it was important for him to be there. We agreed on the 24th,
however Daniel let her know at the last minute that he would be late due to another meeting.
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8/28/17 Dr. Jo Ann Pina contacted Brenda with several options for light covers and asked for her thoughts on the matter. Brenda supplied her
with what she thought was the best option and let her know that facilities should be able to use the ones recommended. They were never
implemented.
8/30/17 I received an email from Dr. Jo Ann Pina with an attachment of the formal accommodations that she was having the college provide to
meet my needs. This letter requested the following: rotating my desk to the other wall so I would not be looking directly on the lights, this
would necessitate moving my cube wall down which should help block some of the offending odors from the bathroom, purchasing and
installing light filters (she specified the type to facilities) and buying an air purifier (either the one she recommended or one with similar ratings).
She also wanted Brenda Croteau to consider the following accommodations for future implementation: Moving me to a vacant office as soon as
one became available and making our area, the hallway and the restrooms “scent free” areas. None of these accommodations were put in
place.
9/6/17 Daniel Rosen sent Brenda and I an email, copy to Dr. Jo Ann Pina, announcing that he would be having a meeting with Facilities
concerning the feasibility of my accommodations. Accommodations ordered by District.
9/13/17 Maintenance supervisor Charlie Poure sent email to Dr. Jo Ann Pina, Daniel Rosen and myself. It stated that after a “visit” to my area
and “discussion” with me, “we” arrived at the following information: A technical discussion of the lighting issue as he sees it and a statement
that it can be controlled and a discussion concerning the odors coming from the bathroom, which in his opinion can’t be controlled. He
mentioned that I was agreeable to testing out the cubicle next door if the heat issue could be resolved. He agreed to have heat panels installed
on the wall to try and cut down on the heat issue.
9/13/17 Dr. Jo Ann Pina emailed Brenda Croteau asking for some pictures of my lights as she was doing research into light filters. Please note
that this is over a year after we moved in (July 2016) and still no adjustment to the lighting “allowed”. We were working with some lights turned
off, but this produced too minimal lighting for the other occupants to be comfortable. Maintenance considered the low level lighting a
hazardous situation. The following requests had been made by me up to this point and all denied: turning my desk around so I wasn’t staring
into the lights all day (I was told the wall could not support the desk even though the cubicle next door was already configured this way), moving
next door where the desk was already turned around (the heat issues in this cube needed to be resolved first and this idea was still in the
discussion stage although it was later rejected – I was never allowed to move), moving into the private office next to Brenda where I could
control the lighting (denied at first because PSA were not allowed private offices, then later the area was occupied by a fellow PSA member),
extending the walls of my cube higher to block the direct line of sight of the lights (denied because it would ruin the esthetic nature of the
environment since we were considered part of Administration), and even the light filters which Dr. Jo told them to purchase was never
completed because Charlie Poure insisted they couldn’t be used on our lights even after Dr. Jo said she called the company and they told her
they could be.
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9/15/17 Email from Bernadette LaMazza sent campus wide announcing that although she would still be handling “leaves”, Lynn Nicastro would
now be handling ada. Lynn’s duties were also listed as “leaves” and employee relations.
9/20/17 Email from District sent to all employees that the Governing Board approved dissolving the Classified Staff Council (formerly known as
Professional Staff). This council was to have replaced the representation provided by the Professional Staff Association. Mike Fulton and
Adrienne Hicks were Chandler-Gilbert’s representatives on the council. Mike had been trying to provide me some assistance and guidance
through the ada process and the situation with my office. Once the council was officially disbanded, I lost assistance yet again. This action also
had a direct negative impact on the policy manual which was being rewritten at the time for the new Classified Staff designation. The resolution
called for “Eliminate engaging in employee-relations activities…including…grievances, termination processes or appeals, workplace conflict
resolutions, or equal employment opportunity procedures.” It also specifies “The Chancellor is charged with drafting new, updated employee
policies…”
9/21/17 Dr. Jo Ann Pina provided an amended letter of accommodation to Bernadette LaMazza and Brenda Croteau. Excerpt from Dr. Jo’s
letter: “During our Interactive Process session on Thursday, August 24, 2017, we agreed on specific ADA accommodations which would meet
Diana’s needs at this time, in this temporary location. An unscheduled visit by the Facilities Director, Charles Poure, provided additional
information…” The amendment stated that 1) I would be moved to the cubicle next door after the installation of panels to prevent the area
from becoming too warm (the panels were installed, but I was not allowed to move into the cube after their installation), 2) the new panels were
to be free of off gassing odors (they were, but the adhesive used to stick them to the walls was not), 3) light diffusers were to be ordered and
installed (Dr. Jo specified which ones – I don’t know if they were ever ordered, but they nor any similar product was ever installed, this
accommodation was met with repeated refusals to accommodate by Charlie Poure with multiple excuses given over time. I later found out that
when we moved out, one of the new occupants requested adjustments to the lights because of her migraines which were completed in a timely
manner.) and 4) an air purifier was to be purchased which Dr. Jo specified, or at least one comparable to it (the original one ordered was not the
one Dr. Jo specified and had a feature to it which I had already identified as being a known migraine trigger. Repeated requests to use petty
cash to purchase one I was familiar with were continuously denied. One was finally obtained for the office and did nothing to reduce the odors
as I had suspected. It did provide some circulation and cooling of the cube’s air which was still an ongoing issue.). Additional accommodations
listed by Dr. Jo included 1) moving me to a private office (constantly requested and constantly denied as PSA employees were not allowed
private offices even though Brenda Croteau pointed out other PSA employees in private offices. When Crystal Theaker moved out of the office
next to Brenda, I asked if I could use it as it was empty and was denied. It sat empty till we moved again in March 2018.), 2) Creating a scent free
zone including my office area, the hallway and the restroom (emails to the building occupants led to opposition and non-enforcement of this
issue. Dr. Jo requested signs be posted, but she was denied. I could not use the restroom at all and began using the student restroom one
building over. At times, this one would be locked and I would often have to visit 3 or 4 restrooms in the surrounding buildings to find one open.
When I complained, I was told I was supposed to be using the one in my building.), 3) Creating the whole building a scent free zone (since I could
not even get the air in the bathroom cleared, this idea seemed unfeasible as well.) and 4) Ordering a higher end air purifier that would scrub the
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air (she provided specific examples, however the struggle to obtain the air purifier I have took months and is ineffective for odors – I do not
know if this was even discussed). Dr. Jo also made the following point: “Once this team is notified of a move to a permanent location, we can
preview the future space to ensure the ADA accommodations are in place for a smooth transition (our next move was to another temporary
location. I tried unsuccessfully to engage in conversations concerning accommodations. Once we moved in, Brenda and I took care of what we
could internally.) Dr. Jo Ann Pina sent this amended letter in an email to Bernadette LaMazza and told her to oversee the implementation of
these accommodations right away. Bernadette told Dr. Pina on 9/22/17 that she would.
9/24/17 An email was sent campus wide by acting campus President Bill Guerriero announcing that the Classified Staff council was dissolved by
a Governing Board resolution effective 9/30/17. His email goes on to note “Please be aware of an important provision of the September 18
Governing Board resolution, which states that the new participatory model for employee engagement must ‘eliminate engaging in employee
relations activities’…Our interpretation of this provision is that classified staff who may have employee relations issues…should contact their
supervisors or the CGCC Human Resources Office. Please discontinue directing inquires to CGCC’s Classified Staff Council representatives
(Adrienne [Hicks] and Mike [Fulton])…The Chancellor recently communicated her intent to form an ad hoc committee to assist in developing a
new model for employee groups and policies…”
9/25/17 I contacted Lynn Nicastro and Bernadette LaMazza with an adjustment to my absence time. Again I was “reminded” this was not the
correct procedure to record time. And again, I pointed out T&L was correct and the adjustment needed made on the absence side which made
it an ada issue. Lynn let Dr. Jo Ann Pina know on 10/5/17 that the correction had finally been completed, but too late for payroll and would
reflect on a later paycheck (yet again – a situation often repeated making it very difficult to tell at any given time if my paycheck or absences
were accurate for any given pay period or not).
9/29/17 I emailed Dr. Jo Ann Pina and let her know that her accommodations still were not being acted on. Excerpt: “No one has come by,
called or otherwise contacted me this week concerning the ammended accommodations. I have not seen or heard from either Bernadette
[LaMazza] or Charlie [Poure]…I also contacted Lynn [Nicastro] on Monday for an absence adjustment (per the procedure Daniel [Rosen] and I
had worked out). She wasn’t aware of how to correct it and contacted Julie Johns who told her that was not the proper procedure…I let her
[Lynn] know that I was aware of that…this was an ADA absence issue…I also let her know that whatever Daniel had been doing, it corrected
nearly right away…She let me know that she didn’t know how to get it corrected in time and she can’t contact Daniel (I guess he is on FMLA till
November [he never returned from medical leave]…She did request that I contact Sandy Badilla at District, however, as this is an ADA reporting
issue, I wanted to contact you before it gets too messed up again…” Dr. Jo Ann Pina responded 10/2/17 that Bernadette LaMazza had agreed to
take the lead on implementing the amended accommodations and told me she would be contacting Bernadette later in the week concerning
this matter. As part of this thread of emails, there is an email I sent to Judy Castellanos and Tony Wilber on 2/14/18 that reads “Forwarding per
your request. Second addmended formal accommodation letter, sent after several people on campus refused to comply with the first letter.”
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10/2/17 Increasingly upset by the lack of accommodations and the continued lack of support, professional curtesy and the decline in my health
and in growing fear of my job, I began internet researching ada laws and “reasonable accommodations”. One search yielded the following: “Just
a few examples of possible accommodations include altered break and work schedules…quiet office space or devises that create a quiet work
environment, changes in supervisory methods (e.g., written instructions from a supervisor who usually does not provide them [something
Brenda was doing and then declined because it was too much work on her part], specific shift assignments, and permission to work from home
[constantly asked for and constantly denied]. You can get a reasonable accommodation for any mental health condition that would, if left
untreated, ‘substantially limit’ your ability to concentrate, interact with others, communicate, eat, sleep, care for yourself, regulate your
thoughts or emotions, or do any other ‘major life activity’.” This was an important “find” for me because my doctors had documented my ptsd,
anxiety and depression in previous paperwork. This whole situation was having a major impact on my panic attacks and necessitating increased
use of my medications and causing major disruptions in my private life as well. These panic attacks were a major reason I keep trying to seek
“representation” in all meetings. I began to experience panic symptoms each time one of “them” would show up in my office unannounced or
even send emails giving me only a few hours’ notice of meetings concerning employment issues. Later doctors, did not feel the need to reiterate
the mental health side of my condition because we/I now understand that it is a natural byproduct of both fibromyalgia and migraines.
10/6/17 I was notified by Bernadette LaMazza that maintenance would begin acting on my accommodations the next week. Charlie Poure
acknowledged that my accommodations would be given a higher priority. I emailed Bernadette 10/23/17 and asked about the timeline on
getting my accommodations as specified 9/21/17 by Dr. Jo Ann Pina and received no response. This email also pointed out to Bernadette that I
was still waiting for the paperwork from the missed meeting in July which she said on 9/5/17 she would be getting to me. On 10/26/17
Bernadette replied she had been unable to reach me and wanted to know if I had tried moving into the cubicle next door yet as maintenance
had already installed the heat panels. She also mentioned that the air purifier was on the way, although she felt it wouldn’t be effective (a
sentiment I shared, but since Dr. Jo Ann Pina wanted me to try it out, I agreed).
10/23/17 I made the following note in my work log: 3:10 Charlie stopped and asked if I tried the new office. I said no, because I thought I
smelled the panel off gassing and was waiting for the air purifier. He said he had no intentions of ordering an air purifier because it would do no
good…I told him Dr. Jo said I was not to be talking to anyone but her and that of the four accommodations, only one had been met so far. He
said he has done what he will do and she needed to come down so he could go over why the other accommodations will not work and he won’t
do them…
10/26/17 Bernadette sent me an email stating she had been unable to reach me and wanted to know if I had tried moving into the cubicle next
door yet as maintenance had already installed the heat panels. She also mentioned that the air purifier was on the way, although she felt it
wouldn’t be effective (a sentiment I shared, but since Dr. Jo Ann Pina wanted me to try it out, I agreed).
11/1/17 Having reached the total end of my rope so to speak, I sent Bernadette LaMazza a lengthy email in reply to an email thread started
10/6/17. It is quite long and took Dr. Jo Ann Pina’s accommodations one by one and asked Bernadette to let me know where they were in the
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process of implementation. Excerpts: “When I asked for an update on where you were in the accommodation process on Octoer 26th, I meant
where were you in the process of providing the accommodations as outlined by Dr. Jo…Dr. Jo has informed me that you are now in charge of
coordinating these accommodations. These immediate accommodations included the following: 1) Placing Diana in the office cubicle adjacent
to the one she currently occupies and adding insulation panels or tackable wall surface(s) to insulate Diana from the heat and cold…You’re email
states that you were over here looking for me. It also states that the wall surface is ‘covered with a reasonably dark fabric’. Perhaps you should
stop by and take a look yourself, because it is not covered. Dr. Jo’s accommodation states that it must be ‘free from odor’ which it is not. I have
mentioned to Brenda several times that I would try the area out after the air purifier has had a chance to remove any residual odor from the
area. I also mentioned this to Charlie [Poure] when he stopped by on 10/23/17 at 3:10. At which time he informed me that he had no intention
of providing an air purifier…Also, I have no way now of evaluating the area for heat transfer, as we are now into November….
2) Purchasing and installing LED Light diffusers…Please provide an update on where you are in this process. You have had 5 weeks to
have these ordered and installed [they never were]…
3) Providing and/or purchasing and air purifier…Please provide an update on where exactly you are in this process. The air purifier is
not contingent on the new space working out. It was a separate point in and of itself. I do not understand why it has taken 5 weeks to order and
receive this item. And I am bothered by Charlie’s continued comments that this accommodation will not be met…
[Dr. Jo’s recommendations for the future] 1) Placing Diana in a vacant office when one becomes available….Please note that this request
has been repeatedly made and denied…
2) Creating this work area, including they hallway and restroom, a ‘scent free’ zone and/or Creating the entire building a ‘scent free’
area. I mentioned to you on the day before we moved in (in August of 2016) that odors would be an issue. You informed me that the ‘request’
had been made of other employees in the area for a scent free zone, but that was all you could do. You couldn’t require it…There is at least one
other scent free zone on campus…How is that area enforced?....
3) Purchasing a higher end air purifier which eliminates odors….Clearly this accommodation will not be met in the future…
Dr. Jo also noted “Once this team is notified of a move to a permanent location, we can preview the future space to ensure the ADA
accommodations are in place for a smooth transition’…I was wondering if you have brought Dr. Jo into that discussion yet?...None of this is new.
These points have been discussed, written up, thrown about, thrown out and discussed again. Some of them repeatedly, since we first moved in
(14) months ago. Dr. Jo’s original documented accommodations have even been thrown out and rewritten. You have had her revised
accommodations for 5 weeks now. Dr. Jo told me you are in charge of see these accommodations are met. Please --- no more meetings,
discussions, revisions, roadblocks or further stalling. Do you have the intention and ability so [sic] see that these requirements are met?...Please
provide a complete update by close of business on Friday, November 3, 2017.” [I never received a reply from Bernadette.]
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11/3/17 Lynn Nicastro sent Bernadette and myself an email thanking Bernadette for ordering the air purifier and mentioning that she would be
in contact with Charlie Poure the next week concerning a panel for the window and the lighting issue. Bernadette responded back to her to
follow up with me next week on the “remaining” items. Dr. Jo Ann Pina contacted me 11/7/17 and asked if I had a reply yet from Bernadette to
the email sent 11/1/17. I let her know that I had not heard from Bernadette and that I had let Lynn know that I was still expecting a reply from
Bernadette herself as she had a long history of not answering emails and not following through on tasks. Later that day, I let Dr. Jo know the air
purifier was in, but not usable due to a feature it had that was a known migraine and asthma trigger. She tasked me with researching another
model later in the week. Lynn replied 11/8/17 that Charlie Poure would be ordering the light filters for the “new” cube. I don’t know if they
were ever ordered, but I do know if they were, they were never installed.
11/8/17 Spent most of my shift studying air purifiers per Dr. Jo Ann Pina’s request. One more example of why my work wasn’t getting done.
11/17/17 One more example of an absence adjustment needing made because the system closes before we end the work week and with my
ada I could not project Friday’s hours. I was again reminded that I needed to follow proper timelines. I received an email from Jaime Miranda
11/20/17 asking if she could input my time incorrectly so payroll would run and fix it “later”. I told her I was not comfortable with that since
Brenda and I did what we were supposed to do correctly and on time.
11/20/17 I received an email from Bernadette LaMazza telling me to send her the results of my air purifier research, another reminder would be
going out to MSQ building occupants concerning the Be Air Aware campaign and that the light filter search was progressing with a work order
being placed. If ordered, they were never installed.
11/21/17 Brad Kendrex sent email reminder to Mesquite Building occupants that the area was designated a fragrance-free building. No signs
were posted as Dr. Jo Ann Pina requested and I was repeatedly told the designation could not be enforced because Administration did not have
to comply.
11/21, 11/22 & 11/28/17 I made notations in my work log that it was way too warm in the area.
11/22/17 Written note in my work log: 3:00 Brenda Croteau present “Charlie came through and said he was looking at lights. He said he was
told to disconnect the single light over my desk, thus he would have the boys turn off the middle light. I told him, no – when I move next week,
the “single light” would be the last one, near the window…He said – no he was told now I’m not moving (first I’ve heard of it). I also asked why
he paneled the other office – He said because he was told to. I told him that the lights didn’t make any sense – the light over my desk is already
off – the problem is the three on that I stare at all day. He said he was just doing what he was told and now I’m not moving…His behavior
seemed almost dismissive about stirring the pot once again…
11/22/17 I contacted Dr. Deric Hall concerning setting up a meeting to discuss an ongoing ada harassment issue. Meeting was set for 11/30/17
at District.
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12/1/17 I contacted Lynn Nicastro as the new ada representative per Bernadette concerning an absence adjustment that I need so absences
and T&L would match. She let me know she was not the correct person and I would have to contact Jaime Miranda with absences moving
forward even though Lynn was the ada contact.
12/4/17 Submitted formal paperwork with Dr. Deric Hall to open up an investigation on VP Brad Kendrex, HR Director and department
supervisor Bernadette LaMazza and Maintenance supervisor Charlie Poure. Discrimination complaint form for all three listed Disability
discrimination and hostile work environment. I listed “I have been granted ada accommodations for a documented disability per Dr. Jo Ann Pina
at District. These accommodations have not been met, and are being denied.” Having a “negative impact on work performance, creation of
hostile work environment, increase in disability symptoms.” For witnesses, I listed Brenda Croteau, Robert Contreras and Dr. Jo Ann Pina.
12/4/17 Formal complaint submitted to Dr. Jo concerning Charlie’s harassing “meeting” which Brenda witnessed and was part of. Not that
Brenda was harassing, she just entered into the conversation and tried to “smooth” things over when she heard Charlie’s tone.
12/5/17 I resent an email thread to Dr. Hall at his request because he claimed to have not seen my initial comments concerning threats from
Brad during the 2014 meeting. He claims that if he had, he would’ve said something about threatening employees right away.
12/7/17 Bernadette LaMazza contacted me by email and asked how the new office was working out. She also wanted to know if the light
adjustment that was made was working out for me (they removed the light next door instead of the one over my cube, which still left me staring
right into the offending lights my whole shift every day). I forwarded the email to Dr. Jo Ann Pina and let her know I still had not been allowed to
move into the neighboring cube after the heat panels had been installed. I also question why the campus was suddenly taking an interest in my
accommodations and if it had anything to do with the fact that I had filed paperwork with Dr. Hall’s office on 12/4/17.
12/15/17 I contacted Deric Hall by email wondering where in the process my paperwork was. He replied that President Guerrero, Brad
Kendrex, Charlie Poure, and Bernadette LaMazza were formally notified in writing of my discrimination complaint. He further stated that after
the winter break, in January, and external investigator would be assigned to the case. I was not contacted by an investigator till 2/8/18.
1/9/18 Bernadette LaMazza sent an email campus wide reminding employees that was now the campus contact for ada issues, employee
relations and leaves. In my opinion, this resulted in a conflict of interest in my case (now as well as continuously in the past) when the employee
relations one is having trouble with is with hr as a result of ada requests.
1/10/18 Dr. Jo Ann Pina sent me an email with the following questions: “When you get a chance, will you please provide an update on the
completion of your ADA accommodations? Did you receive the new air purifier and the light filters?” I replied on 1/16/18: “Brenda and I were
told on 11/22/17 by Charlie [Poure] that in a meeting he had with Brad and Bernadette on 11/20/17 that light filters will not be ordered and I
will not be able to move to the adjacent cube. Lights were removed from the panel over my shoulder [next door], but no further adjustments
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have been made to any of the lights that I look directly into. I did receive an air purifier a few days before the Winter Break, but haven’t really
had a chance to use it yet while there is regular traffic through here due to the break…”

2018 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
Dr. Jo sent me a follow up email on 1/19/18 which laid the blame for the breakdown in communication with Bernadette on me and my lack of
communication (despite the fact I had repeatedly reported that Charlie Poure had told Brenda and I that I could not move). She indicated she
wanted a firm response from me on moving and if the area would need any further adjustments prior to moving. 1/23/18 I replied back to her
with an email reminding her of the following points: 1) On 11/8/17 I received an email from Lynn Nicastro and Charlie Poure that the light
filters would be ordered and that several emails back and forth have documented that this still has not been done. 2) On 11/22/17 I and Brenda
Croteau were informed by Chalie Poure that not only will light filters not be ordered, but that I would not be allowed to move. I reminded Dr. Jo
that I had already documented this to her in an email 12/4/17. 3) on 12/7/17 Bernadette LaMazza sent me an email asking me if the cube next
door was okay now that the lights had been adjusted. I reminded Dr. Jo that I sent her this email at the time and let her know that it still did not
meet the criteria set forth in her amended accommodation letter sent 9/21/17. I further told her that while I was willing to try moving, the area
still was not adjusted to specs and that I could not tell her what else needed to be done as the whole situation had gone on for far too long to be
able to give her any real answers. I also let her know that two of the private offices would become available the next week and might resolve all
issues as one of her future accommodations was the fact that I be moved to a private office. [Although the offices did sit vacant for months, I
was not allowed to move to one of them, even on a temporary basis.]
1/18/18 I contacted Dr. Deric Hall and asked him to confirm the receipt of a packet of information I had dropped off, on 1/17/18 for the
investigator who was still unassigned at that time. I was unable to reach him directly since he only worked part time, and had dropped the
packet off with his secretary. I wanted to make sure he had it. I also mentioned in this email that Bernadette was now my direct ada contact as
the previous contact Lynn Nicastro had left the District. I told Deric I felt that was a conflict of interest due to the nature of the ongoing
investigation. I also documented a phone call I had with Dr. Jo Ann Pina on 1/11/18 which I felt was threatening in nature. She had expressed
extreme concern over a recent three week “absence” I had recently returned from and let me know that my absences were being scrutinized. I
let Dr. Hall know that of the three weeks I was gone – the campus was closed for Winter Break one week and one week was vacation time preapproved by Brenda Croteau. The remaining week was the only time I was off sick from something I contracted while off on vacation. Dr. Hall
acknowledged receipt of the paperwork on 1/22/18 and thanked me for letting him know of Dr. Jo’s phone call. He also let me know that Susan
Grace was the investigator assigned to my case and that she would be in contact shortly [she didn’t notify me till 2/8/18].
On 1/24/18 Dr. Jo Ann Pina sent me another email with the following excerpt: “I appreciate your quick response and understand your
frustration…However, it does appear we have someone who has veered out of their lane and made some decisions for you. The ADA Interactive
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Process is intended to include you, as the employee seeking an accommodation; and as the term “interactive” implies, it includes your active
participation...The question of whether the move to the adjacent cubicle would be helpful…will continue to be a lingering question…unless you
give it a try [I had already indicated multiple times that I was willing to try and by this time been told repeatedly I could not]…By moving yourself,
you will not need to engage with Facilities [something I offered to do which was denied by my supervisor Brenda Croteau as the work she had
received was that I could not move]…” She did conclude the email by asking Bernadette LaMazza if the two vacant office had been assigned
occupants yet.
Later that day I forwarded the email thread to Dr. Deric Hall [he had asked to be informed of anything going on since the investigation was still in
progress.] Excerpt of my comments to him: “I am willing to give a move a try, however this situation is still not the accommodation as spelled
out in the formal admendment of the original accommodation…This has been going on for far too long and at this point I honestly don’t know if
it will help or not. There is so much anxiety and stress surrounding this whole situation…They seem to still be in the wrong, and I feel they are
trying to place the blame on me…I am willing to try the move, however, if it does not work out, am I ‘stuck” so to speak because I accepted their
admended (yet again) solution. I feel they are trying to ramrod a solution before any true investigation is begun. I am willing to try the move,
however, if it does not work out this whole charade starts all over again?...I have already been told several times previously that employees at
‘my level’ do not rate offices on this campus for any reason…I still feel it is a set-up of some kind…”
1/25/18 Received email from Angel Riccelli concerning the delivery of my new desktop computer. I let him know I should be moving, but since
the location and time wasn’t firm yet, I would have to get back to him. On 1/31/18 I let him know that neither Brenda nor I could give him any
answers yet as our attempt to get any had failed. I also let him know that we should move at least 2 more times before August according to
rumors. Further emails show the computer was swapped out, my mouse had to be changed due to upgrade, I was allowed to keep my keyboard
and monitor. Technical Support has been very good through the years working with my ada, they’ve demonstrated amazing patience, care and
knowledge through the years.
1/26/18 I sent Dr. JoAnn Pina an email asking if she had heard from Bernadette concerning the reassignment of the vacant offices. I also let her
know that my department was recently notified by VP Brad Kendrex that we would shortly be moving because our current area was going to be
remodeled. I let her know that he had not indicated where we would be located during the remodel. I let her know yet again that I would be
willing to try the adjacent cube in the absence of any resolution to the current conflict over my accommodations. Finally I let her know that my
replacement computer had arrived, but I had been notified that the IT department only wanted to install it in a stable location and not move it
several times.
1/30/18 I received a reply from Dr. Jo Ann Pina to the above email that she would no longer be my ada representative and that the new person
would be Tony Wilber and she would be passing on my information to him. I still feel that this was a direct result of naming her as a witness in
my packet given to Dr. Hall on 12/4/18. Once I presented Dr. Hall the paperwork, her attitude became more distant and less compassionate
concerning my situation. Tony Wilber, who to date is still my District representative, and I have only had a few meetings in the past two years
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and none alone confidentially. All meetings have either included Bernadette LaMazza, Judy Castellanos or Lisa Kussard. Dr. Jo was named as
one of my witnesses for the investigation and I felt at the time (and still do) that she was removed as my representative as a result of naming her
in the investigation. Prior to this, she had been one of the only ones acting on my behalf to resolve the situation. At one point she admitted that
she had never worked with a group of such uncooperative people before. Her attitude towards me changed significantly after submitting my
paperwork to Dr. Hall. I sent her a reply 2/1/18 that it was too bad she couldn’t get anything resolved for me and that I had sat in the vacant
office a few times just to check it out and that it did appear that that move would resolve some of the issues [however it was never allowed]. I
thanked her for trying and wished her well in her new position. She responded 2/5/18 that she had transitioned my paperwork to Tony Wilber
and would be moving on to another campus.
Later the same day, I sent an email to Brenda Croteau asking if she had official word as to when I would move to the adjacent cubicle and if I
could squat unofficially in one of the vacant offices till then. She replied 2/8/18 that she had heard nothing about me moving and that only
Bernadette LaMazza could give me permission to squat in the vacant office (who never responded to Dr. Jo when she asked about the vacant
offices.) I replied back to Dr. Jo Ann Pina and Tony and let them know that the department did not know when we were moving out, nor to
where. And that Brenda had indicated to me that any move I made would have to be approved by Bernadette. Tony Wilber indicated he was
meeting with Bernadette LaMazza the following Monday and would seek answers from her then. Bernadette responded to me on 2/14/18 that
the department would eventually be housed in the remodeled Public Safety building, but she was unsure where we would move between
remodels. VP Brad Kendrex joined the conversation 2/15/18 and stated the department might be moving in with Public Safety in their
temporary location since they had to also move out due to the impending construction in PSB. I thanked Brad for the information on 2/20/18
and asked how to proceed with accommodation concerns in the temporary location in Bradshaw Hall as it was undergoing remodeling prior to
our move in. Brenda Croteau joined the conversation 2/22/18 and again asked if we could meet concerning the new location and my
accommodations [which had never been resolved in the current location]. Brad responded there would be no changes to the new location and
it would have to be used “as-is”. Bernadette was tasked with making sure the new location fit my accommodations [keep in mind that by now
she was aware of my complaint filed against her, and that she had not resolved a thing in the current location concerning accommodations].
2/7/18 I was contacted by Susan Wells as the assigned third party representative assigned to the investigation filed with Dr. Deric Hall 12/4/17
concerning setting up a time for a first interview.
2/12/18 I contacted Jaime Miranda for an absence adjustment and received notice she was out and to call Bernadette LaMazza. When I
contacted Bernadette LaMazza, she said she couldn’t help me and routed me back to Brenda Croteau. Brenda and I finally got it fixed after
much trouble. Jaime didn’t get back to me till 3/6/18.
2/12/18 I was notified by Tony Wilber that I needed to meet with him and Judy Castellanos concerning my assigned “leave”. I clarified the topic
of the meeting as I was not on any leave.
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2/13/18 I notified Dr. Hall that I was uncomfortable with the idea of meeting with Judy Castellanos and wanted representation as I had had
trouble with Judy Castellanos previously in the meeting in June 2014 which Deric was also part of. Excerpt: “…I am concerned this might blow
into something else. I have been blindsided by District into attending seemingly harmless meetings which quickly turned into something else. I
am concerned about taking this meeting alone, and I am concerned about the timing given the investigation which in my opinion hasn’t even
started yet…I am also concerned that they are going to try to force me into agreeing to something I might not be comfortable with so that the
investigation will show they are actually accommodating me…if something else is really going on, at what point can I consider it retaliation for
the investigation? This whole situation has me rethinking everyone’s real intentions and I don’t trust anyone anymore. The constant shift in
personnel doesn’t help. This is one more meeting, with one more employee, with one more set of opinions and ideas…You told me I could
contact you if anything happens that makes me uncomfortable. This makes me uncomfortable in the timing, the people involved….” On
2/14/18 in response to a question from Deric Hall, I replied back to him: “Upon further reflection…I think I know what might have precipitated
the issue and it’s possible Bernadette [LaMazza] was behind it…”
2/14/18 Conference Call meeting with Judy and Tony rapidly breaks down from the start with no representation on my side. I asked for an
email of the /minutes from the meeting which Tony said he would provide and never did. I called an abrupt end to the meeting due to the
hostile nature of/ Judy. Hostile nature of the meeting documented verbally to Brenda Croteau and documented by email to Dr. Deric Hall at
3:57 (the meeting was at 3:00).
2/14/18 Email sent to Judy Castellanos and Tony Wilber with the following comment: “Forwarding per your request. Second addmended
formal accommodation letter, sent after several people on campus refused to comply with the first letter.”
2/20/18 Calendar entry – First meeting with Susan Grace, EEO investigator.
2/22/18 Bernadette LaMazza sent an email to the following individuals: Maintenance Supervisor Charlie Poure, IT Supervisor Vincent Scalisi, my
supervisor Brenda Croteau, my co-worker Robert Contreras, ADA representative Tony Wilber, ADA Supervisor Judy Castellanos, Trina Larson and
myself. The primary purpose of the email seemed to be to inquire if Charlie and Vincent could move us to the new location in Bradshaw the next
Friday 3/2/18. This was our first warning of a move date giving us less than a week to pack. The primary problem with this email is that
Bernadette “somehow” attached a large email thread that was a private conversation between Dr. Jo Ann Pina and myself to all parties on this
email. These emails were supposed to be confidential email between Dr. Jo Ann Pina and I which discussed accommodations and lack thereof.
Even some pointed complaints concerning Charlie Poure himself which Bernadette just shared with him by sending him my whole packet. I
don’t even know how she received these confidential emails in the first place. I feel some important points are the facts that 1) I named
Bernadette in my complaints to Dr. Hall and she had already been notified about the investigation and now she had shared confidential ada
information with Charlie Poure who was also named in my investigation. 2) Bernadette shared my confidential information with the supervisor
of at least 3 other departments. 3) Bernadette shared my confidential information with then co-worker Robert Contreras who is now my direct
supervisor and who is spearheading the campaign behind my termination (by his own admission). I sent Bernadette an email on 2/23/18 letting
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her know that my confidential information should not have been openly shared like that and asking for an explanation of what happened. Her
reply indicated that she didn’t know what happened. I was later told verbally by Bernadette that it was okay because she had checked with
everyone individual and all parties indicated they had deleted it without reading yet. Yet at a later date, a fellow employee who should have had
no access to that information, mentioned some of the contents of the emails to me.
2/23/18 Bernadette LaMazza sent another email to Brenda Croteau, Robert Contreras, Charlie Poure, Vincent Scalisi, me and Trina Larson
asking if we could move the week of Spring Break. Brenda replied we could be able to move Spring Break, but she pointed out that the area still
needed to be cleaned and emptied of the previous occupants’ confidential records. Bernadette assured Brenda she was coordinating the
cleaning of the area with Charlie. Note: The area was still filthy when we moved in.
2/26/18 Dr Deric Hall reached out to me and said he needed to meet with me concerning the time frame of the investigation. Although the
investigator had contacted me 2/8/18, at this point there had been no further developments that I was aware of. When I turned the paperwork
into Dr. Hall’s office, and multiple times since, he had indicated that process called for a completion of the investigation in 90 days. I pointed out
to Deric the following excerpt: “…I would like a response to the fact that Bernadette [LaMazza] emailed information concerning my ADA
accommodations, as well as several emails between you and I, to other employees on campus. Included in the persons who received this
information is Charlie Poure. Included in the information he may have received are emails documenting conversations between he and I for the
EEOC investigation…I am giving my complaint a day or so for someone to respond, however I do want a timely response. That was a release of
confidential employee information, directly between two of the people named in my investigation. In the future, I would like to request any
conversations between you and I take place in a new email so that it can not be resubmitted to the campus community…” In a followup email to
Deric, I let him know that none of the leaked information pertained to emails between him and I, only Dr. Jo Ann Pina. Excerpt: “…All the
information shared was between Dr. Jo and I concerning my accommodations. Although, I still am unsure how Bernadette got her hands on
those emails, as some of the conversation was concerning my frustration with Bernadette and Charlie [Poure]. But I guess now everyone knows
how I feel.” Dr. Hall followed up with an email 3/1/18 stating the investigation should wrap up sometime in early April. Excerpt from my reply:
“…She [EEO investigator Susan Grace] told me that she was going to be in contact with you to see what I could do in the mean time to prevent
staying in this hostile environment. Last week I was notified by Brad Kendrex that this office will be moving into a new location on the 12th
temporarily with a final move date into the new area a few months after that. I was informed that no accommodations need to be made to this
area since we are moving out…Also, Judy [Castellanos] was supposed to send me an email concerning the phone meeting we had [on 2/14/18].
That’s the meeting I ‘walked out’ on due to her demeaner on the phone, then leveled a complaint with you. I still have seen no email from Judy,
and Anthony (Dr. Jo’s replacement) still has not been in contact with me beyond the phone call with Judy…[and as of today April 2020 – he still
hasn’t been in direct contact with me]…”
3/8/18 Email from Bernadette LaMazza indicating we would move 3/12/18. Brenda asked if the area was now clean as there had been some
delay in getting it cleaned to Brenda’s satisfaction. She also requested a walk through of my location, and again expressed concerns about the
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cleanliness of the location. 3/19/18 Bernadette asked me via email if the lighting situation was okay. It wasn’t, but Brenda and I found a work
around that worked pretty well for the few months we were in BRD. Of greater concern was the electrical “noise” in my office walls whenever
someone ran the copier which dimmed my lights as well. Brenda finally got this issue resolved by contacting the campus electrician directly.
3/22/18 Tony Wilber reached out to VP Brad Kendrex and asked how I was doing in the new location and if my accommodations were being
met. He contacted Brad, not me. Brad replied to him that Bernadette LaMazza was handling things and all was going well. [It was not going
well, not by a long shot.] By this time, we were having considerable issues with construction projects around the building. One incident in
particular right under Brenda’s window whereby the M&O people cut into the foundation of the building while digging a trench. I have pictures
of the broken foundation. I wasn’t in at the time, but Brenda reported it shook the building so hard, dust rained down from the ceiling and the
lights flickered. Brenda was concerned for a time afterwards about the safety of her office wall. That trench remained open for several years,
only getting filled in around the end of last year.
3/27/18 Email from Susan Grace concerning need for followup meeting for the EEO investigation. She had additional questions concerning my
provided timeline and specific actions taken, or not taken, concerning my requested accommodations. Meeting took place 4/5/18 according to
my meeting calendar.
3/27/18 Email from Tony Wilber requesting a meeting with him, me, Judy Castellanos and Brenda Croteau. I told him Brenda’s schedule was
busier than mine and once she got back to him, I could rearrange my schedule to match. I also let him know to tell me when he had a firmer
date and time so I could request representation per our phone conversation on 2/14/18. Neither Brenda nor I ever heard from him again
concerning this meeting.
3/29/18 Calendar entry – Bad migraine by end [of day due to] construction affecting the offices. 3/30/18 Calendar entry – out all day due to
“migraine from yesterday’s construction”.
4/3/18 Bernadette LaMazza reissued the Be Air Aware Campaign email asking employees to refrain from strong smelling perfumes, colognes,
cleaning products, etc. Although I was temporarily in a private office and could shut my door, I still had to pass though the “public area” when I
left or entered the area. It was such a tiny enclosed area. I began working with my door shut most of the time and the air purifier on high.
4/24/18 Brenda Croteau emailed me letting me know she would be out for a bit and I needed to call into Bernadette LaMazza while she was
out. My notes indicate that not only did I call Bernadette every day, but I emailed her when I actually arrived as well. Brenda also mentioned
that some of security’s stuff would be moved over while she was gone as they would be moving in when we moved out on 5/14/18. Brenda
noted that she cautioned them that this was still our office and not to become another construction zone while we still occupied it.
5/2/18 I received an email from Dr. Deric Hall announcing the completion of my EEO investigation. Along with a copy of the report, Deric sent
me a link to the procedure to file an additional complaint, and a notice of my right to appeal within 10 working days. As the investigation was
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completed, Brenda Croteau and I began comparing information. She pointed out to me that when she was called into a meeting with the
investigator, she was not allowed to submit substantiating material, nor really add to the investigation. She was only asked a few questions and
released. She had gone into the meeting hoping to address the harassment I had been receiving concerning my accommodations and was not
allowed to address it or present backup information. We both agreed that the report does not reflect the truth of the matter as we saw it and
seems to lay the blame on me. While I realize I had the right to appeal, the investigation concluded at a time when I was dealing with a serious
medical situation, while at the same time, packing the whole office up again for yet another move. Adding to my frustration over the outcome
of the investigation, was the fact that the individual who I would’ve been appealing to had already been the subject of questions concerning her
conduct on previous matters. I was so upset, I felt there was no hope in trying to go any further at that point in time. In a later phone
conversation with Deric (5/15/18), it was pointed out that the investigator was hired and paid for by the District. I remember asking him if I had
paid for the investigator, might the outcome have been different. Deric did point out to me in the email that “retaliation against a person who
has filed a complaint or against any witness questioned during an investigation is strictly prohibited.” Vital point, since Brenda and I both felt
repeatedly in the months to come, that what we both were experiencing was a direct result of the investigation.
5/3/18 I send Brenda Croteau my annual email request to continue working 5 days a week during the summer. I pointed out that since we
would be next door to security there shouldn’t be a security issue. And since the building had to remain cool as it was occupied, there shouldn’t
be an issue with cooling the whole area just for me (both issues I had heard in the past). 5/14/18 I made a calendar entry that I went home with
a bad migraine starting and still had no reply on my summer hours, which by that time should’ve started already. 5/15/18 Calendar entry that I
had heard unofficially from Bernadette that I was to work 40 hours? 5/23/18 I sent Brenda another email as I still had not heard anything
official on my request to work Fridays. She informed me that the answer was “no” when she asked and that my 32 hours would have to fit in the
4 days we were going to be open, which was in direct violation to my doctor’s restrictions of 7 hour days (as it was during the previous years as
well).
5/10/18 Bernadette LaMazza sent email to campus welcoming Lisa Kussard from the District. Her job experience was listed as employee
relations, talent management and payroll. No mention of fmla or ada experience.
5/17/18 Bernadette LaMazza sent me a request for yet another new ada packet. I replied to Bernadette to be more specific on what she was
asking for and if this would be starting the process over yet again. Bernadette told me she included Lisa Kussard on the email as Lisa worked
with leaves at the District office. While I did not hear back from Bernadette, Lisa did follow up with a response and links to a new packet. Later
she also responded that she could no longer discuss leaves as she no longer worked for the District office. I never did get a reply from
Bernadette directly.
5/22/18 Public Safety Commander Don Keane sent an email to the campus noting that security had moved to BRD160 since their normal
location was going to be under construction for a time. Our new location is on the other side of the wall from all that construction. Bernadette
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LaMazza didn’t send her email announcing we had moved out of BRD (now occupied by security) and into PSB till several hours after
Commander Keane announced PSB was undergoing construction.
5/23/18 Email thread between Brenda Croteau and I concerning a preapproved vacation day. Not anything wrong with the vacation itself, but I
had noticed when I went to prerecord the time, T&L showed me responsible for 8.5 hours for the day. This was still a violation of my doctor’s
restriction to 7 hour days. Brenda didn’t notify me that it had been fixed by hand till 5/30/18.
5/23/18 Email thread between Dr. Deric Hall and myself. Excerpt: “…I move into a new office a few days ago only to receive an email from
Bernadette [LaMazza] that…my ADA paperwork from 2016 is null and void…In fact, it seems all my paperwork is null and void and I must start all
over again. I have been informed that this means there will be no accommodations in the new office till I submit new paperwork (dispite certain
assurances that were made prior to our move which are no longer valid now that we have already moved)…it looks like I will be going home sick
every day like I did before…” Deric replied that he was going on vacation and would be in touch with me when he returned in June. 6/11/18 I
still had not heard from Deric and reached out to see if he had any information for me. He replied the following day and said he had not heard
back from Bernadette yet. 6/12/18 I sent Deric an updated email. Excerpt: “Bernadette…letting me know that she is no longer handling my
case. She had indicated that she is too busy to handle this and apparently she has transferred the duties to Lisa Kusard…I have no formal notice
of this from District. Lisa has now emailed me three times reiterating that there will be no accommodations of any kind until I submit new
paperwork…We are currently living in a construction zone (which we were assured would not be the case when we moved in) complete with
sawing, jackhammering, and hammering on the very wall we share with next door. This is besides the things they were supposed to do before
we moved in as part of my accommodations that they are now refusing to do – again. Brad Kendrex was in here last Tuesday and seemed
confused by the new requirements and the fact that there has been a stop put on trying to work with me. He also indicated surprise that
Bernadette was not getting back to me as she was supposed to be the responsible party here at the campus…I did speak with one of my doctors
this morning, who is unhappy with the working conditions I am currently dealing with…I am trying to do the best I can, but I am getting sick daily
from exposure to multiple triggers...And, yet again, I am beyond frusterated with this whole situation. And now – it really does feel like
retaliation/harassment…” 6/14/18 Deric responded that he would be following up with Lisa Kusard and would get back to me. Excerpt from
my response: “…I have been in contact with my doctor and…he did let me know that he has other ADA patients and has never heard of anyone
having this much trouble before…He also mentioned that this constant stress from lack of a stable work environment to the constant change in
responsible parties is contributing to a worsening of my condition…I thought that drawing attention to this matter through the investigation
would make them wake up and rectify the situation, not compound it. There have been changes in requirements and interpretations made each
time someone else has become responsible for this case…Each new request or denial that comes up leaves me more and more frusterated,
stressed and sicker (thus my attempt to claim hostile or harassing work environment…). And it takes me away from my real job duties…”
Excerpt from 6/19/18: “Shortly after I came into work, maintenance proceeded to come in and continue construction efforts in our office,
including hammering, using spray adhesive to lay carpet, and use of a very strong smelling chemical…I became too sick to continue working in
the area. My supervisor attempted to contact Bernadette multiple times in an attempt to have me relocated. Brenda [Croteau] allowed me to
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move to another location while she waited for Bernadette to contact her back, which never came. This morning, I was informed by Brenda that
Bernadette told her all requests for any accommodations are denied till the ‘new’ paperwork arrives (apparently no matter what they do to
make the area unsafe for me)…I’m still waiting to hear the outcome of your conversation with Lisa/Bernadette. Brenda has no official notice
from District that Lisa is the new contact so she is trying to work through Bernadette, who has been unable to answer any emails in a timely
manner…This whole mess has really become intolerable and is causing harm daily. Since Bernadette mailed my packet [my ada packet during
the EEO investigation] to other departments, I have heard comments from other employees that Admin is attempting to run me out prior to me
reaching my 80 points. It’s difficult to ignore the rumors when the situation keeps getting worse. Susan [Grace EEO investigator] even made a
comment that she would investigate having me moved to another area/job as the stress in this one was unsafe…” Excerpt from a followup email
6/20/18: “…The most recent ADA packet was submitted at Dr. Jo’s [Pina] request around June 22, 2017. Less then a year ago…I will have the
doctor fill out new paperwork, but now that I know the paperwork Lisa is claiming is expired is actually less then a year old, I am even more
inclined to call this retaliation. Especially since Brenda and I were given certain assurances about the new office and now they are claiming they
don’t need to do anything because the paperwork is expired. Leaving us to work in an environment Brenda has declared unhealthy for all of us.”
May 2018 typed for reference I have no idea who I was addressing when I typed this possibly Deric? “For the current move, Brenda and I tried
to work on accommodations prior to the move while the office space was being remodeled, with very little success. Certain things that we were
assured are not present, and now we are told they will not be as I am no longer entitled to accommodations till new paperwork is generated.
We were assured we would not be living in a construction zone – we have been dealing with jackhammering of the floor, sawing,
hammering….etc. near daily. We were assured dimmable lights – they are not. I can’t turn the current lights off and run with natural lights from
the door and windows because there aren’t any (the door is a standard solid metal shop door, we are still waiting for a regular office type door
and there are no windows). There is also no emergency light on that could be utilized (I’ve been told it will only come on during a power failure
– not when the lights are turned off). When we turn the lights off in the evening, we are in total darkness unless we open the door first. I was
told there would be no offensive odors from the paint, carpet, or furniture – there are. Also we have had some bleed over from the construction
zone next door of solvent or chemical odor after being told we are on a separate air supply. Current accommodation requests which have been
denied in the present location include being allowed to move when loud construction is taking place next door or when chemical odors bleed
over, somehow removing or blocking the light directly over my desk (I don’t know if this will help or not, these lights are brutal on my eyes and
I’m not the only one complaining in the office about them), I have no idea what can be done about the odors generally present in a new office
but I am also back to dealing with any perfumes and colognes or other smells that anyone has on when they come to deal with Brenda or Bobby
and I have no idea what to request for that. I also have a previous doctor’s script (accommodation) that states I can’t work more than 7 hours a
day. Although it gets questioned every year during the summer, it has never been denied. Now I have been told that is denied also and I must
work 8 hour days during the summer to make my weekly 32 hours. Except for the few months I was in the private office [Bradshaw move in
March 2017], I have barely made my 6 hours a day as I constantly deal with lack of accommodations, constant “triggers” and what I see as a
harassing work environment. When I asked about dropping my hours down a few more to a true ¾ employee, that was also denied.”
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5/30/18 Notebook notation: “Came in after extended holiday weekend. Eyes hurt bad after an hour or so. Fought hard to stay at work till 5:30.
Went home with first “killer” migraine since MSQ building. Couldn’t work Thursday – spent Thursday, Friday and Saturday in bed.”
6/4/18 Calendar entry noting excessive jackhammering and construction noise. Notebook notation: “Came in to find lots of noise on other side
of wall. Use of jackhammer, loud banging, sounds of metallic dropping. Emailed Bernadette approximately 12:45 concerning
noise…Approximately 1:30 Brian Langford and I went to see Bernadette.” I took him with as a witness as our relationship had deteriorated to
the point I was afraid she would later claim I was aggressive or angry. I went to see if she knew how much longer the noise would last and if I
could move. She told me I couldn’t move unless I could produce new ada paperwork stating I had to move as an accommodation. I believe it
was at this time that the maintenance crew was jackhammering the moldy tile out of the old showers. Calendar entries noting excessive
construction on 6/5/18 and 6/6/18. Calendar entry 6/7/18 noting I was sicker due to the week’s work stress.
6/11/18 Lisa Kussard sent me an email inquiring about the fact that I hadn’t returned the new ada paperwork yet. Excerpt from my reply with
copies to Bernadette LaMazza and Deric Hall: “…Actually, your email did not address several of my questions, but that is okay since they were
supposed to be directed to Bernadette through Dr. Deric Hall’s office…He [Dr. Hall] had indicated that I could hold up on paperwork till he got
back in touch with me. I also had a conversation with Brad Kendrex last Tuesday and he also was supposed to be following up with Bernadette
concerning this matter and getting back to me, which he has not done yet. I asked Bernadette for a reasonable deadline when I emailed her
directly May 17th and she never gave me one…The last formal email I have from District is that all inquires and paperwork was supposed to be
coming from Bernadette only. I have not been informed that someone else was now handling my records…” I received a followup email from
Bernadette 6/12/18 telling me she is too busy to handle this matter, so Lisa will be acting on her behalf.
6/12/18 I sent Deric an updated email in the thread began 5/23/18. Excerpt: “Bernadette…letting me know that she is no longer handling my
case. She had indicated that she is too busy to handle this and apparently she has transferred the duties to Lisa Kusard…I have no formal notice
of this from District. Lisa has now emailed me three times reiterating that there will be no accommodations of any kind until I submit new
paperwork…We are currently living in a construction zone (which we were assured would not be the case when we moved in) complete with
sawing, jackhammering, and hammering on the very wall we share with next door. This is besides the things they were supposed to do before
we moved in as part of my accommodations that they are now refusing to do – again. Brad Kendrex was in here last Tuesday and seemed
confused by the new requirements and the fact that there has been a stop put on trying to work with me. He also indicated surprise that
Bernadette was not getting back to me as she was supposed to be the responsible party here at the campus…[Brad also mentioned at that time
that my past requested accommodations were denied because they would’ve caused an inconvenience to other employees in the area] I did
speak with one of my doctors this morning, who is unhappy with the working conditions I am currently dealing with…I am trying to do the best I
can, but I am getting sick daily from exposure to multiple triggers...And, yet again, I am beyond frusterated with this whole situation. And now –
it really does feel like retaliation/harassment…”
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6/14/18 Deric responded in the email thread began 5/23/18 that he would be following up with Lisa Kusard and would get back to me. Excerpt
from my response: “…I have been in contact with my doctor and…he did let me know that he has other ADA patients and has never heard of
anyone having this much trouble before…He also mentioned that this constant stress from lack of a stable work environment to the constant
change in responsible parties is contributing to a worsening of my condition…I thought that drawing attention to this matter through the
investigation would make them wake up and rectify the situation, not compound it. There have been changes in requirements and
interpretations made each time someone else has become responsible for this case…Each new request or denial that comes up leaves me more
and more frusterated, stressed and sicker (thus my attempt to claim hostile or harassing work environment…). And it takes me away from my
real job duties…”
6/14/18 Brenda and I had been discussing ways to mitigate the lighting situation and we wondered if I could work with the lights out and just
use my task light and the single emergency light if no one else was around. Experiments on this day showed that there was no emergency light
on in the area. If the lights ever went out, we would be in total darkness. I believe this was before the windows were installed.
6/18/18 Calendar entry: “Trouble in office with hammering, using carpet adhesive (aerosol), and sealer or paint/Noise and very strong odor –
moved to library per Brenda Documented to Deric”. 6/19/18 Calendar entry: “Worked from library – very bad migraine – Documented to
Deric.” 6/20/18 Calendar entry: “Out due to previous 2 days harassment”. I also noted the migraine was bad enough to send me to an
emergency appointment with my doctor for a pain shot.
6/18/18 Brenda shared with me an email she sent Bernadette LaMazza including the following: “We have a situation with the odors and
construction that has taken place in our area today. While I was at lunch, I was told carpet tile adhesive was sprayed, and some paint was also
used. The smell is very strong in here right now. Diana is very upset as this kind of stuff makes her ill. She was in her office and commented
about her aversion/reaction to the chemicals and was blown off. I have asked repeatedly not to be in the middle of the construction Zone and
again it has become an issue with employee health and safety. I have sent her to work from a different location for the rest of the day, but this
has to stop…” Bernadette responded that no work like that was done that day, Brenda replied back that she witnessed it. Bernadette let her
know that she would do nothing concerning the construction till my new paperwork was completed. On 6/19/18 I forwarded the trail to Deric
Hall with the following comments: “This proves that we are living in a construction zone, that strong odored chemicals are being used and
possibly bleeding over from construction next door, and again – all accommodations are being denied…Brenda mentioned to Bernadette that
this is a health and safety issue thus not an accommodation, but Bernadette still refuses to get involved…I don’t know how much longer I will be
around today as my migraine is getting much worse…Brenda is also going home sick…”
Excerpt from 6/19/18 as part of the thread began 5/23/18: “Shortly after I came into work, maintenance proceeded to come in and continue
construction efforts in our office, including hammering, using spray adhesive to lay carpet, and use of a very strong smelling chemical…I became
too sick to continue working in the area. My supervisor attempted to contact Bernadette multiple times in an attempt to have me relocated.
Brenda [Croteau] allowed me to move to another location while she waited for Bernadette to contact her back, which never came. This
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morning, I was informed by Brenda that Bernadette told her all requests for any accommodations are denied till the ‘new’ paperwork arrives
(apparently no matter what they do to make the area unsafe for me)…I’m still waiting to hear the outcome of your conversation with
Lisa/Bernadette. Brenda has no official notice from District that Lisa is the new contact so she is trying to work through Bernadette, who has
been unable to answer any emails in a timely manner…This whole mess has really become intolerable and is causing harm daily. Since
Bernadette mailed my packet [my ada packet during the EEO investigation] to other departments, I have heard comments from other employees
that Admin is attempting to run me out prior to me reaching my 80 points. It’s difficult to ignore the rumors when the situation keeps getting
worse. Susan [Grace EEO investigator] even made a comment that she would investigate having me moved to another area/job as the stress in
this one was unsafe…”
6/20/18: Excerpt from the email thread began 5/23/18: “…The most recent ADA packet was submitted at Dr. Jo’s [Pina] request around June
22, 2017. Less then a year ago…I will have the doctor fill out new paperwork, but now that I know the paperwork Lisa is claiming is expired is
actually less then a year old, I am even more inclined to call this retaliation. Especially since Brenda and I were given certain assurances about
the new office and now they are claiming they don’t need to do anything because the paperwork is expired. Leaving us to work in an
environment Brenda has declared unhealthy for all of us.” By this time, Brenda herself was experiencing severe health issues and had left work
several times to go to urgent care for health issues which she felt were directly caused by our exposure in the office. She would be gone in less
than two months after this email citing to me concerns for her safety and mine.
6/21/18 I submitted new ada paperwork to Lisa Kussard with the following note: “Bernadette had indicated to both Brenda and I numerous
times that once paperwork was received, we could reopen discussions on the current location and certain assurances we were given prior to
moving in. I look forward to seeing some resolution, beginning Monday, to the harassment of the last 5 weeks. If this “additional” paperwork
does not rectify the matter this time, I will be returning this matter, once again, to a District level at the least…” This batch of paperwork
documented migraines, fibromyalgia, low back pain, hip osteoarthritis. It also mentioned “avoid environmental triggers including mold, excess
chemical fumes, strong/bright lighting, temp > 77 F, loud noises” On my section I noted: “Continued difficulties in obtaining accommodations
over the past several years has caused an increase in severe symptoms leading to increased absence time thus affecting job performance.
Continued changing of office location, constant changing of personnel and reporting structure, and changing paperwork requirements are also
having a direct negative impact on symptoms.”
6/25/18 Lisa Kussard sent me a meeting notice at 5:38 concerning an accommodation meeting to be held at 10:00 – 10:30 am the next morning.
As I didn’t get in till 11:45, I didn’t see her notice. I asked her to reschedule giving me sufficient notice next time to so I could let Brenda know I
would be out of the office and notify my representative.
6/26/18 Calendar entry that it was very warm in the office in AM. 6/27/18 Calendar entry that it was very warm in AM and there was more
drilling on the walls going on while Brenda was at lunch. It stopped when she returned.
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6/26/18 Received email notice from Lisa Kussard concerning reschedule of “accommodation” meeting for 7/3/18 at 4:45. I contacted Deric Hall
and asked if he could sit in as my representative since the investigation had concluded. When I had checked around campus, I was told by
others that they had been forbidden to sit as a representative. Deric said 6/27/18 that he couldn’t because it would give the wrong impression.
He did recommended taping the meeting. 6/28/18 I contacted Barbara Basel and asked what my rights were in obtaining representation when
everyone I asked kept declining for assorted reasons. She responded 7/2/18 that employee rights to representation were suspended 9/18/17
and that Deric Hall’s office no longer reported to her. I followed up 7/3/18 with a greater explanation, excerpt including: “…I have made several
reports to Deric [Hall] concerning treatment that I have had to endure since filling the formal paperwork [EEO]. This treatment has escalated
significantly the last 6 weeks or so to the point where several times I have felt unsafe in my current environment. I have expressed concern for
not only my health/safety, but that of my co-workers as well. The meeting this afternoon is with one of the individuals named in my complaint
who has contributed to the situation the last month or so. I am concerned that if I file a new complaint, this individual might
misunderstand/misrepresent my bearing, or things said at a later point. It has happened before. I was hoping an impartial person in the room
might contribute to a more productive meeting and a better understanding of who said what at a later point…I had hoped that a formal
investigation might shake some sense into some people to act to rectify the situation and in turn it has only gotten worse…” Barbara replied
7/3/18 that she wanted my permission to contact Deric Hall’s supervisor Samantha Blevins. I told her she could contact anyone she thought
might be able to help.
7/2/18 I forwarded my ada packet to District at Brenda Croteau’s request.
7/3/18 “Accommodation” meeting held with Lisa Kussard and Bernadette LazMazza. Reported in previous and following notations.
7/19/18 Received automated notice that I was placed on a waitlist for a meeting that Bernadette required my presence at. The same annual
Boot Camp meeting outside my work hours that caused so much trouble last summer.
7/25/18 Calendar notation: “Construction out front – large equipment – lots of noise and dust – some type of jackhammer like noise – also
warm in here”. 7/26/18 Calendar notation: “Very warm in here all day more construction out front” 7/30/18 Calendar notation: “Very warm in
here all day”
7/30/18 Email from Bernadette LaMazza announcing new structure of HR. Lisa Kussard is listed as employee relations, leaves, general HR
questions. Bernadette has the same description. No one is listed as covering FMLA, ADA, or accommodations.
8/2/18 I made contact again with Barbara Basel as I had heard nothing from her since 7/3/18. Lengthy email – except: “…I found out it was
Judy Castellanos that told Bernadette she could deny my paperwork…I spent the time and money involved to obtain new paperwork and
presented it to Bernadette [LaMazza] and Lisa [Kussarad] as requested. This meeting was placed on my calendar as an ‘accommodation”
meeting…I addressed my concerns about the nature and intent of the meeting with you. Given the constant harassment and treatment that I
and my co-workers have endured since I opened the formal EEOC investigation with Deric, I was especially suspicious of attending any meeting
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alone with Bernadette…Bernadette has, in recent months, denied my paperwork, refused to provide for a safe work environment during
ongoing construction next door, and even emailed my confidential ADA information out to other departments on campus. Included in this
packet were complaints from me to Dr. Jo [Ann Pina] about the failure to accommodate on the part of Charlie Poure who was named in my EEOC
claim. Bernadette sent him a copy of this packet while the investigation was ongoing. I found out that Brad Kendrex, who was also named in my
investigation, received a copy of the packet and forwarded it on to another individual…Please believe me when I say that I no longer trust these
individuals…I was informed by Bernadette that she and Lisa have made the determination, based on my new paperwork, that I am too disabled
to be working, therefore, they do not need to be making any further accommodations but one – assisting me with paperwork to go on
disability…Bernadette did acknowledge during the meeting that she was aware that my prior lack of accommodations over the course of the last
few years has contributed to a worsening of my condition…I asked several times if we were actually going to discuss any accommodations as
they put the meeting on my calendar as an ‘accommodation’ meeting. They just kept pushing me to agree to disability and informed me that
there would be no other accommodations…Please know that this area we are currently housed in is still under construction…My co-workers and
I are still questioning the safety of this area, ongoing construction issues and items that they assured my supervisor would be addressed prior to
our moving in. We have been dealing with this battle since prior to our move in date in early May...This situation is affecting my co-workers also,
and since both were named as witnesses during my investigation, they also have expressed opinions questioning the nature and intent of this
ongoing situation…it is no surprise that it is having a negative affect on my supervisor as well…I know she has decided to be done with
Maricopa…For this week, my co-worker and I have been reporting directly to Bernadette…I am uneasy as to what next week might hold…If the
decision is made to place my co-worker and I directly under Bernadette, I am concerned about my continued employment under someone who
has already previously failed to accommodate per Dr. Jo’s directives, shared confidential paperwork and most recently, formally declared me
unfit to work. At this point, I think I would have reservations about any decision concerning my future…that she had a direct hand in...I have
made repeated reports to Deric which have gone unaddressed. I have also had many emails and chats with both Bernadette and Brad wherein
they were supposed to get back to me and haven’t. When Dr. Jo was reassigned during the course of the investigation, I was informed Tony
[Wilber] would be taking over my paperwork. Judy [Castellanos] and Tony were supposed to follow up with my supervisor and I concerning a
meeting in February…Not only have they never gotten back to us, but I have never even met Tony [still haven’t truth be told, he has never
contacted me for an interactive accommodation meeting]. I don’t know how you left thing with Samantha, but I never heard from her And this
is just a small sampling of what I have been enduring for almost 3 years now…I’ve come to realize that the system is broken on so many levels
and it seems that I will be unable to obtain assistance from within the District…I seem to recall a section of the EEOC report where you were
interviewed and mentioned that my situation was mishandled…I also seem to recall a section on the EEOC website where it mentions that being
forced to quit, or accept disability, due to lack of accommodations can be viewed as retaliation for filing a report. I feel I have been more patient
then most in allowing this whole mess to be rectified…I have been a long standing employee of this college since 1990. Prior to that, I was a
temp employee at MCC starting in 1983. Besides a few scraps I got myself involved in as a PSA officer, I believe I haven’t given anyone any
offense during that time…I have never witnessed such a sense of lawlessness before…” On 8/7/18, Barbara acknowledged receipt of the email
and said she would not follow up till 8/15/18 when she returned from vacation.
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8/6/18 Brad Kendrex finally sent an email to the campus announcing Brenda Croteau’s “retirement”. Brad’s email tells the campus to email
Robert for any department needs (not me and not Bernadette).
8/6/18 Calendar notation: “Very warm in here again” 8/7/18 Calendar notation: “Very warm in here” 8/9/18 Calendar notation: “Kinda wam in
pm”
8/7/18 Samantha Blevins finally got back to me concerning Barbara Basel reaching out to her on 7/3/18 and asked if the work situation had
improved any (as part of the above thread). By this time, Barbara had added Lacoya Shelton-Johnson and Beth Ellickson to the thread. I replied
to Samantha – excerpt: “…no accommodations have been made. All attempts to discuss accommodations…were refused (as in – I couldn’t even
get the conversation started). During the meeting, Bernadette LaMaza and Lisa Kusard announced that they felt I am too handicapped to be
working and the only accommodation they will acknowledge is my filing for disability…Bernadette told me during the meeting that she realized
the previous lack of accommodations was making me sicker, but since I am now sicker she does not need to make any attempt at
accommodations because she feels I shouldn’t be working at all. Two of my doctors…disagree adamantly…(even they are calling this
‘harrassment’). At the same time, she denied knowing about some accommodations that were previously ordered by Dr. Jo…dispite her name
being on Dr. Jo’s email…Bernadette has required I work all summer at 8 hour days, dispite multiple paperwork that medically limits me to 7 (or
less). The new paperwork also lists this limitation, but when I tried to address it in the meeting, I was told I would still need to work 8 hours.
Not only have any attempts at accommodations been refused, but we are still working in an office area that is incomplete construction
wise…Since that meeting, no one has reached out to me to follow up…I am still waiting for answers to a multitude of questions even from Deric.
Now the situation is compounded because my supervisor…has decided to abruptly retire…for me there is a constant feeling of dread as to what
harassment they might think up for me next…As Bernadette was my supervisor’s immediate supervisor, I am concerned about her roll in
restructuring the department. As I told Barbara – Bernadette failed to follow through on any accommodations in the previous location that Dr.
Jo asked for…emailed the contents of my ADA emails between Dr. Jo and I out to multiple departments on campus (including complaints against
Charlie Poure to Charlie Poure while the EEOC investigation was in progress – this was reported to both Deric and the investigator but I was told
it could not be included in this investigation), refused what should have been valid ADA paperwork that Dr. Jo was working from and required
me to obtain new paperwork, then denied that new paperwork and declared me unfit to work. I know that Barbara was interviewed for my
investigation as she is mentioned in the conclusion as feeling my situation was mishandled…I remember reading somewhere on the EEOC
website where forcing someone out on disability in place of making any accommodations is wrong, and I remember Deric mentioning that if it
occurs after the conclusion of the investigation it can be viewed as retaliation. I know I have made several complaints to Deric, both during the
course of the investigation and afterwards, that I felt the victim of harassment and retaliation (with very little response). My supervisor, who
was interviewed [Robert Contreras], is using the same words. Even my doctors have used the terms harassing and retaliation. At this point,
even spending time to write yet another one of these emails feels a little harassing since nothing ever comes of them and they take me away
from work that needs done in an office that is now down to just two from four…Not only is the area still under construction, but I have been
denied all requested accommodations…And, I guess, I am working under a supervisor…who has denied any future accommodations and told me
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she feels I am unfit to work. I am constantly afraid of doing/saying something that was previously agreed upon that now might be used against
me…” Samantha replied 8/14/18 that Tony was willing to assist me (to date April 2020, Tony has not reached out to me for any type of
interactive meeting that does not involve Lisa or Bernadette).
8/9/18 My T&L submittal still listed Brenda Croteau as supervisor.
8/12/18 I sent Bernadette LaMazza my “normal” absence adjustment request, but with the additional notice that the system was still prompting
for my summer hours. She replied that she still did not have access to my T&L. She sent an additional email 8/17/18 letting me know she still
did not have access. An additional email was sent 8/20/18 that she still did not have access. She also noted: “In the absence of Brenda, please
proceed as you normally would by contacting me to let me know if you will be late or need to leave early.”
8/13/18 Calendar notation: “Some drilling and construction noise from next door still warm” 8/14/18 Calendar notation: “Worked in Brenda’s
office – much better – got a lot done till Lisa’s email” 8/15/18 Calendar notation: “Upset from last night – bad migraine started – working in
Benda’s office helped a lot.”
8/14/18 Email from Lisa Kussard telling me I had only two options at this point – an IME who would clarify my specific needs or go out on
disability. I sent email to Samantha Blevins with a copy to Barbara Basel. Excerpt: “…Bernadette failed to accommodate Dr. Jo’s orders last
year. Dr. Jo was reassigned during the course of my formal investigation and Bernadette told me that I would have to obtain new ADA
paperwork…I…submitted new paperwork, then was told that that paperwork certified me unfit to work. It does not and when I followed up with
the doctor that filled it out last week, he was very upset and said that clearly HR is trying to force me out of work by making the situation too
stressful to continue…Both doctors state this is blatant ADA harassment. One has told me that he has other patients working for the District and
he has never had this trouble before. I was told in a supposed “accommodation” meeting by Bernadette and Lisa that I am unfit to work and
there would be no accommodations. In the last few weeks, they’ve managed to run my supervisor out of the college. She let me know prior to
leaving that she could no longer take this stress and needed to leave to protect her health…My co-worker was notified the week prior to August
4th that my supervisor’s ‘retirement’ was going to be effective August 4th. It is now the 14th and no one has been in contact with us…I do not
know how to answer Lisa. According to my doctors, I am able to work with accommodations (all of which have been denied for several years
now!). I do not know where they get off questioning my doctor’s opinions and paperwork when it does not conform to what they were hoping it
would say. They appear to be bringing into question my own doctor’s medical training…I have an ‘issue’ with doctors which leads to anxiety
attacks (anxiety attacks documented on previous FMLA paperwork), making any appt. with an unknown doctor quite a problem…To my
knowledge, I am not being sued nor am I being officially disciplined. Can they make such a request?...I don’t know where filing new paperwork
with Deric would do me any good. The last investigation took 5 months…they were found guilty of mishandling my situation (Barbara’s own
words), an now three months later, they are still denying accommodations that were clearly spelled out to Bernadette in March prior to the
remodel of the current office and escalating harassing behavior. As employees, we seem to have no rights anymore to any type of
representation or clarification, so I don’t even know what my rights area as an employee or as an ADA employee in this situation. I know that
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Barbara has been in contact with LaCoya Shelton-Johnson as well…I am calling both options blatant harassment…” A follow up email to
Samantha the same day, added the following information: “…it’s a little hard to discuss accommodations at this point because we don’t even
know if we are staying in this office, or for how long. The office (and building as a whole) is still undergoing construction. My supervisor was
assured we would not be living in a construction zone once we moved in, yet we are. She was assured adjustable lighting since these are the
same lights that were supposed to have been changed as an accommodation in the old location (per Dr. Jo) which never were. They are not...Dr.
Jo had also listed an odor free zone in the old building, but it was continually denied…Multiple documents at district through the years have
documented the 7 hour restriction…With the constant denial of any accommodations for the past several years and the constant exposure to
known triggers for my medical condition, I have to admit I am struggling with making 6 ½. Most days, I’m hitting between 5 ½ and 6. My
supervisor was real good at letting me flex my schedule a little…verbally they denied even that accommodation…My doctor…feels they are
trying to force me out prior to my 80 points…I feel that with some type of accommodations and a reduction in the constant harassment (and
given some time to recover from the current treatment), I probably could go back to my regular schedule with no problem. Both doctors that
I’ve consulted with in the past few weeks really feel that I am being mistreated and it is having a severe negative impact on my health. I have
had to deal with the struggle to hit the 8 hour mark, in violation of my paperwork new and old, all summer, so that has added to my stress.”
8/15/18 I sent Brad Kendrex a copy of Lisa’s email and asked if he was aware of the situation. He replied he was and stated: “My
understanding was, and still is, that Tony Wilber and Judy Castellanos were providing guidance…so that they could advise on the appropriate
accommodations or other benefits [they were not then nor have they since.] The college’s interest is still to get your ducks in a row so that we
can provide a good environment for you to be successful…” Bernadette jumped into the thread 8/20/18 and formally let me know as my
supervisor, she required my attendance in a meeting 8/22/18 with Judy Castellanos and Tony Wilber to discuss accommodations.
8/17/18 I had a meeting with new President Greg Peterson. He was noncommittal, said that he trusted his people as he had been assured they
knew what they were doing, and asked for a copy of the investigation findings (which I sent him), and stated he couldn’t be involved.
8/21/18 I sent another mail to Barbara Basel and Samantha Blevins to update them since no one had gotten back to me. Excerpt: “Bernadette
LaMazza notified me by email yesterday that she is now my direct supervisor. She then sent an additional email demanding my presence at a
meeting tomorrow morning supposedly to continue discussion on my ‘accommodations’. I’ve already reported to you how the last
‘accommodation’ meeting went with her where she refused to even discuss any accommodations since in her eyes I was too disabled to
work…this is a formal request for representation of my choosing at this meeting, and permission to request the meeting be postponed till next
week while I obtain representation. Since District intervention and assistance has been spotty at best, I have also made this request to
Chancellor Marinick’s office. I also questioned her office concerning the fact that an individual I have multiple unresolved claims against has
been named my direct supervisor. An issue I tried to bring up with Barbara several weeks ago before it became a reality…” Barbara Basel
replied that she was sending Tony Wilber from her team to the meeting. I replied: “…Thus far, I have only had one dealing with Tony and it also
involved Judy and it was documented to Deric. When Dr. Jo let me know that Tony would be taking over my ‘case’, I had expected he would
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reach out to me in some fashion to get up to speed so to speak and he never did so. I requested representation of my choosing. Representation
that has had no involvement in the formal investigation or any complaints to Deric’s office. Someone who is there to witness on MY behalf. I’m
sorry, but to date, I do not feel Tony has made any attempts to do so…” Samantha clarified Tony’s role in the “interactive” process and let me
know that I could request representation as an accommodation in future meetings by filling out new ada paperwork.
8/21/18 By now in a complete panic over the above thread I reached out to Chancellor Marinick’s office with an email. Excerpt: “I know you
don’t know me, and I hope you will forgive the intrusion, but I no longer know where to turn for assistance internally. I have had an ADA

accommodation issue on my campus for 3 years or so. When Dr. Jo Ann Pina could not get the issue resolved, I filed for a formal EEOC
investigation against three individuals in December. Since that time, the situation has rapidly declined. There have been repeated emails to Deric
Hall, Samantha Blevins, Barbara Basel and I know that Barbara Basel has shared some of my emails with LaCoya Shelton-Johnson. There has
been no direct follow-up or intervention to any of my complaints involving ADA harassment, discrimination, EEOC retaliation, unsafe working
conditions and hostile work environment. Most recently -- I tried to request some representation in a meeting called by one of the individuals I had
filed the EEOC investigation against. I was in contact with Deric Hall and Barbara Basel. Barbara sent me a reply that according to a Governing
Board resolution, employees are no longer allowed representation and assistance was denied. The meeting turned harassing and bullying as I
had anticipated and I filed a complaint again with Samantha Blevins and Barbara Basel…When it looked like one of the primary individuals named
in my investigation would be assigned the supervisory role of this department, I again contacted Barbara Basel, filled her in, and told her I was in
fear of the possiblity that this individual might be assigned the position and gave her a list of past issues I had with the individual. Last week, I
received an email which I took to be a direct threat against my job. I forwarded it up to District again with no direct response. Yesterday, I was
informed by this particular individual that she will indeed be my direct supervisor and ordering me to be in a meeting tomorrow morning which I feel
will be the last blow to my continued employment. I will again be letting Barbara Basel and Samantha Blevins know and again be formally
requesting "representation"…Is it true that a documented ADA employee can be forced to attend a meeting with an individual whom they have
documented complaints of harassment, discrimination and retaliation against without any type of representation? And I also would like to question
the fact that this individual has been made my direct supervisor dispite these repeated complaints and continuing harasment since the EEOC
investigation completed…” The Chancellor’s reply was basically that Samantha Blevins had answered all my questions. No further follow up ever

came from the Chancellor.

8/22/18 Several emails back and forth between Lisa Kussard and I indicate that the meeting included a discussion of me moving into Brenda’s
old office. Little did I know then the severe effects this move would have.
8/27/18 From an employee move request I moved into Brenda’s old office.
8/28/18 An email from District payroll announced that payroll issues were still not resolved and would take many more months to rectify.
Included in the email was this: “With LaCoya Shelton’s impending absence and eventual departure announced last week….”
9/5/18 Lisa Kussard reached out via email and asked if my move was completed yet. I let her know it was not. She said she would look into it.
9/5/18 Calendar notation: “Strong paint fumes one day this week”
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9/6/18 I sent Bernadette an email letting her know I was in late. Later that night, she sent me an email asking if I ever made it in.
9/7/18 Calendar notation noting Robert Contreras began calling staff meetings. Bobby called them to try to keep us on track as a department
sorely short handed. We never saw Bernadette in any of the meetings and she did not attend any of the trainings Bobby offered to have for her.
We rarely saw her in the office and she never met with us to discuss the department or our duties. I doubt she even knew what my job duties
were/are.
9/12/18 Calendar notation: “Strong paint fumes”
9/20/18 Calendar notation: “Fresh ‘mudding’ around door – trouble with allergies and asthma and headache.”
10/1/18 Calendar notation: “Very warm and sticky…approximately 4:00 Martin began climbing on roof – Noise very loud in office – made
headache worse – lots of vibration – talked to Juan and Martin on way out – they said they would be working on roof through next week”.
10/2/18 Calendar notation: “Arrived at 12:00 – Bobby met me and said campus was closing due to weather” 10/5/18 Calendar notation of
very bad migraine.
10/4/18 Lisa Kussard finally sent minutes from meeting with Tony on 8/22/18. Her notes were one sided in their capture of the actual meeting,
but some interesting notes include the fact that Bernadette would be meeting with me and Robert Contreras to clarify job duties (she never did),
I confirmed I could work 7 hour days (I specified only if accommodations were being met), if I could not work my schedule I would input time off
in system (which I always did), the District agreed to allow me to continue using Brenda’s old office (again, not the best of moves given the
construction flaw and it was not made clear in August that it was a temporary accommodation), the air purifier was discussed as a means to
circulate the air and provide noise reduction from the floor so I was “allowed” to keep it (note no mention of it clearing odors from the air which
was an issue discussed in the previous location), blinds were requested to cut down the glare and heat from afternoon sun and denied (Lisa’s
notes show a frost band was to be installed – did not cut glare).
10/30/18 Email from Josh Doddroe that none of his guys left the filthy dusty mess in my office, but possibly from some IT work? Except from
my reply: “I have already cleaned the general surfaces as everything was covered in dust and fine grit. I just haven’t run the vacuum over the
floor yet…I do have a call in for Juan to stop by this afternoon since whatever he did seems to have affected our airflow…” In a second email to
Josh, I noted: “…I talked to Juan…we discussed my concerns about the office being too warm and he let me know he isn’t finished yet. It looks
like he will still be working in here later in the week…”
10/31/18 Calendar notation of bad migraine
11/8/18 Calendar notation of “very strong cologne smell in office…must trace where it came from – very warm this afternoon – need to check
set points with Juan – was 78 for a while before it kicked in – pw shows 77” 11/9/18 Calendar notation: “strong smell again waiting on Juan”
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11/16/18 – 11/21/18 Calendar notations that I was the only coverage as Robert Contreras was gone and Bernadette was gone starting the 19th.
11/16/18 I emailed Bernadette concerning a needed absence adjustment. On 11/26/18 I emailed her again as it still was not correct in the
system. During my audit in October 2019, this correction still had not been made yet and was reported to District.
11/19/18 I notified Bernadette by email that her message told people to contact Robert Contreras who was out on vacation. I received a reply
from Bernadette that she was going to be out all week as well. She generally never let us know when she was going to be out. As Brad was
generally out as well, I had no idea who to take issues to.
11/19/18 Calendar notation: “Still occasional odors in pm after 3:00 and a paint smell at lunch time” 11/20/18 Calendar notation of leaving
with a very bad migraine.
11/28/18 Calendar notation of some mudding work that Sal did in am and an additional notation that I left with a bad migraine. Email from
Bernadette mentioned that she had an area in mind if I needed to move out, but she expressed concern over the strong lighting. Her area
turned out to be one of the testing rooms used for potential employee interview testing. It was barely bigger than a restroom stall, very warm, I
used the task lighting only, very noisy from the other occupants, and smelled strongly of a new office smell, and the chair was very
uncomfortable. I left in considerable fibro pain and the start of a bad migraine. On 11/29/18 I emailed Bernadette and let her know I had talked
to Robert Contreras and he said the office still smelled strongly of paint so I should work in the “closet” again.
11/29/18 President Peterson sent an email to the campus announcing that Brad Kendrex would be temporarily working for Mesa Community
College as well. A temporary arrangement that is still in place even after the individual he was replacing returned last year. I now believe this
action contributed to Bernadette and Lisa running the department largely without supervision as Brad was Bernadette and Lisa’s direct
supervisor.
12/6/18 District announces a new EEO procedure for internal discrimination complaints. The new process stated “Appeals are considered by
the head of Human Resources and must meet specific criteria.” A statement which pretty much cancelled out any ideas I might have been
entertaining at the time of filing an appeal. The office was still disorganized with the resignation of LaCoya Johnson.
12/11/18 I began working my way through employees I had worked with on other campuses to see if I could find someone, anyone who
could/was willing to help. I had completely given up on any type of resolution help from the campus or District.
12/12/18 I emailed Bernadette LaMazza for a few days’ vacation request at the end of the month. I sent a follow up email 12/20/18 at 12:26 as
I still had no reply from her. I sent a third email that day at 3:35 and copied Brad Kendex. I gave her till 4:30 to respond to me since T&L was
due. She finally replied at 3:40 approving the vacation time. When I emailed Robert Contreras of the approval, my email noted: “…I still have
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no reply to any of my absence adjustments going back 3 months or so…” These absence adjustments still were not completed when I ran an
audit of my time in October 2019 and were reported to District.
12/17/18 – 12/21/18 Calendar notation that I was the only coverage as Robert Contreras was gone.

2019 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
1/3/19 Calendar entry notes: “Very warm when I got in, them set on 77, Bobby said he didn’t touch it. Bernadette out this week, never notified
me.” 1/4/19 Calendar entry notes: “Still too warm – set for 74 but last look showed actual 76. Vinni just came in with ops and work crew for
the remodel – Now thermo shows 73?”
1/8/19 Calendar entry: “Migraine started and upset from staff mtg discussion concerning remodel and move again.”
1/9/19 Part of an email thread with a former co-worker at Mesa Community College that I had contacted concerning getting assistance for my
situation contains the following excerpt: “…Unfortunately, things are heating up here again and I’m about ready to be done with it all…It’s a
shame that I am getting more support from members of another college then my own, but everyone here tells me they are scared to assist
me…” My email to another co-worker at Mesa Community College included this excerpt: “…I have…a terrible time here at CGC. I have been up
the ladder, so to speak, all the way to the Chancellor’s office and have had a formal EEOC investigation completed. Both led to terrible
outcomes. Now things are heating up again quickly and I am just about at the end of what more I can take as the situation is causing me physical
and mental harm…no one that I have been in contact with as an employee advocate is willing to assist me anymore after the EEOC investigation.
Most cite fear of their jobs – some have told me they were directly threatened if they assisted me…” Even now I have employees who will only
talk to me if I meet them in some out of the way part of campus where they can’t be seen talking to me. One employee in particular who is an
old friend (who also works directly for Bernadette) will only talk to me in her car after hours because she says she is afraid to be seen talking to
me.
1/14/19 Calendar entry: “Chuck [Commander Mount] told me to leave – I told him I couldn’t. Migraine starting – eased off approximately
12:45. Very warm (80) + loud banging noise – M&O dumping large metal pipes into dumpster other side of wall – when questioned how long –
told rest of afternoon (couple hours) Brent security called it bomb going off. Tried to get laptop from Bobby to move – but they quit – told
Bobby they would finish in AM – I did not tell/ask them to quit – I was going to move!” Commander Mount said it was dangerous for me to
remain there with my ptsd and migraines and I should move. I told him I couldn’t move without Bernadette’s permission due to previous issues.
Brent [Bartel] backed me up and told the Commander I had problems with my ada accommodations. I think the Commander shut them down
himself as he said it was having a bad effect on his officers.
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1/22/19 Calendar entry mentions a worsening migraine by end of shift.
1/23/19 An email goes District wide from District with the following: “…This resolution immediately rescinded the resolution adopted by the
Governing Board on February 27, 2018, regarding policies…and the subsequent processes established for the development of policies…” We
now have a new employee structure in place.
1/30/19 Email thread between Bernadette and Trina Larson shows that our fridge was removed as part of yet another remodel. Our
department was assured when we moved in that the area was going to be ours alone and we could manipulate as needed within reason. Now
the area was being remodeled again to incorporate another department moving in. I was concerned about new occupants possibly wearing
strong cologne’s or perfumes. Robert Contreras was still wearing strong odors, despite knowing my ada issues.
2/1/19 Calendar entry noting sinus infection bad enough my doctor called and urged me to go to urgent care. Bad enough to miss the following
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
2/7/19 I reached out to Bernadette with the following: “…I thought it was mentioned in our remodel meeting that the area would only be
under construction for a few days. Can you tell me when the work might be completed?” I received a forwarded reply from Trina Larson via
Bernadette that work would not be completed till sometime around Spring Break (mid March).
2/13/19 Calendar entry: “Confrontation concerning Trina – Moving though our area and claiming our stuff – Told me I was moving soon BP up,
shakes, tears, upset”
2/22/19 Email from Bernadette LaMazza indicating she was refusing to approve my T&L which she had been approving all along since Brenda
Left in August 2018. She refused to approve until I “corrected” the time entries which were authentic in my book. Excerpt from my reply:
“…When we meet initially after Brenda’s departure, you had indicated that I should continue “doing things” as I had when Brenda was here
[email sent 8/20/18 Bernadette noted: “…In the absence of Brenda, please proceed as you normally would…”]. As I had been averaging
between 5 and 6 hours, Brenda did not require I take a firm lunch time. Added to this situation is/was the fact that the doctor has me eating a
little something every few hours…instead of eating a full meal at a set lunch time. Brenda was very accommodating to this situation. She also
allowed me to be flexible on when I leave which is usually between 5:15 and 5:30 when I can. For example today, I didn’t come in till 11:45, but I
had already planned on staying till 5:45 which makes 6 hours (so that we didn’t have to deal with an absence adjustment [which was a constant
nightmare in the new system]). Given those two factors, the times I input in T&L are accurate and I can show you my starting and ending times
on my calendar…This is the way I have been handling it for the last 6 ½ months since Brenda left. May I ask why you are just now questioning it
if you have been approving my time all along?...” Bernadette replied on 2/24/19: “…You never stated you make up your time or that you don’t
take a lunch (neither of which is allowable without prior supervisor authorization…the end time needed to be 5 as practice is a supervisor needs
to be present and available when they are supervising a non-exempt employee…My statement on doing things as when Brenda was here was
specific to our conversation on sending me an email of your arrival and/or departure time…There was no discussion of creating your own
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schedule, making up time, or not taking a lunch…” Important point due to the fact that I am not allowed to work alone when I need/want to per
Bernadette, yet Bernadette never was in the office and Bobby was out a lot and still is. Routinely I am the only one in the office after 3:00 or so
every day and days go by where I never see Bobby at all.
3/4/19 Calendar entry: “Came in to office full of chem odor – paint thinner turpentine like called Juan – he is checking – Juan says it’s paint
fumes being pulled back into office from outside” Email to Bernadette LaMazza documenting strong odor of paint fumes in the office and that I
might need to leave if I couldn’t get the air cleared. In an email to Robert Contreras I mentioned the following: “…Did you bail out because of
the paint fumes? I just talked to Juan [Valde] and he said they are being drawn into our office from outside (so much for a ‘closed’ air unit)…”
Bobby replied he didn’t smell anything. And still no one apparently investigated the wall or ceiling juncture or they would’ve found the hole
sucking everything into the office.
3/8/19 Calendar entry: “Strong colgne smell in office again through vent”
3/18/19 Calendar entry: “Strong odor of women’s perfume suspect Trina” 3/19/19 Calendar entry: “Strong odor of women’s perfume suspect
Trina” 3/20/19 Calendar entry: “Bobby gone” thus I was only one in the office
3/21/19 Calendar entry: “Bobby gone Very strong perfume odor – working in shut office with purifier on turbo and can still smell it” Excerpt
from an email to Robert Contreras: “…Don’t know how long I can stick it out. Whatever Trina keeps wearing that is driving me insane is very
strong today, the whole area smells strong. I have the door closed and the purifier on high, but I can’t risk getting sick…So much for a private
area just for us where we can control the odors!...”
3/22/19 Calendar entry: “Bobby gone” Still working alone.
3/25/19 Calendar entry: “Perfumiy odor again – 80 in pm on thermostat went home overheated with worse migraine [left late due to] working
on something for Bobby” One time I marked that I was leaving late due to working for Bobby, yet in the allegations, I believe “they” marked
5:00. 3/26/19 Calendar entry: “80 idle again, forced it to come on Bobby says perfume is not coming from Trina, but her guests” 3/27/19
Calendar entry: “80 again – very warm in afternoon” 3/28/19 Calendar entry: “worsening migraine” 3/29/19 Calendar entry: “Migraine
approaching bad…came in to air not on (Idle) and 80 – same strong odor from Trina’s area air purifier on high”
4/1/19 Calendar entry: “Very warm again 81 emailed Juan” Email to HVAC technician Juan Valdez read in part “…It’s been running 80/81 in
here without the air kicking in. The setting shows 77, but each time I check it, the box is showing ‘Idle’ again…I’ve taken several pictures of the
box if that might help you. I was wondering if installing the extra cubes in here changed the way it’s registering the air? I do turn it off and on
again like you mentioned. Sometimes that does get it to come on but once it runs a cycle, it’s returning to ‘Idle’. Please let me know if I’m doing
something wrong or if the system still isn’t set correctly.”
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4/3/19 Calendar entry: “…my migraine was worse…” 4/5/19 Calendar entry: “Warm again in here today…thermostat shows 75?”
4/9/19 I was told by Bernadette LazMazza at 2:31 that I was required in a meeting the next day at 1:30 with herself, VP Brad Kendrex, and Lisa
Kussard. Less than 24 hours’ notice. Although Robert Contreras’s name was in the email, he was not listed as an attendee. The “invitation”
called the meeting “General Update”. At 3:41 when I saw the email, I sent Bernadette an inquiry concerning the real nature of the meeting.
Excerpt: “…Since I see Bobby’s name on this list, is this just a departmental type meeting where the discussion will revolve only around
departmental issues? If this meeting is to include any discussion of accommodations, either current or future, it is my understanding that the
meeting should be between Tony and I only…Please provide further information on the nature of this meeting before I accept or decline the
invitation…” While she was my representative, Dr. JoAnn Pina was very firm on the fact that my ada accommodations should only be discussed
between me and the ada coordinator, should be kept confidential, and should not be discussed openly. After Bernadette mailed my ada
information all over the previous year, I was extremely concerned about the confidentiality of my records. Bernadette didn’t reply to me till 8:40
that night – excerpt: “…This is to go over your move from the supervisors office to a cubicle now that Bobby is the supervisor, what
accommodations are needed and general other items now that a permanent supervisor is in place. Tony is at Rio now and Lisa is the ADA
representative for CGCC…” Note: Lisa had already backed Bernadette up earlier in the year by stating there would be no further
accommodations as I was too sick to work and needed to be on disability or terminated.
4/10/19 My reply when I saw Bernadette’s email the next morning contained the following (at 9:57): “…I was never informed that my District
ADA representative had changed yet again, nor that the accommodation process had changed. It sounds to me like this needs to be two
separate meetings. As long as this afternoon’s meeting (with you, Brad, Lisa, Bobby and myself) only contains department changes/needs/items,
I will be present. If Lisa is indeed still the campus ADA representative [not announced on campus], then any discussion involving
accommodations or changes to existing perceived accommodations should be between her and I only (unless you are notifying me that this
process has also changed yet again – in which case – shouldn’t that notification still come from Lisa?)…I want to be very clear here so there are
no perceived misunderstandings – As far as I know, right now, ADA accommodations are still discussed privately between the individual and an
ADA representative, not in a ‘general meeting’. I am not refusing to attend either meeting as long as they are split apart and include the proper
attendees …” Bernadette sent the following reply at 12:16 for a 1:30 meeting that day: “…Lisa was designated as your ADA contact…You are
expected to join the meeting today; there are items that need to be reviewed with you…” This was a messy situation as recent emails to campus
hadn’t listed anyone for ADA representative. Bernadette was placed in charge of seeing my accommodations met the following year (which she
did not), then I assume Lisa was put “in charge” when Bernadette became my direct supervisor due to conflict of interest. Yet both were in the
meeting the previous year when I was told there would be no further accommodations and I would be terminated or placed on disability. I
figured once Robert Contreras was formally hired, the function would revert back to Bernadette. At some point, the duties apparently reverted
to Lisa without campus notification. Job duties for Lisa listed only a few months later list payroll technician, not ADA or FMLA. By now,
completely panicked I emailed Lisa at 1:10 asking for a postponement while I checked a few things. Excerpt: “…It sounds like Bernadette is not
very receptive to breaking the meeting up into two parts with the appropriate people in the room. The last group meeting that discussed my
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accommodations that had Brad in the room turned very hostile (even with Dr. Hall in the room) and Bernadette’s firm insistence that this
meeting will take place at this time (with less then a day’s notice to consider or request accommodations for the meeting) does nothing to ease
my mind that this meeting will be any different…I just received some bad news a little bit ago concerning some of my lab work…Not only am I
shaken up at this very moment (I honestly don’t know if I can physically discuss this right now in a calm and rational manner), but it’s possible
any discussions concerning accommodations might quickly become moot point. It would be nice if someone could take a moment and show a
little human decency for once and allow a brief postponement of any accommodation discussion (private or public) till I can get a clearer picture
from the doctor…I will again try to be very clear – I will attempt to attend the 1:30 meeting to discuss general department operations. I will not
discuss any medical information or accommodations at this time. If I feel the meeting is in any way harassing or I am becoming too emotional to
continue at this time, I will excuse myself and again request a short postponement. I would appreciate it if you would weigh in with your
thoughts on this whole thread ASAP…” The read receipt I received showed she didn’t even read my email till 4:56 way after the meeting ended.
My recollection of the meeting is a bit shaky given my emotional state, but I remember considerable time spent on my absences with Brad
accusing me of “milking” the system and stating the District was tired of “carrying me”. Anytime a conversation like this started (then and since),
I have pointed out that the absences were due to a documented medical condition and the lack of doctor recommended accommodations. I
think this is one of the meeting I have recorded.
4/10/19 During the above, I reached out to Deric to request some information from him on how the process had changed for opening up a new
EEO investigation. Email back and forth from Deric finally resulted in the following excerpt from me on 4/16/19: “…Yes – I definitely need to set
up a meeting with you…I’ve been given an order to comply with an ultimatum that I will probably be unable to comply with and ordered to do so
by Friday. My impression is that if I can not/do not comply, my job is once again in jeapordy. It appears we are going down the rabbit hole
again…”
4/10/19 Brad sent an email with notes from the meeting at 2:58 as he saw it. Excerpt: “…meeting with us this afternoon to discuss your
workplace accommodations [proof my accommodations were discussed in an open group meeting and not privately]...Reducing your hours
below 32 per week is creating an undue burden on your department, a small office with limited staff [to put this in perspective – we were a five
man crew – our two temps left, then Brenda left in August 2018, leaving just Robert Contreras and I, we never saw temporary supervisor
Bernadette LazMazza in the office, Robert Contreras applied for Brenda’s position multiple time and was turned down multiple times before he
finally got it in March 2019 but now his position was vacant and we were still only a two man crew, the position vacated by Bobby wasn’t hired
till some time in November 2019, by this time, Bobby was assigned a second location to manage and was rarely in the office floating between
three locations, leaving us still shorthanded – none of this was my fault!]…we would like to continue to engage in the interactive process to
discuss ADA accommodations that would make it possible for you to work 32 hours per week…we can discuss other options…or other
reasonable accommodations to your duties or environment that would enable you to fulfill your 32-hour role [I’m still waiting for any of these
accommodations]…we will be expecting that you will work a minimum of 32 hours per week as supported by your current medical
documentation…please note that we have hired a new supervisor…and thus need to move them into the office that you are temporarily
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occupying [nothing was said about the move into the office being temporary as it was part of Dr. Jo’s requirements, moving would leave me back
on the floor with all the issues that there were before because no accommodations were provided in that location in the first place]…” I
forwarded the email to Deric and he replied on 4/19/19 with the following excerpt: “….You may want to inquire if the move to the office work
space is temporary or permanent, as your doctor recommended that you be assigned a private office as an ADA accommodation…[Dr. Jo put it
down as an accommodation in the formal letter in 2018, it was never implemented – the office I’m in now is not considered a true office, it is
considered a cublet]” Excerpt from my reply to Deric: “…Bobby’s gone all next week [after telling me I couldn’t be in the office alone, he was
gone again]…I asked for an extension on the date of the 19th till I had my test results and they denied it…As to the changing of the hours – I will
drop you a copy of Bernadette’s letter indicating I can no longer work after 5:00…Accommodations previously requested at various times and all
denied related to time include: Working Friday’s during the summer (other departments on campus do so), making up time ‘after hours’ in the
evening or on Saturday’s or even working some time from home. The doctor has adjusted my eating schedule so I no longer eat a true
lunch…Brenda was allowing me to come in and work 11:00 – 5:00 or 5:30 and call it 6 or 6 ½ hours…You’ll see from Bernadette’s memo…that
arraignment has also been cancelled. I’ve been trying assorted requests over the years at various times during acute flares of my condition…We
are still really shorthanded since they keep delaying his position…”
4/17/19 Bernadette sent the, by now, annual Be Air Aware campaign email to the campus.
4/18/19 Lisa Kussard sent a new ada packet in case I had amendments and reminded me that I was supposed to be discussing my move back to
the floor with Robert Contreras. I sent a reply back questioning the new paperwork as I had just filled out paperwork for the area I was going
back to in September 2018. Lisa replied back that it only needed filled out if I had changes to my medical diagnosis or accommodations at that
time as I had been undergoing medical testing. On 4/24/19 I replied back to her: “…The ideal accommodation would be to remain where I was
moved in October [everyone kept denying that the odors and dust was coming from outside despite my complaints and Brenda’s before me. A
temp that moved into the area also complained of constantly being sick but I can’t remember when she moved in, she finally left us in January
2020 citing illness from mold exposure. She was so suspicious of the area, she didn’t even want to take her stuff home]. Except for some odor
issues that Juan was working on…Since I have been informed that it is not possible for me to remain here…The lights will need to be turned off
or redirected in this general area. I will need to work with task lighting and the natural light coming in from the windows…I am also requesting
that the primary work desk get flipped around against the wall to hopefully further decrease the negative impacts of the lights [This was an
accommodation that Dr. Jo Ann Pina required in the old location that was never provided, Brenda and I made the request again for the cube I
first moved into in May 2018 and it was also denied then. Upset with the lack of accommodations and constant run around, Brenda flipped the
desk herself for me]…Odors have been a problem of late now that we have an additional department in the area. Bobby has discretely looked
into it, and feels this is coming from guests to the area [while this was true, I now know a lot of the odor issue had to do with the hole in the wall
allowing odors to come into my office from the work yard – as well as dust and exhaust fumes]. This was also an issue when I occupied the area
before as the air purifier offers little support with the open nature of this area. If the walls could be raised even with this current office and a
door provided, it is possible the air purifier could offer more support…I do realize that Bernadette recently sent an ‘air aware’ reminder, but in
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the past, this has not been sufficient deterient. And finally – I would like to request the ability to work on Fridays during the summer as my daily
hours are limited…” On 4/25/19 Lisa replied she would look into it. On 5/13/19 I asked her for an update as I still had heard nothing.
4/18/19 Email sent district wide from Chancellor Maria Harper-Marinick. Excerpt: “…Yesterday, the Faculty Executive Council (FEC) delivered to
the Governing Board a Vote of No Confidence in me as Chancellor of this institution…”
4/19/19 I sent the above thread from 2/22/19 to Deric Hall as there were some questions concerning Bernadette stating I could not be in the
office without a supervisor. Something Deric was not aware of hearing before. Since Bobby had been gone for a lot of vacation time at a time
when Bernadette was also gone. I was the only coverage for the office. And have been since many times. As Bobby now works from 3
campuses and is gone in meetings a lot, there has been considerable amounts of time that I have been the only one in our side of the building.
Days go by where I never see Bobby. This has not changed a lot with the addition of our three new employees as two work from another
location and the third floats between locations like Bobby does. This third employee admitted to me shortly after her arrival (when I questioned
her hours as the department secretary) that Bobby was allowing her to flex her location and hours as needed. Many times, I have stayed late to
assist individuals coming in needing help after 5:00. Sometimes, Bobby even asked me to stay to meet with a late renter or assist someone with
a late vehicle request.
Excerpt from the email to Deric: “…Bobby was coming in earlier between 6:30 and 7:00 to assist with early morning events then leaving a little
earlier because I was routinely working between 5:15 and 5:30…It would help if we could both be a little more flexible to help customers while
we are still so short handed. Of course, this all changes in a few weeks anyway once we go to summer hours. I’m not really sure where I will
stand then since I am still limited to no more then 7 hours a day at the most and previous requests each summer to work Fridays have all been
denied…”
4/24/19 Calendar notation: “Bobby at training all day” 4/25/19 Calendar notation: “Bobby at training all day”
4/24/19 I sent Dr. Deric Hall the email thread concerning summer hours for 2018 after a question arose concerning summer 2019 hours. I
pointed out to him that not only was the request to work Fridays denied, but my scheduled hours were way beyond my 7 hour restriction per
the doctor. Excerpt: “…This email shows that Brenda did indeed build my summer schedule on 8 hour days with a ½ hour lunch per campus HR.
Not only was the annual request to work Fridays denied, but the 8 hour days plus ½ was over my 7 hour limit for the summer…During this whole
time I was still fighting constant battles over any type of accommodation or modification to the new work area and the fact that we were living
once again in a construction zone. Accommodations that weren’t addressed till I was told I could move into this office sometime in October
[2018]. At the time, there was no mention that this was only temporary till the new supervisor was hired, or that I would be forced to move yet
again in 6 months or so back to the very area that was so problematic to begin with. [Nor was the fact evident at the time that there was indeed
a hole in the wall allowing the area to be constantly flooded with exhaust fumes, chemical odors, dust and chronic issues with being too warm or
too cold.] I will have an accommodation letter going to Lisa at Bernadette and Brad’s [Kendrex] request [again]…Included will be
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accommodation needs for the new cube and another formal request to work Fridays this summer (although that will violate Bernadette’s rule
that employees can not work ‘after hours’ without a supervisor present). I would really like to know if that rule is inforced campus wide as we
do have several departments that work Friday’s during the summer (2 of which also fall under Brad)…”
4/29/19 Calendar entry to explain my leaving late: “helping security with vehicle for Rus [Luce]” Yet another case where I stayed late to help a
customer, yet I believe Bobby had it recorded as 5:00 in the paperwork to Georgetta Kelly. 4/30/19 Calendar entry notes issues with migraine
and anxiety.
4/30/19 I notice that Bernadette LaMazza is still the approver on my T&L despite the fact that Robert Contreras was my direct supervisor. By
this time Bobby had me calling into him every morning, yet Bernadette was the approver. Bobby knew my time was short this pay period due to
a flare in my own medical condition and a family emergency earlier in the week; Bernadette signed off on T&L without any comment to me so
they were aware of the short hours for a long time before they wrote me up in October 2019 (following the incorrect procedure according to
Georgetta Kelly.
5/6/19 I emailed Robert Contreras when I got in and he told me I needed to email him in the morning instead of calling him like I had been
doing. He did acknowledge that he was aware I had limited email at home. This is important now, because I have repeatedly heard negative
comments because I do not have reliable computer use at home, especially since the termination issues have come to the front. This email
shows Bobby acknowledges he was aware of my computer limitations.
5/9/19 Robert Contreras sent me an email dictating my summer hours would be 10:00 – 5:00 Monday – Thursday making 6.5 hours and a ½
hour lunch for a total of only 26 hours. He did grant permission to flex it to 6:00 during the summer. This is a very important distinction as my
summer hours play directly into a harassing meeting with Bernadette LaMazza and Deric Hall in June 2019 and it has a direct link to the current
allegations. I sent the email to Dr. Deric Hall. Except: “…still have heard nothing from Lisa on the accommodation email I sent them on April
24th…I know Bobby is getting frusterated with the lack of feedback from anyone…” Deric replied on 5/13/19 that I should follow up with Lisa
and copy him. By now, summer hours had started and I still had heard nothing on the requested accommodation.
5/13/19 As I still had heard nothing concerning accommodation requests for my move out of the office made on 4/24/19, and at Dr. Deric Hall’s
request, I emailed Lisa Kussard and asked her for an update. It was time to switch over to summer hours and one of my requests had been to
work on Fridays. Lisa did send an email campus wide stating summer hours were beginning May 13, 2019, but I hadn’t heard anything official on
my accommodation request. Lisa I had even discussed the fact that security would be available as we were right next door with Commander
Keane. He even offered to allow me to work in security so I would be monitored by a supervisor. This request as usual was denied on grounds
no one worked on Fridays (except for M&O under Brad Kendrex, Security also under Brad Kendrex, and Technical Support Services). In the past,
other areas had offered to house me on Friday’s and the request was always denied with the excuse that no one else worked Fridays. This year
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they added the extra excuse that it was a safety issue (despite the fact that we shared a wall with security, and they offered to patrol the area
and keep an eye on me. My records show no reply from Lisa.
5/16/19 I received an email from Bernadette at 5:27 that contained the following excerpt: “…I see you are requesting vacation time to cover
your hours last week…I spoke with Bobby and asked him if you had requested vacation time per the policy and he stated you hadn’t [but I had
gotten approval from him before filing!]. You also hadn’t requested them through me. You were out sick those days…vacation time is not
applicable…For future, please remember to request vacation time at least two weeks ahead of time…” I sent Bernadette LaMazza an email at
5:29 explaining the use of vacation time in T&L since she was still approving my time, not my supervisor Robert Contreras. I had had a family
emergency and Bobby approved my using some of my vacation time to cover it. Excerpt: “…Bobby told me I could claim it as vacation time…” I
then replied directly to Bernadette’s email with the following excerpt: “…I’m not sure what Bobby told you, but he and I discussed it yesterday
evening and he told me then it was okay to submit it like that. I have been dealing with several family emergencies that are not covered under
family medical…I do not know what else to claim it…” This is important on several levels. Bernadette was overriding what my own supervisor
and I had agreed upon because she was still the approver on my time, not my own supervisor who had been in the position for several months
now. While I stuck firmly to the two week vacation request time after that, Bobby would occasionally be gone for days at a time with the
comment that he had just decided to take some time off which Bernadette approved. When I made previous requests of Bernadette, she took a
week or better to approve the time, only after including Brad Kendrex or Deric Hall in the follow up email. And once our new people were hired,
they would be occasionally gone and Bobby would tell me they just asked for the time. I remember commenting several times that I would’ve
liked to have requested vacation time, but I was sticking to the two week rule. A rule made exceedingly difficult by my ada condition as it was
impossible to plan anything two weeks out given my constant flares due to lack of accommodations and constant harassing and hostile actions.
5/20/19 Calendar notation “…anxiety – PTSD - …end of rope to the max just done! Stewing about work strong cologne odor – Brad and Josh
visits to Trina…” 5/21/19 Calendar notation: “Came in with start of bad migraine – left dizzy warm in here this afternoon”.
5/20/19 I sent Dr. Deric Hall the above thread and commented in an email. Excerpt: “…I have been pushed to my limit here. I still have no
word from Lisa on any type of accommodations or change to work schedule. Bobby is still listed as my direct supervisor, but has no control over
my time. I’ve been dealing with several family emergencies…I only lost one whole day. When T&L needed to close, I asked Bobby, my direct
supervisor, if I could claim vacation. He said yes, but send Bernadette an email because she had control of my time, even though I work for him.
She sent me an email denying the time…because it wasn’t pre approved…Why am I working with two supervisors? Who has the final say and on
what? I don’t even know if I am in compliance with anything at this point! Bobby set my hours for 10:00 – 5:00 Monday – Thursday which only
makes 26 hours, not 32. Am I okay doing this? We are right back where we started from Deric. I have called this retaliation. I have talked to
you about retaliation. She was named in my claim and now she is once again my direct supervisor? Or is she? It’s Bobby on the record. This is
all having a disasterous affect on my health and it seems I can get no help internally again. I’ve been all the way up to the Chancellor with no
resolution. I was sick all weekend with increased medical complications from this stress [a pattern that repeated itself over and over each
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weekend even before the drywall contamination]. I can feel my documented anxiety threatening every time I see her name in an email…I don’t
know how much more of this I can take without irrepairable damage to my physical and mental health. Doctor Jo once asked me if a more
favorable location could be found, would I be willing to move. At this point yes. If this constant battle, harassment, and what I still all
discrimination can’t be reigned in, I would be willing to move for my safety…Deric – at this point they’ve just beaten me…”
5/21/19 Excerpt from a followup email to Deric Hall as he requested my availability for a meeting: “…I’m just getting in today with the start of a
bad migraine. My supervisor has been made the supervisor of another campus as well as this department, so he is working this afternoon at the
other campus leaving me the only coverage in the office this afternoon…” I am constantly the only coverage in the office with Bobby and the
new employee constantly floating between the other campuses. When I didn’t hear from him, I sent him another email at 4:57 on 5/22/19. On
5/23/19 he let me know he was unavailable the rest of the week. Excerpt from my reply: “…We have a massive event on campus next week on
the same day that he [Bobby] has taken vacation [leaving me the only coverage again for a “massive event” as a part timer]. Since we still have
no one hired for the department, I need to make sure I do not need to be available to cover the event…” Deric replied that he was available
5/30/19. I waited [in the car in May for privacy] for his call which never came. I sent him the following excerpt: “…I’ve been waiting in my car
for your call, but it is too warm out there and I am getting overheated. Bobby just told me that I need to get ahold of you ASAP, but not why. I
assume ‘they’ are about to pull something against me again…By the way, as an update to my paperwork submitted in April to Lisa Kusard – I still
have heard nothing. Not even after the email I sent her directly asking for an update, which I copied you on…I have no internal representation
or assistance at this point, and now I have Bobby’s comment to worry about all weekend…” Deric apologized for the mix up and emailed me a
complaint form.
5/21/19 Email from Robert Contreras telling me to continue emailing him when I got in and that he was headed for Sun Lakes as he had been
made direct supervisor of that campus. This left me alone again as the only coverage, despite Bernadette stating I could be in the office alone
without supervision. I am the only coverage a lot of the time. Days go by where I never see Bobby.
5/29/19 Email to Robert Contreras asking for assistance, as the supervisor, with an absence adjustment. This documents the ongoing issues
with the absence system. Once a mistake is made, it was very difficult to adjust as the system seemed to only recognized one code a day. So if a
mistake was made, one could cancel the mistake, but get a new corrected code to stick. I’m fairly certain this is one of the absence adjustments
that never got made and was reported to District in November.
5/30/19 Calendar notation: “warm all week – very warm today”
6/3/19 Calendar notation: “…meeting w/Bobby turned harassing yet again approximately 4:15. Said he wanted a meeting tomorrow – then
backed off to wait for Deric’s return 11th. Bobby told me he personally would refuse my requested accommodations even if ordered.
‘Conversation’ documented with Deric.” Excerpt of email to Deric Hall: “…I just had another couple of comments from Bobby…He wanted to
inform me (at 4:15 today) that he was calling a meeting for tomorrow with him, me , Bernadette and Lisa to discuss my non-compliance with the
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outcome of our meeting in April concerning my hours. He stated that his was not an ‘accommodation’ meeting nor a ‘staff’ meeting, but to
discuss the fact that I was still working reduced hours. I let him know it was indeed an accommodation issue, because I turned in my paperwork
in April when we agreed and I still have not heard anything back from Lisa [a month and a half later]. Bobby let me know it was not an
accommodation issue because he was denying my request to work Fridays and I have been allowed to remain in the private office [which by now
was amassing a number of complaints unaddressed concerning ongoing issues with heat and odor and was one of the accommodations ordered
by Dr. Jo in 2018]. I let him know again that I have heard nothing official from Lisa on any accommodations, but that I was elevating the issue to
District…He stopped our ‘meeting’ visiably frusterated and now I’m frusterated and upset again. He keeps telling me that he is doing some
outside investigation and that they are acting accordingly…I don’t know how to react to a supervisor who seems as bent on having me removed
as ‘they’ are. Or at least one who continues to have conversations with me that makes me feel I have no rights and am in the wrong. Deric –
seriously – this is causing me continuous health issues. I may have no choice but to pursue a disability leave. But if I do, it will be because they
forced me into it to save my health [an action Deric previously told me would be viewed as retaliation after the EEO investigation concluded in
May 2019 – but he didn’t follow through other than to send me a complaint form – they were allowed to continue the hostility.]
6/4/19 Calendar notation: “Bobby informed me approximately 3:00 that he changed his mind – meeting would be Thursday 6th – Distant, but
professional the little he was around. Training at SCC, then left for personal reasons – very little contact.” 6/5/19 Calendar notation: “Warm in
here Bobby answered work question coldly but professionally. Then left almost as soon as I walked in – no notice of a meeting via calendar or
email Very warm towards end.”
6/6/19 Excerpt of an email I sent Deric: “…I sent you the email about my meeting with Bobby earlier this week wherein I was upset about no

forwarning on yet another meeting being called with no warning. He stated then, he would wait till next week when you got back. Tuesday, he
said he changed his mind because he can't get any answers and he wants some and that the meeting would be today (Thursday) and that should
surfice as pre warning (although with full knowledge that you are out and no ability to run it by you). When I left last night, there was still no
mention of a meeting today, nor location or time, on email or my calendar. Now I get in to see this [an announcement that the meeting would take
place that afternoon]. Dr. Jo was firm with me that no one should be discussing my medical condition nor any type of accommodation but the ADA
person (I guess in this case it's Lisa). If I understood my lawyer correctly, I do not have to answer any of their questions directly right away and I
still have the right to record it. I hope to let them have their say and any info they request, I will request they put it in writing. I feel this is yet
another fishing expedition for info they can use against me. For the record, I still have heard nothing official on any of the requests I made in
April. Except for Bobby telling me that he would refuse certain accommodations I asked for even if they approve them. Our working relationship
since Monday has been coldly professional and just the bare minimum needed to keep the office running…we are not only short handed on this
campus, but I have to keep an eye on things here whenever Bobby runs out to the second campus, which is also still short handed…it's slow
going when I feel I am working additional jobs and having to "watch my back" every step of the way. It's clear I can no longer trust my own
supervisor, nor the chain of command in this office…”

6/6/19 Calendar notation: “78 in here Blindsided meeting with Lisa [Kussard], Bernadette [LaMazza] and Bobby to start termination proceedings
No it’s 79” Excerpt from email sent to Deric to document this meeting: “…It was a meeting to issue a verbal warning as the first stage for

From: Ms. Diana Little
termination…I did ask about the lack of response on my accommodation paperwork and Lisa claimed she was waiting for information from
Bernadette and Bobby. I still thought all accommodation discussions were supposed to take place just between me and Lisa. I also thought
that the state recognized an employees right to representation in any meeting that could lead to termination, which this one seemed to be. I
have requested representation in the past and was told that it was not allowed in accommodation meetings therefore I did not request
representation for this meeting since I was lead to believe that this was what was going to be discussed. Had I had any warning that
termination was the topic, I would have declined the meeting till your return. Blindsided once again…”
6/10/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm in here the heat continued” Excerpt from Lisa Kussard’s email documenting the minutes from the
meeting on the 6th: “…This meeting was a continuation of the discussion held on April 10th. The discussion included the restatement that an
employee cannot work less than 30 hours and remain benefits eligible. It was confirmed that Diana would be remaining in the office she is
currently in until the college is unable to continue holding the office for her to utilize [an accommodation ordered by Dr. Jo in 2018]. Diana had
requested to work on Fridays [in April with no reply] and it was stated that this had been previously requested in the past and CGCC is unable to
permit her to work on Fridays as the offices are closed on Fridays…Diana’s doctor had previously set her hours as 7 hours per day, Diana is not
working seven hours per day and attendance is a performance issue (not an accommodation) [despite lack of appropriate accommodation]…Due
to summer schedule, Diana was asked if she could increase her hours to 7.5 per day [not only a direct violation of my paperwork, but she had
just typed above that I was not making 7 hours a day] and Diana stated that she is not able to work 30 hours per week for medical reasons [not
exactly what I said, whenever time was mentioned I always tied it back to ada and lack of accommodations so I more likely said I could not work
30 hours without accommodations]. It was stated that this meeting is to be considered a verbal warning due to excessive absenteeism and a
follow-up email will be sent to Diana from Bobby for the verbal warning [I never saw a follow up from Bobby, unless it was the letter I received in
October 2019 which Georgetta Kelly said was the wrong paperwork]…Please note that the following accommodations have already been made
according to current ADA request documentation: Diana has been provided with a managers office space usually reserved for department
managers [it was not the private office that Dr. Jo ordered in 2018 as the walls were not solid and I couldn’t close it off from odors, and I had
already by this time had repeated conversations concerning the constant bleed over of strong odors and the constant issues with the heat in the
office. Not only had I become sick all the time I was at work, but the previous occupant was sick all the time in there and left citing concerns for
her safety.] Lighting in the office she is using is controlled by her. Fragrance and odor reminders are sent out campus wide. This is not a high
traffic office, so the occasional visitor should not create a continuous odor issue [I kept trying to explain that in a trigger situation any exposure
could trigger a reaction, they kept trying to tell me a little exposure should be okay – I wonder if it had been a food allergy would I have been
expected to accept a peanut? I felt there was a complete disregard then and now that allergies can have fatal consequences!] I forwarded this
on to Deric Hall with the following excerpt: “…the word ‘termination’ was used several times (although absent from this memo from Lisa). I
really would like to set up another meeting as I am quite concerned about the tone of Thursday’s meeting especially from Bobby…” Deric didn’t
read my email for two days, then requested a meeting with Lisa to discuss my email to him. Meeting was set for the following Wednesday.
6/11/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm” 6/12/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm in here called Juan – he said it isn’t working right again”
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6/18/19 Email to Deric showing copies of my T&L showing I should be working Fridays per District. Excerpt: “…I am anxious about this meeting
and would appreciate any heads up you can give me…Bobby had mentioned that he would not approve my working Fridays even if District
approved it before I even made the formal written request. Since our meeting a few weeks ago, I have found out the following: There are
events booked not only for Friday, but Saturday and Sunday as well. There are class related events booked for multiple Fridays. Employees are
checking out vehicles to conduct work related business on Fridays and Saturdays. Two of the three departments working Fridays also belong to
VP Kendrex. And, most important of all, if you check the attached screen shots, my T&L shows I should be working Fridays!...”
6/19/19 Calendar notation: “Meeting with Deric and Bernadette, Lisa, Bobby upset when came out” Deric had indicated he would attend the
meeting to make sure I was getting a voice and being heard. He moved through my requested accommodations back to Dr. Jo Ann Pina’s
original accommodations and listened to their excuses about why they could not be met. When asked about a few items such as working on
Fridays and working from home, their responses were not truthful and I had already given him a heads up about the lack of truth before the
meeting. He listened to their replies, didn’t call them on things I had already notified them of and then told me in his opinion they were acting in
my best interest (by denying accommodations and running me out on disability or termination in my opinion) and I should do what they told me.
After the meeting, Lisa Kussard sent me a new ADA packet to be filled out and some information concerning benefits while on leave. The
benefits chart shows on a medical leave, I would continue to receive benefits for 18 months, but I’m fairly certain that during the meeting or
shortly thereafter, Lisa pointed out that I would no longer be eligible for 18 months of coverage.
6/20/19 Calendar notation: “Bad migraine stress of yesterday +”
6/24/19 Calendar notation: “Strong cologne odor when came in – suspect Bobby – nose tickeled sneezy right away Bobby left about 10 min
after I came in – Back about 15 min left for meeting then Sun Lakes” 6/25/19 Calendar notation that Bobby cancelled the previously scheduled
staff meeting.
7/1/19 Bernadette LaMazza sent an email out announcing the annual Boot Camp and stating that due to multiple changes in processes,
everyone’s attendance was strongly encouraged. I had already talked to Bobby concerning taking some vacation time as I was beyond
stressed/burnt out by this time and I had not had more than a few days’ vacation in a very long time due to the department being very short
handed for a long time. I offered to attend the training, but he said vacation was okay. Excerpt from my reply to Bernadette on 7/2/19: “…I will
not be able to attend either dates for the boot camp as I will be on vacation from Thursday July 4th through Thursday July 18th. This vacation was
previously approved by my supervisor Robert Contreras…Please make an extra copy of the handouts for me…” I did not hear an
acknowledgement from Bernadette till 7/9/19 that she would see I got copies of the handouts, but I never did.
7/22/19 Calendar notation made first day back after 2 week vacation: “Very warm and sticky in here. Thero shows 72 – There’s NO WAY it’s
that cold in here. I have not heard the unit on this afternoon – sweating and very uncomfortable clammy” 7/23/19 Calendar notation: “Very
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warm early on…” 7/24/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm early on – Even Bobby was complaining – Got a little better right after Bobby was
complaining” 7/25/19 Calendar notation: “Called Bobby per his instructions while he is in Portland”
7/29/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm in here at times Bobby says use work order system and complain with copy to him” Excerpt from my
email to Robert Contreras: “…I’ve borrowed your floor fan to try to draw some cooler air in here…” Bobby asked if I had contacted Juan, which I
had done repeatedly since moving into the office. My excerpt: “I keep contacting Juan. It works for a day or two. I adjusted the controls like he
showed me and it finally clicked on. It seems cooler at the conference table [my area was much warmer than outside my area]…I feel like they
did something to the circulation when they were working in the ceiling, but they keep telling me no…”
7/30/19 Calendar entry: “emailed Juan [Valdez] per Bobby – Very warm at times” Excerpt from my email to Juan: “…I am still having problems
with it becoming very warm in this office at various times during the day. Last week, even Bobby mentioned it was very warm in here. The
thermostat does not seem to be responding to attempts to adjust it…It’s very warm in here again at the moment if you are still on campus…”
Juan said he would look into it.
7/31/19 Calendar notation “Email to Juan, backed up by Bobby and overcast cooller day yielded some results” Excerpt from Bobby’s email on
this day: “…Even last week it was warm in space and the thermostat was at 73…” This is very important because when Bobby and Lisa
confronted me in November 2019 concerning my accommodations, both denied knowing my accommodations included not allowing it get over
77 in the office, despite this being a requirement on all ada paperwork for many years. When I complained about it being warm in the office,
Lisa made a comment that the thermostat showed an acceptable temperature. When I told her we had had trouble with the thermostat for a
long time, Bobby acted skeptical and didn’t seem to back me up, but this email shows he knew!
8/1/19 Calendar notation: “Warm in here again”
8/7/19 Bernadette LaMazza sent email to campus listing the hr contacts and duties. Lisa Kussard was listed as “Recruitment Lead, Payroll and
Employee training and development. Mika-Ann Davis was listed as “Complex, Escalated Employee Relations Issues, Policy Questions,
Compensation and Payroll and Executive Level and Multifaceted Recruitments”. Rochelle Welch was listed as “Employee Relations, Leaves, ADA
Coordinator and Ergonomic Needs”. Very important points: All attempts to contact Rochelle Welch as ada coordinator were denied, I’ve never
even met her. Attempts to meet with Mika-Ann Davis concerning a “Complex, Escalated Employee Relations Issue” (which I felt described my
situation) were also denied. When I contacted Rochelle Welch (?) in January 2020 (?) and asked if anyone was ever going to have an
“interactive” ada accommodation meeting with me besides Lisa Kussard who was listed as Payroll among other things, I never heard from her.
But Lisa replied and stated at some point she was now the ada coordinator for Chandler-Gilbert and we had already had our interactive meeting
in November 2019 when she and Bobby denied nearly everything on my paperwork and proceeded to brow beat me.
8/8/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm too warm getting headache Bobby took picture at 79 emailed Juan” Robert Contreras emailed Juan
Valdez the following excerpt: “…It is uncomfortable now again and the thermostat says its 77…” After looking into it, Juan replied “…The air
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conditioning unit for this area need to be repair, we need to have a part replaced…” I don’t know if Bobby’s email got the ball rolling since I had
been complaining to Juan about it being too warm in there almost as soon as I moved in. Brenda Croteau was assured that we would be on our
own separate air unit when we moved in.
8/12/19 Calendar notation that I was having difficulties due to continued issues with heat and air quality alerts. Repeated on 8/13/19.
Notation on 8/14/19 documents a worsening migraine.
8/19/19 Calendar notation notes that I was having difficulties with yet another sinus infection and allergies. Repeated on 8/20/19. Notation on
8/21/19 notes additional difficulties with PTSD and anxiety symptoms.
8/30/19 Calendar notation notes a worsening migraine (yet again).
9/3/19 Email from Chancellor Maria Harper-Marinick sent District wide that she is stepping down. Anticipated end date was listed as May 2020,
but she didn’t make it that long.
9/14/19 Calendar notation mentions bad migraine for both Saturday and Sunday.
9/16/19 Calendar notation: “Air out at work very bad migraine dry heaves [shows level of migraine, long time since I had one that bad – I did
not work that day]” 9/17/19 Calendar notation: “Air out at work migraine still very bad – still dry heaves [I did not work that day] 9/18/19
Returned to work and made the following calendar notation: “Air still out worked in [LIB] 102 – moved back approximately 2:00 using turbo on
air purifier for exhaust type smell – migraine getting worse again” Email trail with Bobby indicates that he was at Sun Lakes this day. My excerpt
from email trail: “It seems warm in this office. I know Juan wanted to make some adjustments to the venting in the ceiling, but there was still
the question of is it ‘my’ office or just a loaner office…” 9/19/19 Calendar notation: “…Bobby asked about tests and dr. Appt. I told him they
were all moved – he said he would “talk” to Bernadette in a resigned disgusted tone. Massive exposure to cologne and perfume from people in
Trina’s office and visiting Bobby door closed air on turbo still could smell it stuffy nose sore throat lots of drainage migraine back”
9/20/19 Calendar entry: “Very warm in here found email from Bobby concerning Monday morning meeting very upset all afternoon talked to
Brent [Bartel] and Cathy [Kathy Crosley] [both very long term co-workers who also work for Bernadette LaMazza – they were a sort of support
group along with a few others aware of the full picture of what was going on and Brent was trained in IBN although repeated attempts to get
him to assist mediate formerly were all denied. Both he and Kathy have cited fear of their jobs if they are seen too openly talking to me or
assisting me.] – tried to reach Mika Email to Mika” Excerpt from my email to Mika: “…I have been needing to reach out to you since you first got
here, but I have been scared to do so. I heard from several people today, that I should try to reach you. I know from Bernadette’s email that
you are the HR Director and we should contact you concerning ‘Complex Escalated Employee Relations Issue”…I have an ADA issue that has gone
through an EEOC investigation, up through District HR and on up to the Chancellor. Each attempt to rectify the situation has yield worse results
culminating in Bernadette and Lisa talking termination with my new supervisor. In June, Bernadette and Brad ordered new paperwork
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necessitating new doctor’s visits. I had to wait till this month to get into these doctors. One ordered lab tests prior to him seeing me in an office
visit. One of those apparently yielded results that no woman wants to hear [uterine tumor, possible need for hysterectomy]. When I quietly
mentioned to Bobby yesterday that I would need followup testing, he indicated that wasn’t good enough and he would be speaking to
Bernadette yesterday afternoon. Today, I received notice that I will be meeting with Bernadette, Lisa and Bobby yet again [three to two yet
again] 1:00 Monday afternoon. All previous requests for representation or assistance have been met with denials. Nearly all of the past
meetings held since September have mentioned refusals to accommodate my ada paperwork and/or termination…I know this puts you in a bind
since it concerns Bernadette and Brad, but as the HR Director, I wasn’t sure if you were aware of the talk of termination. I would like to point
out that as the new ‘ADA coordinator’, I have not had any contact from Rochelle yet. And at the last several meetings I was directly asked
concerning my health, diagnosis, and accommodations. I have documented with Deric Hall [and everyone else I could think of] that this whole
mess is affecting my physical and mental health. I sit here very alone and scared to meet with them on Monday yet again. And I’m scared to hit
the send button on this email…Would you be willing to meet with me? Hopefully confidentially…”
9/21/19 Excerpt from notes made by Dr. Jeffery McKenna during an office visit: “…She [me] states that she is still having issues with persistent
migraine and left-sided otalgia…She notes that she is still having intermittent pain in her left submandibular gland region, low-grade fever, and a
bad taste in her mouth…She ended up taking 2 weeks vacation and noticed that many of her symptoms cleared and she was feeling much
better. After going back to work, within 2 weeks, she noted her submandibular gland was starting to swell and also had significant fatigue…Her
work is currently discussing termination again…The left submandibular gland is approximately 50% larger than the right…The most
straightforward issues that she clearly has an inflamed, tender, enlarge left submandibular gland that likely represents chronic infection…She has
difficulty with her work place. Specifically, she notes that many of her symptoms improve outside of the work place. Other employees in the
work place have gotten sick. I’m suspicious of a so-called ‘sick building sydrome’. If not addressed by her workplace, engaging with federal
agency’s’s, such as OSHA, would be very appropriate. She continues to suffer with migraines…If she continues to have discomfort from that
area, she may be a candidate for a submandibular resection…”
9/23/19 Mika replied back to me. Her excerpt from her email: “…I am aware of your situation and will be in attendance in this afternoon’s
meeting [she denied all my requests to meet with her confidentially]. At your request for consistency, we did not change your ADA coordinator
[leaving me not only with someone different than the rest of the campus, but stuck with someone who not only spent the last year denying my
requested accommodations, but who agreed with Bernadette’s decision that I should be terminated]. Please make sure that you provide us with
the appropriate paperwork from your doctor to ensure proper accommodations…” Excerpt from my reply: “…So this is another
‘accommodation’ meeting? I was not informed as to the nature of the meeting. I have repeatedly submitted requested paperwork. I wasn’t
aware you were going to be at the meeting since your name was not on the list of attendees. May I ask if there will be any other additional
attendees I was not informed of?” Her reply 3 minutes after the meeting started: “…No, I am stepping in as Lisa is out today…” Sometime later,
I walked into what was supposed to be a meeting with just Mika, and Lisa walked in and said she was stepping in for Mika! I never knew who I
was going to find in a meeting.
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9/23/19 Received “Notice of Intent to Discipline – Written Warning”*** noting ongoing violations of attendance and punctuality issues. The
rest of the letter is pretty much word for word what the accusations have been in every document since.
9/30/19 Calendar notation: “Office smells of strong cleaning chemicals smells very strong door closed ap on turbo office still smells nose stuffed
up headache started” Ended up costing me 3 whole days of work with a doctor’s release. Work log note reads: “Stayed in office till
approximately 1:30 Still smelled strong, very stuffy nose, worsening headache, went to bathroom and felt better outside. Went back in to tell
Bobby I needed to move and the smell seems strongest by my office. Bobby claims he doesn’t know who cleaned or why, but I found a bottle of
disenfenteant wipes on conference table, not our brand. Bobby let me move to LIB-102 but he didn’t seem concerned about me, only unhappy I
requested a move. Today is due date on pw. Eyes really watering.”
9/30/19 Excerpt from an email I sent my lawyer: “…I wanted to let you know that I don't know what to do about replying to the letter. I did find

where in our policy manual these types of letters are addressed. According to my supervisor's verbal warning, this letter would be emailed to me
so I could reply and it wasn't. And according to our policy manual, it is supposed to have the specific discipline spelled out for not responding
appropriately to the letter. This letter does not have that either. I thought long and hard about my reply over the weekend and was going to type it
up this afternoon and respond prior to their deadline. I came in a little bit ago and found that someone has used disinfectant cleaning chemicals
around the office in violation of my ADA paperwork. The smell seems strongest just outside my office.and in my doorway. I am getting sicker
again from the exposure. When I requested a move, my boss seemed upset. But he finally allowed it and now I sit in a public area, on a public
computer, in an uncomfortable (painful) environment needing to write such an important document. The timing of this incident seems harrasing to
me yet again…I think I will stick it out here until the pain gets too bad, then go ahead and follow the instructions in the letter for an extension, while
explaining that I could not work in my own office (yet again). But this means that now I'll have to undergo a face to face accounting of my actions
per the letter instead of a written one. This puts the advantage on them yet again as I'll be alone against 3 or 4 of "them" and they know that I find
such an environment threatening and do not verbalize well when forced to on the spot. They have a long history of twisting my words and using
them against me…I'm having great difficulty organizing my thought process enough to reply in an appropriate manner to their accusations and
threats while sitting here in physical pain. And under the circumstances, I'm too afraid to leave.”
9/30/19 Email to Mika-Ann Davis: “…I never received an email copy of the paperwork per Bobby's verbal notice in the meeting, so I'm just
sending you this email straight (not as a part of the thread). Due to numerous issues beyond my control including being sick, the need for further
medical testing and covering what is still a very understaffed office -- I have not been able to adequately complete a written response to the
warning paperwork. I had hoped to be able to send Bobby something more concrete today, however I have been unable to work in my office yet
again (due to chemicals and strong odors) and have been unable to work on it in a secure environment. Working from a classroom today has
proven problematic and I leave today in considerable pain and discomfort. If an extension could be reasonably granted till after my other tests and
dr. appt. this week (and assuming I can resume work in my own office) it would be greatly appreciated. If not, then the letter states "If you believe
you are unable to respond effectively in writing, you may email mika.davis@cgc.edu prior to the above deadline to request an appointment for an
in-person meeting to respond to the notice of intent to discipline. Such a request shall not be unreasonably denied." If an extension can not be
granted, then please consider this email such a request. The letter states you should get this email, but does not mention sending a copy to
Georgetta Kelly who apparently sent the warning letter in question. Please advise if I should forward a copy of this to her email…”
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10/2/19 Mika sent me an email granting a two day extension for my paper rebuttal. She also gave me a few times when she might be available
for a face to face meeting in the next few days but she also indicated that the meeting would not be with her, but with Lisa. I had been looking
forward to a chance to meet with Mika since her job duties listed “complex employee relations”, but the thought of meeting with Lisa given our
negative history just further aggravated my stress levels severely. Every request to meet with Mika was meet with denials. I contend that given
the harassing and threatening nature of past meetings with Lisa, I never really had a chance in this process. In my reply back to Mika on 10/7/19
(as I had been out on a doctor’s release) I mentioned the following: “…An extension to turn in a written response would’ve been greatly
appreciated under the circumstances, however I am just now getting your email as it arrived in my inbox after I informed Bobby I would be out the
rest of the week on a dr’s release. I didn’t hear you mention anything about a written extension when we conversed on the phone…”

10/7/19 Calendar notation: “Very strong odor of men’s cologne Notice from Mika of extension after I informed Bobby of Dr.s release called
Bobby couldn’t get through switchboard for two days” Lisa sent me an email with the notes she took of our meeting. Her email included the
following : “…Diana stated that she said she can only work her scheduled hours with accommodations [This much is true] There will be a
response from her lawyer in writing and she will turn it in for her personnel file whether HR accepts it or not [not true – I did not say that, nor do
I think I said anything that could be interpreted in that severe a tone] She said she was never informed of her reduction in hours to 30, she
thought they were still at 32 hours [This is totally true and even though all their allegations mention this and the doctor’s paperwork mentions
this, I still have to today May 2020 been notified of a shift in my schedule to 30 hours, I input T&L every week and have paper copies of my time
sheets for over a year all showing 32 hours] She is just now able to get into a doctor that was requested back in June. It took that long to get
in. New ADA paperwork will be coming after the appointment [This is true as well, my specialists book out up to 3 months in advance an since,
according to them I couldn’t be terminated for absences due to illness, getting me in wasn’t a priority appt. and I did file the new paperwork
10/23/19] No way to address lack of hours without ADA discussion and lack of meeting accommodations [True and precisely my primary point]
Requested ADA paperwork today within the next hour [True and I turned it in, but I wasn’t so demanding as to give her only an hour to get it to
me]”
10/8/19 Excerpt from an email sent to my lawyer: “…Here are the notes Lisa took yesterday. I would like to make two corrections -- I never said
the paperwork would be coming from Mr. Pruitt. Mr. Pruitt mentioned that I had the right to file a written response to their allegations wether
they wanted to take the written letter under consideration or not. I do know I have the right in Maricopa to request items be placed in my own
personel file. And the last bullet point makes it sound like I demanded the paperwork in an hour. I did not. Since I was leaving in a hour for one
of my dr. appt., I asked if it would be too much trouble to get it to me before I left…I have been very bad about following through with follow up
appts. and testings because I have been afraid to be away from the office. A fact which has been documented with district ada coordinators and
our local EEOC. I keep getting told that I need to follow through and keep my appt. and that I can't be fired for time out sick. And yet -- here we
are…”
10/8/19 Calendar notation: “Letter – Formal intentent Bad day…Bobby at meetings and Sun Lakes most of the time” Received the Letter of
Discipline – Written Warning from Robert Contreras. Mentions that my meeting with Lisa Kussard in Mika-Ann Davis’s place did not warrant any
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extension or explanation of charges. That meeting with Lisa went as all meetings with Lisa go, I was not given a fair chance to defend myself and
probably misquoted to boot. She twists all that I say around. My recordings of our meetings rarely match her minutes. And I question whether I
had any chance of a fair shake in the meeting since she had been conspiring with Bernadette LaMazza to have me terminated for nearly a year
by this time. Prior to this, I had actually been looking forward to talking with Mika. I had even made a few attempts to meet with her, but they
were all denied. The charges in the letter are the same ones, mostly vague with no particulars and I’ve still not had a chance to fully address
them in my opinion. All meeting since this began run the same way – I’m informed that no accommodations, or lack there of will be discussed
only the charges, I say the lack of accommodations are directly linked to the charges and the meeting ends with nothing accomplished on either
side.
10/8/19 Excerpt from an email sent my lawyer: “I spoke with Lisa Kusard yesterday for what was apparently my formal response to the
paperwork... As a result of that meeting, I was given new ada paperwork and 15 days to file it. In this meeting I was again reminded that this
warning has nothing to do with my ada accommodations or lack there of. I again stated it did and that I could not respond to the "allegations"
without mentioning my continued lack of accommodations…Today -- I come in to this paperwork from my direct supervisor with a notice that a
copy was sent to Lisa Kusard this morning. In this apparent final warning, I have been given only 10 calendar days to gather my notes and
respond or apperently it's considered an admission of my guilt and action will be taken. I thought from what I understood of ada, and from what
Mr. Pruitt mentioned in the meeting, once formal ada paperwork was "in process" it was supposed to provide me with some level of protection
from further harrassment? All this stress is causing a severe peak in my physical symptoms as well as repeated anxiety attacks. Both are making
it very difficult for me to reasonably focus on what to do next or how to respond. Also causing more missed work due directly to their actions
and playing into their allegations. Not to mention still being forced to work in an environment two of my doctors have recently called toxic and
harrasing dispite repeated pleas to be transfered to a less harrasing environment. I was going to talk to both doctors refiling paperwork to
mention a transfer out of here on the paperwork…I'm still really upset about the allegation that my hours are averaging only 20 or so, even more
so after pulling the last year of work records. I still plan on spending a little time researching that a little more. Since that is the basis of their
whole "firing" offense, if I can prove their basis is wrong, maybe I could relax a little and get them to back off a tad…I came in fighting the urge to
be sick just coming in here before this. Now my heart's pounding again and my migraine is much worse…I know that "termination" is not
directly mentioned in written form yet and he [Mr. Pruitt] said that was a very important fact. But they keep verbally throwing it in my face. If
this stress puts me in the hospital I really will be unable to defend myself (and there's no one to take care of my family - thus causing more
stress). At this point, I need the harrassment to stop. I can't continue funtioning like this. I'm sitting here constantly in fear of the next strike
and getting sicker. They do know I have a lawyer now. They just don't care…”
10/9/19 Calendar notation that blood pressure is off
10/10/19 Calendar notation: “Working on defense Bobby gone most of the time Lots of pre migraine symptoms bp way off”
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10/11/19 Calendar notation: “Working on defense Bobby not in at all Dealing with renter and Bobby’s things thus left late Left with worse
migraine”
10/14/19 Calendar notation: “…splitting migraine before laying down…”
10/18/19 Calendar notation: “Bad migraine started”
10/18/19 Appeal letter to the Written Warning sent to Georgetta Kelly. Excerpt: “…As a long-time District employee of over 25 years, with
documented disabilities, I have continuously been subjected to ongoing disagreements with both Campus HR and District HR concerning my ADA
paperwork, requested accommodations, lack of accommodations and ongoing violations of my submitted ADA paperwork for the last three
years or so. This situation has developed into a harassing, discriminatory and hostile work environment that has only increased in severity since
a formal, internal EEO investigation was concluded in May 2018. As part of this investigation, I engaged in protected activities by raising genuine
concerns about my treatment because of my disabilities and requests for reasonable accommodations. Since that time, I have been subjected to
ongoing discrimination and retaliation to include, as a limited sample only, the following: (a) I have been repeatedly exposed to violations of my
ADA paperwork filed June 20, 2018; (b) reasonable accommodations have been refused in bad faith; and (c) I have been subjected to repeated
meetings which have been hostile and threatening, and most recently, repeatedly subjected to verbal comments that I “should not be allowed
to work” and that I “should be fired/terminated”. I have submitted repeated emails to Dr. Deric Hall, solicited advice from employee advocates,
sent emails up the chain of command all the way to the Chancellor’s office, and even sought outside assistance in attempting to rectify this
situation. All to no avail to date. I continue to work in an environment that my doctor has described as “harassing” and even “toxic” to my
health. This ongoing situation has increased my symptoms which has negatively affected my attendance. While I dispute some of the concerns
in the Letter of Discipline, it is the District’s actions and omissions that have directly affected my health which directly impacts my attendance...I
contend that my punctuality issues come from an increase in my disability symptoms resulting from continued harassment, discrimination, and
retaliation concerning my requested accommodations and lack of provision of requested accommodations...An audit of my time does not
support the claims presented in the Letter of Discipline which states, “Since August 22, 2018, you were averaging about twenty (20) hours per
week, far below the thirty (30) hours required to maintain full-time status and benefits…Summer months were impacted by the continued denial
of requested accommodations to account for the 10 hour days required by Maricopa, which were prohibited by my ADA paperwork. On May 9th,
2019, I received an email from my supervisor, Robert Contreras, that my summer hours would officially be 10:00 a.m. – 5 p.m., which only
account for 26 hours each week (assuming a ½ hour lunch). This is even below the 30 hours stated in the Letter of Discipline. My Time and
Labor time sheets did not match this and continued to show that I was scheduled to work on Friday’s. Repeated requests to work on Friday as
an accommodation were met with denials. Although I brought up the fact that not only did my Time and Labor reflect that I should be working
Fridays but that other campus employees were allowed to work on Fridays, I was continued to be barred from my office, both verbally and in
writing, for the summer months. This robbed me of an additional 60 hours or so that could have been potentially worked…Further complicating
the figures presented in the Letter of Discipline is the fact that I discovered numerous dates where I requested Absence adjustments and/or
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Time and Labor adjustments that appear to have never been made. Requests were made to then supervisor, Bernadette LaMazza, and current
supervisor, Robert Contreras…The Letter of Discipline states, “Your response to the Notice of Intent to Discipline did not, in our judgment,
disprove the allegations contained therein, or provide sufficient mitigating circumstances….” I stated in the meeting with Mika Davis on October
7, 2019 that the absences were due to an increase in my symptoms stemming from an ongoing lack of accommodations (for documented ADA
conditions). In prior meetings, I also stated that the attendance issue was due to ongoing accommodations issues...The Letter of Discipline
states, “Your actions violated: …Group 2 – C-2: Tardiness, defined as the unexcused reporting to work after the scheduled start time.” I believe,
except for a few instances of family emergencies, every call or email into the office every day has clearly stated it is due to an ADA related
issue…The Letter of Discipline states, “As of August 27, 2019, you have not provided any update to the number of hours your doctor stated you
could work…” I clearly stated to Lisa in the meeting in June that my doctors were booking 2-3 months out and it would probably be September
before I could get in. I let her know in the October 7, 2019 meeting that I would be getting in to one of the doctors in question within the next
few weeks. She sent me a new ADA packet that afternoon with a due date of 2 weeks. On October 8, 2019, I received this written warning…“In
addition, employees who have received a Written Warning within the last twelve months are not eligible for an annual increase or an in-range
progression.” When I accepted this position over 10 years ago, I was told that my transfer title and grade of Office Coordinator I, grade 7, was
just a probationary position due to the transfer and once that probationary period was over, I would be moved into the more applicable position
of Office Coordinator II, grade 8. Despite repeated requests made by my then supervisor, Brenda Croteau, to realign my job title to match other
employees in the District doing similar work, I never received that title change. Once Brenda left in July 2018, I began attempting to assist my
co-worker, Robert Contreras, with the additional needs of the department brought on by the vacancy. This necessitated additional training and
the need to set some of my own duties aside. This additional workload added greatly to the stressors of the department as I began to worry
constantly about falling short in not only my attempts to do the work I had been away from for so long, but my own job as well. To date, Robert
Contreras has applied for and received Brenda Croteau’s old position leaving his job now vacant. He has been assigned a second campus to
oversee which leaves me the ONLY coverage in the department a lot of the time. In the 14 months since Brenda left, we are still not totally
staffed and covering an additional campus, leaving both of us over-worked and in my opinion, over stressed beyond anything considered normal
for what should be a straight forward office position…part of me constantly dreads coming to work because I don’t know if each day will be the
day I get called into yet another harassing meeting, or be exposed to triggers which my paperwork clearly states I shouldn’t be. I constantly
wonder if this will be yet another day where I will go home sick, yet again, from my physical and emotional environment. I carry this stress home
with me where it impacts me and my disability as well. When I go home from work with a three-day migraine because some factor of my
paperwork was violated yet again, I feel like it’s an attack and the seemingly unfairness of it eats at me. In summary, it is impossible, unfair, and
illegal to disregard my ADA-related issues with my work attendance. The two issues are inseparable. My health problems have been
exacerbated by my work environment. My deteriorating health has directly affected my attendance. If I was not working in an environment
that has subjected me to harassment, discrimination, and retaliation because of my disabilities and protected behaviors, I know my attendance
would improve. Moreover, the Letter of Discipline has grossly underreported the hours I have actually worked and has unfairly docked me hours
that should not be counted against me for alleged absenteeism…” Georgetta’s reply simply said the allegations followed the wrong procedure,
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but my appeal would be reviewed as a formal complaint. She further stated I could file a grievance against Bobby for using the wrong
procedure, but all attempts to find out the correct process failed since no one would assist me in translating the mess in our policy manual. She
also demanded an IME to settle the differences in opinion on my accommodations, but no one would listen or acknowledge that Dr. JoAnn Pina
had already accepted the paperwork and required accommodations which were never met. Excerpt from my email to my lawyer: “…This is the
second time they have refused to acknowledge my ADA paperwork without an independent medial exam. The last time was around August of
last year. When Dr. Hall questioned if all ADA paperwork required an independent exam, they backed off. (Requiring an independent exam is
shear terror to me as I have a deep set phobia and medically induced PTSD. I can't imagine any "indepedent medical exam" with a strange
doctor can go very well for me as they tend to cause panic attacks and thus are not a true evaluation of my physical condition.) They have
received paperwork in the past from several of my doctors submitting independently. All of them consider this further harrasment and a
question of their medical knowledge and expertiese. In the new ada paperwork that I submitted last week, it clearly states "Furthermore,
applicable law also prohibits retaliation against any employee who participates in a protected activity." I received the written warning a day
after starting new ADA paperwork. This certainly feels like more harrasment and retaliation. I can't explain to anyone how hopeless this all
feels. I feel like I am getting no where, except kicked in the teeth everytime I turn around and submit yet another form or another letter that
they request. All at great financial cost (this last paperwork was $85.00), and physical and emotional cost (I spent my birthday this weekend with
one of the worst and most violent migraines I've had in years - I suspect due in part to working on both packets of information which were
suposed to stop some of this). This is such a blow to my anxiety and depression issues…This is, to me, blatant harrasment. In my opinion, they
have made no attempt to act on my accommodations in the last 3 years. I can't begin to count the number of times I have gone home sick as a
direct result of them not only denying accommodations, but seemingly to place me in situations where I am directly affected…”
10/21/19 Calendar notation: “Went home with worsening migraine – No response on appeal paperwork”
10/22/19 Calendar notation shows a Dr. appt. to obtain new ada paperwork (again! this time per lawyer)
10/23/19 New ada paperwork submitted from Dr. Derick Higgins listing Migraines, Fibromyalgia, Low back pain, hip osteoarthritis. Additional
comments listed avoidance of mold, excess chemical odors, strong bright lighting, loud noises, temps greater than 77, over 30 hours a week (not
to exceed 7 hours a day) and to allow flexible scheduling between 10:00 – 6:00. My section mentioned the same things it always did: Continued
difficulties in obtaining accommodations over the past several years has caused an increase in severe symptoms leading to increased absence
time thus affecting job performance. Continued changing of office location, constant changing of personnel and reporting structure, and
changing paperwork requirements are also having a direct negative impact on symptoms
10/25/19 Calendar notation: “Went home with bad migraine starting…got much worse during afternoon”
10/28/19 Calendar notation: “Very sick over weekend with very bad migraine spent days in bed with bad pain and nausea. Worst migraine in
long time, began to fear a stroke”
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10/29/19 Calendar notation: “Worse migraine long time this weekend Response from Georgetta fighting Panic A and PTSD left with splitting
migraine”
10/30/19 Calendar notation: “Came in to construction “next door”. New key workshop. Lots of dust in air/loud grinding. Eyes now swelling,
itchy throat , wheezing cough, clenching teeth, worsening migraine…Bad asthma attack in car coming home” Excerpt of a side note I sent my
lawyer: “…I just got in to find they have started construction again in the area next door that shares my wall. They were grinding on something
which is not only shaking my desk but leaving a fine dust coming in through the vent above my desk. I checked with a friend of mine in that
dept. and he said the construction is supposed to go on for quite a while, although he thinks they are just about done for today. I'm already
feeling ill effects of the the dust in the air and the noise level…”
10/31/19 Calendar notation: “White Dust and powder covering everything in office. Took pictures. Bad asthma attack approximately
3:00…Left very upset. Emails to Deric and two to Bobby. He told me to go home around 4:40. Felt so dirty, took shower right away. Bad
migraine, lots of wheezing, dizzy. Maybe should’ve gone to Concerta [our workman’s comp er]” I sent Bobby the following email before I left:
“…I have tried to work in the area for two days now. Both days experiencing potentially serious health issues related to the construction
situation next door and the effect it is having on not only my office, but the main floor as well. Both days, I experienced environmental
situations prohibited by my documented paperwork and causing me physical and emotional distress. I am formally requesting you to work with
me to provide an acceptable alternative to this work environment for as long as it takes to rectify the situation. If you are not the correct person
to address this issue, please let me know the proper procedure asap as this is a jeopardy to my health…” On 11/7/19 Robert Contreras sent me
the following reply (which I read as terse given the ongoing harassing nature of the situation): “…In response to your email stating that you
continue to have difficulties with accommodations at your workplace: I was notified by you at 4:10pm on October 31st about dust in your work
area...You stated in your email to me that you had continued to work in the area for two days. Once you told me about the issues the dust was
causing you, I told you to immediately go to the Library to work until the issue was resolved. In the past, you have taken it upon yourself to
move to the Library if you encountered any issues impacting your disability [no I didn’t, I never moved out of the area without permission as
Bernadette had forbidden my moving during other times when the area was undergoing construction]. This has always been an available
accommodation for you [per Bernadette, this was only an option if the doctor submitted new ada paperwork stating I needed to move during
specific construction projects]. What was the reason for you not moving immediately when you were having issues? [See above, I had already
been told previously I could not move out of the area without prior permission or new ada paperwork – this was a time when neither Bobby nor
Bernadette were around – Trina Larson made an attempt to contact both parties for me on my behalf while I tried to work from the floor and
failed]…Once I was made aware of the dust in the work area on October 31st, I immediately notified facilities and have continued to work with
them since I was made aware of the situation. I investigated the work being done on the facilities side of the office adjacent to the Resource
Management Office. On that same day, I followed up with facilities to have the issue of dust coming in the vents from the construction
addressed. On November 1st, I worked with facilities to have the area thoroughly cleaned prior to your return as the projected end date of the
project in the adjacent office was 11/04/19 [I keep repeating myself – the office was not and is still not thoroughly clean]. Myself, Mika Davis
and Lisa Kussard checked the areas in the Library including additional spaces for you to work temporarily [they came over and forbid me from
working in the spot that I found serviceable and comfortable and required me to sit in an area with lots of exposure to odors and extremely
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uncomfortable seating – there demeanor and approach to the situation was viewed as very harassing and even aggressive to multiple
witnesses]…We then checked your regular work area which did have dust currently due to construction in the adjacent area. We met with the
Maintenance Operations Manager about the dust and he confirmed that his crew would have the area cleaned prior to you returning to work in
the space on Monday. He also stated that he would have any spaces sealed in the ceiling areas to help prevent dust from coming through the
vents in the future. On November 4th, I ordered a new air filter for your air purifier in your office which is scheduled for delivery on Nov. 12th. I
have been running the air purifier daily since the dust event. I requested from the Custodian Supervisor that the crew come in a second time to
clean since I found a small amount of dust in the area [It was more than just “a little” when I came back in and inspected the area]. I also
requested additional micro towels for me to use to clean if needed. I asked that you continue working from the Library until the crew could
come in and clean again and until I verified all work was completed in the adjoining area. You had asked to work from your car or the
Library. Your car is not acceptable and not an option under ADA [not sure what this means given that my car allowed certain things not allowed
or frowned upon in the Library – I also attempted to work outside along with one other occupant of the work area who couldn’t be in that work
space due to health issues, but I was forbidden to do that also – she left in January 2020 citing ongoing health concerns brought about by the
work environment primarily mold exposure], Additionally, you have been updated as to the status of the area at least daily with the Library as a
location for you to remain since this has always been acceptable to you in the past. I physically checked with you during your time at the Library
and made sure your accommodations were being met [No they weren’t, and according to my witnesses, hounded and harassed me is a better
description]. At no time did you say your accommodations were not being met at the Library other than asking for your chair which has been
delivered to the Library for you today [Yes I did].” Lisa Kussard sent me an email with new ada paperwork and told me I would need to fill out
new paperwork with any changes. Deric Hall jumped into the thread and asked if a doctor’s note would be enough to get the “process” moving I
guess for another spot to work from. Lisa Kussard sent him the following reply: “…Under the ADA we can accept a doctor's note as long as it
defines clearly what additional accommodations are needed and defines the disability. I just included the ADA paperwork in case she wants to
use it, but she does not need to use it…” By now, the following additional individuals were added to the thread: Mika-Anne Davis, Rochelle
Welch, Judy Castellanos, Georgetta Kelly and Almetra Walker. According to my notes, I had just submitted new ada paperwork the month
before.
11/1/19 Calendar notation: “Josh [Doddroe] said small leak, showed him my office – still dirty…Bobby reserved 102 – told him I couldn’t work
there. Camped out in Library. Brief exposure left eyes itchy and burning. Throat raspy and painful. Swelling under jaw very painful.”
11/4/19 Calendar notation notes that I left late because TSS employees were trying to assist me with bad laptop. Email from Robert Contreras
with a copy to Bernadette LaMazza: “…I have requested custodial crew to come back to clean space again. I told them I would remove
paperwork from the desk and surrounding shelving. As discussed earlier please work from the Library the rest of the day. If the Library becomes
too noisy or distracting the other option is to work from Gila building in one of there spaces. I have talked to Lisa so she is aware that you may
show up for space. You should be able to return to Resource Mgt offices tomorrow…” Not only was/is the office still dirty, but Bobby knew that
previous attempts to work in Gila did not meet my accommodations (issues with noise, uncomfortable seating, and odors) and caused an
extreme flare in my condition.
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11/5/19 I had a doctor appt. with one of my specialists who had been previously very upset by the working conditions at the campus and who
felt that the extreme stress I was under was having a direct impact on my continued ill health. This doctor presented me with a copy of his
notes, which I redacted and sent on to Lisa Kussard and Robert Contreras. Excerpt of his notes: “…She [me] continues to have difficulties with
accommodations been made at her workplace given her various medical issues. Exacerbating the entire problem, beyond the fact that she has
had a challenging workplace from the standpoint of the environment, is that now construction is happening adjacent to her workplace such that
there is a fine layer of construction related dust and particles that contaminated her work space. This is caused her to have exacerbations of
facial pressure and her migraines. This is also seemingly triggered her to have problems with increased respiratory distress, including worsened
asthma. She is taking her inhalers more frequently than she has in the past. She is also noted that she’s had a recurrence of her previously
controlled left-sided submandibular pain…There is enlargement of both submandibular glands…Diana has had her work environment go from
bad to worse. Now, there is significant dust problem from adjacent construction. She is currently having an exacerbation of her asthma
symptoms, and has audible wheezing. It is imperative for her to move from an area where her workplace is exposed to such severe particulate
material. Failure to do so could result in great morbidity or even mortality related to her asthma…” To date I have not been allowed to move out
of the dirty office (which was still dirty when I claimed my stuff last week even though Bernadette LaMazza assured me last week it was clean),
and have been ordered not to contact M&O concerning cleaning the office again. Most nights, I even took out my own trash.
11/6/19 Excerpt from an email I sent Bernadette LaMazza, Robert Contreras, Lisa Kussard and Rochelle Welch (copy to Deric Hall and Georgetta
Kelly) notifying them formally of my doctor’s notes from the visit the previous day: “…In a doctor's appointment yesterday afternoon, I received
information from my doctor that the work environment in PSB is hazardous to my health and that continued occupancy in the location could
prove to be fatal. I will be making a redacted copy of this summary available, to all parties listed, tomorrow. In the meantime, here is a quoted
summary of the relevant information: [Diana] ‘continues to have difficulties with accommodations been made at her workplace given her
various medical issues. Exacerbating the entire problem, beyond the fact that she has had a challenging workplace from the standpoint of the
environment, is that now construction is happening adjacent to her workplace such that there is a fine layer of construction related dust and
particles that contaminated her work space. This is caused her to have exacerbations of facial pressure and her migraines. This is also seemingly
triggered her to have problems with increased respiratory distress, including worsened asthma.’ ‘Diana has had her work environment go from
bad to worse. Now, there is a significant dust problem from adjacent construction. She is currently having an exacerbation of her asthma
symptoms, and has audible wheezing. It is imperative for her to move from an area where her workplace is exposed to such severe particulate
material. Failure to do so could result in great morbidity or even mortality related to her asthma.’…I look forward to opening up a dialogue with
the relevant parties to come up with a more stable solution which continues to comply with my doctor's recent ADA accommodation
recommendations. Thank you for your assistance in working with me to rectify this hazardous situation. To date they have failed to rectify the
situation. The office still had considerable drywall dust in May 2020 when I went to collect my belongings and even that brief exposure caused
an increase in my migraine and asthma, even though I had a mask on. Areas that were clean are now showing dust that maybe coming from
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carpet, walls, or even through ceiling panels. Bernadette assured me area was cleaned for Covid prior to my arrival. I took a new picture, wish I
had taken more.
11/6/19 Bobby sent an email to Bernadette with the following: “…The temporary work plan is to have Diana take the chair she is currently
using in her office into the library, room LIB-102 for the rest of the week and work from there. We can help her transport the chair to LIB-102 if
necessary. In regards to a more stable solution, I recommend that Diana moves to an office in the Gila building [he was repeatedly told that this
was not acceptable and any place I offered as being acceptable was denied] pending completion of all work to surrounding areas of Resource
management offices starting Tuesday, November 12, 2019 and that she takes the chair she is currently using, if needed…”
11/6/19 In another email thread to Deric Hall I mentioned the following excerpt: “…no, there has been no "interactive process". I was basically
just told "no" as usual. The last real "interactive" process was with Dr. Jo in 2017…” And there still hasn’t been one up to today 5/6/20.
11/6/19 While all this was going on I still was trying to deal with Georgetta’s suggestion to file a grievance against Robert Contreras for filing
wrong information and paperwork in October. I sent the following to Deric Hall: “…I requested this meeting with Bobby at Georgetta's request
as part of the grievance process. Since I just met with you, do I still keep this meeting with Bobby? And I'm not really sure what conversations
were supposed to take place in this meeting. Was I supposed to put Bobby on notice so to speak? Or was this his opportunity to address
Georgetta's reply? Why did she ask for me to contact Bobby for this meeting? Please advise…” Deric responded 11/7/19: “Are you planning to
file a grievance? If so, please review the grievance process/procedures in the Staff Policy Manual. I believe the first step in the grievance process
is to schedule a meeting with your immediate supervisor, but I am not certain…” Later in the day [keep in mind I was still floating around
temporary locations and had limited access to references and information] I replied back to Deric: “…I've read the relevant policy manual entry
C-2, page 106 in the staff policy manual and I have read the process link on cgc's hr page…It states I have 10 days from the date of the grievance
occurance to ask for a meeting with the supervisor which I have done. But I also asked him to hold off while I researched the proper process
which he agreed to. I didn't know Georgetta was going to state that the proper process wasn't followed till she sent her reply last Tuesday, I was
using that as my 10 days…It also states that any research and preparation of the grievance must be done on my own time, however, I am unsure
how to accomplish this when I am denied vacation without two weeks notice and the necessary records and documents are on my Maricopa
email and District's website [this seems to be a repeating theme with District – prepare a defense out of nothing]. I sent the email concerning
the note from my doctor's office. Bobby's response was not very sympathetic. In fact, he wrote me a long winded email that probably is just
stating facts for the record, but to my eyes appears somewhat accusatory. We just can not seem to communicate civilly anymore. He informed
me, the office has been completely cleaned and I should move back in. I mentioned the doctor's concern over the duct work and above the tiles
and he seemed to get very upset. Compounding this situation is the fact that I no longer know my place in the department. I have tried to pin
him down for a new job description and expectations since he became manager in March, but he just keeps telling me that he is reorganizing the
office once we are fully staffed. I have been waiting for us to be "fully staffed" for a year and a 1/2 now. I really think some of this mess is
butting heads over a non-existent job description. I was given certain assurances when I accepted this forced transfer (which Brenda accepted)
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and I have continued to work under those assurance until notified otherwise. I now believe they are no longer in place and no one has notified
me. I realize that departments change and reorganize all the time (this one more so than others I have worked for) and that we have been
operating with just the two of us for a long time with both of us pitching in to just keep the office afloat. Perhaps, if indeed, my job duties have
changed that significantly without any discussion or my knowledge, then we may never see eye to eye as long as I am operating in the dark…”
Deric replied: “…If you have questions regarding the grievance process, please contact District HR. With regard to the other issues you noted in
your email, I would recommend filing a formal complaint if you believe you are being discriminated against based on your medical condition
[and he had already told me it would take 3-5 months to get back to me in what I saw as a potentially life threatening emergency]…”
11/7/19 Calendar notation: “Left very sick dizzy very high bp headache/migraine One harassing jab after another non-stop Bobby physically
checking up on me”
11/8/19 Calendar notation shows I was out all day due to ada documented illness
11/12/19 An email came out from Teresa Toney, sent districtwide, announcing proposed changes to the Non-Discrimination
Policy/Accommodation Procedures. These proposed changes were to have taken effect in January 2020. Of particular note to me was the
specification that if an employees’ job duties change in such a way that the needed accommodations can’t be met, then a transfer to another job
will be considered a reasonable accommodation. I repeatedly made this request through the last several years. Dr. Jo Ann Pina discussed it
when she was my ada coordinator, even the EEO investigator mentioned the need to have me reassigned away from a job that was putting my
health in jeopardy. During the problems with Georgetta’s first letter, I made the urgent request to Deric Hall and asked why I couldn’t get away
from an area the doctor said could prove fatal, nor the very people I had lodged so many complaints against and who were by then directly
threatening my job. Deric just told me to file a new complaint and he would get back to me in 3-5 months.
11/12/19 Lisa Kussard sent me an email at 7:34 pm (they already knew that my computer access at home was limited) ordering me back into
the PSB building the next morning. Excerpt: “You are to return to the Resource Management Office tomorrow (Wednesday, 11/13/19) at your
scheduled start time. Your supervisor and I will meet with you upon your return to review your ADA accommodation. If you have questions,
they need to be directed to your supervisor not IT or facilities. Per CGCC Maintenance Operations Manager, Joshua Doddroe, the following
actions have been taken by the CGCC Facilities Department to meet your accommodation requests as an employee working in the Resource
Management Office. The list includes work recently undertaken as well as steps taken during the initial construction to mitigate foreseeable
problems. Initial construction Double layer of drywall and insulation - due to the nature of work performed in the lock-shop, the walls
separating the lock-shop from resource management space were constructed with double layers of drywall on both sides and were insulated to
minimize sound transfer between the spaces. Additionally, lock-shop walls were built to the bottom of the roof deck again in an effort to prevent
sound transfer Return air boots - the A/C system in PSB 112 utilizes an open plenum design where the space above the ceiling tiles acts as the
return air path for the air conditioning unit. To minimize sound transfer from the air conditioner into the occupied space and to minimize dust
from the plenum coming into the room, return air boots were installed. (Return air boots provide the required acoustical attenuation and
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indirect path into the ceiling plenum to mitigate these concerns) Recent Work Sealing of walls at roof deck - after the concerns were brought to
my attention, I inspected the wall between the lock-shop and PSB 112 and determined that there were deficiencies in the seal between the wall
and the roof deck. Work to correct this was initiated on Friday 10/31/2019 and completed on Tuesday 11/05/2019 Ducted A/C return - despite
the return air boots that were installed in initial construction, there was dust transfer from the plenum into the occupied space, either through
return air grilles or through supply vents. To prevent this from happening in the future, the system was converted from an open plenum to a
ducted return. Return air grilles are now connected directly to the ac unit through a duct preventing dust above the ceiling tiles to transfer into
the occupied spaces. A filter was also installed at the return air grille providing additional filtration in the space. This work initiated on Friday
10/31/2019 and completed Thursday 11/07/2019.” To me, this was lots of fancy words for work that should have been completed before we
even moved in given the fact that both Brenda Croteau and Sara Hiede [sp?] as well as myself continuously complained about the area. This was
not a direct ada issue, this was an OSHA issue that complicated my ada documented illness by their lack of taking the complaints of three
employees seriously. Once found, the “mistake” should’ve been corrected competently and professionally and not been tied to my
accommodations. Both Bobby and Lisa have made repeated references to all this work being due to my need for accommodations as an
accusation and an excuse to provide no further “accommodations”. On 12/5/19 I documented this with an email to myself: “I was out when
this email was sent and again I was blindsided when I walked into the office by Bobby and Lisa. When I pointed out additional dust areas (quite a
bit), they aggressively began yanking stuff off my desk and waiving it around in an exaggerated manner to show they were "cleaning" it. In
reality, they were just spreading more dust around. They refused to leave me alone to review my office and badgered me in the meeting. I
finally stopped answering their questions because I wasn't being listened to and overrode at every opportunity. To date, December 5th, the
office is still dirty. Not only areas I specifically pointed out to Lisa which she refused to "clean", but other areas I keep finding. Just noticed this
afternoon, my stapler is covered in a fine white dust. My eyes were itching last week when using my stapler, but I never looked. They assured
me in an email that they considered the office fully cleaned now. But I have pictures and witnesses that it is not.”
12/11/19 Excerpt from an email I sent my lawyer: “…I received the letter by courier Tuesday (12/3/19) after 6:00 p.m. at my home while I was
out sick. It notified me I had 6 business days to cancel or reschedule an appointment District set for me for yesterday (12/10/19). After calling
for several days, I finally made contact with the number listed in the letter for rescheduling late Thursday (12/5/19) morning. That number
ended up belonging to Almetra Walker, the assistant to HR Director Georgetta Kelly. During that phone call, Almetra told me that the District
had no control over the timing of the medical exam, the doctor chosen, nor the location as it is scheduled through a third party. She did
acknowledge that her office questioned the location of the doctor since it was so far from me and the third party indicated that they only
worked with certain doctors and that I was a difficult case because of multiple medical diagnosis. However, when I looked up the doctor
assigned privately, his specialties did not mention two of my conditions listed on my paperwork. She also mentioned several times that I
should've called right away on Tuesday because she was still in the office and now the District would have to pay the late fee. She told me that
she would get a new appt. on the books, probably in January and I would have plenty of time to plan for the appt. She also mentioned that I
would not be allowed to change or cancel that appt. and must submit to whatever I was given. One other thing she mentioned that really
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disturbed me was the fact that the District normally doesn't take this action and that they didn't want to take this action, but they agreed to do
it because I asked for it. I told her I never asked for it and she mentioned that I sent them a letter asking for this appt. Mr. Pruitt and I have
already discussed this and I assure you I never asked for it, nor would I ever ask to see an unknown doctor due to several reasons. Now, to date,
I have not heard anything back from Almetra. In fact, I never received anything in writing that I didn't have to see the doctor
yesterday. Although I do have an email I sent her, at her request, formally asking for a reschedule…”
11/13/19 Calendar notation: “Blindsided again – Ada ‘accommodation’ meeting condenscending attitude very upset and VERY DONE! Afraid to
say anything – condensending acqusitory answer for everything I tried to say – Office still dirty smells strongly of cleaning solutions” I was
ordered to return to the office today and was told it was personally thoroughly cleaned by Bobby and Lisa**. When I arrived, Bobby and Lisa
met me at the door - first got huffy because I hadn’t checked my emails first thing from home to know we were meeting when I got in. While
they watched my every move, I “inspected” my office. When I began pointing out areas still dirty (and there were many of them), they began
grabbing things off my desk and waiving them around and making a big exaggerated show of dusting them off. Bobby even shook the dust rag in
my doorway as he was folding it. When I made a comment about the changed venting system in my office and the fact that it was too warm, I
was told that there was nothing in my new paperwork about not being in a warm area**. I said there was and printed out a copy to give to Lisa.
She went over it with Bobby right in front of me (Dr. Jo told me this paperwork was supposed to be confidential and not shared with supervisor).
They then proceeded to argue down everything I said, I could hardly get a word in. I finally stopped talking because I was so upset, I was afraid
to say anything and fighting a panic attack. I’m not even sure I remember it all, but I have the final part on tape. When I left for the restroom,
Lisa got an outdoor thermometer and when I returned, she held it up to one of the vents outside my office for a few minutes, then declared the
temperature within my paperwork parameters. I was too flustered to point out that the tested vent wasn’t in my office and I didn’t sit on the
ceiling.
November 2019 Bernadette LaMazza sent email to campus listing the hr contacts and duties. Lisa Kussard was listed as “Recruitment Lead,
Payroll and Employee training and development. Mika-Ann Davis was listed as “Complex, Escalated Employee Relations Issues, Policy Questions,
Compensation and Payroll and Executive Level and Multifaceted Recruitments”. Very important points: All attempts to contact Rochelle Welch
as ada coordinator were denied, I’ve never even met her. Attempts to meet with Mika-Ann Davis concerning a “Complex, Escalated Employee
Relations Issue” (which I felt described my situation) were also denied. When I contacted Rochelle Welch (?) in January 2020 (?) and asked if
anyone was ever going to have an “interactive” ada accommodation meeting with me besides Lisa Kussard who was listed as Payroll among
other things, I never heard from her. But Lisa replied and stated at some point she was now the ada coordinator for Chandler-Gilbert and we
had already had our interactive meeting in November 2019 when she and Bobby denied nearly everything on my paperwork and proceeded to
brow beat me.
Calendar notation from 7/31/19: “Email to Juan, backed up by Bobby and overcast cooller day yielded some results” Excerpt from Bobby’s
email on this day: “…Even last week it was warm in space and the thermostat was at 73…” This is very important because when Bobby and Lisa
confronted me in November 2019 concerning my accommodations, both denied knowing my accommodations included not allowing it get over
77 in the office, despite this being a requirement on all ada paperwork for many years. When I complained about it being warm in the office,
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Lisa made a comment that the thermostat showed an acceptable temperature. When I told her we had had trouble with the thermostat for a
long time, Bobby acted skeptical and didn’t seem to back me up, but this email shows he knew! Lisa even went and found an outside
thermometer and held it up to the ceiling vent to prove to me that the return air was acceptable. However, I was afraid to point out to her that
the vent she was testing wasn’t the vent in my office, and I didn’t sit on the ceiling.
11/13/19 I received the following email from Lisa Kussard “documenting” their “ada accommodation” meeting with me. Excerpt: “Diana was
asked to review the accommodations sent to her via email and provide feedback to Lisa and Bobby. Diana had not yet read the email so Lisa
asked her to go check her email to give her time to review the accommodation actions taken by CGCC. Diana came out of the office and showed
Bobby and Lisa a small amount of dust on her hand she had found on a tray holding her papers. Bobby and Lisa then moved two trays out of her
office and redusted the trays and all sheets of paper in the trays. Bobby confirmed that the trays had all been dusted previously by facilities and
himself as well as the entire office. Diana asked if the office had been vacuumed and Bobby confirmed yes it has. Lisa asked her to review the
emails of what has already been completed and then to put together her concerns afterwards for us to review once she finishes reading the
emails. Lisa stated again we are here to review the accommodations taken and any missing accommodations. Diana finished reviewing the
emails and stated the office felt warm to her. She said her accommodations require the office to be less than 77 degrees. Lisa did not recall this
accommodation so Diana offered to print out the ADA form with that requirement…Diana also was concerned that her foot rest was
dusty. Bobby took her foot rest outside and dusted it. Lisa asked if she felt CGCC had met her accommodation requirements and Diana said she
was still sick. Lisa asked for clarification on what she meant by sick. Diana stated it was still from the initial dust in the office. Lisa stated that
Diana needs to go directly to her Supervisor if she is having issues in the office so he can take care of them for her rather than asking people in
facilities directly. Diana said she doesn't yet know if she will be alright since she just returned to the office…” In my notes to myself on 12/5/19 I
added the following: “This email is a one sided and somewhat inaccurate account of the meeting. I was basically jumped by Bobby and Lisa
when I came into the office. Nothing I said was listened to and I found their demeanor very condescending and harassing. I finally quit
answering their questions as I was not being listened to fairly and overrode at every turn. When I pointed out areas that were not cleaned, they
began yanking stuff off my desk in a harassing manner and spreading drywall dust all over. I have a partial recording of this meeting.”
11/13/19 I received an email from District asking me to evaluate Robert Contreras as a supervisor. I called the individual responsible for the
evaluation and told her briefly about the ongoing harassment and that I did not feel comfortable being truthful on the evaluation. She told me
she understood and that I should not fill it out. She also informed me that Bobby gave her my name and asked her to have me fill it out.
11/14/19 Calendar notation: “Jumped/Blindsided by Lisa worked with mask on…Lisa remarked about more dust I found, mask, packing left very
upset” I had made the decision to pack my personal items as not only were they covered in drywall dust, but I didn’t trust the fact that Bobby
and Lisa were rummaging through my things in an attempt to “clean”. Lisa caught me packing and made a very big deal about not only that, but
the fact that I was still wearing a mask in on office she “personally” cleaned. When I pointed out areas still dirty, she told me they didn’t look like
that when she and Bobby cleaned the area, but I have pictures showing some of them did. When I pointed out a few areas higher up, she first
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said she wouldn’t clean them, then jumped me for climbing up to take a look since my ada paperwork shows no climbing. Some of the areas I
pointed out to her then are still dirty this week. I told her I would continue wearing a mask as long as the areas were still dirty and I felt the need
to to remain safe. I did try to explain the difference between everyday surface cleaning and deep contamination cleaning, but she clearly wasn’t
listening to what I had to say. She did make a point of telling me the campus refused to hire a professional cleaning company. 11/15/19
Calendar notation shows I was out all day due to migraines from the weeks stress.
11/18/19 Calendar notation: “Another email from Lisa calling office clean – no it isn’t and Gabe [Garcia] witnessed dirt still on desk and door
frame…wearing a mask in office” I documented this with an email to myself noting the following: “And as of today and multiple cleanings (now
two weeks later) it still has pockets of dust and I'm still wearing a mask until I feel it is ‘safe’”

11/19/19 Calendar notation: “…Still wearing mask…”
11/20/19 Contacted Tamara Faciola of the Mediation Center at District office. She talked to me for a while. She said it was too bad I didn’t
contact them earlier because they had a good track record of resolving issues like this. While she agreed to assist me if I wanted, she felt this
had gone on way too long for her department to be of assistance now. Especially since I no longer had any trust left for Robert Contreras after
the termination paperwork sent by Georgetta Kelly. Previous to this, I made repeated requests for assistance (up to and including the
Chancellor) and was repeatedly told there was no assistance available anymore for employees.
11/25/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm in office” 11/26/19 Calendar notation: “Very warm in office Hot air blowing directly on desk –
turned air off once Trina left” 11/27/19 Calendar notation: “Tuned air off once Trina left Still wearing mask all week – area still dirty with
drywall dust”
12/2/19 Calendar notation: “…forgot masks - …Gabe [Garcia] got masks off M&O for me.” I had been reprimanded multiple times verbally and
in writing that I could not ask for assistance from anyone for anything except Lisa Kussard and Robert Contreras. I was told I couldn’t even call
Technical Support if my computer broke down without Bobby’s permission. So on this day, Gabe assisted me as under the radar as he could
since Bobby was gone as usual and Gabe felt/knew it was very unsafe for me to be in the office. Yet another example of my needs being stifled
in such a way that I couldn’t perform my job as needed, then I get blamed for my job not getting done.
12/3/19 Calendar notation: “’Served’ letter concerning IME around 6:00 pm. Too late to call anyone – had very bad migraine all day. Very
upset” I had been out all day due to a documented ada illness and had begun to feel a little better, when District sent someone to my home
with a harassing letter claiming “dire consequences” if I did not obey the letter. I was told that I would have to submit to an IME because they
were disputing the doctor’s diagnosis and ada accommodations requested in the paperwork submitted in the previous month (requested
accommodations accepted and ordered by Dr. Jo in 2017 and denied). I was to give 6 days’ notice if I needed to reschedule, but by the time I
receive the letter, I only had 5 business days to act on it. Besides my anxiety and panic attack issue with unknown doctors, I was already feeling
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uneasy concerning the large number of flu cases in the valley and did not feel safe going to a strange doctor just for the purpose of discrediting
my own doctors.
12/4/19 Calendar notation: “Up all night upset over delivery of letter. Migarine much worse, spent all day in bed…trying to reach District” This
caused yet another whole lost day of work.
12/5/19 Calendar notation: “Still migraine – Finally reached District…Hope [Blood] reached out to me just before I left” Hope Blood at District
contacted me concerning possibly going out on a disability leave. She told me that it would stop all the harassment and prevent the IME and if I
wanted to look into it, I could work with her and not go through the campus. She said it would cover my benefits for 12 months or so. What she
didn’t tell me until January, was that it provided pro rata Dental and Medical only, no pay. I sent myself an email documenting the following:
“…To date, December 5th, the office is still dirty. Not only areas I specifically pointed out to Lisa which she refused to "clean", but other areas I

keep finding. Just noticed this afternoon, my stapler is covered in a fine white dust. My eyes were itching last week when using my stapler, but I
never looked. They assured me in an email that they considered the office fully cleaned now. But I have pictures and witnesses that it is not…”

12/6/19 Calendar notation: “Angel [Ricelli sp?] pointed out ‘white’ keyboard and saw other dust” Angel was in my office doing some computer
work and stopped in to talk to me. He noticed I was still wearing a mask and remarked about the fact my office was still dirty. He had seen me
trying to work on the floor of the library when “it” first happened and mentioned then how the same thing had happened to their office when
M&O did some work in their area. He mentioned on this day that his mother is asthmatic and after looking around my office, he pointed out
how dangerous it was for me to continue working in the area. I had been having increased difficulties with migraines increasing in severity and
duration, and my asthma was getting out of control despite wearing the mask at all times. Angel pointed out that my keyboard was totally
covered in white dust under the keys. As I typed, the dust must’ve been getting on my hands and maybe even clothes and then into my eyes
and nose whenever I took the masks off outside. I took pictures of the keyboard after he pointed it out. My keyboard was still covered in white
dust in March 2020 when I worked last.
12/11/19 Calendar notation: “Bobby and Jaime [Miranda] gone rest of week” Despite stating that I could not work without a supervisor
present as an excuse to not allowing me to flex my hours or work Fridays during the summer, and complaining about my absences and not
getting work done, this is just one more example of my being alone in the office for days at a time.

2020 brief synopsis documenting paperwork on file and ongoing hr issues
January 2020 Bernadette LaMazza sent email to campus in August 2019 listing the hr contacts and duties. Lisa Kussard was listed as
“Recruitment Lead, Payroll and Employee training and development. Mika-Ann Davis was listed as “Complex, Escalated Employee Relations
Issues, Policy Questions, Compensation and Payroll and Executive Level and Multifaceted Recruitments”. Rochelle Welch was listed as
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“Employee Relations, Leaves, ADA Coordinator and Ergonomic Needs”. Very important points: All attempts to contact Rochelle Welch as ada
coordinator in 2019 were denied, I’ve never even met her. Attempts to meet with Mika-Ann Davis concerning a “Complex, Escalated Employee
Relations Issue” in 2019 (which I felt described my situation) were also denied. When I contacted Rochelle Welch (?) in January 2020 (?) and
asked if anyone was ever going to have an “interactive” ada accommodation meeting with me besides Lisa Kussard who was listed as Payroll
among other things not ada related, I never heard from her. But Lisa replied and stated at some point she was now the ada coordinator for
Chandler-Gilbert and we had already had our interactive meeting in October 2019 when she and Bobby denied nearly everything on my
paperwork and proceeded to brow beat me. A check of Human Resources personnel at this point shows that at some time HR was restructured
yet again without any announcements to the campus. Lisa Kussard does indeed now show ADA coordinator. Bernadette LaMazza is now
showing ada as well.
January 2020 New procedures were adopted concerning the process to request reasonable accommodations. Of particular note: “…The term
‘essential functions’ does not include marginal functions of the position…The interactive process…is intended to be a flexible approach that
centers on the communication between an employer and the individual…Major life activities also include…functions of the immune
system…Reassignment is a form of reasonable accommodation. It may be provided to an employee…who, because of a disability, can no longer
perform the essential functions of her current job [continuously requested, even by Dr. Jo Ann Pina, requested of Deric Hall as recently as
October 2019, continuously denied]…failure on the part of the employee…to cooperate in the interactive process may result in a denial of the
reasonable accommodation request [apparently this doesn’t mean the accommodation request was unreasonable, only that the employee was,
unfortunately the orders of Dr. Jo Ann Pina were denied, Lisa Kussard and Bernadette LaMazza informed me that there would be no further
discussion of accommodations because they felt I should be terminated if not on a medical leave, and Rochelle Welch the ada coordinator for
Chandler-Gilbert refused to meet with me.]…Supervisor…Participates in the interactive process to ensure that any accommodations meets the
individuals accommodation needs [Brenda Croteau told me that she continuously had to remind Bernadette LaMazza before Brenda left that it is
up to the individual and their doctors to determine if an accommodation might/does work. Dr. Jo Ann Pina, and recently Deric Hall mentioned
that ada accommodation meetings and paperwork are to remain private between ada coordinator and individual. I watched Lisa Kussard
provide a copy of my paperwork to Robert Contreras and in 2018, Bernadette LaMazza mailed my information to multiple departments on
campus.]…A person does not have to specify a particular accommodation…It is sufficient for the individual requesting accommodation to state
that some sort of change or assistance is required…A family member, health professional, or other representative may request an
accommodation on behalf of an MCCCD employee…An individual may request reasonable accommodation regardless of whether the individual
has previously received or been denied an accommodation…Common types of accommodations include: modifying work schedules or
supervisory methods [both requested, one by my doctor, both denied or failed to provide]…moving to a different office space [both continuous
and yet denied – while we have moved 5 or 6 times in the last number of years, Dr. Jo’s order to move me to a private stable office was denied],
providing telework [denied]…making changes in workplace policies…reconfiguring work spaces [denied]…providing a reassignment to another
job [repeatedly denied]…the individual requesting the accommodation and the DC must communicate with each other about…alternative
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accommodations that may be effective in meeting an individual’s needs [hasn’t happened since Dr. Jo was reassigned in February 2018]…Both
the individual making the request and the DC should work together…MCCCD may seek only medical information that is sufficient to explain the
nature of the disability, the individual’s need for reasonable accommodation, and how the requested accommodation will assist the
individual…A disability is obvious or already known…where the MCCCD already has information from the individual showing that the condition
met the Rehabilitation Act definition…the DC does not necessarily have to request medical documentation from a health care provider…The DC
may have medical information provided by an individual or their health care professional reviewed by a doctor of the MCCCD’s choosing, at the
District’s expense [in place of an IME? I would’ve shared my lab results if anyone had asked me]…the information disclosed by the DC will be no
more than is necessary to obtain assistance/advice…the DC will not need to reveal the name of the requestor and/or the office in which the
requestor works, or even the name of the disability [Bernadette LaMazza shared my packet all over campus and Lisa Kussard recently shared my
specific ada paperwork with Robert Contreras]…For example, the following requests ordinarily can be provided in less than thirty (30) days:…An
employee..who takes medication which makes it hard to get up in time to get to the office at 9:00 a.m. requests to be allowed to start work at
10:00 a.m. [flex scheduling requested by my doctor for this very reason on last paperwork repeatedly denied]…If the DC denies a request for
accommodation…the DC must communicate the denial and clearly explain the specific reasons for the denial [not happening – in some cases the
requested accommodations are not even talked about let alone actually denied]. The DC cannot simply state that a requested accommodation
is denied because of ‘undue hardship’ or because it would be ‘ineffective’ [I’ve heard both excuses many times with no further explanation]. If
there is a reason to deny the specific reasonable accommodation…the DC will explore with the individual whether another accommodation
would be possible [did not occur]…”
Attached to this new procedure was a link to the Job Accommodation Network (JAN) which is no broken up into specific areas related to each
disability and lists reasonable accommodations for specific symptoms tied to each illness. The ones for migraines and fibromyalgia lists all
accommodations I have asked for in the past and have either been denied or ignored. It also lists a lot of accommodations as being reasonable
that I never knew to ask for, or would’ve been too afraid to ask for. For migraines it mentions: light filters [an accommodation ordered by Dr. Jo
Ann Pina and never implemented], Allow telework [denied], moving employee to a more private area or away from high traffic areas [ordered by
Dr. Jo Ann Pina and denied], encourage coworkers to keep non-work related conversation to a minimum [I would never dream of asking for this
so I thought it was interesting it was listed as reasonable], Implement a fragrance-free policy [ordered by Dr. Jo Ann Pina and denied], Move the
employee to an area where the fragrance is not as strong [requested and denied], allow a flexible schedule [continuously requested by me and
my doctor and denied], provide flexible leave when the employee is experiencing a migraine [repeatedly requested and repeatedly denied],
provide the employee with a dark, private area to go to when experiencing a migraine [Dr. Jo offered this to me as an option that was in use on
other campuses – I told her it might help but I didn’t see Chandler-Gilbert as accepting it and I never heard any more about it]. The section for
fibromyalgia was even more detailed because it broke down the specific areas involved with fibromyalgia, even the mental ones.
January 2020 I looked into making an OSHA request for a site inspection. These notes may have been inadvertently discovered on my desk. By
the time I returned to the office in January, I had had (2) two week breaks from the office area for vacation and had felt better being away from
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the office. Both times I rapidly got worse again on my return. I found out that a claim to OSHA was supposed to be protected action. I also
wanted them to look into the reported mold issue. But I never filed at this time both out of fear of retaliation and the fact that things heated up
and devolved so quickly.
1/6/20 Calendar notation: “…McKenna reiterated office is killing me - agreed to allow antibiotics and steroids till retirement date 4/4. Told to
get appt. with Shimamoto for Gamma therapy. Phone call to Hope – leave provides medical benefits only – no pay.”
1/7/20 Calendar notation: “Email from Almetra – Hand carried letter received from Lisa and Bobby…” This email was announcing the
rescheduled medical exam for 1/23/20. I had already received Almetra’s email when Lisa Kussard and Robert Contreras marched into my office
with a paper copy. They seemed to be waiting for some reaction from me, so I took the letter and went back to work as I was very busy. This
was only a day after Hope Blood sent me information for starting a medical leave.
1/9/20 Excerpt from notes made by Dr. Reed Shimamoto: “…Ms. Little has had a difficult year and has followed with Dr. McKenna regarding her
chronic salivary gland infection…she has been on a lot of oral steroids and antibiotics over the last year She has been struggling with gypsum
dust exposure at work and feels that it has been causing deterioration in her clinical condition…She has been slated for an independent medical
evaluation on 1/23/20, but is nervous about sick exposure. So I would try to see her back to review her immune testing before that time…”
1/10/20 Calendar notation reflects that I need to lay down after morning medical testing. Didn’t get to work till 1:25.
1/13/20 I met with President Peterson and begged him to assist me in getting this situation resolved peacefully. I mentioned my failing health,
the hostile work environment, harassing work environment, my doctors concerns over the contaminated nature of the office and my fear of
what was coming next. He said he had been assured that “his people” knew what they were doing and that he trusted them and couldn’t get
involved. He did offer to get in touch with Georgetta Kelly and ask what happened to the information presented in my rebuttal in October, as I
had had no follow up. I told him I was afraid that if he did that, I would be terminated and he let me know that that was not going to happen.
1/17/20 Calendar notation: “Sent email to Almetra saying no IME per doctors Late out due to meeting and need to send Almetra’s letter”
Exact email seems to be bound up at work, but what I actually said was no IME per doctors till the gamma therapy takes hold and my immune
system recovers a little.
1/23/20 Calendar notation: “District – No per multiple doctors 4:15 still no word from anyone Migraine” 1/24/20 Calendar notation notes
migraine was worse.
1/27/20 Calendar notation: “Training ran late – vehicles and closings ran late”
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1/29/20 Calendar notation: “Reaction to injection vaccination” I lost the whole day very ill. This is an issue I am still fighting with. I’m still
having issues at the injection site with inflammation, muscle weakness and pain. This injection was/is part of the prep work for me to begin
gamma therapy to build my immune system back up.
2/5/20 Calendar notation: “Talked to Josh about air – hot and dirty office” Josh Doddroe came in my office to check on me and my area briefly.
We discussed the fact that the office has been chronically hot since the “remodel” of the venting system and we talked about a few things that
might help vent out the area a little better. We also talked about how dirty the office still was. He seemed quite concerned about the fact that I
was still wearing a mask after all this time. I showed him some areas still dirty and he offered to have his people come through yet again. I
mentioned to him that both Robert Contreras and Lisa Kussard had reprimanded me for seeking help on my own to get issues resolved and that
I was afraid there would be a negative impact to having talked to him.
2/10/20 Calendar notation: “Still suffering affects of injection – lots of pain and swelling – still have red very sore patch that feels like a burn
Mild fevers off and on and worse headaches”
2/14/20 Calendar notation: “Late email from District triggered anxiety attack” 2/15/20 Calendar notation: “Sick all thee days – very bad
migraine – one of the worst – dry heaves shakes” Letter from Kathie Bennett concerning the grievance that Georgetta Kelly told me I could file
against Robert Contreras around October 2019. It was my understanding then that it was too late to file once I found the “proper” procedure to
follow. I did not understand at the time that Georgetta Kelly was extending my 10 day rights to file against Bobby by several months. I had
dropped the notion that this step would resolve anything other than to further inflame our shaky relationship. In my opinion this letter and my
steps to secure a meeting with Bobby per this letter, only made the hostile work environment much worse. I had trouble securing a private
meeting with Bobby as he kept cancelling or inviting Lisa Kussard into what I thought was supposed to be private meeting to resolve our
difference. At the time, I questioned if he had the right to hijack my own meeting, but I don’t have access to those records. Per Kathie Bennett’s
letter: “you were mistakenly told you could appeal the Letter of Discipline…, when you should have been notified that you were permitted to
file a grievance…Ms. Kelly informed you that your October 17, 2019 letter would be received as a grievance under policy C-2…On December 3,
2019 you were sent a letter…to notify you that the IME had been scheduled for December 10, 2019…The letter advised you of the appointment’s
cancellation requirements, specifically that if you could not make the meeting you were required to contact the Solutions Center no later than
six (6) business days prior to the scheduled appointment. In response, you did not attend the IME and you did not follow cancellation
requirements [I was not at work and did not receive the copy of the letter at my home till nearly 6:00 that evening, not only outside of normal
business hours and my work schedule, but while I was home sick and not functioning properly due to medication for my documented ada illness
– multiple attempts to reach District the next day while I was still out ill, medicated and not on payroll all failed – Leaving me with less than the
required 6 days in which to cancel. Something no one will acknowledge]…Due to your failure to follow the cancellation requirements of which
you were made aware, the Maricopa County Community College District (MCCCD) was obligated to pay for the cancelled December 10 IME
appointment [I have had this thrown in my face repeatedly since then – I did not make the appointment, I was not consulted on appropriate
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times nor given a selection of appointment times, I did not ask for the appointment which Almetra Walker claimed multiple times, and I was
given less than 6 business days’ notice the appointment was even scheduled – I find their continued action of placing the blame on me for their
lack of planning harassing, hostile, and aggressive in nature]. On January 7, 2020, you were again sent a letter…advising you that the IME had
been rescheduled, at your request. The IME with Dr. Riffer was rescheduled for January 23, 2020…On Saturday, January 18, 2020 [according to
my records, this was sent on the 17th since I had been waiting for the backup documents from my doctor which never arrived], you sent an email
to the Solutions Center stating that you did not plan to attend the appointment stating both your concern – and the concern of your treating
physicians-that you would be exposed to illness that may exacerbate your current health condition [medical test results show my immune
system is in a seriously depressed state, the flu appeared to be rampant in the Phoenix area, and by now, both my doctors and I were getting
very concerned about the emerging Corona Virus threat – in fact, it was just a few days later that the first case was diagnosed in Tempe – I
could’ve provided the medical tests to the IME doctor if requested, but no one followed up with me]…To support your reasons for not attending
the IME, you did not provide any documentation from a treating physician supporting your claim [one of my doctors said I didn’t need
paperwork from him because the District was just taking this step to get out of accommodations they were already told to make, he had already
identified the work environment as hostile and dangerous to my health which they were ignoring, and that the purpose of the exam was to
harass me and discredit him – the other doctor said he would send me something and never did I guess making me the individual punished for
another’s actions yet again – I did have my medical test which I had just received showing a deficient immune system had anyone cared to
follow up with me]…This letter is to inform you that due to your refusal [I never refused, although this is what they told Deric, I clearly stated I
would consider attending after my immune system had been brought back up to a reasonable level to make this less life threatening and after
the current epidemic had eased off] to attend the IME requested by the Chief Human Resources Officer – an exam that would provide MCCCD
Human Resources documentation that would allow for a more complete review of the reasonableness of you granted accommodations [what
granted accommodations? I’m not aware of any – I’m still waiting for the drywall dust to be cleaned up after my doctor and I notified them it
could prove fatal]– your grievance…is now active…you have five (5) business days to schedule a meeting with your supervisor to discuss
potential resolution of the grievance [I would’ve loved the opportunity to resolve this, all my complaints, time, emails were an attempt to find
some resolution long before the situation reached this point – when I tried to set up a meeting with Bobby, he kept cancelling or trying to invite
Lisa which I would not accept – I saw it as once more ganging up on me and hijacking what should have been a peaceful meeting]…” Attached
was a copy of the policy which clearly states in part: “…This policy does not apply to complaints, objections, or questions related to:…Claims of
harassment or discrimination [that has been my whole point all along for 3 years – That’s why Deric Hall’s office has been involved all
along]…flexible or alternative work schedules [mentioned in my most recent ada paperwork of October 2019 as a requested accommodation by
my doctor and totally ignored by Robert Contreras and Lisa Kussard]…Generally it is the policy of Maricopa County Community Colleges District
(MCCCD) to provide employees with a fair and efficient process to present and resolve complaints and grievances [really? I have seen nothing
fair nor efficient in any of this]…In addition, there are a variety of resources individuals who may be called upon to assist in informal conflict
resolution [I have been asking for help for years], including the supervisor’s supervisor [Bernadette LaMazza – I have a notebook of claims
against her including EEO investigation], Human Resources [again Bernadette LaMazza, Lisa Kussard who had stirred the pot continuously since
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Brenda Croteau’s departure, Mika Ann Davis who ignored my requests for any meetings, Rochelle Welch who also ignored my requests for any
meetings even when she was listed as the campus ada coordinator, Deric Hall who said file new paperwork and I’ll get back to you in a few
months while the conditions continue to deteriorate, Georgetta Kelly who seems to have completely ignored the vital information in the
October rebuttal – who was I supposed to trust and ask for help?], the Center for Mediation [I continually asked for mediation/representation up
to the Chancellor’s office to assist in meetings and was continually told employees had no rights to representation/assistance – by the time I
found this office and contacted them, they told me the situation was too advanced and out of their ballpark], and the Employee Assistance
Program [who told me they could not get involved in employment matters]...In cases where a grievance cannot be resolved thorough the
informal grievance process, an employee may file a formal grievance [I thought Georgetta Kelly had already mentioned at least twice that my
October appeal would be considered a formal grievance and investigated?]…A grievance filed in good faith…will not affect a grievant’s…future
employment, compensation, or work assignments [then what am I doing on admin leave facing termination and banned from ever working in
the system again?]…MCCCD will not tolerate retaliation against an employee who participates in any grievance-related activity [again – why am I
in the position I am no in – it feels pretty hostile and retaliatory to me]”
1/28/20 Excerpt from notes made by Dr. Reed Shimamoto: “…she [me] does have low IGA and this can increase risk of sinu-pulmonary
infections and with her chronic sinusitis and bronchitis history this can be a factor. She did have low pneumococcal titers…I would monitor her
IGA and IGG over time and if this drops she may need replacement IGG at some point…She does have a rash on her face from wearing her
mask…” A mask that I have had to wear at all times in the office which still has drywall dust contamination.
2/17/20 Excerpt of my email to a former PSA representative at MCC who had tried to assist me in the past when my own campus failed to do
so: “…I don't know if you remember talking to me last year concerning an ongoing harassment and hostile work environment situation at
CGCC…It appears I may not be around much longer, I wanted to update you on the horrendous situation that this has devolved into. I don't
know if you still have any hand in the new policies, but I wanted to tell someone before I'm silenced…This situation has devolved to the point
that several of my doctors have pointed out the environment could prove fatal last September and the situation has only gotten worse…This is
literally endangering my life, and I can find no support. I am supposed to be at MCC Wednesday for the financial part of the retirement seminar
if I feel up to driving over (questionable at this point as I'm in day 3 of a killer migraine that work caused yet again). I know this is asking a lot,
and I totally understand if you do not want to get involved. But I didn't know if you might be able to give me some direction or advice. Or if my
situation might be able to help someone else further down the line before I disappear as my former boss did. This migraine this weekend has
scared me into really believing this hostile work environment could kill me…”
2/18/20 Calendar notation: “Very warm in here” 2/19/20 Calendar notation: “Too warm in here, two fans running – feels like hot air blowing
on me. Checked approximately 3:45 found unit on ‘idle’ again – same issue as last year ‘tweaked it” Finally got cool air around 4:00”
2/20/20 Calendar notation: “Mom called approximately 2:30 – a letter came to home and mailman tried to get signature for second letter –
Fighting off anxiety attack – chest pains, shaking, migraine – Talked to Steve R [Officer Reynolds] – Recommended letter to district telling further
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communication from lawyer – he says I need a new lawyer ASAP Called Nirali” Officer Reynolds said any lawyer could/should send an a letter to
the District to stop communication with their client unless it goes through lawyer first. He couldn’t understand why District kept sending
multiple threatening letters in the first place. And he agreed it was definitely harassment as he understood it. This shows I was so distraught
this day that I stopped into security to see if it could be construed as some type of assault and how to stop what I saw as more harassment, this
time to my family as well. Dad was informed that he could bring harassment charges against them as the harassed home owner that they keep
sending a courier to.
2/21/20 Calendar notation: “Drove to SLEC to find Bobby cancelled meeting and didn’t tell me – Vincenza wanted me to stay – Bobby said no I
had to come back to Pecos – No one here – he took a last minute Personal Day” I had been sick in bed all morning and only drove in for this
meeting. When I got to Sun Lakes for the meeting, my new co-worker Vincenza told me Bobby had cancelled the meeting earlier in the day as
he wasn’t going to be in the office at the last minute. He sent an email, but made no attempt to leave a message or text on my phone. As
Vincenza is the coordinator of that facility and part of my department, she called Bobby to see if I could remain there to work for the rest of the
afternoon. Bobby told her no and that I had to return to my office. She pointed out to him that both he and my other co-worker Jaime worked
out at Sun Lakes all the time. So much so, that an office was created out there for them to work in. He said no. It was interesting to me that
while I was at Sun Lakes, both my migraine and asthma were noticeably better and I did not need to wear a mask. It was nice to be able to
communicate with someone without the mask for a while. Once I returned to the office, my migraine came back worse than before in less than
½ hour. Desperate for assistance I reached out to the ACDL as I had heard that they were an advocacy group who provided assistance to the
disabled. On 3/13/20 they declined to assist me. A few days later (Either Monday or Tuesday) Bobby came in my office and demanded to know
what happened in a somewhat angry tone. I let him know that the miscommunication was on his end because he didn’t try to reach me by
other means than work email and I wasn’t at work.
2/28/20 A copy of the department calendar shows the continuation of my being the only coverage for the office a lot of the time. Robert
Contreras continually told me to contact him if I had issues, or if someone needed assistance in the office. Yet one schedule shows they are out
for meetings at 6:30, 7:15, 7:30, 8:00, 8:15, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 1:30, 3:15 and the other shows meetings at 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 12:00, 3:00, 3:30,
4:00
3/4/20 Calendar notation: “Meeting [staff meeting at SLEC] cancelled by Bobby text 11:15” This was supposed to be the rescheduled meeting
from the 21st. Now also cancelled by Bobby at the last minute. At 11:15, he texted my phone for a 1:00 meeting at a remote location.
3/6/20 Calendar notation: “Last minute vehicle issue working with Brent Bartel”
3/9/20 Calendar notation: “Bobby out” 3/10/20 Calendar notation: “Bobby out” Bobby’s always out these days. I rarely see him for more
than an hour here or there throughout the week.
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3/17/20 Calendar notation: “Governing Board meeting 3:30 Employee portion started late” I left at 5:15. During this meeting, the Chancellor
laid out some plans for the District’s move forward due to Covid. During this meeting, the Chancellor was very firm to the Governing Board
members present that no employees would lose their jobs yet over this situation. It seemed to be of great concern to several of the Board
members that all employees remain safe and employed. It was a few days before this that an email came out from the Chancellor that immune
deficient employees should already be working from home. I mentioned it to Bobby since he hadn’t mentioned it to me (I hadn’t seen him in the
office for several weeks by this time), and he just laughed and wouldn’t talk about it. He kept threatening to come in the office, but he was out
very ill and I told him if he was coming in, to let me know so I could leave. He seemed upset by this.
3/18/20 and 3/19/20 President Peterson held a video conference with Chandler-Gilbert employees concerning how business would run the
next few weeks and possibly beyond. He was very firm in the fact that all employees would be safe from termination at this point for at least the
next two weeks. He reassured employees multiple times, as had the Chancellor, that NO ONE would lose their jobs. Both the Chancellor’s
meeting and President Peterson’s meeting were tape recorded. I’ve been told my case is different, but I did leave work breathing a little easier
for their reassurances only to be presented with this mess only a few days later. In my opinion, they both directly lied to me (and how many
other employees?) Kathie Bennet’s denial of my extension mentioned that many more employees were now in the same boat I’m in. Robert
Contreras even contacted me concerning taking projects home for the next few weeks. Employees had received word from Technical Support
that in some cases, employees were being allowed to take their desktop units home. Bobby told me to take the old beat up laptop home to use
that I struggled with in October 2019. This laptop was supposed to be replaced after Brenda left in 2018 and was not working right. Even Bobby
himself admitted to me that it wasn’t working right. TSS told him in October it needed replaced immediately. I told him I had great difficulty
with the laptop and asked permission to take my desk top unit home per the email from TSS. Not only was the unit not working right, but it
caused difficulties for the migraines and fibromyalgia. He said no, I would have to make do with the laptop. It needs to be noted that all other
members of the department were issued new laptops along with their new desk tops as soon as they were hired within the last 6 months while I
constantly have to struggle with equipment that was supposed to be replaced several years ago. Bobby and my new co-workers Jaime and Sara,
float between campuses with these new laptops as need/want arises.
3/20/20 Received a hand delivered letter to my home labeled “Notice of Intent to Discipline – Involuntary Termination” This letter placed me
on administrative leave effective the day before when I was on campus working. My supervisor allowed me to check out a laptop to bring home
and even gave me work assignments for the following week. I was given a list of charges, my email was cut off, I was told to have no
communication with any employees, told I had to send Robert Contreras a daily email listing my locations and available phone numbers [with no
email] and I was told to do no work. Allegations were pretty much word for word those I already wrote a rebuttal to in October, just updated.
This lengthy rebuttal already addressed many of these issues and was submitted to Georgetta Kelly with no comment other than the fact Robert
Contreras followed the wrong procedure. Nothing came out of all the information presented then. After receiving this letter, I experienced a
severe anxiety attack, worsening depression, asthma attack and severe migraine. The panic was further aggravated by the timing of their
actions during a time of panic over the unknown surrounding Covid.
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Excerpt from the email I sent my lawyer: “…I have not received an email copy yet. I have been locked out of my email, and I have not received a
copy at home. I have college property at home as we were moving to working remotely. I made an attempt to check in with Mr. Contreras (who
has been away from the office for several weeks very ill) per the letter and to inquire about returning the college property. I tried contacting
both by text and phone, he is not answering. I also inquired about my benefits status since I have dr. appt. on the books for next week that I can
not miss. Still no answer. Since I have been ordered to have no contact with college personnel and my email has been suspended, I do not know
how I can even begin to address this. I was currently in the middle of a time audit concerning absence adjustments going back over 2 years. I
can't even complete that investigation now. I also have no idea the status of anything left in my office since I am not allowed on campus. They
are still in violation of my ada paperwork. They have refused to follow the doctor's accommodation recommendations. I still am working in a
filthy office which has not been cleaned since the construction "accident" in October. I have to wear a mask at all times in the office due to the
dust contamination. I have had numerous employees come in my office in the last few months and remark about the unhealthy nature of the
office. Yet I have been told that they will not clean any further and I have been ordered to have no contact with anyone to get it cleaned. The
doctor has stated that this is having a direct negative, and potentially fatal, impact on my health. I have provided his notes to indicate this. He
has said I would need to be out of that unhealthy environment for 4 - 6 months before he could even begin to see an improvement in my health.
We received a notice from our Chancellor that any employee considered high risk due to auto-immune disorders should contact their supervisor
for permission to work from home this week. When I contacted Mr. Contreras concerning this, he just laughed at me and wouldn't discuss it. I
have continued to arrive to work this week to assist with the close down at risk to myself…This work situation is having a severe negative impact
on my family's health as well. Dad jumps every time someone knocks on the door now. Now the terrors of Covid, which would prove fatal to
any one of us if it gets into the house kinda makes it hard to follow up on anything right now and increases my constant state of panic which is
further making me sicker…According to several of my doctors, my current ill health is a direct result of their potential OSHA violation and noncompliance with multiple packets of ada paperwork over several years…Their actions have caused not only me direct harm, but my family as
well. I believe the timing of this situation in the middle of the Covid crisis and the campus evacuation, and the order to cease all contact with
anyone except Mr. Contreras (who told me repeatedly I should be fired even before he became my direct supervisor) was intentional so that I
would have limited ability to even address this issue…”
3/21/20 I received an email from Robert Contreras with the following: “…Diana, you are currently on admin leave pending termination and
thus are still an active employee with benefits. As outlined in your admin leave letter: You are to send me an email every morning to check-in
and advise me of all locations and telephone numbers where you may be reached. You should not contact any other campus staff while you are
on this paid admin leave. As outlined in your notice of intent to terminate letter, if you choose to provide a response you must provide a
response to Georgetta Kelly by close of business March 26, 2020. Upon her review, you will be notified of your employment status. If the result
of the review is termination of employment and this happens in March, your benefits will end March 31st. If the termination of employment
happens April 2nd or later, your benefits will end April 30th. District sent the notification via email to the personal email you have on file in
HCM: ldythea@yahoo.com. It was your responsibility to make sure your contact information (phone, email, and address) were up to date in
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HCM at all times…” I took offense to the fact that he addresses termination as if it is a done deal. No mention of the fact that I might be found
innocent and cleared. In his mind I am already found guilty.
3/25/20 I emailed Georgetta Kelly a request for an extension to the response to the letter of Involuntary Termination received 3/20/20. I had
been given a deadline for this response of 3/26/20 which only constituted 4 days business time, not 5 as specified in the letter. At any rate, my
request for extension was sent prior to the deadline. I wasn’t notified that my extension was denied till 3/31/20, nearly a week later. A letter
from one of my doctors documenting the severe impact this is having on my health was attached to the request. Excerpt from my request: “…I
am having difficulty meeting the four day deadline of March 26, 2020 that I was given to submit a rebuttal to the charges involved in a written
letter of "Notice of Intent to Discipline - Involuntary Termination" that was presented to me by private courier around 11:30 a.m. on Friday
March 20, 2020. I do intend to respond in writing to these allegations. I would also like to request a follow up phone call. However, I currently
find myself locked out of all my work records not only due to the fact that my employee account seems to be locked but also the fact that we are
all now essentially sheltering in place due to Covid-19 as a college district, state and nation. I, like the rest of the nation and Arizona, now find
myself also trying to deal with such basic needs as obtaining enough food to feed my family and basic cleaning supplies to keep us as safe as
possible as all three members of this household are extremely high risk. Attached to this email is a note from Dr. Derek Higgins of Pioneer Sports
& Spine, whom I saw yesterday morning, documenting that these situations have caused an increase in the symptoms of my migraines. This
additional stress and the resulting migraines have made it very difficult to get you the requested information in just 4 days. It is my doctor's
request that you please allow an extension of my deadline. I would like to request permission to move the submission date of my rebuttal
information and phone call to Friday, April 3rd. Due to the serious nature of these allegations, the fact that I am trying to pull together a
reasonable response without access to any of my supporting documentation or information, the serious and unprecedented times we are all
trying to live in right now with real food shortages and literal risk to everyone's life, the serious nature of the possible outcome of these
allegations, and my current poor health status as I try to juggle all this -- I really hope you can consider my request to extend my deadline to
Friday, April 3rd…”
3/27/20 I filed a Notice of Alleged Safety or Health Hazards claim and a Discrimination Complaint claim with ADOSH.
3/31/20 I received a response from Georgetta Kelly via Kathie Bennett concerning my request for an extension sent 3/25/20 prior to the
3/26/20 deadline given. Excerpt + a few comments: “…On March 19, 2020 [mailed to my personal email “after hours” – days go by when I don’t
get a chance to access my personal email and Bobby knew of my computer issues – is it general business practice to expect you to maintain your
private email for work?], you were emailed a Notice of Intent to Discipline- Involuntary Termination which precedes a possible letter of
termination [“possible letter of termination”? It sure feels like I’m already judged guilty]. The Notice of Intent to Discipline-Involuntary
Termination, was also couriered to your home on March 20, 2020, for which you acknowledged receipt, in your March 25, 2020 email to me. As
stated in my letter (see excerpt below), you had until the close of business on March 26, 2020 to respond [and I did respond on 3/25/20 within
the deadline]: Under Policy C-8 Notice and Appeal of Certain Disciplinary Measures, you may submit a written response within 5 business days
[since I didn’t receive notice till 3/20/20, this made 4 business days], or by March 26, 2020, to each specific allegation, and provide any
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supporting materials and facts which are pertinent to the allegations, and an explanation of any mitigating circumstances you wish the
Department to consider. If you choose to provide a response, the response must be delivered to Georgetta Kelly, Chief Human Resources
Officer, at georgetta.kelly@domail.maricopa.edu, by close of business/end of shift on March 26, 2020. If you believe you are unable to respond
effectively in writing, you may request an in-person meeting to respond to the notice of intent to discipline [aren’t we a little past this, they not
only denied my request for an extension but I don’t recall requesting an in person meeting to respond to the letter. Didn’t we just go straight to
requesting a hearing? I feel like all attempts to present my side are being waylaid. Did we miss a step?]. Such a request shall not be
unreasonably denied [I think it already has]. These are challenging times for all employees, however, we have not granted extensions to the five
(5) day [4 days] response period to other employees who have requested extensions. MCCCD, to be consistent with all employees, denies your
request for an extension to April 3, 2020…” In an email to my lawyer, I documented the following: “…I have been in bed most of the day with
heart issues which I believe are being severely aggravated by all this stress. I just got up to try and hammer out some type of response to get to
you this evening, but I am not doing so well health wise. This added stress is really doing me in…”
4/1/20 Excerpt of an email I sent my lawyer: “…they have shown no concern for my safety so far and a disregard for my high-risk state, and the
fact that there are now positive cases associated with at least 3 of the 10 campuses, I'm concerned about the safety of receiving any mail from
them…There is also a concern and constant struggle to protect my family who are all in frail physical and mental health right now. We are all
stressed to the max at this point…I'm also concerned about the possibility that I might be required to appear in person at a hearing during this
dangerous time…at the moment, I've been running on panic mode for weeks and am literally scared for my life almost all the time…’
4/17 /20 I received a Letter of Discipline – Involuntary Termination from Georgetta Kelly via Kathie Bennett listing my termination date as
4/27/20 unless I responded by that deadline which only gave me 5 business days to respond and I believe the policy manual gives an employee
10 business days. 5 days doesn’t seem enough time to gather enough evidence to defend one’s job, especially a disabled employee with what
else is going on in the world today. The allegations are the same ones, most already addressed in October with Georgetta Kelly and completely
ignored at that time and repeatedly since.
4/17/20 Excerpt of an email I sent my lawyer hopefully documenting the fact that in the most severe migraines, and lately there have been a
lot of them, I can’t think or process thoughts clearly and a few additional notes: “…I have such a splitting migraine I can't even think rationally
about this right now...My migraine is bad enough now that I can't even think clearly and I really need to take care of my health before I end up in
the hospital…A brief glance over this letter shows a lot of misinformation and direct inaccuracies (lies as far as I'm concerned), and I really feel
that I have not been given due consideration as a long term employee, let alone been provided provisions for my documented disabilities. My
timeline will show you the great lengths I have gone through over the last 3 years or so in tying to find assistance in rectifying this matter before
it got this far. I even attempted to contact Georgetta Kelly herself, but all contact goes through this Kathie Bennett. My physical and mental
needs were ignored. Accommodations were not only not provided, but I endured repeated harassment concerning the matter. Even
accommodations ordered by District themselves was not followed as you will see in my timeline. I have/am suffered/suffering potentially life
long complications because of this whole mess. Not to mention reporting to work for the last 5 months or better to work in an environment
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which the Dr. reported could prove fatal. If I were just blowing off my job as the allegations seem to point out, why would I do it in an
environment that could kill me? I've written more rebuttals and emails and made more phone calls in the past then I can count. It seems none
of it has mattered to the security of my job…At the moment, it appears they are going to "win" and that the last 30+ years and all the abuse I've
endured are going to mean nothing as I'm railroaded out on a pack of lies and slander…”
4/22/20 I contacted Teresa Toney per Deric Hall concerning pulling emails that I might need and not have for my defense. She contacted me
promptly asking for search terms to use. When I inquired about hard drive records or physical records, she referred me to Bernadette LaMazza.
This seemed to me like it could be a conflict of interest given the amount of conflict and complaints I had against Bernadette given my EEO
complaint.
4/24/20 I submitted my request for a hearing to Georgetta Kelly.
Teresa Toney got back to me on this day with the following excerpt: “…My office can conduct a search of the email records, though we will need
to process them in the same manner as a public records request, meaning they will need to be screened prior to the release to determine if
there are any communications that would not be subject to public release [the entire time I have been an employee of the District, I have been
told that all our emails are open access to the public. Granted FERPA and other items themselves are not, however I had always assumed that if
someone requested confidential information, they would just get a redacted copy. This comment implies to me that entire emails might be
hidden in a public request]…Regarding access to documents and items that are in the office and that reside on the office computer, that release
will need to be coordinated directly with CGCC. I am copying Bernadette on this response so that she can assist with scheduling a date and time
for the retrieval of personal items and will coordinate with the college's IT department on the retrieval of documents related to ADA and FMLA
that reside on the computer. The request for the resume would be treated as a public records request [again, I am still an employee not yet
convicted] wherein the process and release of that document would need to be handled in the order in which it was received. I will ask the
college to provide me with a copy of the resume if it is able to be located, and we will place it in our queue for release through that process…”
In my email to my lawyer, I mentioned: “… I am really uncomfortable meeting with Bernadette LaMazza as I see this an extreme conflict of
interest since she has not only been in the middle of this mess from the beginning, but one of the individuals named in my EEO investigation, as
well as the individual that said she would not provide any accommodations because she felt I should be terminated while she was my direct
supervisor…”
In an email to Deric Hall, I noted: “… Why do I feel like I'm already guilty and convicted without a hearing? Treating an employee who is still on
payroll and still an employee like this is demeaning and degrading. Treating a disabled employee like this is harassment and demonstrates
hostility in my view…having me meet with Bernadette to reclaim my personal property is not acceptable to me. Bernadette has been in on this
almost from the beginning. She is one of the people I had my EEO claim against, and mentioned several times while she was my direct
supervisor that not only would she not provide any accommodations, but she felt I should be terminated if I would not leave on disability…”
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At 5:20 [again after hours on a Friday – Bernadette’s usual MO] Bernadette sent the following: “…Please let us know what dates/times you
would be available to return the laptop issued to you, your badge, keys and other equipment, and to retrieve your personal belongings…My
understanding was that you were going to show up on Friday, March 20th to retrieve your items, and I ensured the office was clear that day, yet I
was informed later that you did not arrive [my letter from Kathie Bennett told me I could not be on campus and wasn’t even supposed to be on
campus on the 19th]. I reached out to Bobby today and he indicated that you regularly leave phone messages for him to let him know that you
“are not going anywhere,” and only once asked to come in, yet you provided no details as to what you needed, when or what time, or what you
were going to do [I specifically asked Bobby how to return the laptop and how to claim my own personal things – he has never replied to any of
my questions since March 20th]. In addition, you have failed to follow the directive outlined in the admin leave letter issued to you on March 19,
2020, and reiterated by Bobby, to communicate via email with him [my email access is cut off and employees were told that all voice mail
messages left on business numbers will be automatically translated and sent to email – so yes there should be email backups of all calls I have
made]…You will need to check-in with public safety on arrival and they will escort you to the office and be present while you collect your items,
as is standard protocol [so I’m already found guilty]…Your office area has also been cleaned during this time as has the rest of the spaces on
campus [no it wasn’t – areas were still coated in the same drywall dust since October of last year when they have repeatedly told me the office
was thoroughly cleaned – even my phone was still dirty and I would’ve thought with Covid, that would’ve been a high priority]. I asked IT this
morning to pull all of the folders on your computer so that we could pull documents pertaining to ADA paperwork/process and FMLA
paperwork/process. I enclose here the documents that were in your folders that pertain to your request [no, she didn’t hand over all the items I
was looking for, but they may not have been in the specific folders I mentioned as I had been reorganizing my emails]…”
I sent Bernadette’s notice to Deric Hall with the following: “…After breathing a sigh of relief when 5:00 rolled around, I found this about 10:30
Friday night. It's getting so that I can't even check my personal email without my bp rising. It's bad enough that the ongoing harassment has
permeated into my own home, but at all hours of the day or night as well, without any respect for normal working hours. Bobby sends me
threatening texts on the weekend, District sends me a termination notice in the middle of the night, and now Bernadette sends what I interpret
as harassing emails after hours on a Friday evening as well. I begged you to help me get away from "them" in October. Even the investigator
several years ago said I needed to be removed from Bernadette's direct line of influence…Georgetta Kelly's office told me I would remain on
payroll and have medical and dental till I receive final termination notice. I had assumed that meant I was still considered an employee and
somewhat innocent until proven guilty. Yet Bobby sent me a text that I interpreted as I've been already found guilty and it was just a matter of if
I was fired in March or April. And now Bernadette is calling for my keys and badge and speaking to me like a criminal. Georgetta didn't even ask
for my badge. You know my ongoing issues with Bernadette! I find this email demeaning, degrading, and humiliating! Do I consider this
District's formal response to my request for a hearing since it came several hours after I sent my request?...I have half a mind to copy this to
everyone I sent the hearing request letter to and ask if this is the formal response. Especially Dr. Peterson as the last time I was in his office
several months ago asking for help, he told me that he was assured "his people" knew what they were doing and he couldn't be involved in
personnel matters. He did offer to talk to Georgetta on my behalf and I told no because I thought it would lead to my termination. He said he
didn't think that would be the case and he would get back to me. He never did. Anyway, I thought I was still an employee with some rights,
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including the right to be treated with some professional courtesy and human dignity. I don't consider the words or the perceived tone of this
email of Bernadette's to include either one…”
4/25/20 Excerpt of an email I sent my lawyer: “…I opened this around 10:30 this evening…I am so tired of my own personal space being
hijacked by these people. I should not be afraid to open my own personal email, or my mail, or even the door to my own home. Especially when
I breathed a sigh of relief at 5:00 on a Friday, because I thought I could get through just the weekend without this situation destroying me
further…Now my migraine is worse, my bp is up and I'm trying not to have yet another panic attack before bedtime. As it is, it will probably be
yet another sleepless night…This individual is the same one who told me that there would be no further attempts at any accommodations at any
time because she had made the determination that I was too sick to be working and the only option I had was to accept disability. She further
stated that if I did not accept disability, she would see that I was terminated. She also directly lied to Deric Hall in the meeting in June
referenced in my letter. A meeting which I recorded, and I had already supplied Deric Hall with copies of the items she lied about before the
meeting. I have repeated complaints to Deric concerning Bernadette's communications with me and lack of follow through. You would have
seen her name repeatedly in my timeline…Sending things late on a Friday is her preferred MO…They have no desire to even entertain the
thought that I might be found innocent and remain a valued employee do they?...”
5/1/20 Excerpt from my doctor’s notes from an office visit in early November 2019: “…It is imperative for her to move from an area where her
workplace is exposed to such severe particulate material. Failure to do so could result in great morbidity or even mortality related to her
asthma.” From an email I sent my lawyer after being in the office to collect my things: “…I met with Commander Keane and Officer
Langford…They were unaware of the particulars and seemed quite confused for my visit. I delivered the laptop and accessories, my keys, my
keycard and my badge per Bernadette's orders. I also returned some supply items that I had taken home for the work from home orders. Brian
made a record of this and then let me have a copy. I do want to point out that Bernadette posted this in her initial email to me: ‘...Your office
area has also been cleaned during this time as has the rest of the spaces on campus...’ No -- the office was not clean. Areas covered in drywall
dust when I left on the last day and that I took pictures of, are still covered in drywall dust. This is just one more of the lies I've been dealing with
in the attempt to get the office cleaned. I have been assured around 6 times now that the office was cleaned of the drywall dust. Both Robert
Contreras and Lisa Kussard assured me that they personally moved and dusted everything. If I were ordered to return to work in the office
today, it is still dirty enough that I would only be able to work there with the masks that I have been wearing since October/November.. It is this
drywall contamination and the affects of the hole in the wall that lead not only to my current illness, but the hole in the wall contributed to two
other people also leaving the District in poor health…” The office still had considerable drywall dust 5/1/20 when I went to collect my belongings
and even that brief exposure caused an increase in my migraine, asthma and allergies, even though I had a mask on. Areas that were clean are
now showing dust that maybe coming from carpet, walls, or even through ceiling panels. Bernadette assured me area was cleaned for Covid
prior to my arrival. If so, I would’ve expected it to appear cleaned of the drywall dust as well.

From: Ms. Diana Little
Dear Georgetta Kelly,

In response to the Intent to Discipline – Involuntary Termination email that I received on April 17, 2020, I
respectfully request a termination hearing. I feel that by moving directly to this step in the progressive
discipline process, MCCCD has demonstrated an aggressive disciplinary stance that did not demonstrate
progressive action as outlined in the policy manual (specifically section C-4) and is in retaliation towards
my continued attempts to invoke my rights for accommodations under the ADA act of 1990` and
continued attempts to rectify an ongoing harassing and hostile work environment.

For 5 years now, I have made repeated attempts to seek accommodations for medical conditions that
have been repeatedly documented with the District. Not only have these accommodations been
continuously denied or outright ignored, but I feel that my continued attempts to get them
implemented has led to a hostile work environment resulting in continued harassment and direct
threats against me. I have reported these actions to many departments both at the campus level and
the District level up to and including former Chancellor Harper-Mainick’s Office. I have implored and
pleaded with many departments to please assist me in peacefully rectifying this situation through some
type of “representation” or mediation, but I was denied assistance at all levels. In fact, in October 2019,
you received a rebuttal from me addressing a number of identical allegations with no input from your
office other than the fact that Robert Contreras followed the wrong procedure. That lack of action on
your part allowed the harassment and hostile work environment to continue unchecked since then.

This ongoing and pervasive harassment has impacted all aspects of my life and has had a devastating
effect on my health physically, emotionally and mentally. And I’ve been told it will continue to have a
negative impact on my health for many years to come. I have been a loyal and dedicated employee of
MCCCD for over 30 years now and would’ve hoped I had earned the right to respect and dignity as we
move forward with this process. I look forward to being able to finally share my information with an
impartial third party at the termination hearing.

Thank you
Diana Little
Cc: Chancellor Steven Gonzales
Counsel Leslie Cooper
Kathie Bennett (HR Solutions)
Dr. Deric Hall (EEO Director)
President Greg Peterson
Michael R. Pruitt, Esq.

From: Ms. Diana Little

Important notes to consider
•

•

There was a section in the hearing transcript where Bernadette LaMazza was asked to list my job
duties. My job description has been in flux since I was transferred to the position as the department
did not really exist prior to that and was in development when I came to work there. I had made
mention on several job performance evaluations that a lack of communication in the department
left me a little unsure of my job description. I even made mention to Dr. Deric Hall as recently as
October 2019 that with the complete breakdown of civil communication between Mr. Contreras and
myself, I was left floundering and unsure of my job duties or place in the department. Of the four
jobs that Ms. LaMazza mentioned in the hearing, only one is actually MY job. The rest belonged to
Mr. Robert Contreras during the time in question.
Vehicle repairs were handled by Mr. Contreras while Brenda Croteau was still supervisor. I have
had little to no dealings with vehicle vendors, do not have a working knowledge of vehicles in the
first place, I do not handle any of the routine maintenance, I don’t even handle the checking out of
the vehicles. I only handle typing up repair requests from paperwork collected from College Safety
and Purchase Orders as needed or requested. I also handle the maintenance of the vehicle
spreadsheets documenting vehicle use and fuel purchases. A duty that Mr. Contreras mentioned at
some point that he had to take over when I was absent. Part of this is inaccurate as I am the only
member of the department with the password to get into the system and Mr. Contreras failed to
appear for any of the training sessions he had me hold for the new employees.
Ms. Croteau removed me from any duties involving rentals I believe in 2016. In fact, she had my
access to the rental database cancelled. I have not received any updated training in rental policies
or procedures. Nor have I received adequate training in the new rental form that has been
implemented. This was also a job duty assigned to Mr. Contreras while Ms. Croteau was supervisor.
I have been spending more time dealing with rentals since Mr. Contreras now spends his time
between three campuses where he has supervisory duties. Renters had been complaining to me a
lot that they were waiting upwards of three weeks for any information from Mr. Contreras, thus I
was trying to “pitch in” for the good of the department and taking me away from my own duties.
I am not a scheduler. Schedulers are in a different job grade under the old system and receive
considerable more salary then I do. I have received little to no training in scheduling in the new
system. What little scheduling I did do prior to the new system was in an emergency basis due to
our chronic lack of adequate personnel. What job I was assigned in the system, was to back track
what the schedulers (Ms. Croteau and Mr. Contreras) work on to correct typo and system errors. As
Ms. Croteau once put it: The department is so shorthanded that they couldn’t edit everything and
make it right when the location was assigned, so it was my job to go back over their work and edit it.
I feel these are important points because I complained of being unsure of any new potential job
duties. Ms. LaMazza NEVER had any staff meetings with me while she was my direct supervisor
during the time in question, never produced any job evaluations and failed to show up for training
sessions in order to learn what I and the department actually did. Every time I asked Mr. Contreras
about job duties once he was promoted to direct supervisor, he told me the department was being
reorganized and he would get back to me. I have been charged with neglect of duties and
repeatedly questioned which specific duties of mine have I been neglecting, with no answer so far.
Bernadette LazMazza was made my direct supervisor after I had opened an EEO investigation having
her investigated. During the investigation, she emailed my confidential ADA information to

From: Ms. Diana Little

•

•

•

•

•

numerous supervisors and coworkers around campus, including Mr. Contreras and Mr. Charles
Poure who also was named in my EEO investigation. She undertook this action while the
investigation was taking place and the information mailed to Mr. Poure included complains to Dr.
JoAnn Pina about Mr. Poure refusing to make the accommodations specified by Dr. Pina.
Around the time she became my direct supervisor, Ms. LaMazza notified me that not only would
there be no further discussions concerning any accommodations, but that the only course of action
she would accept would be my termination, or being assigned to long term disability.
Mr. Contreras named as one of my witnesses in my EEO investigation and said at the time that I was
wronged and he would support me. Once Ms. Croteau’s position opened up, he applied for it and
was turned down several times. Suddenly, he began telling me in private staff meetings that I
shouldn’t be allowed to work and should be terminated. He went so far as telling me in his previous
job he terminated employees “like” me. After this, he received the promotion to the supervisor
position. Shortly after this, the first wave of discussions about termination started. Around this
time, he was also promoted to direct supervisor of another campus. This necessitate considerable
time away from the office as he was already spending time at an additional campus, making three
campuses that he had some responsibility for. This left me as the only coverage for the department
often for days at a time.
I had already been an employee for a long time and the District was well aware of my illnesses and
absences when I was reassigned to the position after my job title was deleted by the Campus. This
department was shorthanded when I was assigned to it and has remained shorthanded and
understaffed the entire time I have worked for it. This is an important point, because both VP Brad
Kendrex and Lisa Kussard have made repeated comments that I was well aware of what the position
entailed when I applied for it. There was no posting that I applied for. Had there been one, I never
would have applied for it. I was transferred to this position and told to “take it, or take
unemployment”. This current position bears no resemblance to the one I was assigned to.
Numerous requests made by me, as well as Dr. Pina, for a transfer to another position less impacted
by my disabilities as an accommodation, have been denied or ignored.
I have made numerous attempts to have incorrect information presented by Mr. Contreras during
this termination process going back nearly a year. This information listed is still incorrect. I was told
I could not discuss anything related to ADA or accommodations, yet it is paramount to my absences.
My witnesses were denied, some of my evidence was denied or not made available to me in the first
place. Appeals were denied. I was told I could not discuss anything outside the time frame of the
allegations, yet a brief glance over the hearing transcript shows the discussions included items from
over 10 years ago and during a time that my absences were covered under FMLA.
I feel that the District has had more than ample time in which to rectify a hostile and harassing
situation that has escalated into a dangerous, potential life threatening one. I have spent
considerable time documenting and attempting to rectify this situation on my own. I was
repeatedly lied to by Ms. LaMazza as recently as April 2020 when she again assured me that my
office had been “thoroughly” cleaned as was safe for me to pick up my personal items. It was not.
The same drywall dust contamination that my doctor listed as potentially life threatening was still
present May 1, 2020 when I went to pick up my things. This was from October 2019.
I have repeatedly had Mr. Contreras stand in the way of my ability to perform my work by not
providing adequate training or adequate equipment at times to perform my work. He has been lax
in communicating job duties and in responding to questions that need clarification to complete my

From: Ms. Diana Little
work. And he has been dismissive and at times aggressive when dealing with my disabilities and
ADA needs. As has Lisa Kussard.

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.2

Meeting Date October 27, 2020

Item Title
Update to Mesa Community College
Mission Statement

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Lori Berquam, Interim
President of Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Maricopa County Community College District Governing Board adopt the
updated Mesa Community College mission statement. The updated mission statement is:
We create an inclusive and vibrant learning community where everyone is supported to achieve success.

Justification
In accordance with the Higher Learning Commission Criteria for Accreditation Core Components 1.A, 1.B, and
2.A, Mesa Community College developed an updated mission statement suited to the current contexts, values,
and goals of the college, and in alignment with the mission and strategic priorities of the Maricopa County
Community College District. The previous update of the college mission statement was in 2009-10. In keeping
the college mission current in compliance with HLC Criteria 1 and 2, the college’s cross-functional Strategic
Planning Committee conducted a wide-ranging strategic planning revision process in 2019-20 that resulted in the
updated mission statement. The comprehensive and inclusive process of revising the mission statement began in
September 2019. The process included diverse feedback from students, faculty, staff, alumni, community
members, and workforce partners through multiple methods that included surveys, interviews, focus groups,
workshops, constituency meetings, and environmental scanning.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.3

Meeting Date
October 27, 2020
Item Title
Faculty Emeritus Distinction
GateWay Community College
Dr. Cheryl Berg

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales, Interim
Chancellor
Dr. Maria Wise, Interim President
GateWay Community College

Recommendation
In accordance with the Governing Board Policy, It is recommended that the Governing Board award
Emeritus Distinction to Cheryl Berg for her meritorious contributions to the students of the Maricopa
Community College District (MCCCD).
Justification
Over 15 years of service as Biology Faculty,
Served 4 years as Math/Science Division Chair and Science Coordinator at GWCC,
Served over 10 years as Lead Faculty for BIO156 at GWCC,
Directly served and mentored many Biology Adjunct Faculty,
Co-Founded the “Go-Green GateWay” environmental/sustainability awareness program at GWCC,
Led the formation of BIO105 Environmental Biology being taught at GWCC campus,
Presented at five National Higher Education conferences, 2007-2011,
Attended an additional six National Higher Education conferences, 2004-2017,
Led the “Upward-Bound” Summer Science Program at GWCC for at-risk high school students,
Dr. Berg enhanced environmental-awareness opportunities to all GWCC students, inspired students and
faculty alike in spearheading numerous Service-Learning opportunities and in highlighting Global
Sustainability and Public Understanding of Science initiatives and research.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.4

Meeting Date ____October 27, 2020
Item Title
Faculty Emeritus Distinction
Mesa Community College
Dr. Debra J. Campbell

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Lori M. Berquam,
Interim President, Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
Recommendation for Dr. Debra J. Campbell, Philosophy and Religious Studies Faculty at
Mesa Community College, to receive Emeritus Status with the Maricopa County Community
College District.
Justification
In her 28-year tenure Dr. Debra J. Campbell has contributed in so many ways to the
Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies at Mesa Community College and
throughout the Maricopa Community College District. She helped create and served as
Director of the Center for Global Tolerance and Engagement, was the faculty lead for the
application that led to MCC receiving the Carnegie Classification as a Community Engaged
College, served at the Evening Supervisor from 1992-1998, Chair of the Department from
2001-2004 and again from 2010-2014, served on Faculty Senate/FEC from 1993-1994 and as
a Faculty Senator several time (most recently 2015-2019), more than 20 years of service to
the Philosophy Instructional Council (Chair for more than 15 years), designed PHI250 Ethics in Higher Education- and led the Ethics training for the College Presidents and
Governing Board Members, and co-authored a book entitled Direct Deliberative Democracy.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.5

Meeting Date _October27, 2020
Item Title
Faculty Emeritus Distinction
Phoenix College
Loman Clark

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Larry Johnson, President,
Phoenix College

Recommendation
In accordance with the Governing Board Policy, it is recommended that the Governing Board
approve Faculty Emeritus Distinction for Loman Clark, Counseling Faculty at Phoenix College,
for his meritorious contributions to the students of the Maricopa County Community College
District.
Justification
Over the course of his 26 year career in the Maricopa County Community College District, Loman has
made distinguished contributions in the areas of education, administration, leadership, and mentorship,
punctuated by his unending commitment and service to students. In 1994, Loman joined the Maricopa
County Community College District, working for Vice Chancellor of Student and Educational
Development, Dr. Alfredo G. de los Santos Jr. Between 1994 and 2000, he oversaw district-wide
programs for student excellence and faculty development such as the Honors Program and Internal
Grants, was well as assisting with district-wide coordination of Fine Arts and Gerontology. He also
taught as adjunct faculty for the ACE Program at Glendale Community College,
In August 2000, Loman joined the ranks of faculty in Counseling at Phoenix College. During his
tenure, he taught: Eliminating Self-Defeating Behavior (CPD102AD); Personal Spiritual Development
(CPD102AJ), Male-Female Communications (CPD103BH) and Creating College Success (AAA115).
He served as an embedded counselor and career development area expert for a team-taught section of
College Critical Reading (CRE101) which focused upon applying critical thinking skills to life choices
such as major and career.
In 2001, Loman was among the inaugural cohort of community college faculty to complete facilitator
preparation training by what is now known as the Center for Renewal and Wholeness in Higher
Education (CRWHE), hosted by Richland College in the Dallas County Community Colleges.
In 2010-2011, Loman participated as one of five fellows in the Maricopa Institute for Learning during
its 11th year. In preparation, he taught the course: Eliminating Self-Defeating Behavior (CPD102AD)
for ten years and chose to conduct classroom research with students enrolled in CPD102AD. The focus
was upon how classroom learning environments are created to support both individual student learning
needs as well as all students in a class as a whole.
In 2013, Loman received an Award of Excellence for on-going design and implementation of faculty
and staff development programs. The honor was bestowed by the National Institute for Staff and
Organization Development (NISOD) – the University of Texas at Austin. In 2018, Loman published
Funding
Source
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Breathing Space, an essay in the book: The Story Mandala – Finding Wholeness in a Divided World,
copyrighted by the Center for Renewal and Wholeness in Higher Education.
Loman’s legacy includes the many students’ lives impacted by his teaching and guidance as counseling
faculty. Additionally, for 20 years Loman has both formally and informally mentored faculty across
disciplines and inclusive of all ten Maricopa Community Colleges. He has never ceased being a student
himself. While at Phoenix College, he completed credentials both for his own enjoyment and to add to
his resources as faculty. To that end, with interests in wellness and creativity, he completed studies in
Therapeutic Massage, and the Associate of Art in Fine Art for visual arts. Loman's dedication to his
students, colleagues, and profession, and his selfless service to everyone in his community makes him
deserving of the Emeritius Distinction.

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.6

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title
Faculty Emeritus Distinction
Mesa Community College
Dr. Linda Collins

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Lori Berquam, Interim
President Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
Recommendation for Dr. Linda Collins, Business Faculty at Mesa Community College, to
receive Emeritus Status with the Maricopa County Community College District.
Justification
For over 30 years Dr. Linda Collins has stepped up to the challenges of creating many new
technology endeavors that are both innovative and sustainable. She began her career at Rio
Salado College and as an adjunct faculty at Paradise Valley Community College teaching CIS
classes. Later she joined Mesa Community College and spent 23 years at MCC. She began as the
Director of Instructional Technology, followed by Director of Educational Technology in IT, and
as a CIS Residential Faculty member in Academic Affairs. Most of her years at MCC were spent
as Department Chair for the Business and Information Systems Department were she expanded
the department to include all the Business, Accounting, CIS, Networking, Real Estate,
Entrepreneurship, and Fashion Merchandise programs. In addition, she served as the Disney
Internship Program Coordinator for over 17 years. Over 400 interns have received their MCC
Business Internship credit while serving at Disneyland and Walt Disney World. She spearheaded
the Apple iOS “Everyone Can Code” program and has been instrumental in “Women in IT”
initiatives. Her most recent responsibility was working with the District Workforce Development
team for Innovation and Emerging Technologies as well as assisting in the Maricopa IT Institute
regional concept. Linda’s contributions, leadership and over 30 years of service to MCC and the
Maricopa District qualify her for consideration of emeritus distinction.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.7

Meeting Date: _October 27, 2020
Item Title
Emeritus Distinction
Rio Salado College
Hazel Davis

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Kate Smith, Interim
President, Rio
Salado College

Recommendation
In accordance with the Governing Board Policy it is recommended that the Governing Board
award Faculty Emeritus Distinction to Hazel Davis, Rio Salado College Faculty Chair, Library.

Justification
Hazel M. Davis has had an industrious and distinguished 23 year-career as Faculty Chair of
Library Services at Rio Salado College (RSC). She was hired in 1997 as the sole academic
librarian; as RSC developed into a national leader of online learning, Hazel expanded the
physical library into a thriving and dynamic virtual library to support the needs of all students.
From its humble beginnings, Hazel has grown the Library Services Department from a onewoman operation into an enterprising team. Hazel’s bold vision for the RSC Library included
the addition of an Instruction Librarian to develop a “boots on the ground” presence for dualenrollment that would become a model for the District; championing the MCCCD Virtual
Reference Coordinator position to be headquartered at RSC, thus facilitating the viable
launch of a 24/7 chat reference service that provides real-time, personalized instruction to all
MCCCD students; and, an Instructional Coordinator to work with RSC course developers to
identify high quality, stable library resources that could be used to help mitigate the high cost
of textbooks and provide low cost/no cost alternatives to students. She also personally
developed and taught numerous Information Studies (IFS) course offerings.
In addition to Hazel's ambitious leadership of the Library Services Department, she has also
worked tirelessly to advance the strategic initiatives of the college, serving as Rio Faculty
Senate President, Student Learning Outcomes Coordinator (Information Literacy),
Assessment Team Chair, Copyright Officer, and Accreditation Faculty Chair. Her
contributions in the latter role, including serving as the primary author of the HLC Self-Study
Reports and Assurance Arguments since 2002, have been no less than extraordinary.
Hazel's consummate understanding of the Rio Salado College culture, mission, and structure
-- combined with her ability to shepherd complex processes and teams -- have culminated in
successful and glowing re-accreditations. Finally, her foresight, time, and effort in creating
and maintaining the Rio Salado College Archives will serve as a lasting legacy to her skills as
a librarian and guardian of RSC history.
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Hazel’s many years of library advocacy and leadership extend beyond the bounds of RSC to
include numerous District roles. She served as Chair of the District Libraries Council multiple
times, most recently during the 2019-20 academic year. Additionally, Hazel participated in
multiple committees during her tenure, including the Electronic Resources Committee, the
Library Instructional Council, the Library Digital Group, the Collection Development Group,
the Library Core, Maricopa Millions Steering Committee, and various ad hoc committees to
advance initiatives. Over the years, she was also generous with her time and expertise,
formally mentoring countless colleagues at RSC and across the District.
Hazel Davis is the recipient of diverse awards, including:
•
•
•
•
•

The League for Innovation’s John and Suanne Roueche Excellence Award (2017)
Rio Salado College’s Woman of Distinction Award (2012)
Rio Salado College’s Teamwork Award for her accreditation efforts (2012) and
Relentless Improvement Award for her work on Transparency by Design (2012)
Librarian’s Online Cross College Collaborations Winner (2002)
Rio Salado College’s Homer Sarasohn Prize for Meritorious Service (2000)

Finally, Hazel Davis has presented at numerous local and national conferences throughout her
tenure at RSC, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Maricopa Center for Learning and Innovation (MCLI)
Arizona State Library Association Conference
Off-Campus Library Services Conference
Continuous Quality Improvement Network Conference
Higher Learning Commission Conference

Hazel has also been published in the journal Community & Junior College Libraries as well as
numerous conference proceedings.
In sum, to say that Hazel Davis has been instrumental in supporting the administration,
faculty, and teaching and learning goals of Rio Salado College and the Maricopa
Community College District is an oversimplification. The sheer scope of her influence in
building a 21st century library and enhancing and transforming programs and processes
across RSC and MCCCD defies capture and exemplifies the qualities of an emeritus
candidate.

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.8

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title
Faculty Emeritus Status for
Carol Dichtenberg

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Greg Peterson, President,
Chandler Gilbert
Community College

Recommendation
Recommendation for Carol Dichtenberg, Library Faculty at Chandler-Gilbert Community
College, to receive Emeritus Status with the Maricopa County Community College District.
Justification
For more than 20 years working as a residential faculty in the Maricopa Community College
District, Carol Dichtenberg has given her time and talents in a variety of ways to advance the
mission of Chandler-Gilbert Community College and the District as a whole. Carol's extensive
service in Maricopa included Estrella Mountain, Phoenix, Mesa and GateWay prior to
transferring to CGCC in August 2004. At CGCC she was Chair of the Library, Learning Center,
and Counseling Division for 10 years. During that time she led a number of far-reaching
initiatives including the Critical Research Instruction program at the Pecos and Williams
campuses; Williams campus library design development; increasing the number of CGCC
Counseling Faculty positions; Counseling Services expansion in conjunction with Counseling
Faculty; and expansion of the Learning Centers on both CGCC campuses.
Carol’s leadership in the Library, Learning Center, and Counseling division fostered a collegial
environment that continues to encourage collaboration to advance student learning across the
college. Her commitment to student learning opportunities is also evident in her support of the
Prague Study Abroad program. Carol was part of the first Prague excursion in 2006 and served
as faculty member and advisor to the program for 10 years. Carol was instrumental in bringing
the Introduction to Holocaust Studies course to CGCC in addition to supporting its inclusion in
the Prague Study Abroad program.
In addition to curriculum work, Carol has served in many important governance roles
including two terms as CGCC Faculty Senate President and once as Vice President. She was
a member of the District Library Council, a long-standing member of the CGCC faculty
staffing committee, as well as a member of many hiring committees for all levels of staffing.
While it is difficult to capture the entirety of Carol’s impact on her division, her college and
the District at large, all who have worked with her can attest to her leadership and advocacy
for student success, her commitment to the MCCCD libraries, and her championship of
residential service faculty.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.9

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title
Emeritus Distinction
Mesa Community College
Robert Galloway

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Lori Berquam, Interim
President, Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
It is requested that Emeritus Distinction be given to Robert (Bob) Galloway as he retires from the MCC
Art Department.
Justification
Bob Galloway started teaching in the Art Department in 1982, where he initiated the
Photography program with the first ever photo classes at MCC. He served as department chair
for 9 years beginning in 1986, and worked with small group of MCC Chairs to create the
Department Chair Association which is still in operation today.
Bob worked with Gary Filan for two years to create the Chair Academy (now known as the
Leadership Academy). He has served in the faculty senate for a number of terms since 1992, and
was Senate President in 1996/97. He was also the president of the Faculty Association in
1998/99.
From 1994-98, Bob served as Coordinator for District League of Innovation Art competition, a
position that evolved into the Fine Arts Coordinator at the District office. Bob worked with
district office to make it part of the MCLI initiative from 2000-2005.
In 2006 Bob returned to MCC to continue teaching Photography. He began work on Gallery
planning from the bond initiative and the gallery was completed in 2014. That same year, Bob
returned to Senate, and will retire a faculty senator. Funding for scholarship and student support
has been his major focus in the Senate, and he was instrumental in creating the Mesa Market
Endowment Fund. Bob’s interest in philanthropy motivated him to donate generously to student
scholarships, student need-based funds, and the Mesa Market Endowment Fund.
Bob has always been focused on how he could best serve his students, his department, the
college, and the Maricopa Community College district. His selflessness and tirelessness in
improving everything he works on has enriched the lives of many and advanced our college
initiatives. It is for these many reasons that Bob Galloway truly deserves Emeritus status.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
Item Title
10.10
Faculty Emeritus Distinction
Mesa Community College
Tina Rangel

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Lori M. Berquam,
Interim President, Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
Recommendation for Tina P. Rangel, Dance Faculty at Mesa Community College, to receive
Emeritus Status with the Maricopa County Community College District.
Justification
During her 22 years as a Residential Faculty Member of Mesa Community College, Tina Rangel
has actively engaged in all aspects of the teaching and learning endeavor. She organized and
directed student trips to London, New York, Chicago, and Tucson for intensive studies in Dance
with master artists; she brought guest artists to MCC to offer master classes for faculty, students,
and community members; and she pursued numerous professional growth opportunities both
within the United States and abroad to ensure she remained current in her field. To fund all of
these endeavors, she applied for and was awarded numerous academic and arts grants.
She collaborated with her colleagues across the District to develop both the Dance and Musical
Theatre emphases in the Associate of Arts, Fine Arts (AAFA) degree. She created multiple new
courses for the Dance pathway, and revised numerous existing courses. She served as a faculty
mentor for the Phi Theta Kappa Honors Program, and as the Dance Instructional Council Chair
and Lead Maricopa Representative for the AZ Transfer Articulation Task Force for multiple
years. She produced and directed over 80 formal and informal dance productions during her
tenure. She has received numerous accolades for her work, including Faculty of the Year in
2009. Recently she was an interviewee for an article titled “Small Schools, Big Benefits. Why
You Shouldn’t Rule Out Community College” in the January 2020 College Edition of Dance
Magazine, a major publication in her field.
Through her passion, dedication, and tireless efforts, she has built an incredible program at Mesa
Community College – a program that has brought beauty and joy to our faculty, staff,
community, and most importantly, our students.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.11

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title
Emeritus Distinction
Mesa Community College
Linda Speranza

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Lori Berquam, Interim
President Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
It is requested that Linda Speranza be given Emeritus Distinction as she retires from the MCC Art
Department.
Justification
Linda Speranza began teaching Ceramics in 1984, and has worked diligently to create the largest
ceramics program in the district and one of the most prolific in the State of Arizona.
Linda has always cared deeply about student issues such as poverty, homelessness, and hunger,
and created a hunger awareness day prior to the initiation of the Empty Bowls event, held yearly
on campus. The Empty Bowls event was initiated in 1992 to bring awareness to the number of
students living in poverty and to donate proceeds to Paz de Christo, a local food bank. Linda
brought in speakers from all of the local food bank agencies, and worked to produce the hunger
and services awareness day that currently happens before the Empty Bowls event. Over the years
the Empty Bowls event has brought together artists from all over Arizona, including college and
high school students, and has raised several hundred thousand dollars to combat hunger in the
valley.
As District Arts Director, Linda established the Elemental Cultural Festival at the Phoenix Art
Museum. It was created to showcase the talents of MCCCD minority students and counterculture
students who didn't fit into the Artist of Promise competitions- yet were strong and vital artists. It
is now in its fourth year with145 students participating last spring.
Linda has been instrumental in having art placed around the MCC campus. She wrote a grant to
bring Luo Xiao Ping, a Master Artist from China to create "The Hands," his first major
installation in the US. Students worked with Xiao Ping to learn his techniques and about Chinese
culture and art.
She also wrote grants to create several campus murals, including the ceramic mural in front of
the theatre, pieces on the outsides of the Math and Art buildings in a cross-department
collaboration, and the 60’ x 25’ painted mural showcasing diversity on the sociology building. In
Source
Account Information

Funding

each instance, students worked with Linda and professional artists to gain experience creating
large scale public works of art.
In addition, Linda has brought artists from Mexico yearly to show students traditional and new
techniques. She also brought Rosemary Lonewolf to MCC so students could work with her on a
large-scale project while learning appropriate use of cultural symbols and construction
techniques.
Linda received a Maricopa Institute for Learning fellowship in 2006 and became certified in the
Torrance Test of Creative Thinking. She used this certification to reconsider and redesign the
ceramics curriculum, and since has presented her research at the MCCCD Arts Day, the Student
Success Conference, and the MCCCD Humanity Day.
As her final major project, Linda is currently working on an arts internship program at the
district to connect the arts community with our career-link site so our students will have easy
access to art jobs. Linda’s tireless dedication to students, her deep concern for their success and
well-being, and her contributions to the Arts at MCC and districtwide make her an excellent
candidate for Emeritus status.

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.12

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title
Emeritus Distinction
Mesa Community College
Ruth Yandell

Responsible Agents
Dr. Steven Gonzales,
Interim Chancellor
Dr. Lori Berquam, Interim
President, Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
I would like to Recommend long-time residential music faculty member, Ruth Yandell for emeritus status
as she is retiring after more than 40 years as faculty at MCC.

Justification
Ruth Yandell began teaching as an adjunct in 1972 and then became full-time residential in
1976. During that time, she has developed and oversaw the piano pedagogy program which has
developed into two separate programs, the beginning piano pedagogy certificate and the
intermediate piano pedagogy program.
Ms. Yandell has maintained a presence in various valley music teachers organizations by serving
as an adjudicator for area piano competitions, study programs, and evaluations. Beyond that, she
has created and has continued to use her own publication of beginning music theory for the
introduction to music theory classes. It is my pleasure to recommend her for emeritus status at
Mesa Community College.
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CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
10.13

Meeting Date ___October 27, 2020

Item Title
Award to multiple vendors of contracts
for legal services for the period of
July1, 2020 – June 30, 2025,
pursuant to RFP 3458-6

Responsible Agents
Dr. James Moore, Interim
Chief Operating Officer
Leslie Kyman Cooper,
General Counsel

Recommendation
The MCCCD Office of General Counsel recommend that the Governing Board approve fiveyear contracts for legal services to the following law firms and lawyer who submitted proposals
in response to RFP 3458-6 issued May 1, 2020. Current contracts for legal services under the
prior RFP issued in 2015 originally were set to expire June 30, 2020, but have been extended
until the selection and award process for RFP 3458-6 was completed.
Ballard Spahr, LLP
Burch & Cracchiolo, P.A.
BurnsBarton, PLC
Clark Hill, PLC
Dickinson Wright, PLLC
Ellman Law Group, LLC
Fisher & Phillips, LLP
Gabriel & Ashworth, PLLC
Gaona Law Firm
Gust Rosenfeld
Hinshaw & Culbertson, LLP
Jackson Lewis, PC
Jennings, Strouss & Salmon, PLC
Jones, Skelton, Hochuli, PLC
Lewis, Roca, Rothgerber Christie, LLP
Osborn Maledon, PA
Perkins Coie, LLP
Pierce Coleman, PLLC
Quarles & Brady, LLP
Ryan Rapp Underwood & Pacheco, PLC
Sims Mackin, Ltd.
Timothy A. La Sorta, PLC
Udall Shumway. PLC
A total of twenty-three (23) law firms submitted proposals for consideration in response to
RFP 3458-6, and an evaluation committee has been established to review all proposals and
make specific recommendations as to which firms should be selected. The Evaluation
Committee reviewed all proposals and makes these recommendations based on its review.

Justification
MCCCD’s need for outside legal services spans a wide range of issues and has an impact on all
ten colleges and the District as a whole. As stated in the RFP, the general areas of concentration
for which MCCCD seeks legal services are:
Administrative
Affordable Care Act
Bankruptcy
Commercial
Compliance
Contracts (including Intergovernmental
Agreements)
Condemnation
Criminal
Data Security
Data Privacy
Education (K-12 and Post-Secondary)
Employee Benefits (including HIPAA
compliance)

Employment Discrimination
Environmental
General Liability and Tort Defense
Governmental Employment
Immigration
Insurance
Intellectual Property and Trademark
International
Media and Media Regulation
Public Construction
Public/Private Partnerships
Real Estate
Taxation
Unemployment Compensation
Worker’s Compensation

Additionally, MCCCD seeks to contract for the following areas of discrete expertise:
Employment and Equal Opportunity Investigations
Investigations of Complaints Relating to Board Members
Laws Relating to Public Entities (such as open meetings, public records, election laws, laws
relating to elected officials)
Mediator or Arbitrator Services
Administrative Hearing Officer Services
Because the breadth of the need for legal services, it is necessary to award contracts to multiple
law firm proposals, as few, if any, of the proposers have the experience and personnel needed to
meet all the needs in the above areas. Having multiple law firms for the various areas of need
also will allow MCCCD to have several choices for counsel for a particular matter in the event
one or more proposers cannot accept an assignment in the event of a conflict of interest.
This will not be an award to any specific proposer for any specific matter, but instead will be a
selection of those firms eligible to provide representation on an as-needed basis. Some firms
may be selected for only one or a limited number of areas of concentration based on their
proposal. Selection of firms for particular matters may also be subject to Information Security
review of the firms depending on the nature of the matter.
The evaluation committee reviewed the 23 proposals and evaluated them based on multiple
factors, including prior overall experience in the particular areas of concentration, expertise of
particular attorneys in those areas, and proposed billing rates. The evaluations committee’s
process ensured that those selected to be available for assignment of legal matters are those best
suited to serve the legal needs of MCCCD at the most cost-effective overall rates.

REVISED ITEM

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number

Meeting Date October 27, 2020

Item Title
New Grant Award
U.S. Department of Education:
Title V Developing Hispanic-Serving
Institutions (DHSI) Grant
Mesa Community College

Responsible Agents
Dr. Karla Fisher, Provost
Dr. Lori Berquam,
Interim President,
Mesa Community College

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board accept a Title V DHSI grant agreement from the
U.S. Department of Education in the amount of $600,000 for Year 1 of this five-year project
with effective dates of October 1, 2020 through September 30, 2021. This funding amount is the
first-year installation of the five-year total of $3,000,000.
Justification
Mesa Community College (MCC) has been awarded a five-year grant to expand educational
opportunities for, and improve the attainment of, Hispanic students. The grant helps MCC
expand and enhance its academic offerings, program quality, and institutional stability. The
college’s Hispanic student enrollment has increased over the last five years from 24.9 % to
31.5 %. In Fall 2019, more than half of students served were first generation and over a
quarter received Pell Grant funding.
The project goals include:
1) Increasing student persistence and completion rates through enhancement and
integration of student support targeting advising, academic support, and co-curricular
programming,
2) Improving responsiveness to diverse student populations through coherent, systematic
professional development on mindfulness and culturally responsive practices, and
3) Developing a more inclusive hiring process in order to recruit and hire a diversified
college workforce reflective of student and community demographics.
Providing access to higher education for diverse students and communities serves as our
mission. The project will foster an institutional climate that historically underrepresented
groups of students will feel encouraged to pursue higher education degrees at MCC.
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Project Budget Summary

Salaries

$356,684

Title V Project Director
FTE 1.0; 75% budgeted.

$54,395

Academic Advisors
FTE 2.0; 69% 75%* budgeted.

$88,804

Financial Literacy Specialist
FTE 1.0; 69% 75%* budgeted.

$36,245

Instructional Service Coordinator
FTE 1.0; 69% 75%* budgeted.

$38,783

Embedded Tutoring Coordinator
FTE 0.5; 69% 75%* budgeted.

$19,391

Internship Coordinator
FTE 0.5; 69% 75%* budgeted.

$19,391

Student Employees
3,750 hours x $12 per hour.

$45,000

Faculty Stipends
1,875 hours x $29.16 per hour

$54,675

Benefits
• Statutory Benefits
• Healthcare Benefits

$65,068
$83,265

Travel
Title V Director needs to travel to a
mandatory meeting in Washington D.C.

$148,333

$1,536

Materials and Supplies

$18,447

Consultants and Contracts
• External Evaluator
• Diversity Consultants

$75,000

Total
*The revisions were made on October 27, 2020.

$25,000
$50,000

$600,000

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
11.2

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020

Item Title
New Grant Award
Closing Achievement Gaps Through
Holistic Support, Work-Based
Experiences, and Equity-Minded Practices
Phoenix College

Responsible Agents
Dr. Karla Fisher, Provost
Dr. Larry Johnson,
President of
Phoenix College

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board accept funding for Year 1 of the five-year grant
award “Closing Achievement Gaps Through Holistic Support, Work-Based Experiences, and
Equity-Minded Practices” awarded by the U.S. Department of Education, Developing HispanicServing Institutions Program - Title V, in the amount of $599,423.00 for funding period October
1, 2020 through September 30, 2021.
Justification
The award is a five-year project with total funding of $2,964,968.00 Grant funding will build
institutional capacity for access, equity, and accommodation across the student life cycle;
provide expanded and equitable access to student learning support, refine curriculum and
instructional practices and standards for embedded learning support, develop an integrated
Reading and Writing curriculum; establish a comprehensive, integrated student support solution
across STEM departments (by adopting the “Mathematics, Engineering, Science, Achievement”
model) to increase student achievement and completion, significantly develop opportunities for
student work-based experiences; and, increase institution-wide data literacy and data proficiency
to establish and catalyze data-driven planning and strengthen links between strategic planning
and institutional practice.

Funding
Source Department of Education
Account Information Restricted

Project Budget Summary
Closing Achievement Gaps Through Holistic Support,
Work-Based Experiences, and Equity-Minded Practices
October 1, 2020 - September 30, 2021
Salaries
Project Director
1 FTE
Part-time personnel
Faculty stipends, student success specialists,
student tutors

$ 177,450
$75,000
$102,450

Benefits
Project Director
Faculty stipends, student success specialists,
student tutors
Equipment
Travel

$ 58,509
$37,500
$21,009
$0
$ 41,000

Project Director (DOE annual conference),
faculty and staff development (equity-minded
practice, Leadership Community of Practice
Course).
Materials and Supplies

$ 207,464

Supplies for conducting online learning
support; additional Wi-Fi access points.
Participant Support

$ 41,200

Faculty and staff development, faculty
release time and mini grants, developing
OER materials, STEAM/MESA emerging
technologies,
Consultants and Contracts

$ 73,800

Equity consultant, Reading Apprenticeship
101 Course, online conferencing.
Indirect Costs
Total

$0
$599,423

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
11.3

Meeting Date ____10/27/2020________

Item Title
New Grant Award
Arizona Small Business Development
Center Network-Procurement Technical
Assistance Center

Responsible Agents
Dr. Karla Fisher, Provost

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve acceptance of a negotiated contract for
$468,968 from the U.S. Department Defense Logistics Agency, Office of Small Business
Programs, to the Maricopa Community Colleges. The contract was awarded for the Arizona
Small Business Development Center Network to operate the Arizona Procurement Technical
Assistance Center for the period of September 1, 2020 – August 31, 2021.
Justification
Maricopa Community Colleges, the “managing partner” in the Arizona Small Business
Development Center Network (AZSBDC), has been awarded the contract to operate the Arizona
Procurement Technical Assistance Center (AZPTAC). The AZSBDC Network provides business
counseling, training, and information resources to current and prospective small business owners.
The AZPTAC services are offered in parallel with those of the AZSBDC Network. This
significantly enhanced programs and services offered to entrepreneurs and small businesses. The
Network’s statewide SBDC infrastructure and partnerships have provided a strong base for the
collaborating and leveraging of these additional resources to benefit small businesses. For the
contract year that ended August 31, 2020, the AZPTAC worked with 570 new businesses, of which
335 were women owned and the remaining being small, disadvantaged, or Veteran owned
businesses. AZPTAC clients were awarded 1422 contracts for more than $121M in prime and
subprime contracts. Since 2012, the AZPTAC currently has 2500 active businesses with more than
5000 total businesses in the PTAC database.
Through the AZPTAC, the AZSBDC Network will be able to provide specialized and professional
technical assistance to individuals and businesses that are seeking to pursue and successfully
perform contracting and subcontracting opportunities with the Department of Defense, other
federal agencies, and/or state and local governments. This specialized and professional assistance
will include targeted outreach and counseling services to small businesses, particularly those that
are veteran owned and/or otherwise underserved.
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Project Budget Summary
Salaries
Position Title
Full-time:
1 – Program Manager
3 – Procurement Specialist
1 – Program Assistant
Position Title
Part time:
3 – Procurement Specialist
Benefits
Position Title
Full-time:
1 – Program Manager
3 – Procurement Specialist
1 – Program Assistant
Position Title
Part time:
3 – Procurement Specialist
Equipment
● Five Verizon “Hot Spots” mobile
internet access
Travel
● In State Travel - $15,310.00
● Out of State Travel - $12,500.00
● Includes hotel accommodations,
mileage, per diem and conference
registration
Materials and Supplies
● Databases that include client
management, bid matching,
$8500.00
● Database that aggregates purchase
orders, data from local, state, and
federal government agencies to
provide searching, reporting, and
analysis capabilities.
$7500
● Database to provide training and
webinars for staff and clients
$8200
● Office supplies, periodicals,
subscriptions and email campaign
support, web hosting and
printing/mailing

379,999.00
282,541.00

97,458.00
81,194.00
71,220.00

9,974.00
1,060.00
27,810.00

27,415.00

$3,215.00
Participant Support
(N/A)
Consultants and Contracts

Contractual costs for support staff of
● State SBDC Network office that includes
State Director leadership and
management in support of DoD/DLA
government relations and negotiations
● Information Technology
● Marketing
● Reporting/Administrative support.

25,460.00

Indirect Costs

190,000.00

Total

732,938.00

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
11.4

Item Title
Curriculum

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Responsible Agents
Dr. Karla Fisher,
Provost

Recommendation
The curriculum proposals attached have been processed through all procedures established
by the Maricopa County Community Colleges.
It is recommended that the proposals be approved as submitted.
AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS: Please refer to the curriculum summary starting on page 2
for a complete listing of all program and course proposals.
Justification
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1

GBA October 27, 2020 MCCCD Governing Board Action Items
Curriculum Summary
COURSE PROPOSALS:
Course Modifications………………………………………………………………………………………………….……page 4
EM

SLP104, SLP205, SLP210, SLP212, SLP214, SLP215, SLP217, SLP218, SLP235AA, SLP235AB,
SLP240, SLP242

GC

CHM090, PED101SM, PED101WT, PED101WW, PED101ZU, PED102WT, PED102WW, PED103SM

PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
Occupational Program Modifications (OPM)…………………………………………..……………….……….………page 10
EM

AAS/3776

Speech Language Pathology Assistant
College-Specific: EM

10

CCL/5994N

Speech Language Pathology Assistant
College-Specific: EM

10

New Academic Programs (NAP)………………………………….…………….………..…………….…………………page 11
EM

AA/8142

Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Speech and Hearing Science
Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM

11

RS

AA/8141

Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Law and Policy
Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM

11

Note: *Indicates addition of an Occupational Program through the Occupational Program Modification process.
2

CURRICULUM ACTIVITY: COURSES FOR October 27, 2020
Total Course Proposals Submitted (20 with 0 X-refs added and 0 X-refs deleted)
Proposal Type/Outcomes

CG

EM

GC

GW

MC

PV

PC

RS

SC

SM

DO

Totals

Course Deletion (CD)

0

New Course (NC)

0

Course Modification (CM)
Total Courses
College Columns

0

*Exp = Experimental Courses

12

8

12

8

20
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20

# = AES or MIS (Aerospace Studies or Military Science)

CURRICULUM ACTIVITY: PROGRAMS FOR October 27, 2020

Total Program Proposals Submitted (4)
Proposal Type/Outcomes
Occupational Program
Deletion (OPD)
New Occupational
Program (NOP)

CG

EM

GC

GW

MC

PV

PC

RS

SC

SM

DO

0
0

Occupational Program
Modification (OPM)

2

2

OPM-Program Addition
New Programs Created

0

Academic Program
Deletion (APD)
New Academic Program
(NAP)

0
1

2

1

Academic Program
Modification (APM)
APM-Program Addition
New Programs Created
Total
Modified Programs
Total
New Programs
Total Programs
College Columns

Totals

0
0
0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

4

Shared Programs include programs offered by two or more colleges and District Wide Programs are offered by all 10 colleges.

3

ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
CHM100

Preparation for Fundamental Chemistry

LEC

1.0

1.0

1.0

Change in: Number, Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
A preparatory course designed to review fundamental math and chemistry principles for students inexperienced or
insecure with these concepts. Stresses individualized instruction. Designed to prepare students for CHM130.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Acad
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
PED101RT

Resistance Training for Improved Sports Performance

L+L

1.0

2.0

2.0

Change in: Number, Title, Description, Course Notes, Competencies, Outline
Introduction to sport-specific resistance training programs to enhance athletic performance. Includes focus on
advanced assessment and sport-related resistance training, including Olympic lifting with a qualified instructor.
Prerequisites: None.
Course Notes: PED101RT may be repeated for credit.
Type: Occ
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
PED101SM

Swimming

L+L

1.0

2.0

2.0

Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline
Designed to improve cardiovascular fitness, flexibility and muscular endurance in an aquatic environment. Includes
instruction in, practice with and individualized coaching on the basic swim strokes, breathing techniques and
strategies to improve efficiency of movement in the water.
Prerequisites: None.
Course Notes: PED101SM may be repeated for credit.
Type: Occ
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
PED101WW

Weight Training for Women

L+L

1.0

2.0

2.0

Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline
Designed to introduce students of all fitness levels to the fundamentals of resistance training in a safe and
supportive environment. Includes hands-on demonstrations of and practice using equipment such as machine
weights, free weights, and/or Olympic lifts. Individual workout programs developed under instructor supervision and
strategies to integrate resistance training into lifestyle considered.
Prerequisites: None.
Course Notes: PED101WW may be repeated for credit.
Type: Occ
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4

ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
PED101ZU

Zumba® Fitness

L+L

1.0

2.0

2.0

Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline
Uses easy to follow dance movements and high energy music to enhance cardiovascular fitness and to promote
self-esteem and confidence in physical movement. Provides an accepting and encouraging atmosphere for
students of all levels to participate in a group fitness class.
Prerequisites: None.
Course Notes: PED101ZU may be repeated for credit.
Type: Occ
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

PED102RT

Resistance Training for Improved Sports Performance –
Intermediate

L+L

1.0

2.0

2.0

Change in: Number, Title, Description, Course Notes, Competencies, Outline
Intermediate level of sport specific programs designed to enhance athletic performance. Includes a focus on
advanced assessment and sport related resistance training including Olympic lifting and plyometrics with a qualified
instructor.
Prerequisites: None. Prior experience recommended.
Course Notes: PED102RT may be repeated for credit.
Type: Occ
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
PED102WW

Weight Training for Women - Intermediate

L+L

1.0

2.0

2.0

Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline
Designed to advance the resistance training routines of more experienced students in a progressive fashion.
Includes principles of and practice with the safe use of free and machine weights and Olympic lifts as well as
strategies for effective workouts. Customized training programs devised with instructor guidance. Consideration of
resistance training as part of a comprehensive health, fitness and wellness program included.
Prerequisites: None. Prior experience recommended.
Course Notes: PED102WW may be repeated for credit.
Type: Occ
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

5

ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
PED103SM

Swimming

L+L

0.5

1.0

1.0

Change in: Description, Competencies
Designed to improve cardiovascular fitness, flexibility and muscular endurance in an aquatic environment. Includes
instruction and coaching in basic swim strokes and breathing techniques as well as tips for improving efficiency of
movement in the water.
Prerequisites: None.
Course Notes: PED103SM may be repeated for credit.
Type: Occ
College: GC
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

SLP104

Speech, Language, and Hearing Development

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline
Provides an overview of the normal development of human communication. Emphasis on normative processes
involved in speech, language, and hearing development. Examines the impact of multicultural, multi-linguistic
environments on speech and language development.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
SLP205

Introduction to Communication Disorders

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline
Explore a variety of communication disorders in children and adults that speech-language pathologists diagnose
and treat. Provides an introduction to typical versus disordered communication, the causes, characteristics of a
variety of speech, language, hearing, and swallowing disorders, and the effects that they can have on those
afflicted with them.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
SLP210

Speech and Hearing Anatomy and Physiology

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Competencies, Outline
Provides a review of the anatomical systems of respiration, phonation, articulation and resonance and hearing and
their relationship to pathologies of speech, language and hearing. Includes basic physiology of systems and the
neuroanatomy and neurophysiology related to speech and hearing production mechanisms. Examines the physical
characteristics of sound and the structure and function of the human auditory system.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________

6

ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
SLP212

Language Disorders and Rehabilitation

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Examines the nature, causes and treatment of language disorders across the lifespan. Focuses on developmental
and acquired language disorders in childhood through adulthood. Includes multicultural/multilingual issues and
therapy observations.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

SLP214

Speech Sound Disorders and Phonetics

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Provides an overview of English phonetics and phonetic transcription including practice with transcription of normal
and disordered speech at the entry-level using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Examines the nature,
causes, characteristics and treatment of a variety of speech sound disorders across the lifespan including
phonological processes/disorders, articulation, dysarthria, apraxia, and other organic disorders. Includes
multicultural/multilingual issues and therapy observations.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
SLP215

Speech, Language, Hearing Disorders and Rehabilitation

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Examines the nature, causes, and treatment of a variety of speech, language, hearing disorders. Focuses on
fluency, voice, hearing, and swallowing/feeding disorders. Expands on language disorders in adolescents and
young adults including metacognition and cognitive strategies. Includes therapy observations.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
SLP217

Clinical Ethics and Documentation

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Examines issues associated with professional and ethical behaviors, including the Speech Language Pathology
Assistant (SLPA) scope of practice as specified by state and national governing bodies for the profession. Focuses
on indirect activities related to client treatment including creation of lessons, implementation of treatment, and
documentation. Includes an overview of universal safety precautions, confidentiality, compliance with
laws/regulations, and service delivery options in both the educational and health care systems.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
SLP218

Behavior Management

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Examines a variety of behavior principles, strategies and techniques used with individuals with communication
disorders. Focuses on setting up a positive learning environment, increasing motivation and attention, and using
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) with clients.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
SLP235AA

Speech-Language Pathology Practicum

L+L

1.0

1.0

1.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Practical experience in completing clinical fieldwork as a Speech Language Pathology Assistant (SLPA). Provides
opportunity to create lesson plans, implement therapy, record client performance and maintain appropriate
documentation for a variety of speech-language disorders in a therapeutic environment. A minimum of 50 hours for
the clinical interaction experience in this course is required.
Prerequisites: None.
Course Notes: SLP235AA may be repeated for a total of two (2) credit hours.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
SLP235AB

Speech-Language Pathology Practicum

L+L

2.0

2.0

2.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Practical experience in completing clinical fieldwork as a Speech Language Pathology Assistant (SLPA). Provides
opportunity to create lesson plans, implement therapy, record client performance and maintain appropriate
documentation for a variety of speech-language disorders in a therapeutic environment. A minimum of 100 hours
for the clinical interaction experience in this course is required.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: CM
COURSE MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
ACT CREDITS PERIODS LOAD
SLP240

Assistive Technology and Augmentative Communication

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Examines the use of Assistive Technology (AT) and Augmentative Alternative Communication (AAC) systems
within various environments to support functional interaction with individuals with disabilities. Focuses on a variety
of guiding principles, strategies, accommodations, modifications, computer hardware and software as well as lowtech and high-tech AT and AAC systems. Provides guidelines for need identification and implementation of AT and
AAC systems within therapeutic and natural environments.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
SLP242

Low Incidence Disabilities

LEC

3.0

3.0

3.0

Change in: Description, Requisite, Competencies, Outline
Examines disabilities with a focus on treatment techniques for low incidence disabilities. Focuses on blindness,
deafness, moderate to severe intellectual disability, complex health issues, serious motor and physical impairment,
multiple disabilities, genetic syndromes, moderate to severe autism, and social emotional disabilities. Includes
therapy observations.
Prerequisites: None.
Type: Occ
College: EM
Effective: 2021 Fall
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: OPM
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
Award/Major Code: AAS/3776
Initiating College: EM
Program Availability: College-Specific: EM

Program Title: Speech Language Pathology Assistant
Effective Term: 2021 Fall

Total Program Credits: 60-68
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
IC: Occupational Administrators (53)
Field of Interest: Health Sciences

CIP Code: 51.0816
Faculty Initiator: Jacqui Jesse

Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria,
Restricted Electives, General Education Total Credits, General Education Core Credits, Mathematics Credits,
Mathematics Requirements, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes
Description: The Associate in Applied Science (AAS) in Speech Language Pathology Assistant is designed to
provide comprehensive academic and practical education and training for Speech-Language Pathology Assistants.
The program provides curriculum and clinical experience in working with individuals with communication disorders
across the lifespan. The program content is aligned with the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
(ASHA) guidelines and the Arizona State License Statute for Speech Language Pathology Assistants. In addition to
work in the classroom, the program provides students with the opportunity to gain practical experience in working
with clients under the direction and supervision of an ASHA certified speech-language pathologist. A Certificate of
Completion (CCL) in Speech Language Pathology Assistant is also available.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Award/Major Code: CCL/5994N
Initiating College: EM
Program Availability: College-Specific: EM

Program Title: Speech Language Pathology Assistant
Effective Term: 2021 Fall

Total Program Credits: 32
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
IC: Occupational Administrators (53)
Field of Interest: Health Sciences

CIP Code: 51.0816
Faculty Initiator: Guided Pathways

Proposed Changes: Total Program Credits, Program Description, SOC Code, Program Notes, Admission Criteria,
Required Courses Credits, Required Courses, Program Competencies / Learning Outcomes
Description: The Certificate of Completion (CCL) in Speech Language Pathology Assistant is designed to provide
comprehensive academic and practical education and training for Speech-Language Pathology Assistants. The
program provides curriculum and clinical experience in working with individuals with communication disorders
across the lifespan. The program content is aligned with the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
(ASHA) guidelines and the Arizona State License Statute for Speech Language Pathology Assistants. In addition to
work in the classroom, the program provides students with the opportunity to gain practical experience in working
with clients under the direction and supervision of an ASHA certified speech-language pathologist. An Associate in
Applied Science (AAS) in Speech Language Pathology Assistant is also available.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT: NAP
NEW ACADEMIC PROGRAMS: MARICOPA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
MCCCD GOVERNING BOARD DATE: 10/27/2020
Award/Major Code: AA/8142

Program Title: Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Speech and
Hearing Science
Initiating College: EM
Effective Term: 2021 Fall
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM
Total Program Credits: 60-64
CIP Code: 51.0201
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
Faculty Initiator: Jacqui Jesse
IC: Occupational Administrators (53)
Field of Interest: Health Sciences
Description: The Associate in Arts (AA), Emphasis in Speech and Hearing Sciences provides the first two years of
a four-year curriculum for students who wish to specialize in speech and hearing sciences and/or are preparing for
application to professional graduate programs in speech-language pathology, audiology, or auditory and language
neuroscience. With a graduate degree, students may pursue a number of careers, including but not limited to,
speech language pathologist, audiologist, speech scientist, and researcher. Students interested in becoming a
Speech Language Pathology Assistant should refer to the Certificate of Completion (CCL) and Associate in Applied
Science (AAS) in Speech Pathology Assistant.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Award/Major Code: AA/8141
Program Title: Associate in Arts, Emphasis in Law and Policy
Initiating College: RS
Effective Term: 2021 Fall
Program Availability: Shared by: CG, EM, GC, GW, MC, PC, PV, RS, SC, SM
Total Program Credits: 60-64
CIP Code: 22.0000
Faculty Initiator: Jennifer Fay and Jacqui Jesse
Overall G.P.A.: 2.00
IC: Administration of Justice Studies (01) and Political Science (59)
Field of Interest: Behavioral Sciences and Human Services
Description: The Associate in Arts (AA), Emphasis in Law and Policy degree provides the first two years of a fouryear curriculum for students who wish to specialize in law and policy or are preparing for graduate programs in law
or other related fields. With a bachelor's degree, students may work in areas where a license to practice law is not
required. These areas include, but are not limited to compliance, contracts, risk management, human resources,
public policy, probation, insurance, finance, real estate, city planning and administration.
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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CONSENT AGENDA ACTION
ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
12.1

Meeting Date _October 27, 2020_____
Item Title
Responsible Agents
59th Avenue Land Swap
Dr. James Moore, Interim
Chief Operating Officer
Dr. Shari Olson, President
South Mountain
Community College

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve a land swap between Rexco, LLC and
Maricopa County Community College District for land located on 59th Avenue in Laveen.
Justification
The Maricopa County Community College District purchased 43 acres of land at this location
on January 4, 2007. The purchase created a location for a future satellite campus of South
Mountain Community College. The land was purchased from Rexco, LLC, who still remains
our neighbor on the northern and western boundary of the lot. When the land was purchased
it was expected that the western boundary of our property would be the future 202 South
Mountain Freeway. When the finalized route for the freeway was drawn it created a 2.2 acre
strip of land on our western boundary that would be owned by Rexco, LLC. This land
provides no value to Rexco. In an effort to commercialize the property they were hoping to
install multiple billboards. These billboards would have been sandwiched between our land
and the 202 South Mountain freeway.
After meeting with Rexco and sharing our desire that they not place billboards on that
location we negotiated a trade of equal 2.2 acre parcels that would give MCCCD control of
the land west all the way to the freeway in exchange for carving off 2.2 acres of the northern
boundary of the MCCCD property. This proposed swap is detailed in the attached drawing.
The area outlined in red is land currently owned by Maricopa that would be transferred to
Rexco and the area outlined in blue is currently owned by Rexco and will be transferred to
Maricopa County Community College District.
The importance of controlling the land that runs parallel to the freeway is the future
opportunity to market the campus directly upon the freeway. This can be accomplished
easily by creating a line of sight to the MCCCD South Mountain satellite campus from the
freeway and/or the installation of a monument sign drawing direct attention to the campus.
If approved, Rexco has agreed to pay for an updated American Land Title Association (ALTA)
survey and all recording fees to complete the transaction.
Funding
Source
Account Information

Cost Neutral for MCCCD

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title

12.2

Conceptual Approval for
Remodeling the Fourth Floor at
Mesa Community College,
Downtown Center

Responsible Agents

Dr. James Moore, Interim
Chief Operating Officer
Dr. Lori Berquam, Interim
President, Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
We recommend that the Governing Board provide Conceptual Approval to remodel approximately
13,502 gross sq. ft. (gsf) of the fourth (4th) floor at Mesa Community College’s Downtown Center (DTC),
located at 145 N. Centennial Way, Mesa, AZ, with a Total Project Budget of $532,529.00.

Justification
The Capital Development Advisory Council reviewed this item at its October 20, 2020 meeting and
recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action.
Mesa Community College would like to expand the MITI-EV program at Mesa’s Downtown Center. The
Institute will gain 4 classrooms, a computer lab, tutoring room, conference room, ten offices with storage
space, and gathering spaces for students to congregate before and after class.
MITI-EV will host the following programs in the newly remodeled space: Apple Everyone Can Code,
AppleCare Technician Training, Blockchain, Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud, Adobe, iPhone
Operating System (IOS) Application Development and the Techpreneur Experience Apple Consultants
Network (ACN) Institute
The MITI-EV program includes participation with MCC, SCC, and CGCC. Instructors from SCC and CGCC
will be relocated into the new space. This program is currently operating from a temporary location in an
adjacent building at 165 N. Centennial Way in Mesa.
The scope of work will include the demolition of existing walls, new framing and finishes, upgrades to the
existing data cabling infrastructure, new flooring material and furnishings. The existing offices and one
classroom were previously occupied by Northern Arizona University (NAU) and four other adjacent
classrooms were occupied by the EMT program.

The Total Project Budget of $532,529.00 will be provided as follows:
$532,529.00

MCC Prop 301

Source
Account Information

Funding

Prop 301
MCC04-DTNMESEC-321-802345-INST_SPPT-1106-GOAL1-CONST
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CONCEPTUAL PHASE APPROVAL FOR
COLLEGE FACILITY DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCING
DATE:
COLLEGE:

9/16/20
Mesa Community College

PROJECT:
IT Institute DTC 4th Floor Remodel
PROJECT #: CM/Grants #1106

I.

PROJECT MANAGER: Steve Azevedo
LOCATION, if not main campus: MCC’s Downtown
Center, 145 N. Centennial Way, Mesa, Az.
FUNDING SOURCE(S): Prop 301

Action Request Summary
Mesa Community College requests Conceptual Phase approval for remodeling of the 4th floor of its
Downtown Center (DTC), located at 145 N. Centennial Way, Mesa, Arizona, with a Total Project
Budget of $532,529.00. This project includes partial remodeling to provide a permanent location
for the Maricopa Information Technology Institute – East Valley (MITI-EV) program. This work will
provide remodeled spaces for classrooms, students, and faculty. MITI-EV will host the following
programs in the newly remodeled space: Apple Everyone Can Code, AppleCare
Technician Training, Blockchain, Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud, Adobe, iPhone Operating
System (IOS) Application Development and the Techpreneur Experience Apple Consultants
Network (ACN) Institute
The MITI-EV program includes participation with the MCC, SCC, and CGCC, and instructors from
SCC and CGCC will be relocated into this space. This is a current program that is operating from
a temporary location at 165 Centennial Way in Mesa.

II.

Supporting District and College Mission, Goals and Strategic Plans
Supporting the District Mission:
X
University Transfer Education
X
General Education
 Developmental Education
X
Workforce Development
 Student Development Services
 Continuing Education
X
Community Education
 Civic Responsibility
 Global Engagement
Supporting the District and Board Outcomes:
X
University Transfer Education and General Education
X
Workforce and Economic Development
 Developmental Education
X
Community Development and Civic and Global Engagement

III.

Previous Board Action on this Project
None. This is the initial request for Board action.
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IV.

Policy Requirement
Administrative Regulation 1.14 Capital Development Projects
1.14.1 The Capital Development Advisory Council is designated by the District’s Governing
Board to review and approve Capital Development Projects and to approve guidelines for
the administration and management of Capital Development projects in the Maricopa
Community College District.
1.14.2 CDAC is responsible for the initial review and approval of the following, which are then
forwarded to the Governing Board for final approval:
A. Conceptual Approval of Capital Development Projects with a budget greater than
$500,000.

V.

Project Scope/Description/Justification

Maricopa IT Institute-EV (MITI-EV) will be expanding to the fourth floor at Mesa’s Downtown
Center. The total square footage for the MITI-EV program is 13,502 square feet. [of 38,431 total
floor area sf]. The Institute will gain 4 classrooms, a computer lab, a tutoring room, a conference
room, 10 offices, with storage space and soft gathering spaces for students to congregate. The
scope of work will include demolition, new framing, new finishes, new media, new furniture, data
cabling upgrade, and new flooring. The existing offices and one classroom were previously
occupied by NAU and four other classrooms were occupied by the EMT program, which is being
relocated. Cabling upgrades are necessary to replace the outdated NAU network system with
MCC’s network system. The costs for relocating the EMT program are separate and not part of this
project.
VI.

Describe Any Alternatives That Were Considered In Lieu of New Construction or Significant
Remodeling
A nearby alternative site was considered at one time. This involved leasing a building from the City
of Mesa, but it was determined that investing the money into property MCC owns is a better longterm solution. MCC does not have any other available space to accommodate this program.

VII.

Recommended Project Delivery Method and Process
The DTC IT Institute project will be constructed using Job Order Contracting delivery method.
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VIII.

Estimated Project Schedule
Construction
Probable Occupancy

IX.

Nov 2020 – May 2021
June 2021

Estimated Total Project Budget
Construction
Technology (voice and data, A/V)
Furniture and/or Equipment
Miscellaneous, including Contingency
Total Project Budget
Total Project Cost
Total Project Cost per GSF
Estimated Construction Cost
Estimated Construction Cost per GSF

$281,202.53
$122,572.50
$106,753.45
$22,000.52
$532,529.00
$532,529.00
$ 39.44/gsf
$ 281,202.53
$ 20.83/gsf

Funding Sources
Prop 301 (remodel only)
X.

$532,529.00

Project Data
A. Project Description, including the compliance/impact on the Facilities Plan for the campus/site.
Since the 2004 G.O. Bond projects are completed, there is currently no campus facilities plan
in place.
B. Proposed Gross Square Footage by Use
TOTAL PROPOSED GROSS SQUARE FEET (gsf): 13,502
GSF by Use:
Administration:
Community Room
Faculty Services:
Classrooms:

800
3500
2000
5000

(with the balance in circulation, restrooms, janitorial, mechanical/electrical rooms and other
support spaces)
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C. Amount of space (gsf) and utilization of space by program
Space or Persons by Program (as listed above)
Current
Space (gsf)
Students (headcount or FTSE)
Faculty (persons or FTE)
Administration (persons or FTE)
Projected
Space with this project (gsf)
Students (headcount or FTSE)
Faculty (persons or FTE)
Administration (persons or FTE)

2,600
60
3
1
13,500
360 including events
10
1

XI.

OTHER APPICABLE SCOPE OR ADDITIONAL WORK (categories not listed above):

XII.

VACATED SPACE:
Space being remodeled was formally occupied by NAU for degree programs.

XIII.

DOES THIS PROJECT ADDRESS FIRE, LIFE SAFETY OR MAINTENANCE ISSUES IN AN
EXISTING FACILITY?

(number of parking spaces, including in a parking garage, additional cooling capacity for a utility project, etc.)

The fire sprinkler/suppression system will be modified to accommodate the various changes in
space resulting from the remodel.
XIV.

IS THIS PROJECT DESIGNED TO CORRECT CURRENT DEFICIENCIES IN THE EXISTING
FACILITY?
The NAU network system will be replaced with a new MCC network system.

XV.

DOES THIS PROJECT INCLUDE ANY PROPOSED SHELL (UNFINISHED) SPACE?
None.
.

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
12.3

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title

Job Order Contracting Purchase Order for
Gym Locker Area Plumbing Upgrade and
Remodel at
Mesa Community College

Responsible Agents

Dr. James Moore, Interim Chief
Operating Officer
Dr. Lori Berquam, Interim
President, Mesa
Community College

Recommendation
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a Job Order Contracting (JOC) Purchase Order in the
amount of Eight Hundred Four Thousand Eighty Six and 98/100th Dollars ($804,086.98) to
S.D. Crane Builders, Inc.
for the remodel of the Theo J. Heap Gymnasium Building Locker Areas at Mesa Community College.

Justification
The Capital Development Advisory Council reviewed this item at its October 20, 2020 meeting and
recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action.
The Heap Gymnasium was originally constructed in 1967. Most of the plumbing and finishes are original and in need
of replacement. The remodel will consist of converting the original Women's PE locker room into the Women's Varsity
sports locker room. The space that the Women's Varsity sports currently occupy is old and too smalll to be in compliance
with the current Title IX requirements.The current Women's Varsity locker room will be converted into two separate
men and women's locker rooms for general campus and department use, such as Dance and Physical Fitness. All of
the lockers, showers, and restroom facilities will be brought up to current ADA code and within Title IX compliance.
The scope of work will include the demolition of concrete in order to replace the underground plumbing supply lines
and sewer waste lines. Also included will be new restroom and shower partitions, wall tile and fixtures, flooring, lockers,
ceilings, doors and door hardware, as well as new HVAC exhaust ductwork per the Deferred Maintenance
recommendations.
SD Crane Builders, Inc. has submitted a cost proposal of $804,086.98 for this work under their existing
JOC Agreement with the Maricopa County Community College District (#3424-2-03).
The anticipated completion date June 2021.
Funding for this JOC PO will be provided from College Capital and The FY21 Districtwide Deferred
Maintenance Program funds, from the existing $840,668.00 multi-funded Total Project Budget.

Funding
Source College Capital/ Districtwide Deferred Maintenance
Account Information $117,298.80 MCC04-57275-MCMAINCA-711-801985-CONST

$686,788.18 MCC04-57275-SCCMAINICA-711-801985-DEFMT

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
12.4

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title

Construction Award for Student Center
Roof Replacement at
Scottsdale Community College

Responsible Agents

Dr. James Moore, Interim
Chief Operating Officer
Ms. Chris Haines, Interim
President of Scottsdale
Community College

Recommendation
We recommend that the Governing Board approve a contract award in the amount of Nine Hundred
Thirteen Thousand Two Hundred Forty and No/100ths Dollars ($913,240.00) to
Roofing Southwest
to replace the roofing system of the Student Center (SC) building at Scottsdale Community College.

Justification
The Capital Development Advisory Council reviewed this item at its October 20, 2020 meeting and
recommended that it be submitted for Governing Board action.
District Facilities Planning and Development (FP&D) and SCC Maintenance and Operations recommend
replacement of the existing R-Mer-Lite roofing system on the Student Center (Sections 1-3) at the Chaparral
campus. The existing 69,219 SF roof is from the original installation, and after many years, suffers from
continued leaks which can no longer be repaired on a piecemeal basis. The scope of work includes removal
and replacement of the existing metal roofing system, including the lightweight concrete tapering slabs,
with a TPO (Thermoplastic Polyolefin) roofing over tapered insulation system. The scope of work also
includes improving the overall drainage slopes as well as new metal flashings, gutters and downspouts.
Purchasing publicly advertised the Invitation for Bid (IFB) and received five responses on September 29,
2020. Roofing Southwest submitted the lowest responsive, responsible bid of $913,240.00, which
includes base bid only. The following represents the bid tabulation:
Company

Amount

Roofing Southwest
JBS Roofing
Roofing Solutions
Progressive Roofing
Starkweather Roofing

$913,240.00
$919,789.00
$994,200.00
$1,042,000.00
$1,084,578.00

The anticipated completion for this work is Spring 2021.
The Total Project Budget of $1,000,000 will be provided from Plant funds, from the annual District-wide
Roofing Maintenance program.

Source
Account Information

Funding

Districtwide Roofing Maintenance
$913,240.00 SCC05-57275-SCMAINCA-711-801985-OP/PLNTMNT1364-SS BLDG ROOF…ROOF

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
12.5

Meeting Date October 27, 2020
Item Title
AntiVirus Software

Responsible Agents
Dr. James Moore, Interim
Chief Operating Officer
Dr. Mark Koan, Vice
Chancellor, Information
Technology Services

Recommendation
It is recommended that the Governing Board approve the expenditure of budgeted funds for
the replacement of the current endpoint protection (antivirus) software, which was purchased
in 2016 and expires later this fiscal year. This software is critical to the protection of
Maricopa’s data, network and system from viruses and malware. Costs for endpoint
protection solutions have already been built into the ongoing, annual IT operational budget,
so no new money is being requested. The request for approval is for an ongoing expense not
to exceed $295,000 annually (over a 3-year term). The product and support will be obtained
from vendors and/or contracts such as, but not limited to CDW-G (AZ State contract
ADSPO17-149774).
Justification
Antivirus software, now more commonly called endpoint protection software, is a critical
component of Maricopa’s threat defense system. Each computer on Maricopa’s network must
be protected against viruses and malware to prevent data loss, ransomware attacks, and other
digital threats that can compromise the integrity and security of our technology infrastructure
and systems -- and most importantly, the sensitive data that resides there.
The software purchased in 2016 was made with a 5-year commitment and worked out to
roughly $93,000 per year. This previous software has presented some technical challenges for
colleges and the district office in terms of deployment, maintenance, and monitoring. Many
malware attacks are difficult to defend against without modern Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR) technology, which the current software lacks. The current software has also
been prohibited for use by the US Government. Given that, after a thorough evaluation of the
market, the IT leaders in Maricopa have selected a new solution that will provide better
protection that includes advanced, Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based threat detection. Of
particular interest, this new solution provides unlimited licensing for student and employee use
of a home antivirus product on their personally owned devices. This is extremely valuable as
more students than ever are now learning online and accessing Maricopa systems with their
personal devices. The latter benefit represents a potential value of more than $7,500,000 for
students alone.
Maricopa has well over 30,000 desktops, laptops, and servers to protect. With 35,000 licenses,
the new solution will enable full protection across the district and allow for modest growth.
The solution is designed to work on all major operating systems, and it includes full support
Funding
Source
Account Information DSTWD-802155--INFOTECH-110-INST_SPPT

for servers as well as desktops and laptops. This unifies the support framework for all of our
endpoint solutions.

Benefits
Maricopa has been consolidated on a common platform district-wide since the current
solution was purchased in 2016. This consolidated approach saves money, improves
our ability to defend against threats, and allows for better product support across the
district.
As security threats have continued to evolve, the technologies that defend against them
must also evolve. Maricopa must update its software portfolio to defend against such
threats and the risk they pose to our data, our ability to conduct business, and ultimately,
our reputation.
Strategically, procuring and deploying high quality, modern software for endpoint
(antivirus) protection does the following:
• Reduces downtime and enables more rapid return to normal business operations
for mission critical applications and services in the event of a disaster.
• Improves uptime, resiliency and availability of systems and services hosted in
the cloud.
• Reduces the district’s threat attack surface.
• Improves flexibility, dynamic scalability and growth for the business demands
at a reduced cost and deployment time.
• Introduces Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) technology capable of
detecting, preventing, and eliminating polymorphic (malware that alters its
appearance) threats that traditional antivirus solutions cannot.
• Leverages Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Deep Learning technology to
accurately identify and defend against unknown and emerging threats.
• Included with the licensing for Maricopa-owned devices is free antivirus
software that will allow all students, faculty, and staff to download up to 10
licenses to protect their personal devices. The colleges will not control or
support the software installed on personal devices, which removes any privacy
or support concerns. Additionally, native analytics will show how many users
have installed the product, allowing for high level reporting features.

Funding

Source
Account Information DSTWD-802155--INFOTECH-110-INST_SPPT

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
12.6

Meeting Date __October 27, 2020_
Item Title
Radio Research Consortium
(KJZZ and KBAQ)

Responsible Agents
Dr. James Moore, Interim
Chief Operating Officer
Kate Smith, Interim President,
Rio Salado College

Recommendation
We recommend that the Governing Board approved a contract extension with Radio Research
Consortium Inc. (RRC) for audience research and measurement services for radio stations KJZZ and
KBAQ. Approval of the five year renewal allows Radio Research Consortium to proceed under existing
contract during the pandemic and to negotiate on our behalf the agreements with Nielsen Audience
services for listener information and research. We seek approval of the Governing Board for the five year
contract extension

Justification
The Radio Research Consortium (RRC) negotiates for non-commercial broadcast stations with Nielsen Audience
services for audience metrics including data on listening and listening trends. The RRC works on behalf of public
stations KJZZ and KBAQ, as well as non-commercial public broadcasters across the country for access to that data
and research. The RRC uses the bargaining power of many stations to acquire the data at more reasonable rate.
The radio stations (KJZZ and KBAQ) have been working with the RRC for more than two decades as a provider of
non-commercial audience data. The RRC was established to give access to proprietary datea from Nielsen Audience
services. Nielsen is the sole collector and provider of audience data for media organizations. Nielsen traditionally
works with commercial media and commerical pricing. This contract extension has been proposed by the RRC during
the pandemic as a simple solution to contract agreements.

Source
Account Information

Funding

Project Budget Summary

Contractual Services
Radio Research Consortium Inc
Audience metrics and research
(KJZZ and KBAQ)

$96,000.00
(est. annually)

Travel

$0.00

Materials and Supplies

$0.00

Participant Support

$0.00

Consultants and Contracts

$0.00

Indirect Costs

$0.00

Total

$480,000.00

Instructions for Action Item and Budget Summary
Externally-funded grant projects are presented for governing board acceptance via the
board’s consent agenda. Use the Consent Agenda Action Item form downloadable from the
board or grants department web sites. Please submit completed Action Items to the Grants
Development & Management Department. We will review and forward them to the
Governing Board Office and the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost’s office.
Action Item Form
The Item Number will be assigned when it is presented for agenda review and
Approvals/Certifications will be completed in the course of the process. Unless a college

president requires signing beforehand, the item may be submitted without the president’s
signature which may be secured at agenda review.
Enter the Meeting Date for the Governing Board meeting at which this will be presented.
Enter the Responsible Agents. These will typically be the Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost
and the college president for which the college for which the grant is funded. When seeking
acceptance for a grant award coming from the Maricopa Community Colleges Foundation, use
the specific Action Item form developed for grants from the foundation.
Enter the Title of the project The first line of the title identifies whether the grant is a New Grant
or a Continuing Grant. On the second line under title enter the name of the funding source and
the title of the grant project. Please refrain from using acronyms for the name of the funding
source and the project title in this project title line.
Recommendation
This section states the request for acceptance. Please include the following:
•
•
•

Name of the funding source;
The amount of the award;
The period of performance.

Typically, this section begins with, “It is recommended that the Governing Board accept …”
followed by the required information in a narrative format.
If you use an acronym or abbreviation in this and/or the following sections, please be sure the
term or name is spelled out the first time it is referenced
Justification
This section briefly describes the purpose of the funding being received. It is typically comprised
of a simple overview of the project, a statement of the target population, and the intent or
expected impact of the project. It is important to be succinct and clear without going into great
detail. It is not advisable to list goals and objectives. It is not advisable to include outcome
measures, details about percentage or number improvement, or specific information about
expected performance.
Funding
In the lower left corner are two entries. Enter the name of the funding source for Source and
enter restricted for Account Identification.
Attached Budget Summary
An action item must include a Budget Summary that you create and attach. A template is
included with these instructions. Budgets and line item designations do vary, so the template is
intended as a guide, but you may use it as it is with your own information. At the same time, the
majority of federal grant budget summaries can be presented using this template and the budgets
of other funding sources can be calculated to fit the template. The budget template here is the one
with which board members are most familiar. That goes a long way in their reviewing and
receiving your request positively.

Personnel: List personnel individually by job title and the associated salary dollars requested
from the grant for each position. Include FTE or, if only a portion of an existing employee’s time
is being paid for by the grant, the percentage of time for which the salary is requested.
Benefits: Enter the benefits being requested for each position.
Equipment: A grant may or may not have equipment in the budget.
Remember, equipment is defined as anything $5,000 or over for a single item. If individual items
to be purchased are less than $5,000 but comprise a “system” that require such things as
accessories, software, or professional installation to function as intended, then the total cost the
purchase is considered. If that total cost is $5,000 or more than the purchase is listed as
equipment.
Travel: Enter the travel budget. List who is travelling and the purpose of their travel.
Materials and Supplies: List the amount requested by the grant. If the dollar amount is large or
a significant portion of the grant, provide a brief description of what is being purchased.
Remember, computer and electronic purchases are typically included in this line item since
individual items usually do not cost $5,000 or more. If a grant is funding a large number of
computers or electronic devices (e.g ipads, devices for ADA accommodation), the amount can
become a large number or percentage of the grant.
Participant Support: Enter amount for funds being paid for scholarships and stipends. Include
who the funds are paid to (students, faculty).
Consultants and Contracts: Enter the amount requested by the grant to pay consultants or to
contract for goods or services. If the amount is significant, provide a brief description about what
items or services are being purchased. It is not advised to mention contractor names, just
functions.
Indirect Costs: Enter the amount for indirect costs.
Total: Enter the grand total of the grant request.
Other Line Items: It may be necessary to enter other line items when you are presenting a
customized budget. If the line items in this template are part of such a budget, be sure to include
them and ADD additional line items. Keep in mind, large amounts in a single line item should
include brief but not overly detailed descriptions.

CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
13.1

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020
Item Title
Compensation Philosophy

Responsible Agents
Dr. James Moore,
Interim COO
Dr. Georgetta Kelly,
Chief Human Resources Officer

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Governing Board approve the attached Compensation Philosophy.

Justification

The Governing Board at its January 22, 2019 meeting directed the Administration in collaboration with the
Faculty Administration Collaboration Team (FACT) and classified employee representatives to develop a
fair and equitable compensation philosophy for Governing Board review by the June 2019 meeting. The
Board affirmed that the District’s most important resource is our faculty and staff, and compensation and
reward systems play an important role in the success of any organization. Fair and equitable compensation
is a must for the long-term sustainability of MCCCD.
Re-visioning of the District’s Compensation Philosophy resets the foundation for inspiring a culture of total
compensation care by valuing the contributions in achieving organizational outcomes, acknowledging
variations in economic conditions, and fostering an atmosphere of continuous growth and learning.
Through this framework, the District is affirming its belief that people matter and are valued across the
District’s community and that we will continue to be good stewards of public resources. It also reestablishes
the District’s commitment to attract and retain a highly talented workforce
The attached recommended Compensation Philosophy has been reviewed and is supported by the Faculty
Executive Council, Employee Group Organizing Council (Interim Employee Senate), CEC, and FACT.
The Human Resources Division is actively working to develop a long-range compensation strategy to
present to the Board for discussion and approval that aligns with the goals and objectives of the attached
philosophy.

Source
Account Information

Funding

MCCCD Compensation Philosophy
Maricopa County Community College District recognizes that its most valuable resource is its people. We
acknowledge that pay, benefits, and professional development serve as motivating drivers in attracting and
retaining a highly talented and accomplished workforce. Through a blended compensation approach, we
are able to balance the needs and aspirations of the workforce with the strategic and fiscal goals of our
organizational community.
The District’s compensation program supports five (5) primary goals:
1. Build and sustain an engaged and talented workforce through progressive career mobility programs;
2. Maintain a total compensation model that values and supports pillars of care (i.e. health and wellness,
workplace flexibility, paid time off, and community involvement), aligns with market trends, and
recognizes innovative practices.
3. Being good and prudent stewards in the use and administration of public funds;
4. Uphold predictable, fair, and equitable pay practices.
5. Valuing individual and organizational achievements in maintaining a high-performance culture.
MCCCD will accomplish these goals through:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Adaptability: Understanding that we must accommodate variations and changes in job requirements,
the market, and the economy.
External Competitiveness: Ensuring pay ranges are reflective of comparable peer groups within the
relevant labor market and the local region at the minimum, midpoint, and maximum of the salary
ranges.
Modernization: Working collaboratively to maintain a long-range strategy for compensation that
includes salary progression within the range and career mobility.
Continuous learning and growth: Promoting an environment of learning through professional growth
opportunities and allocations.
Cultivation: Appreciating the commitment of those who devote significant time to mentor and coach
others.
Honoring Service: Valuing the tenure of our employees through service recognition and appreciation
rewards.

Non-Monetary Rewards
It is also critically important for the District to retain and motivate its talent by:
●
●
●
●

Increasing employee engagement and providing better support for individual and organizational
success.
Supporting peer-to-peer connections by allowing greater opportunities for peers to reward and
recognize each other.
Utilizing informal recognition to maintain morale. Kind gestures can go a long way in building a
culture where people matter.
Promoting an atmosphere where contributions are acknowledged and appreciated.

INFORMATION ITEM
Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
14.1

Meeting Date: October 27, 2020_

Item Title
EMPLOYMENT & SEPARATIONS

Responsible Agents
Dr. James Moore, Interim
Chief Operating Officer

August 22, 2020 - September 18, 2020

Recommendation
In accordance with employee group policies, the attached pages show personnel actions that were
approved. Budget approvals have been granted and are on file for the personnel actions in this
item, which covers the period from August 22, 2020, through September 18, 2020, for both nonfaculty and faculty personnel.
Please see below for the previous and current month’s personnel actions. Hires and separations
totals are based on data in HCM as of September 21, 2020.
In summary, there were 39 new hires, with the majority residing in the Non-Faculty group. Included
in the report is funding information to indicate whether a hire was a replacement for an existing
budget line or if the hire was a new budget line. The attached lists are sorted by location and
employee type. The breakdown is as follows:

Hires
Non-Faculty Hires
Non-Faculty Short-Term Hires
Non-Faculty Hires Specially Funded
Residential Faculty Hires
Residential Faculty Hires, OYO/OSO
Residential Faculty Hires, Specially Funded
Contracted Executive hires
Total Hires

Separations

July 18 –
August 21

August 22 –
September 18

July 18 –
August 21

August 22 –
September 18

20
7
2
42
45
0
0
116

16
6
7
4
6
0
0
39

Non-Faculty Separations
26
18
Non-Faculty Short-Term Separations
2
4
Non-Faculty Separations Specially Funded
2
3
Residential Faculty Separations
15
2
Residential Faculty Separations, OYO/OSO
1
1
Residential Faculty Separations, Specially Funded
0
0
Contracted Executive Separations
0
0
Total Separations
46
28
The separations page(s) of the report, indicates the type of separation for each former employee.
The total number of separations for this period was 28.

New Position Information – September Governing Board
Overall, the report identified 39 hires, and out of the 39, six (6) were identified as "new."
Of the six (6) new positions, only one was a permanent position. During this same
period, 28 separations were reported, which resulted in a net increase to the District fulltime employees of 11.
The one new permanent position was approved in a budget before FY21. The position
has a direct impact on student enrollment, success, and completion. Specific position
information is below:
•

One (1) position is at Phoenix College (PC), Position No. 10024047,
Residential Faculty, Computer Information Systems. This position is an
instructional position allocated to the College in FY19 as part of the District's
60/40 initiative. Additionally, this position supports the new Maricopa IT
Institute.

The other three categories reported on in this Board Item are short term, specially
funded (staff and faculty).
Short Term Hires are not permanent positions. They have an end date of their
employment. In most cases, Colleges or Divisions create short term positions to
backfill a temporary position as the incumbent is filling another position within the
District; to evaluate the need for a permanent position, or to determine what level
position will meet the goals of the College or Department. Of the 12 short term
hires, three (3) were “new” positions.
An overview is below:
•

Mesa Community College (MCC) had one (1) short-term hire for this period.
Position No. 10024945, Student Services Specialist Senior. This position
serves as a navigator for students from outreach, enrollment, engagement
with industry, and through the employment process. This funding for this
position is through the ACA Manufacturing Funding Project (Grant #1481).

•

South Mountain (SMCC) had two (2) short-term hires during this period.
Position No. 10024761, Media Production Design Analyst, and Position No.
10024400, Residential Faculty, English. The media position supports the
District’s initiative to transition all college sites to the Drupal platform. This
ensures a common platform is being used throughout the District and a
universal experience for students. Existing college staff are not fluent in
Drupal. Funding for this position is through existing salary savings. The
Residential Faculty, English position is for one year only while the incumbent
is on Sabbatical. This position will end on May 14, 2021.
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Specially Funded positions, like short term positions, are not permanent. Funds
for these positions come from grants or funds awarded to the District, such as
Prop 301. In the specially funded hires, two (2) out of the seven (7) were “new”
positions.
•

Gateway (GWCC) had both specially funded positions identified as new.
o Position No. 10024788, Instructor Senior. This position supports the
expansion of the Medical Billing & Coding program at GWCC’s 18th
Street location. This position's funding is part of the original budget and
staffing plan at the new 18th St. location. There is currently a cohort
that started on August 24, 2020, of 17 students.
o Position No. 10024804, Student Services Analyst. This position
supports the piloting of an “alternative” college that offers coursework
in the evening towards the ABUS degree. Through this pilot, the
college will develop a sustainable Alternative College model for GWCC
that will continue after the grant ends. The funding for this position is
under the auspices of the Title V EXITO grant.
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MCCCD Hires Report
August 22, 2020 - September 18, 2020
Non-Faculty Hires
Location

Chandler-Gilbert
Chandler-Gilbert
District
District
District
District
District
District
Estrella Mountain
Gateway
Mesa
Mesa
Mesa
Mesa
Mesa
Phoenix

Effective Date

8/24/2020
9/8/2020
8/24/2020
8/31/2020
8/31/2020
8/31/2020
8/31/2020
8/24/2020
9/14/2020
9/8/2020
8/22/2020
8/22/2020
8/22/2020
8/22/2020
9/8/2020
9/8/2020

Non-Faculty Hires, Short-Term
Location

Glendale
Glendale
Glendale
Mesa
South Mountain
South Mountain

Effective Date

9/8/2020
9/8/2020
9/16/2020
9/5/2020
8/22/2020
8/29/2020

Name

Andrews, Kali
Smith, Joshua Adam
Villanueva, Maribel
McGrath, Jamie A
Page, Matthew Gary
Pallari, Dominic Gray
Rockwell, Tonia Jane
Matar, Bassam H.
Garcia, Alexander
Valenzuela, Stephanie Nicole
Hernandez, Jessica Paulette
Ruiz, Julia
Schabacker, Amanda Jane
White, Margaret Talia
Lainez, Polette
Fuentes, Jonathan Villela

Name

Carioto, Jonathan E.
Garcia, Krystal C.
Munoz, Efren
Rayman, Matthew Kolby
Saldana, Jose-Enrique
Eddy, Randy D

Position

10022274
10008783
10001102
10001043
10001064
10022024
10001003
10024947
10001508
10023391
10024944
10022665
10004653
10004795
10004668
10005509

Position

10024991
10002035
10024990
10024945
10023779
10024761

Job Title

Instructional Designer/Tech
Laboratory Technician
Network and Systems Engineer
Public Safety Comm Specialist
Software Developer
Human Resources Analyst Senior
Human Resources Director
Program Manager
Learning Technician Senior
PR Marketing Coord
Student Services Specialist Sr
Administrative Specialist Sr
Student Services Specialist Sr
Student Services Specialist
Student Services Specialist
Student Services Specialist

Annual Rate

$72,526.00
$33,446.40
$96,137.00
$48,318.40
$70,219.00
$64,650.00
$95,067.00
$86,556.75
$30,347.20
$49,400.00
$40,144.00
$45,156.80
$43,118.40
$39,936.00
$34,091.20
$33,446.40

FTE

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Non-Faculty Hires for August-September, 2020

Job Title

Laboratory Technician Senior
Student Services Specialist
Groundskeeper
Student Services Specialist Sr
Student Services Specialist
Media Prod Design Analyst

Annual Rate

$45,156.80
$38,480.00
$32,198.40
$39,395.20
$25,568.40
$48,273.46

FTE

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.75
1.00

Non-Faculty Hires, Short-Term for August-September, 2020

Type

Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
16

Type

Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
New
Replacement
New
6
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Non-Faculty Hires, Specially Funded
Location

District
District
Estrella Mountain
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Mesa

Effective Date

9/14/2020
8/31/2020
8/31/2020
8/24/2020
9/8/2020
9/8/2020
9/8/2020

Location

Effective Date

8/25/2020
9/14/2020
8/31/2020
9/8/2020

Name

Morales, Leona M.
Granillo, Jennifer Josephine Stephanie
Piper, Vanessa
Colon, Kayla Victoria
Nelson, Tera Faye
Perez, Karla Yadira
Liu, Andrew

Residential Faculty Hires
Gateway
Gateway
Phoenix
Phoenix

MCCCD Hires Report
August 22, 2020 - September 18, 2020

Name

Romero, Michele L.
Escobar, Elisabeth Christina
Chi, Koyun
Idris, Rami

Residential Faculty Hires, One-Year-Only and One-Semester-Only
Location

Estrella Mountain
Glendale
Glendale
Paradise Valley
South Mountain
South Mountain

Effective Date

8/31/2020
8/22/2020
9/8/2020
8/24/2020
9/8/2020
9/14/2020

Residential Faculty Hires, Specially Funded
Location

Effective Date

Name

Conway, Roman G.
Petty, Phillip
Bell, Christina
Abrams, Toya
Thompson, Julie Anne
Miles, Marie P.

Name

Position

10001347
10024765
10023425
10023700
10024788
10024804
10012634

Position

10003196
10003263
10005605
10024047

Position

10024932
10024938
10023781
10022302
10024665
10024400

Position

Job Title

Student Services Specialist Sr
PR Marketing Analyst
Student Services Analyst
Student Services Specialist
Instructor Senior
Student Services Analyst
Laboratory Technician

Annual Rate

$53,809.60
$54,000.00
$56,051.43
$35,360.00
$57,000.00
$51,000.00
$34,091.20

FTE

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Non-Faculty Hires, Specially Funded for August-September, 2020

Job Title

Perioperative Nurs Surg Tech
Clinical Nursing
Counselor
Computer Information Systems

Annual Rate

$72,111.21
$56,074.11
$67,660.00
$73,185.00

FTE

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Residential Faculty Hires for August-September, 2020

Culinary Arts
Physics
Librarian
Sociology
English
English

Job Title

Annual Rate

FTE

Location

Effective Date

Name

Position

Job Title

Type

Replacement
Replacement
Reallocation
New
4

Type

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Reallocation
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
New

Annual Rate

FTE

Type

Residential Faculty Hires, Specially Funded for August-September, 2020

Contracted Executive Hires

7

$18,325.31
$50,675.00
$67,311.00
$74,729.13
$65,184.31
$41,231.94

Residential Faculty Hires, OYO/OSO for August-September, 2020

Job Title

Type

Replacement
Replacement
Replacement
Reallocation
New
New
Replacement

Annual Rate

FTE

6

0

Type

Contracted Executive Hires for August-September, 2020

0

Total Hires for August-September, 2020

39
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Non-Faculty Separations

Location

Chandler-Gilbert
Chandler-Gilbert
District
District
District
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Glendale
Glendale
Glendale
Mesa
Mesa
Mesa
Paradise Valley
Rio Salado
South Mountain
South Mountain

MCCCD Separations Board's Report
August 22, 2020 - September 18, 2020

Name

Job Code

Crumpton, De Lois
Martinez, Miguel
Ochian, Michael
Kelkar, Ajit V.
Turietta, Alice
Pulgarin, Neomi G.
Daddo, Diana E.
Johnson, Ryan
Rabideau, Amy B
Nolz, Donna Jennifer
Perez, Jeremy Keane
Hayden, Ronald T.
Andelora, Jeffrey T.
Woods, Tara Catherine
Neskovic, Gina R.
Kick, Bruce D.
Hipps, Suzanne
Navarro, Susan

Fiscal Specialist
Public Safety Assistant
Fiscal Technician Senior
Software Developer
Public Safety Comm Specialist
Administrative Specialist
Instructional Svc Coord
Planning Research Analyst Sr
Student Services Manager
Laboratory Technician Senior
Custodian
Police Officer
Dean
Student Services Specialist
Administrative Specialist Sr
Network and Systems Engineer
Student Services Director
Library Specialist

Estrella Mountain
Gateway
Gateway
Glendale

8/25/2020
8/28/2020
8/26/2020
9/4/2020
9/8/2020
8/23/2020
8/28/2020
9/11/2020
8/31/2020
8/28/2020
8/31/2020
8/27/2020
9/11/2020
9/18/2020
8/28/2020
9/10/2020
8/28/2020
8/28/2020

Non-Faculty Separations for August-September, 2020

Non-Faculty Separations, Short-Term

Location

Separation Date

Name

Parra Quesada, Karina
Yang, Archie
Flores, Mel J.
Ceran-Jerusalemy, Tahiri Bernard

Job Code

Public Safety Assistant
Library Technician
PR Marketing Coord
Student Services Specialist

Separation Date

9/4/2020
8/28/2020
9/18/2020
8/29/2020

Non-Faculty Separations, Short-Term for August-September, 2020

Non-Faculty Separations, Specially Funded

Action

Separation
Retirement
Separation
Retirement
Separation
Retirement
Separation
Separation
Separation
Separation
Separation
Retirement
Retirement
Separation
Separation
Retirement
Retirement
Retirement
18

Action

Separation
Separation
Separation
Separation
4

Location

District
Gateway
Gateway

Name

Kay, Yvette I.
Murray, Naomi
Prado, Amalia M.

Job Code

Administrative Specialist
Administrative Specialist
Student Services Specialist Sr

Estrella Mountain
Scottsdale

Name

Hill, Jon E.
O'Neill, Dominic

Job Code

Culinary Arts
Culinary Arts

Phoenix

Name

Lafferty, Leslie

Job Code

Name

Separation Date

3

Action

8/25/2020 Retirement
8/24/2020 Retirement

Clinical Nursing

Separation Date

2

Action

9/11/2020 Separation

Residential Faculty Separations, OYO/OSO for August-September, 2020

Residential Faculty Separations, Specially Funded

Location

8/29/2020 Separation
8/31/2020 Separation
8/31/2020 Separation

Residential Faculty Separations for August-September, 2020

Residential Faculty Separations, One-Year-Only and One-Semester-Only

Location

Action

Non-Faculty Separations, Specially Funded for August-September, 2020

Residential Faculty Separations

Location

Separation Date

Job Code

Separation Date

1

Action

Residential Faculty Separations, Specially Funded for August-September, 2020

Contracted Executive Separations

Location

Name

Job Code

Separation Date

0

Action

Contracted Executive Separations for August-September, 2020

0

Total Separations for August-September, 2020

28

MONITORING REPORT
CHANCELLOR LIMITATIONS

FINANCIAL CONDITION AND ACTIVITIES; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING

Governing Board Agenda
Item Number
15.1

Meeting Date: _10/27/2020_

Item Title
Budget Analysis Report
Fund 1: General Unrestricted Fund
For the Three Months Ending 9/30/2020

Responsible Agents
Dr. James Moore,
Interim Chief Operating
Officer

Revenue Summary: $123.7M year to date; projected revenue at year end: $713.8M
• The two major revenues, property taxes and tuition, are collected in cycles. Tuition revenue is
generally collected at the beginning of each semester while property tax revenue is mostly collected
in the fall and spring when semi-annual payments are due from property owners.
• 17.3% of projected revenue have been recognized year to date, which is consistent with the prior year.
Expenditure Summary: $143.9M year to date; projected expenditure at year end: $744.8M
• Expenses for Personal Services and Employee Benefits are generally consistent throughout the
academic year (August through May) as faculty expenses are primarily recognized during this period.
Expenses in July and June of each fiscal year are typically lower.
• 19.3% of projected expenditures have been recognized year to date, which is consistent with the prior
year.
• Contingencies of $5.5M included in the Expenditure Analysis line items in the attached report are not
expected to be expended.
Fund Balance and Financial Stability Requirements
• Projections are for the Fund 1 balance to decrease by $31.0M (from $218.1M to $187.1M) in FY
20/21.
• MCCCD is required to maintain a financial stability balance equal to 10% of the annual projected
revenue. This currently equates to $70.9M. The remaining fund balance of $116.2M is comprised of
college carryforward, allowance for student bad debt, potential uncollected tax levy, reserves for
potential claims, and a projected undesignated balance of $80.4M.
• While the projected undesignated fund balance is expected to be over $80M, there are ongoing
expenses that may potentially impact these balances (i.e., technology, transformation, etc.).
• Financial activities of the District comply with the Governing Board Policies, Chancellor
Interpretations 2.4 and 2.6, though Restricted Fund revenue collection often lags behind expenditures
given that the nature of grants and financial aid is one of reimbursement for expenditures and awards.
• The Governing Board contingency beginning balance is $900,000. The remaining balance as of
9/30/20 is $900,000.
Items of Particular Interest: Abnormal Deviations from Budget or Expectations
• Enrollment for the fall semester continues to be monitored and projections for FY2021 estimated
actual tuition and fee revenue continues to be refined. The amount for Full Year Estimated Actual
revenues and expenditures currently reflects the annual budget as in prior years; however, these
amounts will be revised as we move through the fall semester
More information on the Budget Analysis Report access:

https://district.maricopa.edu/budget/financial-services-controller/financial-reports
This report is also provided to the Audit & Finance Committee semi-annually.

Maricopa County Community College District
Budget to Actual
All Business Units
FUND: 110 ‐ General Fund
Three months ending September 30, 2020
Budget

Current Month
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Year‐To‐Date
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Full Year
Estimated Actuals

REVENUE ANALYSIS
Property taxes
State aid
In lieu taxes
General tuition
Out of state tuition
Out of county tuition
Other fees and charges
Investment income
Miscellaneous and other
Transfers from other funds
Subtotal Revenues
Fund balance carryforward
Total Sources

33,758,385
‐
‐
7,605,453
233,367
4,434
215,170
254,167
163,992
4,719,511
46,954,479
‐
46,954,479

43,612,837
‐
‐
6,653,491
435,150
8,900
255,576
22,844
278,730
‐
51,267,528
‐
51,267,528

9,854,452
‐
‐
(951,962)
201,783
4,466
40,406
(231,323)
114,738
(4,719,511)
4,313,049
‐
4,313,049

37,536,225
‐
‐
83,230,978
7,290,998
79,296
2,126,832
762,501
414,663
4,719,511
136,161,004
‐
136,161,004

47,387,656
‐
‐
68,670,554
5,151,322
15,112
1,698,829
176,788
565,139
‐
123,665,400
‐
123,665,400

9,851,431
‐
‐
(14,560,424)
(2,139,676)
(64,184)
(428,003)
(585,713)
150,476
(4,719,511)
(12,495,604)
‐
(12,495,604)

497,640,717
‐
8,622,905
177,237,000
15,838,000
197,280
4,593,128
3,050,000
1,890,588
4,719,511
713,789,129
197,338,841
911,127,970

497,640,717
‐
8,622,905
177,237,000
15,838,000
197,280
4,593,128
3,050,000
1,890,588
4,719,511
713,789,129
197,338,841
911,127,970

By Function
Instruction
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Student financial assistance
Unused carryforward and contingency
Total Operational by Function

24,893,502
232,453
5,975,108
6,346,716
26,272,240
5,362,858
4,113,674
‐
73,196,550

22,739,474
220,663
5,429,744
5,823,110
14,099,250
5,871,532
7,238,579
‐
61,422,353

2,154,028
11,790
545,364
523,606
12,172,990
(508,675)
(3,124,905)
‐
11,774,196

53,319,952
925,550
22,595,023
27,133,795
84,479,488
22,847,660
9,372,249
‐
220,673,717

47,546,377
625,042
15,387,226
16,130,686
41,758,206
14,905,812
7,536,533
‐
143,889,883

5,773,575
300,508
7,207,798
11,003,109
42,721,282
7,941,848
1,835,716
‐
76,783,833

267,840,823
3,039,098
79,001,366
82,742,591
225,078,142
68,698,811
18,383,241
5,503,600
750,287,672

267,840,823
3,039,098
79,001,366
82,742,591
225,078,142
68,698,811
18,383,241
5,503,600
750,287,672

By Account
Personal services
Employee benefits
Contractual services
Supplies, materials, parts
Current fixed charges
Communications and utilities
Travel operating expenses
Student aid and miscellaneous
Intrafund transfers
Transfers to other funds
Unused carryforward and contingency
Total Operational by Account

37,999,678
11,282,779
12,266,895
844,949
790,682
1,147,109
177,245
8,796,777
(144,453)
34,889
‐
73,196,550

33,473,210
9,583,457
5,643,067
899,074
725,618
1,758,480
56,653
9,049,795
‐
233,000
‐
61,422,353

4,526,468
1,699,322
6,623,828
(54,125)
65,063
(611,371)
120,593
(253,018)
(144,453)
(198,111)
‐
11,774,196

90,841,764
29,785,124
38,849,608
5,597,642
7,234,611
8,031,694
2,577,128
15,598,873
10,614,522
11,542,751
‐
220,673,717

70,661,791
25,307,886
14,790,874
2,837,339
2,678,102
3,581,291
89,024
11,512,228
‐
12,431,349
‐
143,889,883

20,179,972
4,477,238
24,058,734
2,760,304
4,556,509
4,450,402
2,488,104
4,086,646
10,614,522
(888,598)
‐
76,783,833

418,820,083
126,671,338
73,331,430
11,385,431
11,670,085
18,433,610
4,856,084
48,779,601
17,234,011
13,602,398
5,503,600
750,287,672

418,820,083
126,671,338
73,331,430
11,385,431
11,670,085
18,433,610
4,856,084
48,779,601
17,234,011
13,602,398
5,503,600
750,287,672

EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS
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Maricopa County Community College District
Budget to Actual
All Business Units
FUND: 110 ‐ General Fund
Three months ending September 30, 2020
Budget

Current Month
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Year‐To‐Date
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Full Year
Estimated Actuals

FINANCIAL CONDITION ANALYSIS
Total projected revenues
Less total projected expenditures (b)
Projected increase / (decrease) in fund balance
Beginning fund balance (unaudited)
Projected ending fund balance 6/30/21
Less projected designations for future operations:
3.5% college carry forward
Less minimum financial condition measure (c)
Less allowance for student bad debt
Less uncollected tax levy
Less reserves for potential claims
Total Designations
Projected undesignated balance

713,789,129
(744,784,072)
(30,994,943)
218,084,737
187,089,794

23,940,574
70,906,962
3,000,000
3,877,981
5,000,000
106,725,517
80,364,277

(a) ‐ Represents adopted budget, as amended by approved budget transfers.
(b) ‐ Represents budgeted expenses less contingencies.
(c) ‐ The financial condition measure represents that portion of the undesignated general fund balance equal to 10% of the annual projected revenues. This measure represents the minimum level of the
undesignated general fund balance that must be continuously maintained to ensure continued operations in the event of unforeseen circumstances and contingencies.
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Maricopa County Community College District
Budget to Actual
All Business Units
FUND: 110 ‐ General Fund
Three months ending September 30, 2020
Budget

Current Month
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Year‐To‐Date
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Full Year
Estimated Actuals

REVENUE DESCRIPTIONS
Property Tax

Primary property taxes levied and collected for use in current operations without restrictions.

State Aid

Effective in FY 16, the State of Arizona no longer provides operational support to the Maricopa County Community College District.

In Lieu Tax

Monies paid to the District by SRP for use in current operations as a substitution for property taxes.

General Tuition

Tuition and fees received from students whether directly or from a third party.

Out‐of‐State Tuition

Tuition and fees received from students who do not reside within the state or are not otherwise eligible for in‐state tuition, whether directly or from a third party.

Out‐of‐County Tuition

Counties that do not have a community college district provide monies for operations to the districts where their students attend.

Other Fees and Charges

Includes funds received from students for various fees such as registration, transcripts, evaluation by examination registration fees, music lessons, etc.

Investment Income

Idle monies of the District are invested per Governing Board policy and the income is available for operating purposes. Based on accounting standards, the District adjusts
the value of its investments monthly to that of the market and these adjustments are reflected in the investment income line. Therefore, the actual amount for this
revenue line can fluctuate up and down over the course of the year. The projected revenue is what the District expects the final income amount to be at the end of the
fiscal year regardless of the increases and decreases that can occur monthly.

Miscellaneous and Other

Includes funds recovered from previously written off student debts as well as other small types of revenues.

Fund balance carryforward

Includes budget capacity to allow colleges and district office divisions to carry forward up to 3.5% of operating budgets from one fiscal year to the next, enrollment growth
funding for the colleges, and contingencies for unanticipated expenses. Fund balance will not be recognized as a source until used.
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Maricopa County Community College District
Budget to Actual
All Business Units
FUND: 110 ‐ General Fund
Three months ending September 30, 2020
Budget

Current Month
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Year‐To‐Date
Actuals

Variance

Budget

Full Year
Estimated Actuals

EXPENDITURE DESCRIPTIONS
By Function
Instruction

Includes expenditures directly related to instruction including credit courses and vocational and technical courses.

Public Service

Includes expenditures for activities established primarily to provide non‐instructional services beneficial to individuals and groups external to the District.

Academic Support

Includes activities to support the District's primary mission, such as student computing and library services.

Student Services

Includes activities that contribute to the students' emotional and physical well being; to promote intellectual, cultural, and social development outside the context of the
formal classroom; and to facilitate student enrollment in courses. Examples are Admissions and Records, student activities, financial aid, counseling, etc.

Institutional Support

Includes activities that provide safety, security, printing, travel, marketing, insurance, management, business and human resource operations, and planning.

Operation/Maintenance of Plant

Includes expenditures allocated for the operation and maintenance of the physical plant, such as utility costs and staff responsible for the maintenance of buildings and
grounds for all units.

Student Financial Assistance

Maricopa funded scholarships such as the President's scholarship, and honors awards.

Unused carryforward and contingency

Includes amounts carried from one fiscal year to the next by the colleges and district office units (up to 3.5% of adopted budget) and basic contingency for unexpected
needs as prioritized by the Governing Board.

By Account
Personnel Services

Includes salaries and wages for all employees in all types of positions such as full‐time, part‐time, temporary, permanent, all employee groups, etc.

Employee Benefits

Includes all employer paid costs of employee health insurance, retirement contributions, social security and Medicare, life insurance, workers compensation,
unemployment, etc.

Contractual Services

Includes expenditures such as funding for professional services, advertising, marketing, etc.

Supplies, Materials, Parts

Includes the cost of classroom and office supplies and materials, software, audiovisual aids, etc.

Current Fixed Charges

Includes expenditures for facilities rentals, liability and property insurance, subscriptions, etc.

Communications and Utilities

Includes all costs relating to telephone, postage, electricity, water, sewer, etc.

Travel

Includes mileage, in and out of state travel, international travel, registration, hotel, airfare, etc.

Student Aid and Miscellaneous

Includes statutory waivers, employee and dependent waivers, non‐capital equipment, bad debt expense relating to student accounts, etc.

Transfers‐Intrafund

Includes allocations for enrollment growth funding (reserved to help fund additional courses for increased student enrollment), funds for incremental costs from capital
development facilities, etc.

Transfers to Other Funds

Includes transfers for programs accounted for in other funds of the district, such as the Maricopa and Southwest Skill Centers, mandatory match associated with federal
programs (financial aid and Small Business Development Center), etc.

Unused carryforward and contingency

Includes amounts carried from one fiscal year to the next by the colleges and district office units (up to 3.5% of adopted budget) and basic contingency for unexpected
needs as prioritized by the Governing Board.
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